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Announcements and News
News about your product, conferences, and community events.

New Security Advisories Consolidated CSV File
Broadcom now offers a .CSV file that contains a consolidated list of security advisories affecting all supported
Broadcom mainframe products. This file lets you easily search the Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE)
information. You can also access the Security Advisory articles that include more details and context about
the security or integrity exposure. Broadcom updates this file daily. For CSV download instructions, see this
Broadcom Support article (login required).

Mainframe Technical Exchanges: June and October 2023
Join us for the Mainframe Technical Exchanges in person in Plano, Texas (June 13-15) and virtually on October
3-5. Connect with Mainframe Experts who share the latest technical education and product demos and respond
to your questions and feedback. These no-cost educational events are a great way to network with peers and
experts from across the globe.
Bookmark this page for current registration and event information.

Custom Maintenance Acquisition Interface
Use the Create Service Order Online Interface to order, download, and receive maintenance packages for
Broadcom mainframe product solutions. This option is more streamlined than using the SMP/E Internet Service
Retrieval batch JCL option and requires no firewall changes.

Direct Product Acquisition into z/OSMF
A new GIMZIP download option is available to acquire a portable software instance from a secure Broadcom
download server directly from z/OSMF. To determine if your product is GIMZIP enabled, see Mainframe Products
using z/OSMF for Software Management.

Consolidated Product Lifecycle Overview
Use the new Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page to determine the end-of-service (EOS) or end-of-life
(EOL) support dates for Broadcom mainframe products and releases. This information is useful when planning
installations and upgrades.

Chorus Software Manager (CSM) End of Life
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success and to help our customer base achieve their strategic
business initiatives, we are investing our resources in z/OSMF for software management. We are discontinuing
technical support for CSM effective June 30, 2023. Thereafter, CSM will have limited functionality. In accordance
with the terms and conditions, guidelines, and parameters of the Broadcom support program, which is
documented in the Broadcom Software Maintenance Policy Handbook, this announcement provides written
notification of End of Life for CSM. For full details, see the End of Life Announcement. If you do not have CSM
installed, we recommend that you install z/OSMF to manage your software. For installation and usage details, see
the IBM documentation and the Broadcom product installation best practices at techdocs.broadcom.com.

NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration. To
migrate existing environments, see Migrate SMP/E Environments to z/OSMF.
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Release Notes
Includes new feature descriptions, product compatibility details, and third-party software agreements.

The release notes explain the key features and details for Trusted Access Manager for Z Version 1.1

Trusted Access Manager for Z helps reduce the risk of insider threats that could lead to data loss and system outages
by streamlining the management of privileged identities on the mainframe. The solution elevates and demotes existing
user identities based on business need to eliminate privileged credential sharing and persistent elevation. The solution
provides comprehensive auditing and forensics for all privileged user activity for complete visibility. The solution works
directly with ACF2™, Top Secret®, and IBM RACF® to align with existing best practices and workflows so that you can
restrict access to mission-essential data and improve efficiency by delivering trusted mainframe services

NOTE
For installation and software requirements, see Installing.

New Features
The new features in this Trusted Access Manager for Z release offer you increased flexibility and efficiency. We release
features using PTFs for simple installation.

To implement a feature, download the PTF or CARS ID listed in the title. If a feature entry does not include a PTF or
CARS ID, the feature is part of the original Release 1.1 pax file. To view CARS reports and to manage all aspects of
mainframe maintenance, see the Common Mainframe Maintenance site.

NOTE
Install all common PTFs to your Trusted Access Manager for Z system. Install external security manager-specific
PTFs to your ACF2 or Top Secret system. For the noted IBM RACF PTFs, apply those to your Trusted Access
Manager for Z system.

(RACF) Support for Group Special (LU08800)

Trusted Access Manager for Z supports a new field in the CLASS record, TAMRGSPC, which provides group-SPECIAL
authority over the groups associated with the CLASS. As a security administrator, you can add CLASSes with group
special to the available TAM CLASS list using the new TAMRGSPC CSDATA field. When elevating to a CLASS with this
field set, users gain group-SPECIAL to any group attached to the CLASS, along with all their subgroups, per standard
group-SPECIAL behavior. While elevated to a CLASS with group-SPECIAL, the LIST ACTIVE output will now show the
new privilege bits gained. For more information, see the TAMRGSPC field description in Define Class Records for IBM
RACF.

(RACF) SMF80 Context Additions (LU07171) (CARS2211)

Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF SMF80 records now contain the LOGSTR/LOGSTRX contents from the
originating AUTH and FASTAUTH calls that occurred from logging events. The LOGSTR/LOGSTRX fields are written to
the Logstrx column in the TAMRSMF reports. TAMRSMF utilizes the custom USER2 exit, TAMRUSR2, to print the new
data. For more information, see Install TAMRUSR2 SMF Dump Formatting Exit for RACF, TAMRPTTZ - Audit Utility, and
Audit Elevated and De-Elevated Activity through IBM RACF.

(RACF) Support for Native Accesses Logged (LU03823) (CARS2208)

As an auditor, you want all native accesses logged with a unique TAMID of a user's elevation. Trusted Access Manager
for Z supports the new TAGNATV(YES|NO) option. For more information, see Define an Option Record for IBM RACF.
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(ACF2) Support for a Unique User ID That Logs All Access (LU05338) (CARS2205)

As an auditor, you want all access logged while a user has elevated access permissions, regardless of whether an
elevation was used to gain the access. Trusted Access Manager for Z now supports a unique user ID (ALLTAMID)
that is assigned at elevation time and carried through each elevation and deelevation event. For more information see,
Define and Option Record for ACF2, ACFRPTDS - Data Set/Program Event Log, ACFRPTEL - Infostorage Update Log,
ACFRPTLL - Logonid Modification Log, and ACFRPTRL - Rule-ID Modification Log, ACFRPTRV - Resource Event Log.

(IBM RACF) Support for a Unique User ID (LU03321) (CARS2204)

As an auditor, you want to see all activity that occurs by a user or ticket from elevation to de-elevation or elevation time-
out. Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF now supports a unique user ID (TAMID) that is assigned at elevation
time and carried through each elevation and de-elevation event. Reports can be built filtering on TAMIDs to obtain a
comprehensive view. For more information, see Audit Elevated and De-elevated Activity through IBM RACF, Elevate and
De-Elevate Permissions for IBM RACF, Journal File for IBM RACF, TAMRPTTZ - Audit Utility, and View Records and
Active Elevations.

(IBM RACF) Provide Audit Records When Timebox Expires (LU03342) (CARS2204)

Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF now supports de-elevations being logged to the SMF, journal, ENF71, and OPS/
MVS reports when an elevation expires due to timeout. For more information, see Audit Elevated and De-elevated Activity
through IBM RACF and message TMR0444I.

(ACF2) Support for a Unique User ID (LU04693) (CARS2204)

Trusted Access Manager for Z As an auditor, you want to see all activity that occurs by a user or ticket from elevation to
de-elevation or elevation time-out. Trusted Access Manager for Z for ACF2 now supports a unique user ID (TAMID) that
is assigned at elevation time and carried through each elevation and de-elevation event. Reports can be built filtering on
TAMIDs to obtain a comprehensive view. For more information, see the following articles:

• ACFRPTDS - Data Set/Program Event Log
• ACFRPTEL - Infostorage Update Log
• ACFRPTLL - Logonid Modification Log
• ACFRPTNV - The Environment Report
• ACFRPTRL - Rule-ID Modification Log
• ACFRPTRV - Resource Event Log
• ACFRPTTZ - Audit Utility
• Journal File for ACF2
• View Active Elevations
• View Active Elevations You Can Remove
• New messages ACF60062, ACF60063, ACF60064, ACF60065, ACF60066, ACF60067

SCRT Reporting Improvements (LU04670) (CARS2203)

Trusted Access Manager for Z supports the latest requirements for the License Management Program (LMP) and Sub-
Capacity Reporting Tool (SCRT). This enhancement ensures that Trusted Access Manager for Z registers with LMP and
is current with the LMP parameters so that the appropriate data for SCRT is recorded in SMF. Broadcom customers can
use SCRT to produce reports using the ISV (Independent Software Vendor) SCRT reporting features. SCRT ISV correctly
displays Trusted Access Manager for Z metrics in reports. In addition, you can now see Trusted Access Manager for Z
displayed as a product in SYSVIEW on the same host as the Trusted Access Manager for Z instance.
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Day 1 Task and Installation Checklists

A day 1 task checklist has been added to the Getting Started section which summarizes key tasks to start using Trusted
Access Manager for Z for the first time. The Day 1 Checklist includes a brief description of the tasks, with links to the
procedures. The checklist also identifies the roles that are typically required to complete the task. For more information,
see Day 1 Task Checklist.

The Installation Checklist has been added to the Installation section which summarizes the required tasks for a base
installation in the order you should perform them. For more information, see Installation Checklist.

(ALL) Support for z/OS 2.5

Trusted Access Manager for z/OS now supports z/OS 2.5. For more information, see the z/OS Compatibility Matrix.

(IBM RACF) OPS/MVS API Message Support (LU00584) (CARS2110)

Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF sends an event message for REMOVE to OPS/MVS API when an ELEVATE and
DEELEVATE command has affected a user. The message text provides notification about the elevated and de-elevated
user and class. For more information, see Elevate and De-Elevate Security Access Permissions for IBM RACF.

(IBM RACF) Log ELEVATE and DEELEVATE Commands to SMF (S016320) (CARS2108)

Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF writes SMF type 80 records for the access given to data sets, resources and
IBM RACF commands provided by the elevation. A new ELEVATE and DEELEVATE command loggings report includes
Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF commands issued for elevation and de-elevation. For more information, see
Audit Elevated and De-elevated Activity through IBM RACF.

(ACF2) Elevation Expired Details Added to Journal File and ACFRPTNV Environment Report (LU00718)
(CARS2106)

The journal file and ACFRPTNV Environment Report now includes elevation expired messages and parameter details.
The common journal file logs all elevate and de-elevate commands and messages. The ACFRPTNV Environment Report
provides tracking of security-related activity within the system. For more information, see Journal File for ACF2 and
ACFRPTNV - The Environment Report.

(ACF2) REFRESH Added to ATTRIBUT Field (LU00392) (CARS2106)

You can now issue the F ACF2,REFRESH operator command on the ATTRIBUT field. Also, there are four new messages
associated with the REFRESH command:

• ACF79339 - Refresh Allowed Due to TAMZ Elevation
• ACF79484 - CLASS: Name of the CLASS record on the elevate command that allowed the REFRESH modify

command
• ACF79485 - REASON: The REASON field on the elevate command that allowed the REFRESH modify command
• ACF79486 - TICKET: The TICKET field on the elevate command that allowed the REFRESH modify command

For more information, see Define a Class Record for ACF2.

(ACF2) OPS/MVS API Message Support (SO16249) (CARS2106)

As an alternative to ENF Type 71 signal, we support OPS/MVS API messages when a user elevates or de-elevates. The
messages display when an elevation or de-elevation occurs on a system that has OPS/MVS configured and running. The
messages present in OPS and AOF rules can be written to perform some operation when a user’s permissions change
in Trusted Access Manager for Z. For example, during an address space refresh. For more information, see messages
TAMZ001i and TAMZ002i.
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(ACF2) Authentication Credentials on an Elevation (SO16147) (CARS2106)

Trusted Access Manager for Z for ACF2 lets you specify if a user is required to provide authentication credentials when
issuing the elevation command. Doing so adds an extra layer of protection against unauthorized use on highly sensitive
elevation points. For more information, see Define a Class Record for ACF2, Elevate and De-Elevate Permissions for
ACF2, Use ACF2 Panels to Manage Elevations, and two messages: ACF60075 and ACF60076.

(ACF2) Support for ENF Type 71 Signal(SO16144) (CARS2016)

Trusted Access Manager for Z for ACF2 sends a type 71 RACF Event Notifications (ENF) signal for CONNECT to local
listeners when an ELEVATE command has affected a user. An ENF 71 signal provides notification about the change to the
user's security record. For more information, see Elevate and De-Elevate Permissions for ACF2.

(ACF2) TAM Class Record Now Supports Multiple Roles and Privileges (SO16143) (CARS2106)

The CLASS record ALTUID, ATTRIBUT, and ROLENAME fields can now accept multiple values. There is no limit on the
number of values that can be entered except for the record size. For more information, see Define a Class Record for
ACF2.

(IBM RACF) Authentication Credentials on an Elevation (SO16059) (CARS2104)

Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF lets you specify if a user is required to provide authentication credentials when
issuing the elevation command. Doing so adds an extra layer of protection against unauthorized use on highly sensitive
elevation points. For more information, see Define Class Records for IBM RACF, Elevate and De-elevate Permissions for
IBM RACF, and View Records and Active Elevations.

(IBM RACF) Support for ENF Type 71 Signal (SO15725) (CARS2104)

Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF sends a type 71 RACF Event Notifications (ENF) signal for CONNECT to local
listeners when an ELEVATE command has affected a user. An ENF 71 signal provides notification about the change to the
user's security record. For more information, see Elevate and De-Elevate Permissions for IBM RACF.

(IBM RACF) Log All Elevation Commands to One Journaling File (SO15558) (CARS2012)

You can journal the ELEVATE and DEELEVATE commands for Trusted Access Manager for Z for IBM RACF. The journal
entries contain the ELEVATE and DEELEVATE commands issued and the response messages received for those
commands. For more information, see Journal File for IBM RACF.

(IBM RACF) Support for Multiple Group Class Records (SO15058) (CARS2012)

Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF added support which lets you create CLASS records that contain more than one
RACF Group association, allowing multiple entitlements on one elevate command. For more information, see Using with
IBM RACF, Define Class Records for IBM RACF.

(IBM RACF) Support for New Class Privileges for IBM RACF (SO14114) (CARS2010)

Trusted Access Manager for Z Class groups in IBM RACF define elevation points for users of Trusted Access Manager
for Z for RACF. You can elevate yourself or someone else to one or more classes using the ELEVATE command. The
following CSDATA fields have been added to class groups to provide the indicated functionality when a user elevates to
the class:

TAMRASPC
Provides the IBM RACF SPECIAL privilege to users elevated to this class.

TAMRAAUD
Provides the IBM RACF AUDITOR privilege to users elevated to this class.
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TAMRAOPR
Provides the IBM RACF OPERATIONS privilege to users elevated to this class.

TAMRAROA
Provides the IBM RACF ROAUDIT privilege to users elevated to this class

For more information, see Define Class Records for IBM RACF, View Records and Active Elevations, and Audit Elevated
Activity through IBM RACF.

(Common) (Optional) Enable Elevation FALLBACK (SO12468) (CARS2010)
Trusted Access Manager for Z now lets privileged users perform elevations when required ticket validation services are
not available. An elevation provides temporary access permission for critical business needs. A privileged user creates an
elevation request through a ticket validation service. For more information, see (Optional) Enable Elevation FALLBACK
through ACF2, Top Secret, IBM RACF.

(ACF2) Manage Log Stream to Allow Elevations After an IPL (SO11631) (CARS2009)

Trusted Access Manager for Z now supports the use of the Common Logger Services to continue elevations after an IPL
occurs. Doing so eliminates any disruption to the elevation process. Every elevation and de-elevation is written to the
Common Logger Service log stream. For more information, see Manage Log Stream to Allow Elevations After an IPL.

(Common) BMC Remedy ITSM Change Request (CRQ) and Problem Investigation (PBI) Ticket Support with Ticket
Validation (SO12878) (CARS2006)

Trusted Access Manager for Z now supports Ticket Validation with Change Request (CRQ) and Problem Investigation
(PBI) tickets using the NIM SM component. As with Trusted Access Manager for Z version 1.1 support, NIM SM can be
configured to communicate with a BMC Remedy ITSM Service Desk. Now, in addition to selecting incidents, you can
select changes or problems in the Customizations view to perform customizations to map for use in ticket validation. The
ticket types can be used with ELEVATE commands and have ticket validation pass or fail according to the configured
‘valid’ status mappings. For more information, see Configure NIM SM to Enforce Service Desk Ticket Validation.

(Common) Define Service Desk, Classes, and Option Records for Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF
(SO12359) (CARS2006)

A new process for adding service desks, classes, and options to the IBM RACF database has been added for the Trusted
Access Manager for Z for RACF started task. A security administrator can now use IBM RACF to maintain Trusted Access
Manager for Z for RACF classes, options, and service desk records through normal IBM RACF administration.

CLASS
Defines elevations for users.

SERVICE DESK
Assigns a specific service desk to a specific Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF class.

OPTIONS
Defines global options for users

For more information, see Define Class Records for IBM RACF, Define an Options Record for IBM RACF, and Define A
Service Desk Record for RACF.

(Common) Custom Exit for Performing Ticket Validation (SO10051, SO10220) (CARS2001)

You can define a custom exit to perform service desk ticket validation on requests for elevated access permissions. With
your own exit, you can validate through your custom criteria. You can use the exit instead of NIM SM or with NIM SM.

For more information, see (Optional) Define a Custom Exit to Perform Ticket Validation.
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(Common) Elevation Propagation Across LPARs (SO10217) (CARS2001)

After you configure elevation propagation, your site can maintain the same state of elevated privilege across systems,
even if the systems are running different security files. This functionality allows an authorized privileged access recipient
to perform work across multiple isolated systems. Any time you raise or lower security access permissions on a system,
the product sends that action to other connected systems.

For more information, see (Optional) Enable Elevation Propagation Across LPARs.

(Common) Support for Secured Network Connections when Working with Service Desks (SO07607, SO07610)
(CARS1907)

Trusted Access Manager for Z sets up HTTP connections between its components, SJVSTC and TAMSTC. The
SSL_ENABLED parameter drives the connection in the SJVENV and TAMENV files. Trusted Access Manager for Z now
supports the following secure connections:

• Secure Shell (SSH) and Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secure (HTTPS) connections to the NIM SM user interface
• SSH connection from NIM SM to any configured service desks

With these secure connections, you can migrate from an HTTP connection to a more secure connection (HTTPS)
with minimal interruptions to product functionality. After migration, all components of Trusted Access Manager for Z
communicate with each other using secure HTTPS connections. For more information, see Migrate from HTTP to HTTPS
Connections.

(Common) New Service Desk Ticket Validation Features

Trusted Access Manager for Z now supports the following service desk ticket validation features:

• When an elevation occurs, you can select whether to update the service desk ticket with a comment about the
elevation. Comments can be public or private. The following example shows comments that help explain why a self-
elevation failed:
ABCUSER attempted to perform self-elevation to class RMASTER on sysplex=LOCAL, LPAR=syst on May 24, 2019
14:10 for reason: 'MASTER role required' but elevation failed because the ticket status was not valid.
For more information, see Define Service Desk Records for ACF2 or Define Class Service Desk Record for IBM
RACF.

• Service Desk tickets can now be considered “valid” only when the ticket is in the proper state. For example, tickets with
a “closed” state can be configured as invalid. Tickets with an “open” state can be configured as valid. By controlling
which ticket states are valid during elevation requests, you help ensure that these requests are processed according to
your business criteria.
For more information, see Configure NIM SM.

• Trusted Access Manager for Z now supports configuration for a secure connection (HTTPS) to the NIM SM (NIM SM)
UI using key rings.
For more information, see Migrate from HTTP to HTTPS Connections.

(ACF2) Elevation Propagation Across LPARs (SO10216) (CARS2001)

After you configure elevation propagation, your site can maintain the same state of elevated privilege across systems,
even if the systems are running different security files. This functionality allows an authorized privileged access recipient
to perform work across multiple isolated systems. Any time you raise or lower security access permissions on a system,
the product sends that action to other connected systems.

For more information, see (Optional) Enable Elevation Propagation Across LPARs.
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(ACF2) Log All Elevation Commands to One Journaling File (SO10216) (CARS2001)

You can log all elevation command-related messages into a single journaling file. One log with all messages lets
you analyze all activity in one source. The log includes messages about failed commands, helping you troubleshoot
problems efficiently.

For more information, review the SJVSTC member in yourhlq.CSJVJCL0 and see Journal File for ACF2.

(ACF2) TSO Panels for Command Processing (SO08710) (CARS1908)

This enhancement introduces TSO panels. The panel-driven interface helps ease the administration of elevation and de-
elevation functions. Use these panels to display active elevations; display settings; and elevate/de-elevate security access
permissions. After you install and enable the panels, you can access the panels through the SPF/PDF Primary Option
Menu.

For more information, see Use ACF2 Panels to Manage Elevations and List Settings.

(ACF2) Gain Privileged Security Attributes During Elevation

The product now allows the elevated participant to gain privileged attributes as part of an elevation. The following logonid
attributes can be added to a CLASS record through the new ATTRIBUT keyword:

ACCOUNT
Creates, changes, deletes, and displays logonid records.

AUDIT
Displays logonids, access resource rules, and infostorage records.

CONSULT
Displays all logonid records except those records with SECURITY, AUDIT, ACCOUNT, or LEADER privileges.

LEADER
Displays all logonid records except those records with SECURITY, AUDIT, ACCOUNT, or CONSULT privileges.

MAINT
Allows any type of access to a data set referenced in a maintenance job without logging or rule validation.

NON-CNCL
Indicates full access to all data sets or resources despite any security violations that can occur during the access
attempt.

SECURITY
Indicates access to all data sets, protected programs, and resources.

For more information about these attributes, see the ACF2 documentation.

(ACF2) Elevate and De-Elevate Other Users

Any user with the proper permissions can now elevate another user or remove elevations from another user. This
permission expands on the scope of Version 1.0, which only supported self-elevations. This behavior expanded scope
allows you to use administrator IDs to automate some portions of the elevation process. For example, when a ticket is
opened with the service desk, an automation ID can be used by the service desk to elevate the user.

For more information, see Manage Elevated Access through ACF2.

(ACF2) Remove the Need to Logoff/Logon to Use Elevations

When you activate or remove elevated permissions, the elevation/de-elevation becomes active immediately for TSO and
batch jobs running under the elevated user's login ID. If the elevated user's login ID is not the main address space login
ID, such as for CICS or IMS, the elevation does not become active until the elevated user logs off and logs on again.
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For more information, see Manage Elevated Access Through ACF2.

(ACF2) Support for Multiple Service Desks Across Classes of Elevations

Multiple service desks can now be configured for ticket validation. When you define a class to allow privileged access,
use the SDESK field to associate a specific service desk with the CLASS record. This setting lets you dictate that some
classes of elevations go to one service desk and other classes go to another service desk. With the service desk defined
to a class, ticket validation occurs for any user that uses the class to request elevation.

For more information, see Define Service Desk Records for ACF2.

(Top Secret) Maintain Elevations Across IPLs of Top Secret (SO11904) (CARS2003)

This enhancement lets you maintain elevations across Top Secret IPLs. After an IPL occurs, elevations
resume automatically, preventing disruption or the need to re-elevate users. To allow elevations across IPLs, activate log
streaming in the TAMZOPTS(OPTIONS) record of the Static Data Table (SDT).

For more information, see Manage Privileged Access Options in the SDT.

NOTE
Log streaming requires a MONOPLEX or MULTISYSTEM configuration and requires the Common Logger
(CALOGGER) service. CALOGGER is available with Common Components and Services Version 15.0.
CALOGGER does not support an XCFLOCAL configuration.

(Top Secret) Elevation Propagation Across LPARs (SO11151) (CARS2001)

After you configure elevation propagation, your site can maintain the same state of elevated privilege across systems,
even if the systems are running different security files. This functionality allows an authorized privileged access recipient
to perform work across multiple isolated systems. Any time you raise or lower security access permissions on a system,
the product sends that action to other connected systems.

For more information, see (Optional) Enable Elevation Propagation across LPARs.

(Top Secret) Automatic Security Environment Refresh to Activate Elevated Permissions (SO10685, SO10968)
(CARS1912)

When you activate elevated permissions, the product now refreshes the security environment automatically. This behavior
expedites the receipt of elevated permissions and avoids the need to refresh manually. If the recipient ACID is not signed
on when given elevated permissions, the refresh fails, resulting in message TSS0544I; the ACID is given elevated
permissions at signon. If the job name does not match the ACID name, specify the JOBNAME parameter on the ELEVATE
command. JOBNAME(job|*) refreshes the ACID in the address space of a given job name (job) or in all address spaces
(*).

For more information, see Manage Elevated Access through Top Secret.

(Top Secret) TSO Panels for Command Processing (SO08791, SO10685, SO10968) (CARS1907, CARS1912,
CARS1912)

This enhancement introduces TSO panels. The panel-driven interface eases the administration of elevation and de-
elevation functions. Use these panels to display active elevations, display settings, and elevate/de-elevate security access
permissions. After you install and enable the panels, you can access the panels through the SPF/PDF Primary Option
Menu.

For more information, see Use Top Secret Panels to Manage Elevations.
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(Top Secret) Log All Elevation Commands to One Journaling File (SO10685) (CARS1912)

You can log all elevation command-related messages into a single journaling file. One log with all messages lets
you analyze all activity in one source. The log includes messages about failed commands, helping you troubleshoot
problems efficiently.

For more information, review the SJVSTC member in yourhlq.CSJVJCL0 and see Journal File for Top Secret.

(Top Secret) Elevate Groups of Users (SO06929) (CARS1902)

Authorized administrators can now elevate groups of users to the same privileged access class with a single ELEVATE
command. This feature simplifies elevation administration. After you create groups, you can add, remove, or list group
members as needed. For more information, see Manage Elevated Access through Top Secret.

(Top Secret) Keywords Available for ELEVATE/DEELEVATE Commands (SO05559) (CARS1810)

Trusted Access Manager for Z now allows the Command Propagation Facility (CPF) keywords TARGET and WAIT on the
ELEVATE and DEELEVATE commands.

TARGET
Lets you restrict command execution to the local node or propagate the command to other nodes of your
choosing.

WAIT
Specifies whether CPF waits for a response from all remote nodes before resuming command processing.

NOTE
Due to the time-sensitive nature of these commands, the CPF Recovery File does not save these
transmitted commands when WAIT(NO) is in effect. For complete information about CPF, see the Top Secret
documentation.

(Top Secret) Support for Multiple Service Desks Across Classes of Elevations

Multiple service desks can now be configured for ticket validation. When you define a class to allow privileged access, use
the TAMDESK keyword to associate a specific service desk record with the class. This setting lets you dictate that some
classes of elevations go to one service desk and other classes go to another service desk. With the service desk defined
to a class, ticket validation occurs for any user that uses the class to request elevation.

For more information, see Manage Privileged Access Through Top Secret.

(Top Secret) Gain Privileged Security Attributes During Elevation

The product now allows the elevated participant to gain security attributes as part of an elevation. The following attributes
are supported when present in an elevated profile:

NODSNCHK
Bypasses all data set access security checks, which allows access or use of any data set.

NOLCFCHK
Bypasses Limited Command Facility (LCF) checking. An ACID can execute any command or transaction for all
facilities, regardless of LCF restrictions.

NORESCHK
Bypasses security checking for all owned resources except data sets and volumes.

NOSUBCHK
Bypasses alternate ACID usage and bypasses all job submission security checking. The ACID can submit jobs
regardless of the ACID on the submitted job statement. Additionally, the ACID can submit any batch job on behalf
of another ACID without requiring a password.
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NOVOLCHK
Bypasses all volume security checks, which allows access or use of any volume.

For more information about these attributes, see the Top Secret documentation.

(Top Secret) Elevate and De-Elevate Other Users

Any user with the proper permissions can now elevate another user or remove elevations from another user. This
behavior expands on the scope of Version 1.0, which only supported self-elevations. This permission expanded scope
allows you to use administrator IDs to automate some portions of the elevation process. For example, when a ticket is
opened with the service desk, an automation ID can be used by the service desk to elevate the user

For more information, see Manage Privileged Access through Top Secret

NOTE
To use these IBM RACF features, apply the following feature PTFs to your Trusted Access Manager for Z
system.

(IBM RACF) Manage Privileged Access Permissions through IBM RACF (SO08972, SO08742, SO09098)
(CARS1910)

You can now manage privileged access permissions through IBM RACF. This feature lets your authorized personnel
resolve emergencies or solve critical business needs immediately. These PTFs introduce Release 1.1 support for IBM
RACF.

For more information about general usage with IBM RACF, see Manage Privileged Access through IBM RACF.

(IBM RACF) TSO Panels for Command Processing (SO08972) (CARS1910)

You can now use TSO panels with Trusted Access Manager for Z and IBM RACF. The panel-driven interface eases the
administration of elevation and de-elevation functions. Use these panels to display active elevations, display settings, and
elevate/de-elevate security access permissions.

For more information about panels, see Use IBM RACF Panels to Manage Elevations and List Settings.

Integrate with Security Insights
Integrate your Broadcom mainframe security products with Security Insights for reports that help you understand
mainframe security risks and recommendations.

Security Insights aggregates data from your mainframe environment and its security products into reports that offer
insights into your mainframe security posture. These reports help you identify and reduce risk to your mainframe to
improve its risk profile.

Security Insights correlates data from the available products in your mainframe environment. Therefore, the more security
products you have deployed on your mainframe, the richer the insights. Security Insights is available to any customer with
a licensed Broadcom mainframe security product.

For more information, see the Security Insights documentation.
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Release Compatibility and Support
The following resources are available from Broadcom Support online:

• Broadcom Mainframe Installation and Maintenance Tools
• Mainframe Software Security Advisories (login required)
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Maintenance Solutions List
• Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS)
• Migrate SMP/E Environments into z/OSMF

NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration. To migrate
existing environments, see Migrate SMP/E Environments to z/OSMF.

• Mainframe Essentials Software Risk Assessment video
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page
• Mainframe Compatibilities
• Broadcom Support Network Details

For other technical insights and to consult your peers and product management, monitor our global communities:

• Broadcom Mainframe Software Division (MSD) Microsite
• Broadcom Mainframe Software Communities
• Trusted Access Manager for Z Community
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Product Accessibility Features
Broadcom is committed to addressing user accessibility in the development of its products and documentation to help all
customers, regardless of ability, to accomplish vital business tasks.

Trusted Access Manager for Z offers accessibility enhancements through the use of your emulator or operating system.
You can use the following accessibility features with Trusted Access Manager for Z:

Keyboard

You can make the following keyboard adjustments through your operating system:

Repeat Rate (Filter Keys)
Defines how quickly a character repeats when a key is struck.

Tones (Toggle Keys)
Defines tones when pressing certain keys.

Sticky Keys
Defines the modifier key, such as Shift, Ctrl, Alt, or the Windows Logo key, for shortcut key combinations. Sticky
keys remain active until another key is pressed.

Mouse

You can use the following options through your operating system to make your mouse faster and easier to use:

Click Speed
Defines how fast to click the mouse button to make a selection.

Click Lock
Sets the mouse to highlight or drag without holding down the mouse button.

Reverse Action
Sets the reverse function controlled by the left and right mouse keys.

Blink Rate
Defines how fast the cursor blinks or if it blinks at all.

Pointer Options
Lets you do the following:

• Hide the pointer while typing
• Show the location of the pointer
• Set the speed that the pointer moves on the screen
• Choose the pointer's size and color for increased visibility
• Move the pointer to a default location in a dialog box

Keyboard Shortcuts

The product supports operating system- and browser-based keyboard shortcuts.

Third-Party Software Agreements
The following copyright statements and licenses apply to open source software (“OSS”) distributed with the Trusted
Access Manager for Z product (the “Licensed Product”). The term “Broadcom” refers solely to the Broadcom Inc.
corporate affiliate that distributes the Licensed Product. The Licensed Product does not necessarily use all the noted OSS
and may also only use portions of a given OSS component.
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To the extent required under an applicable open source license, Broadcom will make source code available for applicable
OSS upon request. Please send an inquiry to opensource@broadcom.com including your name, address, the product
name and version, operating system, and the place of purchase.

To the extent the Licensed Product includes OSS, the OSS is typically not owned by Broadcom. THE OSS IS PROVIDED
AS IS WITHOUT WARRANTY OR CONDITION OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING,
WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE. To the full extent permitted under applicable law, Broadcom and its corporate affiliates disclaim all warranties
and liability arising from or related to any use of the OSS.

To the extent the Licensed Product includes OSS licensed under the GNU General Public License (“GPL”) or the GNU
Lesser General Public License (“LGPL”), the use, copying, distribution and modification of the GPL OSS or LGPL OSS is
governed, respectively, by the GPL or LGPL. A copy of the GPL or LGPL license may be found with the applicable OSS.
Additionally, a copy of the GPL License or LGPL License can be found at https://www.gnu.org/licenses or obtained by
writing to the Free SoftwareFoundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA.

To view each license and copyright notice, download the  attached zip file.

Product Names and Abbreviations
This documentation references the following products and abbreviations:

• Trusted Access Manager for Z
• ACF2™ for z/OS (ACF2)
• Chorus™ Software Manager (CSM)
• Common Components and Services for z/OS (CCS)
• Compliance Event Manager
• Normalized Ingtegration Management for Service Management (NIM SM)
• Top Secret® for z/OS (Top Secret)
• Service Desk Manager
• BMX Helix ITSM (formerly BMC Remedy)
• HP Service Manager
• IBM Resource Access Control Facility (IBM RACF)
• Salesforce Service Cloud (SFSD)
• ServiceNow
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Installing
Review the steps to acquire, install, deploy, and configure your product.

Standard SMP/E installation and maintenance best practices are used to install and maintain Broadcom mainframe z/OS
products. The installation process includes all the tasks that are typically performed by a systems programmer to acquire
the products and make them ready for use in a production environment.

You can install Broadcom mainframe product software using IBM z/OSMF, CSM, or native SMP/E batch processing.

NOTE
z/OSMF installation is not available for every product.

z/OSMF and CSM are intuitive web-based tools that automate and simplify many installation activities on z/OS systems.
These applications also make obtaining and applying corrective, preventive, and recommended maintenance easier.

The following graphic provides a high-level overview of the installation process for Broadcom mainframe products:
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These steps are described in the following procedure:

1. Prepare for the installation by reviewing best practices and verifying that the software, hardware, security, and other
installation requirements have been met.

2. Acquire the product software using one of the following methods:
– From Broadcom Support, download a z/OSMF (filename.zOSMF.pax.Z) or classic SMP/E JCL (filename.pax.Z)

package. Only one can be selected.
NOTE
If a z/OSMF package is not available, select the SMP/E JCL package. A z/OSMF package is not available
for all products.

– From CSM, select a classic SMP/E JCL package from the product list. You cannot acquire a z/OSMF portable
software instance from CSM.

3. Perform an SMP/E installation to install the product software using one of the following methods:
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– If you downloaded a z/OSMF package from Broadcom Support, install using z/OSMF Deployments.
– If you downloaded a classic SMP/E JCL package from Broadcom Support, use either of the following options:

• Install using native SMP/E JCL
• Install using CSM

– If you downloaded a classic SMP/E JCL package from CSM, start the installation process from the SMP/E
Environments tab in CSM.

4. Install maintenance using z/OSMF Software Update, SMP/E JCL, or CSM.
NOTE
Use SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval to download and receive maintenance. This service lets you acquire
maintenance on demand and to schedule an SMP/E job to run as needed. The SMP/E Internet Service
Retrieval can reduce hours of maintenance time to just minutes, making your system programmers more
productive and allowing them to focus on higher value tasks. Migrate existing CSIs to z/OSMF and use z/
OSMF Software Update to manage software updates.

5. Finalize the installation:
– Configure your product.
– Deploy your product.
For these tasks, use the methods that your product supports and in the preferred sequence per your site.

Prepare for Installation
Review this topic to prepare to install, configure, and deploy your Broadcom product software.

To prepare for an installation or upgrade, your installation team (systems programmer, security administrator, and so
on) should review the installation and configuration tasks to determine the high-level requirements by role. Doing so can
help you complete the process faster without any delays waiting for tasks to be completed at the last minute.

To install your product, we recommend that you understand:

• JCL
• TSO/ISPF
• Your organization IT environment, enterprise structure, and region structure
• z/OS environment and installing software in this environment
• z/OS UNIX System Services

Consult with the following personnel, as required:

• Security administrator for access
• Storage administrator for DASD allocations
• Systems programmer for z/OS definitions

TIP
If you plan to use z/OSMF to install or configure your product, review the installation best practices, which
include comprehensive z/OSMF video training from IBM. To access z/OSMF training from Broadcom, log in to
the Broadcom Support portal and search for a course in Learning@Broadcom. To migrate your existing SMP/E
environments (CSIs) to z/OSMF, see z/OSMF Migration.

You can install this release of your product and can continue to use an older release in another SMP/E environment. If you
plan to continue to run a previous release, consider the following points:

• When you install the product into an existing SMP/E environment, the new installation deletes previous releases in that
environment. We recommend that you install into a new CSI.

• If you acquire your product using SMP/E JCL, select different target and distribution zones for your new release from
where your current release is installed. The new zones use different libraries than your current release.

• Define DDDEF entries in your new zones to point SMP/E to the proper libraries for installation. Ensure that they point
to the new release libraries.
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Installation Checklist
Use this installation checklist to plan and execute your product installation.

To plan your Trusted Access Manager for Z installation, review the following checklist.

This checklist summarizes the required tasks for a base installation (first-time installation) in the order you should perform
them. The checklist includes a brief description of the tasks, with links to the comprehensive information required for the
installation. The checklist also identifies the roles that are typically required to complete the task, which enables the pre-
installation planning team (systems programmer, security administrator, and so on) to focus on the tasks for which they
are responsible. Use the Status column to track your progress.

NOTE
You can often perform the security-related tasks in parallel with the other installation and configuration tasks.

To download an Excel spreadsheet of this checklist, click here.

Prepare for Installation

Task Description Role Time Estimate Status

Review Installation Best
Practices

• Configure SMP/
E Internet Service
Retrieval for
maintenance.

• Sign up for hiper
notifications.

• Register on
Broadcom Support.

• Apply IBM
maintenance.

Database Administrator
Security Administrator
Systems Programmer

1 hour Complete, In progress, or
N/A.

Review Your Product
Download Options

Review where your
product pax files reside in
Download Management
on Broadcom Support
Online.

Systems Programmer 10 minutes Complete, In progress, or
N/A.

Address Hardware
and Operating System
Requirements

• 600 KB of main
storage

• Minimum 1 GB of real
storage

• z/OS level (see
Mainframe
Compatibilities)

Security Administrator
Systems Programmer

1 hour Complete, In progress, or
N/A.
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Task Description Role Time Estimate Status

Address Software
Requirements

• Must be a licensed
user of ACF2 v16,
Top Secret v16, IBM
RACF v2.3 or v2.4

• Security JVM
• Common Services

v15 with the following
service components:
– CAIRIM
– CAMASTER
– LMP
– Message Services
– Java to z/OS

Service (J2Z)
– Chorus Software

Manager (CSM)

Security Administrator
Systems Programmer

1 hour Complete, In progress, or
N/A.

Add a LMP execution key
to authorize product use

• Add execution key to
the key library

• Verify authorization to
execute

Security Administration
Systems Programmer

30 minutes Complete, In progress, or
N/A
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Install Trusted Access Manager for Z

Task Description Role Time Estimate Status

Install Products Using z/
OSMF Deployments
or
Install Products Using
SMP/E JCL
or
Install Products Using
CSM

Create the product
SMP/E and runtime
environment (SMP/E data
sets, target libraries, and
distribution libraries).

Systems Programmer 2 hours Complete, In progress, or
N/A.

Maintain Products Using
z/OSMF Software Update
or
Maintain Products Using
SMP/E JCL
or
Maintain Products Using
CSM

Apply all PTFs required
to bring Trusted Access
Manager for Z to current
maintenance.

• Download
maintenance
(corrective and
preventive)
automatically using
SMP/E Internet
Service Retrieval
or manually from
Broadcom Support.

• Obtain the current
SMP/E HOLDDATA
(download the
external HOLDDATA
file).

• Receive, apply, and
accept maintenance.

Systems Programmer 4 hours Complete, In progress, or
N/A.
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Configure Trusted Access Manager for Z

Task Description Role Time Estimate Status

Place the TAMINT00
module in a system
LINKLIST library.

The TAMINT00 module
is required to verify the
proper installation of
Trusted Access Manager
for Z.

Systems Programmer 10 minutes Complete, In progress, or
N/A

Configure the Trusted
Access Manager for Z
Started Task Procedure.

Creates and customizes
the Trusted Access
Manager for Z for Z
started task procedure
for your ESM. This
started task procedure
is required for ticket
validation on the
ELEVATE command.
• (ACF2 and Top

Secret only) Create
the Trusted Access
Manager for Z
for Z started task
procedure (TAMSTC)

• (IBM RACF only)
Create the Trusted
Access Manager
for Z for Z started
task procedure
(TAMRSTC)

Security Administrator/
Systems Programmer

30 minutes Complete, In progress, or
N/A.

Define the Trusted
Access Manager for Z
started task ID.

Defines the Trusted
Access Manager for Z for
Z started task ID for your
ESM. The started task ID
is required for the Trusted
Access Manager for Z
started task procedure to
run.

Security Administrator 30 minutes Complete, In progress, or
N/A.

(Optional) Configure NIM
SM

Updates NIM SM
configuration details to
establish connections
to a service desk and
establishes valid ticket
status mappings for ticket
validation. This task is
necessary if you require a
service desk ticket on the
ELEVATE command.

Security Administrator/
Systems Programmer

30 minutes Complete, In progress, or
N/A.
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Task Description Role Time Estimate Status

Configure Security JVM. Creates and customizes
the Security JVM
started task procedure
(SJVSTC). This required
task is the interface
between your ESM
and various aspects of
Trusted Access Manager
for Z for Z.

Security Administrator/
Systems Programmer

30 minutes Complete, In progress, or
N/A.

Define the Security JVM
started task ID.

Defines the Security
JVM started task ID for
your ESM. The started
task id is required for the
Security JVM started task
procedure (SJVSTC) to
run.

Security Administrator 30 minutes Complete, In progress, or
N/A

Define the Trusted
Access Manager for Z
Global OPTIONS record
for your ESM:
• ACF2
• Top Secret
• IBM RACF

Defines global settings
that all elevations
follow, unless otherwise
overridden.

Security Administrator 30 minutes Complete, In progress, or
N/A

Define Trusted Access
Manager for Z CLASS
records for your ESM:
• ACF2
• Top Secret
• IBM RACF

Defines elevation
endpoints that users
elevate into to gain
more entitlements.

Security Administrator 30 minutes Complete, In progress, or
N/A

(Optional) Define Trusted
Access Manager for Z
SDESK records for your
ESM:
• ACF2
• Top Secret
• IBM RACF

Defines Service Desk
override records that
superseded the global
OPTIONS settings at
a CLASS level. This
record is optional and
only required to override
global settings.

Security Administrator 30 minutes Complete, In progress, or
N/A

Review Installation Best Practices
Before you begin the installation process, review these installation best practices.

Manage Security and Integrity Fixes

Broadcom offers Security and Integrity maintenance that addresses a security or integrity exposure. We categorize this
maintenance as a “SECINT” or “Security or Integrity” fix type using our mainframe software packaging system. With
each Security or Integrity Fix, Broadcom also offers access to Security Advisory articles that include more details and
context about a security or integrity exposure. Each article details the CVSS score, the CVSS Vector String, the affected
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components, and the CVE numbers, if applicable. This central resource offers self-service information and an email
subscription service to be alerted about new security advisories.

Business Value:

This maintenance lets you quickly identify and apply security or integrity maintenance. The proactive notifications let you
address security issues immediately.

More information:

Maintain Security and Integrity Fixes

Broadcom Security Advisories Portal

Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval for Product Maintenance

Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval to eliminate the need to download maintenance manually. This service uses
the IBM SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command to acquire Broadcom mainframe product maintenance. This service enables
you to acquire maintenance on demand or to schedule an SMP/E job to run as needed.

If you are an existing CSM customer, you can also use this service to download maintenance and dramatically reduce the
time that is required to download PTFs.

With SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval, you can make service requests for maintenance on demand or as scheduled
jobs that enable a more automated approach to downloading maintenance. To create a service order request online from
secure Broadcom download servers, see Use the Create Service Order Online Interface. This option is more streamlined
than using the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval batch JCL option and requires no firewall changes.

Business Value:

SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval can reduce hours of maintenance time to just minutes, making your system
programmers more productive and allowing them to focus on higher value tasks. SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval:

• Eliminates time-consuming fix searches and the need to select maintenance manually from the Broadcom Support
portal

• Automates delivery of Broadcom maintenance directly to your mainframe
• Fulfills orders based on the status of your SMP/E environments
• Enables scheduling of maintenance downloads
• Facilitates an easier installation of Recommended and Preventive service

More information:

Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval

Implement a Proactive Preventive Maintenance Strategy

Use CARS to implement a proactive preventive maintenance strategy. CARS is patterned after the IBM preventive
maintenance model, Recommended Service Upgrade (RSU). With CARS, you can install preventive maintenance for
most Broadcom z/OS based products consistently on a schedule that you select (monthly, quarterly, annually). You
can follow the same schedule that you use to apply IBM maintenance, or you can implement a schedule for Broadcom
products only.

Business Value:

Keeping your products current with maintenance helps your team remain productive and minimizes errors while safely
protecting your systems. If you do not install preventive maintenance regularly, you risk encountering known problems for
which we have published and tested fixes. Early notification about the potential need to apply a required fix helps avoid
unscheduled downtime and assists you in proactively maintaining your software.

More information:
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Recommended Service for z/OS

Sign up for Product Update Notifications

Sign up for product update notifications for all Broadcom products so that you receive notification of potential problems for
your products as soon as possible. Subscribe to critical alerts and other product notifications like security advisories within
the Broadcom Support portal. Sign in and select Notification Settings under your user name and profile. Select the alerts
that you want. Your preferences are automatically saved.

Business Value:

Early notification about the potential need to apply a required fix helps avoid unscheduled downtime and assists you in
proactively maintaining your software.

Apply IBM Maintenance

Apply IBM maintenance for z/OSMF, SMP/E, and other components and products that are used during the software
installation process using the following FIXCAT:
IBM.DrivingSystem-RequiredService

Obtain the latest IBM HOLDDATA and run the SMP/E REPORT MISSINGFIX command to determine whether any
required PTFs are missing:
SET BDY(GLOBAL),

REPORT MISSINGFIX ZONES(ZOS24)

  FIXCATA(IBM.DrivingSystem-RequiredService).

Business Value:

Missing APARs can affect the operation or performance of your product.

Review z/OSMF Training Videos

The following training is offered to help you and your team learn z/OSMF basics. We recommend that all members of your
installation team review these videos before they use z/OSMF:

NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration. To migrate
existing environments, see Migrate SMP/E Environments to z/OSMF.

• Review IBM's z/OSMF Tutorials
• ServerPac Installation with z/OSMF: Tutorial 1 - Gain Access
• z/OSMF Management Facility
• z/OSMF Training - Introduction, Process, and Impact to Existing Customers 200

Business Value:

You and your team receive training so you can work efficiently in the IBM z/OSMF interface.

Review Your Product Download Options
Review this article to understand your product download options for Trusted Access Manager for Z.

This article explains where your product pax files reside in Download Management on Broadcom Support Online. You can
only view the products on Broadcom Support Online for which your site is licensed. The path to specific products may vary
based on your site license.

If your site is solely licensed for one product, download it by entering the product name (for example, Auditor) in the
product search on Broadcom Support Online.
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Entitlements Included with ACF2 and Top Secret

The entitlement for Advanced Authentication Mainframe and Trusted Access Manager for Z is now included with licensure
for ACF2 and/or Top Secret. If your site is licensed for ACF2 or Top Secret, the entitlement also allows the use of
Advanced Authentication Mainframe and/or Trusted Access Manager for Z in your IBM RACF environments.

With this entitlement, download Advanced Authentication Mainframe and Trusted Access Manager for Z by entering ACF2
or Top Secret in the product search on Broadcom Support Online. Select the applicable version, and select the product
package for download.

Security Insights

If your site is licensed for any Broadcom Mainframe Security product, you have no-cost access to Security Insights. To
download the product, enter the licensed product name in the product search on Broadcom Support Online.

Next Steps

You are now prepared to navigate to the proper location on Broadcom Support Online to download your software
package. Based on your site preference, continue to Install Products using z/OSMF, Install Products Using SMP/E JCL, or
Install Products Using CSM. Each installation article explains how to download your products.

Hardware and Operating System Requirements
Before you install and configure Trusted Access Manager for Z, verify that your system meets these requirements:

• IBM z9 or above.
• Minimum 1 GB of real-storage.
• See the Compatibility matrix for the supported IBM z/OS versions.

Software Requirements
The following software is required when installing Trusted Access Manager for Z:

WARNING
You must apply PTF SO11137.

• External Security Manager (ESM)—You must be a licensed user of one of the following ESMs:
– ACF2 Version 16.0 with current maintenance. At a minimum, you must apply PTF SO06579.
– Top Secret Version 16.0 with current maintenance. At a minimum, you must apply PTF SO06391.
– IBM RACF 2.3 or 2.4

• Security JVM
• Common Components and Services for z/OS (CCS) Version 15.0 with CAIRIM and CAMASTER service

components, Message Service, and CA Java to z/OS Service (J2Z). To verify that you have the CAMASTER service
component, select the IPL time SYSLOG for the following message: CAMS100I CAMASTER INITIALIZATION IN
PROGRESS.

• A Chorus Software Manager (CSM) Release 5.1 or Version 6.0 (not required if you are using the native SMP/
E installation method).

Add a LMP Execution Key to Authorize Product Use
As part of the required installation of Common Components and Services, you configured the Resource Initialization
Manager (CAIRIM) service and its Broadcom License Management Program (LMP) subcomponent. During this
configuration, you copied the CAS9 procedure to a system procedure library where the product started task procedure
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resides. CAS9 identifies the location of an LMP key library (a collection of product execution keys). At your site, the
procedure name may have been changed from CAS9 (to meet installation naming conventions).

As a licensed user of Trusted Access Manager for Z, you acquire the product LMP key through one of the following
methods:

• With Pax ESD
• From Broadcom Support

NOTE
You can view your current licensed LMP keys by reviewing your licensing information at Broadcom Support.

Use this procedure to add this product's execution key to the key library. With the key in place, the product can verify its
authorization to execute at your site.

Follow these steps:

1. Browse to the CAS9 member (or whatever member name you renamed to) within the library where the product started
task procedure resides (for example, SYS1.PROCLIB(CAS9)).

2. Review the DSN parameter in the KEYS DD statement.
DSN identifies the data set and member name that contains the site LMP keys (for
example, DSN=SYS2.PARMLIB(LMPKEYS)).

3. Navigate to the LMPKEYS member location and edit the member.
4. Insert an LMP execution key entry for Trusted Access Manager for Z:

PROD(pp) DATE(ddmmmyy) CPU(SITE-****/ssssss) LMPCODE(kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk)

PROD
Defines the two-character product code.

DATE
Defines the LMP licensing agreement expiration date.
Example: 25JUL18 specifies an expiration date of July 25, 2018.

CPU
Specifies the CPU type, model, and serial number on which the product runs. If the CPU type and model require
fewer than four characters, insert blank spaces for the unused characters.
If your site has been issued a site license for a product, this value specifies the site ID that must appear on the
SITEID record for this key to be valid and specifies the CPU serial number.

LMPCODE
Specifies the LMP key for the product.

You have successfully added the LMP execution key. Next, continue with installing the product by using CSM or by using
SMP/E JCL.

Install Products Using z/OSMF
Learn how to install product software using z/OSMF.

As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include acquiring, installing, maintaining, and configuring mainframe
products on your systems. z/OSMF lets you perform these tasks for Broadcom mainframe products and mainframe
products from other vendors. z/OSMF lets you manage software on your z/OS systems through a browser at any time,
from any location. By streamlining some traditional tasks and automating others, z/OSMF can simplify some areas of
system management and also reduce the level of expertise that is required for managing system activities. Experienced
users can view, define, and update policies that affect system behavior, monitor system performance, and manage z/OS
software.
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As products and vendors adopt z/OSMF services, you can install and maintain all your mainframe products in a common
way according to industry best practices. After configuration is complete, you can execute the product and easily provision
new software instances for use on other systems throughout your environment.

Use the following topics to guide you through the installation process using z/OSMF:

Address z/OSMF Requirements
Provides information about z/OSMF general configuration and security requirements.

Acquire a z/OSMF Portable Software Instance
Provides the steps to acquire the product software from Broadcom Support and register the portable software
instance in z/OSMF.

Install Product Software Using z/OSMF Deployments
Provides the steps to install (deploy) the portable software instance to an LPAR using z/OSMF Deployments. This
step creates the SMP/E environment and runs the RECEIVE, APPLY, and ACCEPT steps to prepare the software
instance for SMP/E operations. This step also:

• Customizes the data set names that are defined to SMP/E.
• Mounts required USS files if necessary.
• Performs workflow execution to customize the deployed runtime environment for use on a specific z/OS

system.

Import Product Information into z/OSMF
Provides the steps to import the Broadcom product information file so that z/OSMF has access to the latest
product release information. For a list of products using z/OSMF, see Mainframe Products using z/OSMF in the
Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures documentation.

TIP
See our installation best practices article for a list of comprehensive z/OSMF video training from IBM.

When these tasks are completed, you are ready to install preventive maintenance. You can also configure software
instances using z/OSMF workflows.

Address z/OSMF Requirements
Prepare for installation using z/OSMF by addressing the requirements in this topic.

Before you install your Broadcom mainframe products using IBM z/OSMF, address the installation and security
requirements in the following table:

NOTE
Your systems programmers and security administrators can complete these tasks in parallel.

Task Description Role

Apply required maintenance
for Common Components
and Services (CCS) Version
15.0 (SO12499)

The CCS PTF installs load module stubs for select IBM products into your
installed CCS library hlq.CAW0CALL. If you are prompted during installation
for the data set name of a load library for an IBM product that is not installed,
specify your installed hlq.CAW0CALL data set name.

Systems Programmer

Configure z/OSMF The IBM z/OS Management Facility Configuration Guide is your primary
source of information about how to configure z/OSMF. You can open the IBM
documentation in a separate browser tab for reference during installation of your
products using z/OSMF Deployments. To prevent configuration errors and to
enable z/OSMF Software Update for maintenance, apply all z/OSMF related
maintenance before you begin the installation process.

Systems Programmer,
Security Administrator,
Domain Administrator
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Task Description Role

Configure z/OSMF security
for ACF2, Top Secret, or
IBM RACF

Configure security in your ESM to authorize users and resources. To prevent
SSL handshake failures when importing product information into z/OSMF, make
sure that you have added the Digicert Intermediate CA certificate to the z/OSMF
keyring. For information, see Import Product Information into z/OSMF.

Security Administrator

Confirm installer privileges Confirm that the installer has read, create, update, and execute privileges
in z/OS. Write access is also required to the UNIX System Services (USS)
directories that are used for the installation process. To deploy a product
that has USS components, the installer's user ID must have access to
the appropriate resource profiles in the UNIXPRIV class, access to the
BPX.SUPERUSER resource profile in the FACILITY class, or UID(0). For
UNIXPRIV, read access is required to SUPERUSER.FILESYS.CHOWN,
SUPERUSER.FILESYS.CHGRP, and SUPERUSER.FILESYS.MOUNT.

Security Administrator

Address USS requirements • Create a USS directory to receive the z/OSMF pax file and to perform the
unpack steps.

• Confirm that you have write authority to the USS directories that are used for
the z/OSMF pax installation process.

• Confirm that you have available USS file space.
To download and unpack the pax file, you need free space that is approximately
3.5 times the pax file size in the file system that contains the pax directories. For
example, to download and unpack a 14-MB pax file, you need approximately 49
MB of free space in the file system hosting your pax directory. If you do not have
sufficient free space, error messages like EZA1490I Error writing to data set or
EZA2606W File I/O error 133 can occur.

Systems Programmer,
Security Administrator

Configure SMP/E Internet
Service Retrieval

Lets you receive and download maintenance on a regular cadence or build
custom maintenance packages (order PTFs, APARs, critical, recommended, all,
or just HOLDDATA). This step is our recommended best practice when installing
maintenance and is required to use z/OSMF Software Update. For configuration
details, see the Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures documentation.

Systems Programmer,
Security Administrator

After these requirements have been addressed, you are ready to acquire a z/OSMF Portable Software Instance or
Configure a Software Instance using z/OSMF Workflows.

Acquire a z/OSMF Portable Software Instance
Learn how to acquire a z/OSMF portable software instance.

As a systems programmer, you can acquire a z/OSMF portable software instance (PSWI) for your product from Broadcom
Support and then add the portable software instance to z/OSMF. The product SMP/E environments are pre-built at
Broadcom, backed up, and made available for download as a PSWI.

The PSWI includes the SMP/E CSI data sets, all associated SMP/E-managed target and distribution libraries, non-SMP/E-
managed data sets, and metadata that is required to describe the PSWI.

The following diagram illustrates the acquisition process:
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1. Review the installation best practices and address all requirements.
2. Complete one of the following tasks to Order the z/OSMF Portable Software Instance:

– Download the PSWI to the z/OSMF host from the Broadcom download server.
Before you use this option, complete the one-time security configuration tasks to use the RECEIVE
FROMNETWORK (RFN) process through GIMGTPKG and SMP/E. See Prepare for Secure Internet Delivery.

– Download the PSWI to your laptop and FTP it to a USS directory on the mainframe or download it to z/OS.
3. Register the portable software instance in z/OSMF.

Prepare for Secure Internet Delivery

Perform the following one-time security configuration steps to instruct the SMP/E RECEIVE command and the
GIMGTPKG service routine to download the PSWI using HTTPS. GIMGTPKG performs the SMP/E RECEIVE
FROMNETWORK TRANSFERONLY command functions. SMP/E supports secure and encrypted download operations
using HTTPS (HTTP over SSL, Secure Sockets Layer). The default z/OS Java truststore manages the certificates.

NOTE
If your site has already configured the server certificate to acquire solutions and process maintenance requests
through https://downloads.broadcom.com, skip this task. Go to order the z/OSMF Portable Software Instance.

1. Download the certificate:
https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/cadocs/0/certs/digi-inter-new/digicert_intermediate_2031.crt

Record the location on your workstation where the certificate now resides.
2. Upload the certificate as text data to your z/OS system in RECFM=VB and LRECL=84 format. If you use FTP, use the

following commands to avoid truncation:
ASCII

QUOTE SITE WRAP LRECL=84 RECFM=VB

PUT your_PC_file_name 'your.zos.dataset.name'

quit

The certificate now resides on z/OS.
3. Add the certificate to the External Security Manager (ESM) database:

– For ACF2, specify:
SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(CERTDATA)

INSERT CERTAUTH yourcertname DSN(‘your.zos.dataset.name’) -

  LABEL(yourlabelname) USAGE(CERTAUTH) TRUST

– For Top Secret, specify:
TSS ADD(CERTAUTH) DIGICERT(yourcertname) LABLCERT(yourlabelname)-

DCDSN(‘your.zos.dataset.name’) TRUST

– For IBM RACF, specify:
RACDCERT CERTAUTH ADD(‘your.zos.dataset.name’) + 

WITHLABEL(‘yourlabelname’) TRUST
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The ESM database now includes the certificate.
4. Grant UPDATE access to the IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING) to the user ID submitting the FTP JCL:

– For ACF2, specify:
SET RESOURCE(FAC)

RECKEY IRR ADD( DIGICERT.LISTRING UID(userid) SERVICE(UPDATE) ALLOW)

– For Top Secret, specify:
TSS PER(userid) IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING) ACC(UPDATE)

– For IBM RACF, specify:
PERMIT IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING CLASS(FACILITY) ID(userid) ACCESS(UPDATE)

The user that submits the FTP JCL can use a virtual CERTAUTH keyring to authenticate the FTP server. The
certificate does not need to be added to the keyring of the FTP user.

The one-time security configuration is complete. You are now ready to Order the z/OSMF Portable Software Instance.

Order the z/OSMF Portable Software Instance

You can order the z/OSMF portable software instance from the Broadcom Support and download the PSWI using GIMZIP
to z/OSMF or download the PSWI to a local z/OSMF host as a single pax file. You can download directly to the mainframe
or you can download to your workstation and then transfer the pax file to the mainframe. A file transfer utility, such as FTP,
is required to transfer data to the mainframe.

Use the following procedure to create a service order from the Broadcom Support site for a product-specific PSWI:

1. Go to Broadcom Support and select Software, Mainframe Software, and My Downloads.
2. Log in using your Broadcom Support username and password.

The My Downloads page appears.
3. Select a product from the list or enter the product name in the Search field.

The product page appears with two tabs under the product name: Products and Solutions.
4. Under Products, select the product that you want to download.

A list by release, service pack, and language appears.
5. Use the hypertext link to select a release.

The Primary Downloads page appears. This page shows the product-specific software packages that you can select
to download.
If an Additional Downloads page is available, this page shows more software packages that are related to your
product selection that you can download. These products may already be installed.

6. Review the packages that appear under Primary Downloads and Additional Downloads and complete the following
steps:
a. View the file information for the product that you want by selecting the right arrow key (>) or by selecting Expand

All.
b. Select the checkbox under Download for the PSWI (productid.VnnRn.ZOSMF.pax.Z) and other files that you

want to include in the product download.
c. Select one of the following download methods:

• If your product is RFN-enabled, a GIMZIP download option is available. Select GIMZIP to acquire the product
package from the Broadcom download server directly to your z/OSMF host system using z/OSMF Software
Management. Go to Step 7.

• Select HTTPS Download or Secure FTP Download to download the files from the Broadcom download server.
Secure FTP Download is the preferred method. Go to Step 8.
To select a download method from the Download Manager, select Download Selected. This option lets you
download multiple files at one time.

For download tips, see Product Download Help. For sample JCL and security requirements, see Download Methods
and Locations.

7. If you selected GIMZIP, the GIMZIP text changes to Order is Placed. An email is sent to the order creator.
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Complete the following steps to generate the required SERVER XML to download the PSWI from the FTP download
server to your mainframe using the GIMGTPKG service routine. GIMGTPKG transports the GIMZIP packages from a
remote FTP server to a local host.
a. Use the link in the email to access the order details (site ID, order number, and product release) on the Download

History page in the Download Manager on Broadcom Support.
b. Select GIMZIP to access the service order details (SERVER XML) in a text file. For example:

<SERVER 

   host=”ftpserver.broadcom.com”

   user=”joesmith”

   pw=”password”

 > 

 <PACKAGE

    file=”/order/product/GIMPAF.XML”

    hash=”01234567890123456078901234567890”

    id=”BROADCOM”

 > 

 </PACKAGE> 

</SERVER>

The SERVER XML contains the required information for the download server to receive the network package.
c. Copy the SERVER XML to your clipboard and change the id tag to name the subdirectory in the SMPNTS

directory. Use this copy to register the PSWI in z/OSMF using the Add From Download Server option.
Go to Register the Portable Software Instance in z/OSMF.

8. If you selected Secure FTP in Step 6, the Secure FTP Download Instructions pop-up appears.
a. Copy the host URL (downloads.broadcom.com) and paste it into a browser.
b. Log in using one of the following options:

• Broadcom Support Portal username and password
• Secure Access Token

To use this option, select Generate Access Credentials, specify your email address and password, and select
Generate. Before you close the window, copy and save the generated FTP credential details (username and
password) into a text file.

c. Copy the path for the zip file located in Order Location. This file identifies the order to be downloaded. For
example, /12345678.zip.

d. Use the following sample JCL with an added JOB card to download the z/OSMF pax file using FTP:
 //GETPAX   EXEC PGM=FTP,REGION=0K

 //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

 //OUTPUT   DD SYSOUT=*

 //INPUT    DD *

 downloads.broadcom.com

 supportportalemail or generatedUsername 

 supportportalpassword or generatedPassword

 Binary

 get orderlocation + ‘yourUSSpaxDirectory’ (rep

 quit

 /*

 //*

e. Execute JCL to unpack the installation file and restore the individual pax files. Sample JCL follows:
//USSBATCH EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH

//STDOUT   DD SYSOUT=*

//STDERR   DD SYSOUT=*

//STDPARM  DD *

//* Be sure that there are no line numbers on the input lines.
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sh cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/;

pax –rvf productid.VnnRn.ZOSMF.pax.Z

/*

//*

Customize the sample JCL as follows:

• Add a JOB statement.
• Update the USS directory (yourUSSpaxdirectory) with the path name where you want to copy the pax file.
• Update productid.VnnRn.ZOSMF.pax.Z with the name of the pax file that you want to copy to the mainframe.
• Submit the customized JCL.

USSBATCH can take several minutes to execute. A return code of zero is expected. Any other return code
indicates a problem.
You can also use OMVS to unpax the z/OSMF pax file. For example:
$ cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory

$ pax -rvf productid.VnnRn.ZOSMF.pax.Z

After successful execution, the individual pax files are restored and ready for use. You are now ready to register
the PSWI in z/OSMF using the Add From z/OSMF System option.

Go to Register Portable Software Instance in z/OSMF.

Register Portable Software Instance in z/OSMF

After you acquire and download the PSWI to a local z/OSMF host system, log in to z/OSMF to register the product
software and define the PSWI to z/OSMF as shown in the following procedure. When you complete these steps, the PSWI
is registered in z/OSMF and ready for installation (deployment).

1. Log in to the z/OSMF web interface and select your user ID in the top or bottom right-hand corner to switch between
the Desktop Interface and Classic Interface.

2. Complete one of the following steps to display the Software Management page:
a. In the Desktop Interface, select Software Management.
b. In the Classic Interface, select Software, Software Management.

3. Select Portable Software Instances to define your PSWI to z/OSMF.
4. Select Add from the Actions menu and select From Download Server (GIMZIP download) or From z/OSMF System

(HTTPS or Secure FTP download) as applicable.
For detailed steps, see Tutorial 2 - Add a PSWI from IBM.
Use the default CLIENT XML or if needed, specify the CLIENT XML attributes that you use in other SMP/E jobs to
download software products or PTFs from the Broadcom download servers. For example:
<CLIENT  downloadmethod="https"

         downloadkeyring="javatruststore"

         javahome="/usr/lpp/java/J8.0"

         >

</CLIENT>

NOTE
For more information about specifying the CLIENT XML tag, see Content of CLIENT data set in the IBM
documentation.

downloadmethod
Specifies the network protocol for downloading the files from a remote server. HTTPS is the only supported
option. When you specify https, certificates are required to perform the SSL handshake with the HTTPS server to
encrypt the network activity. The location of the certificates is defined using the downloadkeyring attribute.
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downloadkeyring
Identifies the location of the certificates that are required to perform SSL operations with the HTTPS server
where the files to be downloaded reside. Specify the name for an external security manager (ESM) keyring or the
keyword javatruststore.
The name of the keyring can specify a real or a virtual keyring.
To indicate that all CA certificates that are defined in the ESM can be used to perform SSL operations, specify
“*AUTH*/*” for the CERTAUTH virtual keyring userid/keyring value.

javahome
Specifies the location of the Java runtime to be used by SMP/E.

The PSWI exists on your z/OS system and is defined to z/OSMF. The product software is ready for installation. Go to
Install Product Software using z/OSMF Deployments.

Install Product Software Using z/OSMF Deployments
Learn how to install product software using z/OSMF Deployments.

As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include installing product software in your z/OS environment. After
the portable software instance or software instance is registered in z/OSMF, you can use z/OSMF Deployments to
install the product software and create the product data sets (global, CSI, target libraries, and distribution libraries) for
the new software instance. The deployment jobs create a copy of the source product data sets to create the product
target runtime environment. Creating a copy of the SMP/E target data sets keeps the SMP/E environment clean and it
also isolates the product runtime environment for maintenance activities. You can also perform z/OSMF workflows to
customize the SMP/E data sets, mount UNIX System Services (USS) files if necessary, and configure the new software
instance on the target system.

To install Broadcom mainframe products using z/OSMF and make the product software available for use on a system
by users and other programs, define a new deployment. This step defines the SMP/E environment name and the prefix
of the CSI data set in z/OSMF. You also specify data set allocation parameters for all SMP/E data sets, target libraries,
and distribution libraries. To define a new deployment, complete the deployment checklist (specify the USS path, DSN,
VOLSERs), and submit the deployment jobs through the z/OSMF user interface. When the deployment is complete, you
have a source and target copy of the software.

NOTE
For more information about these tasks, see Deploying software in the IBM documentation.

Subsequent maintenance activities for the product update the SMP/E environment without affecting your active product
runtime environments. You decide when to redeploy the maintenance-updated SMP/E target data sets to each of the
product runtime environments.

Before you begin this process, review the installation best practices and verify the installation requirements in Prepare for
Installation.

NOTE
The installer requires read, create, update, and execute privileges in z/OS. Write access is also required to the
USS directories that are used for the installation process. To deploy a product that has USS components, the
installer's user ID must have access to the appropriate resource profiles in the UNIXPRIV class, access to the
BPX.SUPERUSER resource profile in the FACILITY class, or UID(0). For UNIXPRIV, read access is required to
SUPERUSER.FILESYS.CHOWN, SUPERUSER.FILESYS.CHGRP, and SUPERUSER.FILESYS.MOUNT.

1. Display the Deployments table in z/OSMF (Software Management, Deployments).
2. Define a new deployment by selecting New from the Actions menu.

The deployment checklist displays. You can also modify, view, copy, cancel, or remove existing deployments.
3. Complete the deployment checklist items as described in Defining new deployments in the IBM documentation.
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As you complete the deployment checklist, be sure to make the following selections:
a. Specify the properties for this deployment (name, description, and optional category).
b. Select the software to deploy.

For this step, select the Portable Software Instance button and select your package.
c. Select the objective for this deployment to indicate where and how you want to install the selected portable

software instance.
For this step, indicate that you want to create a software instance and specify the global zone CSI and the system
where the target software instance will reside.

d. Check for missing SYSMODs and view missing SYSMOD reports.
For this step, deselect the following report options:
• Requisite SYSMODs and Fix Categories reports
• Regressed SYSMODs and HOLDDATA Delta reports

e. Configure this deployment to define the target software instance.
• For DLIBs, specify Yes to copy the distribution zones and libraries that are associated with the source software.

You can customize the names and the storage class or volumes of the new data sets.
• For Model, indicate The source software to use as a model. z/OSMF uses the data sets, volumes, mount

points, catalogs, and SMP/E zones that are associated with the model to specify default values for the target
software instance.

• For SMP/E Zones, the DLIB and TLIB names do not typically need to be changed.
• For Data sets, change the target data set name prefix to the one that you want to use for your deployment.

Specify a volume or storage class to identify where to create the target data sets.
• For Catalogs, no action is required assuming that your target data set prefix is defined in a user catalog.
• For Volumes and Storage Classes, no action is required. A summary is presented of the target data sets to be

created and how much space is required.
• For Mount Points, review the mount points for the UNIX file system data sets that are included in the target

software instance. When specifying a new target mount point, retain the static path extension in the path name
to prevent failures in the configuration workflow. For example, targetpathname/staticpathextension.

NOTE
If your product does not include USS directories, ignore this instruction.

f. Define the job settings to generate JCL to install the software and view the deployment summary. For this step,
update the JOB statement as needed.

NOTE
If the target system for the deployment is in a JES Multi-Access Spool (MAS) and the mount point is only
accessible from the target system, add a System Affinity (SYSAFF) to the job card to ensure execution
on the system where the zFS resides.

g. Submit the deployment jobs in sequential order, wait for each job to complete, and then select Refresh to register
job completion in z/OSMF.
A return code of zero is expected.
When all deployment jobs have executed successfully, you have unzipped and renamed the product data sets, and
updated the CSI data sets. The product data sets have also been successfully copied and the properties for the
target software instance have been specified.

h. Execute workflows if any exist for the software being deployed. Most products have at least one of the following
workflows:

Post SMP/E Workflow
Updates the CSI with site-specific external data sets, relinks load modules, and optionally mounts USS
directories.

NOTE
If prompted for the data set name of a load library for an IBM product that is not installed, specify your
installed Common Components and Services for z/OS CCS_hlq.CAW0CALL data set name.
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Base installation Workflow
Configures a new software instance for your product software.

Upgrade Workflow
Updates an existing software instance for your product to a new product release.

NOTE
For a list of products with workflows to complete post-install configuration, see Mainframe Products using
z/OSMF for Software Management in the Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures documentation.

i. Specify a name and description for the new target software instance.

The deployment process is complete. The new software instance is defined to z/OSMF. You are now ready to Import
Product Information into z/OSMF before you install product maintenance.

Import Product Information into z/OSMF
Learn how to import a product information file into z/OSMF.

As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include maintaining a current repository of acquired product packages
that are ready for installation in your mainframe environment. z/OSMF lets you view a consolidated list of the products and
maintenance packages that are included in each software instance or portable software instance.

You can import product information for the  Broadcom mainframe products that you have installed on z/OS into z/
OSMF. After you retrieve the product information, use z/OSMF Software Management to obtain a list of products that
are contained in your software instances. This information helps you to determine which products are nearing or have
reached end of service (EOS) or end of life (EOL) support. This information is useful when planning future installations
and upgrades. You can also use this information to identify software instances that will be affected by changes to a
product.

The product information file for Broadcom mainframe products is stored on the following FTP directory:

https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/WebInterface/phpdocs/0/MSPSaccount/COMPAT/BroadcomProdInfo.txt

You can load the contents of the Broadcom product information file into z/OSMF from:

• The Broadcom FTP directory directly
• Your local workstation
• A z/OS data set or UNIX file

After you load the file, retrieve the product information in z/OSMF from the Products view in the Software Management
task.

If you create software instances or portable software instances in z/OSMF, import the product information file again so that
you have current information to display for your installed products.

Broadcom recommends that you repeat the load procedure on a regular schedule or at least monthly to ensure that
you have current Broadcom product information available in z/OSMF. This process ensures that you have access to all
product packages as they become available.

Enable Secure Downloads

To prevent SSL handshake failures when importing product information into z/OSMF, confirm that you added the Digicert
root certificate to the z/OSMF keyring.

Use the following procedure to enable secure downloads:
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NOTE
This procedure assumes that you have configured z/OSMF security for ACF2, Top Secret, or IBM RACF to
authorize users and resources.

1. Download the Digicert root certificate:
https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/cadocs/0/zosmf/digi-root.crt

Record the location on your workstation where the certificate now resides.
2. Upload the certificate as text data to your z/OS system in RECFM=VB and LRECL=84 format. If you use FTP, use the

following FTP commands to avoid truncation:
ASCII

QUOTE SITE WRAP LRECL=84 RECFM=VB

PUT your_PC_file_name 'your.zos.dataset.name'

quit

The certificate now resides on z/OS.
3. Add the certificate to the existing z/OSMF IZUSVR keyring.

For ACF2, specify SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(CERTDATA)

INSERT CERTAUTH.yourcertname DSN('your.zos.dataset.name') -

  LABEL(yourlabeldescription)

CONNECT CERTDATA(CERTAUTH.yourDigicertCAcertname) KEYRING(IZUSVR.keyr01)

 RINGNAME(IZUKeyring.IZUDFLT) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

For Top Secret, specify TSS ADD(CERTAUTH) DIGICERT(yourDigicertCAcertname) LABLCERT(yourlabelname) - 

DCDSN('your.zos.dataset.name') TRUST

            

TSS ADD(IZUSVR) KEYRING(zosmfringname) RINGDATA(CERTAUTH,yourDigicertCAcertname) -

USAGE(CERTAUTH)

For IBM RACF, specify RACDCERT CERTAUTH ADD('your.zos.dataset.name') WITHLABEL('yourlabelname') TRUST

RACDCERT ID(IZUSVR) CONNECT(CERTAUTH LABEL('your_digicertCA_label') +

RING(keyringname) USAGE(CERTAUTH))

The certificate is now connected. To verify, review the messages for each command.

You can now load the contents of the product information file into z/OSMF.

Load the Product Information File into z/OSMF

Use the following procedure to load the contents of the product information file into z/OSMF:

1. Select the following link to download the product information file from the Broadcom FTP directory to your workstation
or to a z/OS data set or UNIX file on the mainframe:
https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/WebInterface/phpdocs/0/MSPSaccount/COMPAT/BroadcomProdInfo.txt

NOTE
To load the product information file into z/OSMF directly, go to Step 2.

Complete either of the following steps:

• Use your Web Browser or an FTP client to download to your local workstation. Upload the file with binary in the
FTP JCL so that the file is not converted to the EBCDIC character set.

• Use FTP to download the file directly to a z/OS data set or UNIX file on the mainframe. Sample JCL follows that
you can customize and execute:
//FTPSTEP   EXEC PGM=FTP,PARM=’(EXIT=08’

//SYSTCPD   DD DSN=your_TCPIP_data_set_name,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*

//OUTPUT    DD SYSOUT=*
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//INPUT     DD *

ftp.broadcom.com 21

anonymous email_address

cd /pub/MSPSaccount/JSON/

dir

asc

locsite LR=80 REC=FB BLOCKSI=0

locsite PRI=20 SEC=10 CY

get BroadcomProdInfo.txt ‘zos_data_set’ (REPLACE

Customize the sample JCL as follows:

1. Add a JOB statement per your site standards to the beginning of the JCL.
2. Specify the TCP/IP stack (your_TCPIP_data_set_name) for an external network.
3. Specify your valid email address (email_address).
4. Specify the z/OS data set name (zos_data_set) where you want to save the product information file. If the

specified data set does not exist, it is created during the download process.
5. Submit for execution.

A return code of zero is expected. Any other return code indicates a problem.

The product information file is now available to load into z/OSMF.
2. Log in to the z/OSMF web interface and go to the Software Management dashboard.
3. Select Products.

The Products table list displays.
4. Select Retrieve End of Service information from the Actions menu or select the Retrieve End of Service

information button if available. The Select Product Information File page displays.
5. Complete one of the following steps:

– To load the file into z/OSMF directly from the Broadcom FTP directory:
a. Select the option to Select files that reside on or can be accessed by primary system and select Add from

the Actions drop-down menu under Product Information Files.
The Add Product Information File page displays.

b. Copy the Broadcom product information file URL, paste it into the URL field, specify a description, and select
OK.
The product information file table is updated with the new URL.

c. Select the new URL and select Retrieve.
The contents of the file are loaded into z/OSMF.

– To load the file from your local workstation, select the option to Select a file that resides on your local
workstation, enter your file name, a description, and select Retrieve. The contents of the file are loaded into z/
OSMF.

– To load the file from a z/OS data set or UNIX file that the z/OSMF host can access:
a. Select the option to Select files that reside on or can be accessed by primary system and select Add from

the Actions drop-down menu under Product Information Files.
The Add Product Information File page displays.

b. Select Primary z/OSMF system, specify the z/OS data set name in the Data set or UNIX file field, specify a
description, and select OK.
The product information file table is updated with the new URL.

c. Select the new URL and select Retrieve.
The contents of the file are loaded into z/OSMF.

Use the Software Management dashboard in z/OSMF to view your product information.
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Install Products Using SMP/E JCL
As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include installing products on your mainframe system. With this option,
you acquire a product pax file and the latest product updates from Broadcom Support and then install, maintain,
deploy, and configure the products on your systems. Batch jobs are provided to create the SMP/E environment. A basic
understanding of UNIX System Services (USS) is required.

NOTE
Before you begin this process, review the installation best practices and verify that the installation requirements
in Prepare for Installation have been met.

You perform the following tasks to install a product with a pax file:

When these steps are completed, you are ready to install preventive maintenance.

UNIX System Services Environment

You need a UNIX System Services (USS) directory and a file system with adequate space to perform the following tasks:

• Receive product pax files from Broadcom Support.
• Perform utility functions to unpack the pax file into z/OS data sets that you can use to complete the product installation.

We recommend that you allocate and mount a dedicated file system for this process. The amount of space that you need
for the file system depends on the following variables:

• The size of the pax files that you intend to download.
• Whether you plan to keep the pax files after unpacking them. We do not recommend this practice.

We recommend that you use one directory for downloading and unpacking pax files. Reusing the same directory
minimizes USS setup. Complete the USS setup only one time. You reuse the same directory for subsequent downloads.
Alternatively, you can create a directory for each pax download.
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WARNING
Downloading pax files for the SMP/E installation requires write authority to the USS directories that are used
for the native SMP/E JCL installation process. In the file system that contains the pax directories, you also
need free space approximately 3.5 times the pax file size to download the pax file and unpack its contents. For
example, to download and unpack a 14-MB pax file, you need approximately 49 MB of free space in the file
system hosting your pax directory.

Allocate and Mount a File System
The product installation process requires a UNIX System Services (USS) directory to receive the pax file and to perform
the unpack steps. We recommend that you allocate and mount a file system that is dedicated to the product acquisition.
We also recommend that you create a directory in this file system where the pax file will be located. You will use this
directory (yourUSSpaxdirectory) later in the installation process when acquiring and unpacking the product pax file.

NOTE
To issue the USS mount command for the file system, read access is required to the SAF resource name
SUPERUSER.FILESYS.USERMOUNT in the UNIXPRIV class.

1. Create a mount point for the file system. This example shows how to create your USS pax directory named
yourdirectory/PAX in the existing /u/maint directory. From the TSO OMVS shell, enter the following commands:
cd /u/maint/

mkdir yourdirectory

cd yourdirectory

mkdir PAX

Further references to this mount point appear as yourUSSpaxdirectory. You can reuse the same directory for all
product acquisitions to minimize USS setup. Alternatively, you can create a directory for each pax download.

The mount point is created.
2. (Optional) Set security permissions for the directory. You can permit write access to anyone in the same group as the

person who created the directory. For example, to allow write access to the USS pax directory for other users in your
USS group, enter the following command from the TSO OMVS shell or the Telnet or SSH client of choice at your site:

NOTE
USS commands are case-sensitive.

chmod -R 770 /yourUSSpaxdirectory/

Write access is granted. Other users can access the USS pax directory and its files.
3. Allocate the zFS by customizing the following sample JCL to your site requirements:

//DEFINE   EXEC PGM=IDCAMS

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*

//AMSDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD *

  DEFINE CLUSTER ( +

  NAME(YOUR_ZFS_DATA_SET_NAME) +

  STORAGECLASS(class) +

  LINEAR +

  CYL(primary secondary) +

  SHAREOPTIONS(3 3) +

  )

/*

//FORMAT   EXEC PGM=IOEAGFMT,REGION=0M,

// PARM=('-aggregate YOUR_ZFS_DATA_SET_NAME -compat')

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*
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//STDOUT   DD   SYSOUT=*

//STDERR   DD   SYSOUT=*

//CEEDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=*

//*

– Add a JOB card.
– Issue the NUM ON command followed by UNNUM to edit the JCL with number off (no sequence numbers in columns

73 through 80).
– Issue the CAPS OFF command. However, where needed, use uppercase and lowercase values. For example,

YOUR_ZFS_DATA_SET_NAME must be uppercase and aggregate and compat must be lowercase.
– Ensure the zFS data set name that you use conforms to your data set naming conventions for USS file systems.

If the allocation of the file system data set fails, it is because of environmental settings now allowing for the
allocation.

– Ensure that the SYSIN DD is indented at least one space.
When these edits are complete, the zFS is allocated.

4. Mount the file system by customizing the following sample:
//MOUNT    EXEC PGM=IKJEFT01,REGION=0M          

//SYSTSPRT DD SYSOUT=*                        

//SYSTSOUT DD SYSOUT=*                        

//SYSTSIN  DD *

MOUNT FILESYSTEM('your_zFS_data_set_name') +

MOUNTPOINT('yourUSSpaxdirectory') +

TYPE(ZFS) MODE(RDWR) +

PARM('AGGRGROW')

/*

The file system is mounted.
5. Verify that the file system is mounted. To do so, enter the following commands from the Telnet or SSH client:

cd {yourUSSpaxdirectory}

df -k .

The output shows the mount point and the mount data set. Resolve errors before continuing to Acquire the Product
Pax Files.

Acquire the Product Pax Files
To begin the product installation procedure, copy the product pax file into the USS directory that you set up.

NOTE
To optimize downloads from Broadcom Support, configure the downloads.broadcom.com URL for HTTPS
and Secure FTP in your network security software, firewalls, or both. Sites that regulate access through an IP
address are required to allow network access to 141.202.253.110.

This procedure explains how to transfer a product pax file from Broadcom Support online to the mainframe.

1. Confirm that you have addressed the following UNIX System Services (USS) requirements:
– Write authority to the USS directories that are used for the pax installation process.
– Available USS file space.

NOTE
In the file system that contains the pax directories, you also need free space approximately 3.5 times the
pax file size to download the pax file and unpack its contents. For example, to download and unpack a 14-
MB pax file, you need approximately 49 MB of free space in the file system hosting your pax directory.

If you do not have sufficient free space, error messages similar to the following appear:
EZA1490I Error writing to data set

EZA2606W File I/O error 133
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2. Go to Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com, and select Software, Mainframe Software, and My
Downloads.

3. Log in using your Broadcom Support username and password.
The My Downloads page appears.

4. Select a product from the list or enter the product name in the Search field.
The product page appears with two tabs under the product name: Products and Solutions.

5. Under Products, select the product that you want to download.
A list by release, service pack, and language appears.

6. Click the hypertext link to select a release.
The Primary Downloads page appears. This page shows the available product-specific software packages that you
can select to download.
If an Additional Downloads page is available, this page shows additional software packages that are related to your
product selection that you can download. These products may already be installed.

7. Review the packages that appear under Primary Downloads and Additional Downloads and complete the following
steps:
a. Select the SMP/E JCL Package (classic pax) and other files that you want to include in the product download.

If more than one package is available, you can only select one.
b. Select Download Selected, HTTPS Download, or Secure FTP Download. Secure FTP Download is the

preferred method. For download tips, see Product Download Help. For sample JCL and security requirements, see
Download Methods and Locations.

The product package is downloaded.

You are now ready to extract the contents of the product package into a product directory that you create.

Create a Product Directory from the Pax File
After you acquire and download the product package (pax file), you are ready to create a product directory in which to
extract the contents of the package. You can do so using the pax command or the ESDUNPAX sample JCL.

Use the pax Command

To use the pax command to create a product directory, enter:
cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/

pax -rvf pax-filename

These commands set the current working directory in your USS directory to the directory containing the pax file and
performs the following actions:

• Extracts the files and directories that are packaged within the pax file.
• Creates a USS directory in the same directory structure where the pax file resides.
• Automatically generates a product and level-specific directory name.

The product directory is created. You are now ready to copy the sample installation JCL to a z/OS data set.

Use the ESDUNPAX Sample JCL

To use the ESDUNPAX sample JCL to create a product directory, copy the following JCL sample and edit as indicated:
//ESDUNPAX JOB (ACCOUNTNO),'UNPAX PAX FILE',

// MSGCLASS=X,CLASS=A,NOTIFY=&SYSUID

//*********************************************************************

//* This sample job can be used to invoke the pax command to create   *

//* the product-specific installation directory.                      *

//*                                                                   *
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//* This job must be customized as follows:                           *

//* 1. Supply a valid JOB statement.                                  *

//* 2. Replace "yourUSSpaxdirectory" with the name of the USS         *

//*    directory used on your system for pax file downloads.          *

//* 3. Replace "paxfile.pax.Z" with the name of the pax file.         *

//* NOTE: If you continue the PARM= statement on a second line,       *

//*       start entering characters in column 16 and make sure        *

//*       the 'X' continuation character is in column 72.     *

//*********************************************************************

//UNPAXDIR EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH,

// PARM='sh cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/; pax                              X

//             -rvf paxfile.pax.Z'

//STDOUT DD SYSOUT=*

//STDERR DD SYSOUT=*

Save your changes, type SUBMIT on the command line, and press Enter to execute the job.

The product directory is created. You are now ready to Copy the Sample Installation JCL to a z/OS Data Set.

Copy Installation Files to z/OS Data Sets
Use this procedure to invoke the SMP/E GIMUNZIP utility to create the SAMPJCL z/OS data set.

The file UNZIPJCL in the product directory contains a sample job to extract the installation package. You edit and submit
the UNZIPJCL job to copy the sample installation JCL to a z/OS data set.

1. Locate and read the AREADME (or installation notes) file in the product-specific directory that the pax command
created. This file lists the required data set members to complete the installation process.
The product-specific installation details are available.

2. Edit the UNZIPJCL sample job in the product-specific directory using ISPF EDIT or TSO OMVS:
– Change yourHLQ to the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for z/OS SAMPJCL data set. Use a unique HLQ for each

expanded pax file to identify uniquely the package.
– Change YOUR USS DIRECTORY to the product-specific directory that was created by the pax command, where the

pax file resides.
– Set HASH to YES or NO to indicate whether GIMUNZIP performs SHA-1 hash checking for the archive files that

were specified in the SYSIN data set. If HASH=YES, GIMZIP requires Integrated Cryptographic Services (ICSF) or
Java to compute an SHA-1 hash value. If HASH=NO, no hash value checking is performed.

3. Type SUBMIT on the command line and press Enter to execute the UNZIPJCL job.
The UNZIPJCL job reads the downloaded files and directories and creates the SAMPJCL data set. Return code zero
is expected. Messages GIM69158I and GIM48101I in the output and IKJ56228I in the JES log are acceptable. The
SAMPJCL data set is created with the HLQ that you specified in the UNZIPJCL job. Perform the installation using the
members in this data set.

You are now ready to Prepare the SMP/E Environment for a Pax Installation.

Prepare the SMP/E Environment for a Pax Installation
Learn how to prepare the SMP/E environment for a classic (SMP/E JCL) pax file installation.

The members in the following procedure are used to prepare the product data sets, initialize the SMP/E zones, and create
the DDDEFs for your product. These steps include:

• Allocating product and SMP/E data sets, and product USS data sets and directories
• Creating and customizing the SMP/E CSI
• (Optional) Customizing the SMP/E CSI for USS
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For information about the members, see the JCL comments.

1. Customize the macro TAMSEDIT as follows with your site-specific information:
a. Replace the rightmost parameters for each ISREDIT CHANGE command.
b. Set the PRODHLQ to the same value specified for yourHLQ within the JCL that is used to unzip the pax file.
c. (Optional) Set the NULLFILE HLQ if applicable and use it for the IMS, HSSR, and CICS DDDEF specifications

when valid system libraries do not exist in your environment. This setting does not apply to every product.
d. Save your changes and then copy the macro to your SYSPROC location.
The macro is ready to customize the yourHLQ.SAMPJCL members.
When you edit an installation member, type TAMSEDIT on the command line, and press Enter to replace the defaults
with your specifications.

NOTE
The following steps include instructions to execute the TAMSEDIT macro each time you open a new
SAMPJCL member. To edit all SAMPJCL members simultaneously, read and follow the instructions in the
TAMAREAD member, and submit the TAMEDALL member.

2. Open the SAMPJCL member TAM00ALL in an edit session and execute the TAMSEDIT macro from the command
line.
TAM00ALL is customized.

3. Submit TAM00ALL.
This job produces the following results:
– Creates the target and distribution data sets for your product.
– Creates unique SMPLTS, SMPMTS, SMPSCDS, and SMPSTS data sets for this target zone.

4. Complete the following steps if your product requires a zFS file system or if you want to install a feature of the product
that requires a zFS file system:

WARNING
If the following members do not exist in SAMPJCL, ignore this step. This step does not apply to your product.
Go to Step 5.

a. Open the SAMPJCL member TAM03ALU in an edit session and execute the TAMSEDIT macro from the command
line.
TAM06MKD is customized.

b. Submit TAM06MKD.
This job allocates your zFS data sets.

c. Open the SAMPJCL member TAM10CSI in an edit session and execute the TAMSEDIT macro from the command
line.
TAM06MKD is customized.

d. Submit TAM10CSI.
This job creates all directories and mounts the file system.

5. Open the SAMPJCL member TAM10CSI in an edit session and execute the TAMSEDIT macro from the command
line.
TAM10CSI is customized. Adjust the default SYSUT1 allocations from tracks to cylinders for maintenance purposes.
For example:
ADD DDDEF(SYSUT1)                                            

    CYL SPACE(100,100)  UNIT(uuuu) VOLUME(vvvvvv) NEW DELETE .

ADD DDDEF(SYSUT2)                                            

    CYL SPACE(100,100)  UNIT(uuuu) VOLUME(vvvvvv) NEW DELETE .

ADD DDDEF(SYSUT3)                                            

    CYL SPACE(100,100)  UNIT(uuuu) VOLUME(vvvvvv) NEW DELETE .

ADD DDDEF(SYSUT4)                                            

    CYL SPACE(100,100)  UNIT(uuuu) VOLUME(vvvvvv) NEW DELETE .

6. Submit TAM10CSI.
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This job produces the following results:
– Defines the CSI data set.
– Allocates the SMPPTS and SMPLOG data sets.
– Initializes the global, target, and distribution zones.
– The DDDEF entries for your product are created.
– The DDDEFs for the required SMP/E data sets are created.

7. Complete the following steps to add the DDDEFs that are required for the zFS file system to your SMP/E environment:
WARNING
If the following member does not exist in SAMPJCL, ignore this step. This step does not apply to your
product. Go to Run the Installation Jobs for a Pax Installation.

a. Open the SAMPJCL member TAM15CSU in an edit session and execute the TAMSEDIT macro from the command
line.
TAM15CSU is customized.

b. Submit TAM15CSU.
This job customizes the CSI by adding the DDDEFs associated with the directory.

You are now ready run the installation jobs that are used to receive, apply, and accept SMP/E base functions. Go to Run
the Installation Jobs for a Pax Installation.

Run the Installation Jobs for a Pax Installation
The members in the following procedure are used to receive, apply, and accept SMP/E base functions. Submit and run
these SAMPJCL members in sequence. Do not proceed with any job until the previous job has completed successfully.

NOTE
The following steps include instructions to execute the TAMSEDIT macro each time that you open a new
SAMPJCL member. To edit all SAMPJCL members simultaneously, read and follow the instructions in the
TAMAREAD member, and submit the TAMEDALL member.

1. Open the SAMPJCL member TAM20RCB in an edit session, and execute the TAMSEDIT macro from the command
line.
TAM20RCB is customized.

NOTE
To include optional components, uncomment the applicable FMID in the customized job.

2. Submit TAM20RCB to receive SMP/E base functions.
Your product is received and now resides in the global zone.

3. Open the SAMPJCL member TAM30APB in an edit session, and execute the TAMSEDIT macro from the command
line.
TAM30APB is customized.

4. Submit TAM30APB to apply SMP/E base functions with the CHECK option.
a. Note any unresolved errors.
b. Verify that resolving PTFs are applied before implementing products in production.
c. After successful completion, rerun APPLY with the CHECK option removed.
Your product is applied and now resides in the target libraries.

5. Open the SAMPJCL member TAM40ACB in an edit session, and execute the TAMSEDIT macro from the command
line.
TAM40ACB is customized.

6. Submit TAM40ACB to accept SMP/E base functions with the CHECK option. After successful completion, rerun
ACCEPT with the CHECK option removed.
Your product is accepted and now resides in the distribution libraries.
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You can now clean up the USS directory (optional) or apply preventive maintenance as described in Maintain Products
using SMP/E JCL.

Clean Up the USS Directory
This procedure is optional. If you decide to perform this procedure, do so after you complete the installation process and
when you do not need the installation files. When this procedure is done, you are ready to install preventive maintenance.

To free file system disk space for subsequent downloads after downloading and processing the pax files for your
Broadcom mainframe product, remove files from your USS directory and delete unnecessary z/OS data sets. You can
delete the following items:

• Pax file
• Product-specific directory that the pax command created and all the files in it
• SMP/E RELFILEs, SMPMCS, and HOLDDATA MVS data sets. These data sets have the HLQ that you assigned in the

UNZIPJCL job.

NOTE
Retain non-SMP/E installation data sets such as yourHLQ.INSTALL.NOTES for future reference.

1. Navigate to your Pax ESD USS directory.
Your view is of the applicable USS directory.

2. Delete the pax file by entering the following command:
rm paxfile

paxfile Specifies the name of the product pax file that you downloaded.

The pax file is deleted.
3. Delete the product-specific directory by entering the following command:

rm -r product-specific-directory

product-specific-
directory

Specifies the product-specific directory that you created previously using the pax command or sample
JCL.

The product-specific directory is deleted.

NOTE
You can also use TSO ISHELL to navigate to the pax file and product-specific directory, and delete them using
the D line command.

When you are done with this step, you are ready to install maintenance.

Install Products Using CSM
Review the following high-level process for installing product software using CSM.

As a systems programmer, you can acquire, install, and deploy your mainframe product software on z/OS systems using
CSM. CSM simplifies and unifies the management of your Broadcom mainframe products on z/OS systems. You can use
CSM to manage your product software in a common way according to industry best practices. You can also obtain and
apply corrective and recommended maintenance easier. A web-based interface lets you install and maintain your products
faster and with less chance of error.

WARNING
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success and to help our customer base achieve their
strategic business initiatives, we are investing our resources in z/OSMF for software management. We will
be discontinuing technical support for CSM. In accordance with the terms and conditions, guidelines, and
parameters of Broadcom’s support program, which is documented in the Broadcom Software Maintenance
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Policy Handbook, this announcement provides written notification of End of Life for CSM. This notification means
that CSM will no longer function as of June 30, 2023. For full details, see the End of Life Announcement.

If you do not have CSM installed, we recommend that you install z/OSMF to manage your software. For
installation and usage details, see the IBM documentation and the Broadcom product installation best practices at
techdocs.broadcom.com.

WARNING
To install a product using CSM, you must modify the SYSPRINT size. The default allocation of 30 cylinders is
insufficient to complete the installation. Increase the allocation parameters of the SYSPRINT data set to at least
120 cylinders.

Use the following topics to guide you through the product installation process using CSM:

• Acquire Your Products Using CSM
• Install Your Products Using CSM

NOTE
Before you begin this process, review the installation best practices and verify that the installation requirements
in Prepare for Installation have been met.

When these steps are completed, you are ready to install preventive maintenance.

Acquire Your Product Using CSM
As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include maintaining an up-to-date repository of acquired product
packages that are ready for installation in your mainframe environment. CSM provides a product list that lets you display
the list of licensed product installation and maintenance packages and to download these packages. Also, you can update
the product list to add external product packages that you acquired outside of CSM so that they are ready for installation
using CSM.

The following diagram shows the product acquisition process:
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1. Configure CSM.
2. Download the product package from Broadcom Support or add an external product package:

– Download from Broadcom Support:
a. Update the product list.
b. Download product packages.

– Add external product package:
a. Add external product installation packages.
b. Add external product maintenance packages.

After you complete this process, the product packages are ready for installation with CSM.

Configure CSM

Before you start acquiring product packages, configure a Broadcom Support Online account, a CSM account, and the
required download settings. If you have previously configured these settings, update the product list.

1. Start your Web browser, and enter the CSM access URL, which you can get from your system administrator.

NOTE
If the Notice and Consent Banner appears, read and confirm the provided information.

2. Enter your z/OS login user name and password, and log in.
The initial page appears. You are prompted to perform configuration.

3. Configure the following settings:
– Proxies that CSM uses to communicate with Broadcom Support Online.

If proxies are not used, the following port numbers are used: HTTPS Port Number 443 and FTP Port Number 21.
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WARNING
If your site uses proxies, review your proxy credentials on the User Settings, Software Acquisition
page.

– The USS path to the temporary directory for downloaded software packages
If you do not specify the directory, default settings are used that you can change later.

NOTE
These settings are also available on the System Settings, Software Acquisition page.

Select Next.
You are prompted to define your Broadcom Support account.

4. Select New.
You are prompted for the credentials to use on Broadcom Support.

5. Specify the credentials, select OK, and then Next.
You are prompted to review your user settings. These settings are available on the User Settings page.

6. Change the settings or keep the defaults, and then select Finish.
A dialog opens, which shows the progress of the configuration task.

7. Select the Settings tab, and review other settings, as needed.
You have configured CSM to acquire products.

Update the Product List

The product list displays a list of downloadable licensed product packages. To see the current list of available product
packages for download, update the Available Products tree.

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. (Optional) Update the product list only with packages that belong to specific site IDs.

a. Select the Edit button in the Filter section and associate one or more site IDs to a filter in the Edit Filter window.
b. Select the filter in the Filter section.
c. Right-click the Products link at the top of the product tree and select Update Product List.

4. Select the Update Product List link in the Actions section on the left side.
Updating of the product list with all products for all site IDs starts.

NOTE
If you updated the product list only for a selected filter, skip this step.

5. Confirm the update.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details. Select Close to close the
task output browser.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

The product list is updated.

Download Product Packages

You can download product installation and maintenance packages from the updated product catalog so they are ready for
installation.

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
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3. Select the product name on the Available Products tree.
The product releases are listed in the Releases table on the right.

4. Download product packages by selecting one of the following options:
– To download product packages for all product releases, right-click the product name in the list, and select Update

Product.
– To download packages only for specific releases, select one or more releases in the Releases table on the right

and select the Update Product Releases link.
5. View the downloaded packages using either of the following options:

– To display the downloaded maintenance packages, select the product release icon

in the product list.
– To display the downloaded base installation package, select the product gen level icon

below the product release in the product list.

The product packages are downloaded and ready for installation.

Add External Product Installation Packages

Sometimes you have product installation packages that you downloaded outside of CSM. For example, you do not
have an HTTP or an FTP access in your mainframe environment, or the required packages are not available from the
Broadcom Support website. You can use CSM to install these external packages according to your organization policy. If
you are using this installation option, first add the external packages to the CSM software catalog.

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. Select the Add Product link in the Actions section.
4. Specify the name, release, and gen level of the product, and select OK.

The product is added to the product list.
5. Select the gen level of the product that you want to download on the product tree.

The Base Install Packages section appears on the right.
6. Select the Add External Package button.
7. Specify one of the following package types and package details, and select OK.
UNIX File

Adds an installation package that is located in a USS directory in binary mode.
FTP File

Adds a product package that is not published on Broadcom Support. For example, a beta version of a product.
Specify the FTP host, FTP port, FTP path, package name, and the user name and password to access the FTP
location.

8. Refresh the page to see the added product package.
The product installation package is now listed in the product list and is available for installation with CSM.

Add External Product Maintenance Packages

Sometimes you have maintenance packages, for example, unpublished maintenance or a program temporary fix (PTF),
that you downloaded outside of CSM. You can use CSM to install these external maintenance packages per your
organization policy. For this installation option, first add the packages to the CSM software catalog.

Usually, the maintenance is placed as a single package. However, some Broadcom products have older aggregated
maintenance packages that were released before December 31, 2013. An aggregated package is a file that comprises
several single maintenance packages (nested packages). When you add an aggregated package, CSM inserts all the
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nested packages and the aggregated package itself. In the list of maintenance packages, the aggregated package is
marked with the CUMULATIVE type.

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. Select the product release for which the maintenance applies.

The maintenance packages for the release are listed.
4. Select the Add External Maintenance button.

You are prompted to specify the package.
5. Specify one of the following package types and package details:
Data Set

Adds a maintenance package that is located in a z/OS data set with a logical record length of 80 and with a record
format of fixed blocks.

UNIX File
Adds a maintenance package that is located in a USS directory in binary mode.

FTP File
Adds a maintenance package that is not published on Broadcom Support. This option is intended for downloading
a PTF to validate it. Specify the FTP host, FTP port, FTP path, maintenance package name, and the user name
and password to access the FTP location.

Solution
Adds a published solution from Broadcom Support.

6. Refresh the page to see the added maintenance package.
The product maintenance package is now listed in the product catalog and is available for installation with CSM.

You completed the acquisition process. The product packages are ready for installation with CSM.

Install Your Product Using CSM
This topic describes how to install your Broadcom mainframe products using CSM.

As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include installing products in your z/OS environment using CSM. This step
of the installation process creates or updates the SMP/E environment (global, target, and distribution zones).

The following diagram shows the major steps to install your product using CSM.
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1. (Optional) Configure base installation settings.
2. (Optional) Configure a working set of SMP/E environments.
3. Initiate product installation and review product information.
4. Select an installation type.
5. Review installation prerequisites if any are presented.
6. Take one of the following steps to select an SMP/E environment:

– Create an SMP/E environment:
a. Set up the global zone.
b. Create a target zone.
c. Create a distribution zone.

– Use an existing SMP/E environment from your working set:
a. Update the global zone.
b. Set up the target zone: Either create a target zone or use an existing target zone.
c. Set up the distribution zone: Either create a distribution zone or use an existing distribution zone.

NOTE
If you install a product or its components into an existing target or distribution zone, older versions are
deleted from the zone and associated data sets. Use new target and distribution zones for this installation.
Doing so means that you can apply maintenance to your current version, if necessary.
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7. Review the installation summary and start the installation.

Configure Base Installation Settings

You can configure base installation settings on the System Settings, Software Installation page.

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Installation link under System Settings in the Settings section on the
left side.

2. In the SIS Base Install - File System section, select the file system type that is used when installing a product that
allocates file systems. If you select Product Specific File System, the file system that is used for installing a product
is defined according to the product metadata. Otherwise, the product metadata is overwritten.

3. In the Execute Checks During Base Installation section, configure the following settings by selecting or clearing
corresponding checkboxes:

Execute Apply Check During Base Installation
Verifies that all requirements for the Apply step are satisfied before the Apply step executes. If the Apply Check
step fails, installation stops and all the previous steps are undone.

Suspend Base Installation After Apply Check
Suspends the base installation process after Apply Check is completed and generates pending installation actions
for the SMP/E environment where the product is being installed. This check box is enabled if you enable the
Execute Apply Check During Base Installation checkbox.

Execute Accept Check During Base Installation
Verifies that all requirements for the Accept step are satisfied before the Accept step executes. If the Accept
Check step fails, installation stops and all the previous steps are undone.

Suspend Base Installation After Accept Check
Suspends the base installation process after Accept Check is completed and generates pending installation
actions for the SMP/E environment where the product is being installed. This check box is enabled if you enable
the Execute Accept Check During Base Installation checkbox.

4. Select Apply.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task status later on
the Tasks tab.

The base installation settings are configured.

NOTE
If you configure the base installation settings to execute checks during base installation, CSM creates a pending
installation for the SMP/E environment. For more information about the pending installation, see the CSM online
help.

Configure a Working Set of SMP/E Environments

If you plan to install a product in an existing SMP/E environment, add this SMP/E environment to your working set. A
working set is a selected group of SMP/E environments with which you want to work. Although you can have only one
working set, you can have as many SMP/E environments in it as you need.

CSM does not have a default working set.

If you do not have the SMP/E environment in your working set, you can only create a new SMP/E environment during
product installation. In this case, exit the installation wizard, configure your working set and then restart the wizard.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environments that you want to include in a working set.
An information text area under the list of SMP/E environments displays the number of environments you selected.
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2. Select Use as Working Set.
3. Select OK.

The working set is configured.
The new working set replaces a previously defined working set.

You can display only those SMP/E environments that are in your working set by selecting Show Working Set Only.

Initiate Product Installation

You can install a downloaded product from the Products tab. The process starts a wizard that guides you through the
installation. At the end of the wizard, a task dynamically invokes the SMP/E and other utilities that are required to install
the product.

1. Select the Products tab.
2. Perform one of the following steps:

– If the package was acquired using CSM:
From the product list on the left side, select the required product gen level (the innermost level in the product list
under the release level of a product; for example, SP0 or 0110). Locate the product package that you want to install,
select Actions to the right of the package, and select Install.

– If the package was acquired outside of CSM:
In the Actions section in the left pane, select the Install External Package link. Enter the location of the package.
Select OK.

The Introduction step of the wizard appears where you can Review Product Information.

Review Product Information

Review the information about the product that you are installing.

1. On the Introduction step, review the information about the installation.
If the product license agreement appears, review it. If you agree, accept it. If you do not accept the license agreement,
you cannot proceed with the installation.

2. Select Next.
You are prompted to select the type of installation.
An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps you progress
through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information text area identifies the
error.

Select an Installation Type

When you install a product, you select an installation type. There can be one or more installation types, according to the
product.

When you select the custom installation type, you are prompted to select the features that you want to install. If your
selected features require installation of other features, the installation wizard includes the required features to the
installation process. If your selected features are mutually exclusive, the installation wizard excludes any features
conflicting with the features you selected last from the installation process. For example, you select feature 1 and select
feature 2 that is mutually exclusive with feature 1. The wizard automatically excludes feature 1.

1. On the Features step, select the type of installation, and select Next.
2. (Optional) If you select the custom installation type, select the features to install, and select Next.

A summary of the features to install appears, with prerequisites.
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Review Installation Prerequisites

Some products require an installation of other products first.

Review the summary of installation prerequisites to verify that all prerequisites are satisfied on the Prerequisites step.

• If no prerequisites exist, select Next.
You are prompted to select an SMP/E environment for the installation.

• If all prerequisites exist and are satisfied, you are prompted to locate the installed prerequisites.
Install the product to the same SMP/E environment and the target zone where the product prerequisites are installed.
a. From the SMP/E environment drop-down list, select an SMP/E environment with the installed prerequisites. This

drop-down list represents all CSM-managed SMP/E environments where the prerequisites are installed.
A list of target zones for the selected SMP/E environment where the prerequisites are installed is populated.

b. From the target zone drop-down list, select a target zone within the selected SMP/E environment where the
prerequisites are installed.

c. Select Next.
You are prompted to confirm the selected SMP/E environment for the installation.

• If prerequisites are not satisfied, perform one of the following actions:
– Select Cancel to exit the wizard. Install the prerequisites or migrate an SMP/E environment to CSM where the

prerequisites are installed. Restart the installation.
– Open CSM in another browser window and install the prerequisites, or migrate an SMP/E environment to CSM

where the prerequisites are installed. When done, select Refresh on the Prerequisites step of the wizard. Then,
select the SMP/E environment and a target zone where the prerequisites are installed. Select Next to continue the
product installation.
You are prompted to confirm the selected SMP/E environment for the installation.

Select an SMP/E Environment

You select the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product in. You can create an SMP/E environment, or
you can select an existing SMP/E environment from your working set. You can configure your working set from the SMP/E
Environments tab.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears. You are
prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. You can wait until the notification message disappears
and the SMP/E environment becomes available or can select Cancel to select another SMP/E environment.

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 1, take one of the following steps:
– Select Create a New SMP/E Environment to create an SMP/E environment.
– Select an existing SMP/E environment from your working set.

• If no existing SMP/E environment appears, exit the wizard, configure your working set, and restart the wizard.
• If your product has the installed prerequisites, the SMP/E environment with the installed prerequisites that

you selected at the Prerequisites step of the wizard is preselected for you. You cannot select another SMP/E
environment. You cannot create a SMP/E environment.

NOTE
When you install a product in an existing SMP/E environment where HOLDDATA is received, the
product installation may fail.

2. Select Next.
You are prompted to complete one of the following tasks:
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• Create an SMP/E environment
• Review parameters of an existing SMP/E environment.

Create an SMP/E Environment

You can create an SMP/E environment while you are installing a product. During the process, you are asked to specify the
following information:

• The SMP/E environment name and the prefix of the CSI data set in CSM
• Data set allocation parameters

You can specify data set allocation parameters collectively for all SMP/E data sets, target libraries, and distribution
libraries that are allocated during product installation. You allocate data sets using one of the following methods:

• Allocate data sets using SMS parameters.
• Allocate cataloged data sets using UNIT and optionally VOLSER.
• Allocate uncataloged data sets using UNIT and VOLSER.

If you allocate uncataloged data sets, specify a VOLSER. Based on the value that you enter, CSM performs the following
validations to ensure integrity of the installation:

• The value of VOLSER must specify a mounted volume.
• You must have ALTER permissions for the data sets with the entered high-level qualifier (HLQ) on the volume that

VOLSER defines.
• To test allocation, CSM temporarily allocates one of the uncataloged data sets that are allocated during the installation.

a. The data set is allocated with one track for both primary and secondary space.
b. CSM verifies that the data set has been allocated on the specified volume.
c. The data set is deleted.
If the data set allocation fails or the data set cannot be found on the specified volume, you cannot proceed with the
product installation wizard.

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 2, review and specify the following parameters as applicable:
SMP/E Environment Name

Defines the SMP/E environment name.
Data Set Name Prefix

Defines the prefix for the name of the CSI VSAM data set.
Catalog

Defines the name of the SMP/E CSI catalog.
Cross-Region

Identifies the cross-region sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

Cross-System
Identifies the cross-system sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

High-Level Qualifier
Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for all SMP/E data sets that are allocated during installation. Product
packaging defines the low-level qualifiers (LLQ). The low-level qualifiers cannot be changed.

DSN Type
Specifies the DSN type for allocating SMP/E data sets.
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SMS Parameters / Data Set Parameters
Specifies if this SMP/E environment is using SMS parameters (Storage Class, Management Class, Data Class) or
data set parameters (VOLSER, Unit, Catalog).

An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps you progress
through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information text area identifies the
error.

2. Select Next.
Work DDDEF allocation parameters and a list of the data sets to be created for the SMP/E environment appear.

Review Parameters of an Existing SMP/E Environment

When you use an existing SMP/E environment to install your product, you review the SMP/E environment parameters.
If applicable, you also specify parameters for any new data sets to be allocated while installing a product. During the
process, you are asked to review allocation parameters for new data sets, which you can customize for each data set. The
existing data sets remain intact.

The Software Installation Service (SIS) determines which data sets exist and which must be allocated for the installation
using an existing SMP/E environment. If the SIS determines that new data sets must be allocated, you are prompted to
specify the data set allocation parameters. The data set allocation parameters are prepopulated with the values from the
existing data set that was found first.

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 2, review the current SMP/E environment parameters and allocation
parameters for data sets that must be added to the SMP/E environment. Update the information as applicable.

2. Select Next.
Work DDDEF allocation parameters and a list of the data sets to be created for the SMP/E environment, if any,
appear.

Set Up SMP/E Environment Parameters

When creating an SMP/E environment for your product installation, you specify SMP/E environment parameters.
When using an existing SMP/E environment for installing your product, you review and, if necessary, update its SMP/E
environment parameters.

You can assign different prefixes to each newly allocated data set during the installation process.

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 3, specify whether to use SMS parameters (Storage Class, Management
Class, Data Class) or Unit parameters for allocating work DDDEFs for the SMP/E environment. Complete the
appropriate fields.
The allocation parameters that you specify for work DDDEFs are applied only to new work DDDEFs that are created
during the installation. The existing work DDDEFs, if any, remain intact.

NOTE
The settings for allocating work DDDEFs are globally defined on the System Settings, Software
Installation tab. You must have the appropriate access rights to be able to modify these settings.

2. Review the data set names if any appear. Select the Override link to change the high-level qualifier of the data set
name and the allocation parameters. Select OK.

3. (Optional) If any additional parameters appear, review the parameters that have the default values assigned. Edit the
parameters if necessary and specify any missing parameters.

4. Select Next.
You are prompted to select a target zone to use.
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Select a Target Zone

You select a target zone in the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product. You create a target zone or
select an existing target zone in the SMP/E environment (if you use an existing SMP/E environment).

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 1, perform one of the following actions:
– Select Create a New Target Zone to create a target zone.
– Select an existing target zone in the SMP/E environment.

This option is available only if you selected to use an existing SMP/E environment.

WARNING

• If you install a product or its components into an existing target or distribution zone, older versions are
deleted from the zone and associated data sets. Use new target and distribution zones for this installation
so that you can apply maintenance to your current version, if necessary.

• If your product has the installed prerequisites, the target zone of the SMP/E environment with the installed
prerequisites that you selected at the Prerequisites step of the wizard is preselected for you. You cannot
select another target zone. You cannot create a target zone.

2. Select Next.
You are prompted to create a target zone or use an existing target zone.

Create a Target Zone

You can create a target zone in a new or an existing SMP/E environment where you install your product. The target zone
parameters are prepopulated with the values that are entered for the SMP/E environment. You can change data set
allocation parameters.

You can specify a different SMP/E environment data set to be used for a new target zone.

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 2, review and specify the target zone SMP/E parameters as applicable.
Target Zone Name

Defines the name for the target zone.
Create New CSI Data Set

Specifies that a new CSI data set will be created for the target zone.
Data Set Name Prefix

Defines the prefix for the name of the target zone data set. This field is only enabled when you have selected the
Create New CSI Data Set check box.

Catalog
Defines the name of the SMP/E target zone catalog. This field is only enabled when you have selected the Create
New CSI Data Set check box.

Cross-Region
Identifies the cross-region sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

Cross-System
Identifies the cross-system sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

High-Level Qualifier
Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for all target zone data sets that are allocated during installation. Product
packaging defines the low-level qualifiers (LLQ) and they cannot be changed.

DSN Type
Specifies the DSN type for allocating target zone data sets.
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SMS Parameters / Data Set Parameters
Specifies if this target zone uses SMS parameters (Storage Class, Management Class, Data Class) or data set
parameters (VOLSER, Unit, Catalog).

An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps you progress
through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information text area identifies the
error.

2. Select Next.
A list of the data sets to be created for the target zone appears.

Use an Existing Target Zone

When using an existing target zone for installing your product, you review and, if necessary, update its parameters.

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 2, review the current target zone parameters and allocation parameters for data
sets that must be added. Update as applicable.

NOTE
You cannot change the current SMP/E environment parameters.

2. Select Next.
If there are any data sets to be created for the target zone, a list of data sets appears. If the list is empty, no new data
sets are going to be allocated.

Set Up Target Zone Parameters

When creating a target zone in the SMP/E environment for your product installation, specify target zone parameters.

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 3, review the data set names if any appear. Select the Override link to change the
high-level qualifier of the data set name and the allocation parameters. Select OK.

2. (Optional) If more parameters appear, review the parameters that have the default values assigned. Edit the
parameters if necessary and specify any missing parameters.

3. Select Next.
You are prompted to confirm the distribution zone.

Confirm a Distribution Zone

You must confirm a distribution zone of the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product. Depending on
whether you created a target zone or you selected an existing target zone, create a distribution zone or select an existing
distribution zone in the SMP/E environment.

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 1, review the selected option for the distribution zone.
– If you are using an existing target zone, the related distribution zone is automatically selected. You cannot select

other distribution zones or cannot create one.

NOTE
If you install a product or its components into an existing target or distribution zone, older versions are
deleted from the zone and associated data sets. Use new target and distribution zones for this installation
so that you can apply maintenance to your current version, if necessary.

– If you are creating a target zone, you can create a distribution zone or you can select an existing distribution zone.

NOTE
Using an existing distribution zone with a new target zone relates the existing distribution zone to the
new target zone. This action breaks the relationship from the previous target zone that was related to
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this distribution zone. You cannot accept maintenance packages from the previous target zone to this
distribution zone using CSM.

2. Select Next.
You are prompted to set up the distribution zone.

Create a Distribution Zone

You can create a distribution zone that is related to the newly created target zone. The distribution zone parameters are
prepopulated with the values that are entered for the SMP/E environment. You can change data set allocation parameters.

You can specify a different SMP/E environment data set to be used for the new distribution zone.

You can also specify the same SMP/E environment data set as the one that you specified for the target zone. In that case,
the target and distribution zones share the SMP/E environment data set. The SMP/E environment data set is allocated
using the parameters that you have defined when specifying the target zone.

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 2, review and specify the following parameters as applicable:
Distribution Zone Name

Defines the name for the distribution zone.
Create New CSI Data Set

Specifies that a new CSI data set is created for the distribution zone.
Data Set Name Prefix

Defines the prefix for the name of the distribution zone data set. This field is only enabled when you have selected
the Create New CSI Data Set check box.

Catalog
Defines the name of the SMP/E distribution zone catalog. This field is only enabled when you have selected the
Create New CSI Data Set check box.

Cross-Region
Identifies the cross-region sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

Cross-System
Identifies the cross-system sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

High-Level Qualifier
Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for all distribution zone data sets that are allocated during installation.
Product packaging defines the low-level qualifiers (LLQ) that cannot be changed.

DSN Type
Specifies the DSN type for allocating distribution zone data sets.

SMS Parameters / Data Set Parameters
Specify if this distribution zone is to use SMS parameters (Storage Class, Management Class, Data Class) or
data set parameters (VOLSER, Unit, Catalog). Complete the applicable fields.

An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps you progress
through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information text area identifies the
error.

2. Select Next.
A list of the data sets to be created for the distribution zone appears.
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Use an Existing Distribution Zone

You can use an existing distribution zone that is related to the existing target zone you selected, or with a new target zone.
The distribution zone parameters are prepopulated with the values that are entered for the SMP/E environment. You can
change data set allocation parameters.

NOTE
Using an existing distribution zone with a new target zone relates the existing distribution zone to the new target
zone. This action breaks the relationship from the previous target zone that was related to this distribution zone.
You cannot accept maintenance packages from the previous target zone to this distribution zone using CSM.

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 2, review the current distribution zone parameters and allocation parameters
for data sets that you want to add. Update as applicable.

NOTE
You cannot change the current SMP/E environment parameters.

2. Select Next.
If there are any data sets to be created for the distribution zone, a list of data sets appears. If the list is empty, no new
data sets are going to be allocated.

Set Up Distribution Zone Parameters

When creating a distribution zone in the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product, specify distribution
zone parameters.

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 3, review the data set names if any appear. Select the Override link to
change the high-level qualifier of the data set name and the allocation parameters. Select OK.

2. (Optional) If any additional parameters appear, review the parameters that have the default values assigned. Edit the
parameters if necessary and specify any missing parameters.

3. Select Next.
You see a summary of the installation task.

Start the Installation

After you complete setting up the SMP/E environment and its zones, you are ready to start the installation.

To start the installation, review the summary on the Summary step, and select Install.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, Select Show Results on the Progress tab
to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task status later on the
Tasks tab.

You completed the product installation. You can now start maintaining the installed products.

Install Maintenance
After you have successfully installed any Broadcom mainframe product software, check for important product
maintenance that may have been released after the product installation package was prepared. The product releases are
built and maintained using standardized SMP/E packaging and installation procedures. These procedures include error
and FIXCAT HOLDDATA, new product features, and product interoperability validation. PTFs that pass interoperability test
criteria are released monthly and designated as CARS.

You can install the following types of maintenance:
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• Corrective maintenance that fixes an issue.
• Preventive maintenance to avoid problems that others have reported or to provide a compatibility fix for hardware and

software.
• FIXCAT maintenance to support a particular hardware device, software release, or new product function.

WARNING
You can initiate a maintenance installation activity at any time using z/OSMF Software Update, SMP/E JCL, or
CSM. However, before you do so, we recommend that you obtain the current SMP/E HOLDDATA.

See Broadcom Mainframe Product Maintenance for a list of solutions that have been published within the last year. From
this page, you can search solutions for all Broadcom mainframe products by product name, date, or keyword. You can
also search for new product features or by a CARS level (CARSID). You can also find HIPER or PE PTFs and security
or integrity PTFs. Once you have your list, you can download in Excel or CSV format. To download PTFs automatically
without having to search regularly on the portal, use SMP/E Receive Order. To create a service order request online from
Broadcom Support, Use the Create Service Order Online Interface.

For a comprehensive collection of articles that are dedicated to all mainframe maintenance concepts and procedures, see
Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures.

Maintain Products Using z/OSMF Software Update
As a systems programmer, you are responsible for keeping your systems current with product maintenance to ensure
optimal system usage. To do so, use IBM z/OSMF Software Update. Software Update provides an easy to follow wizard
that guides systems programmers of all levels through the maintenance process. z/OSMF Software Update offers a
modern approach to software maintenance and provides the following features:

Corrective Service Installs a software update to fix an issue.
Preventive Service Installs vendor-recommended software updates.

FIXCAT Installs software updates (Fix Categories) that provide a new function to a system.

NOTE
We are not adding new features to CSM. We recommend that you use z/OSMF Software Update to apply
maintenance to z/OS software.

Prerequisites

Ensure that you meet the following software requirements before you use Software Update:

• Configure z/OSMF as described in the IBM documentation and address the z/OSMF security requirements for ACF2,
Top Secret, or IBM RACF as applicable.

• Apply all z/OSMF Software Update-related maintenance from IBM.
• Register your SMP/E environments (CSIs) in z/OSMF Software Management. For more information, see Software

Management task in the IBM documentation.
TIP
A migration tool is provided to help you register existing CSM and non-CSM CSIs as new software instances
in z/OSMF. For more information about the migration tool, see Migrate SMP/E Environments into z/OSMF.

• Download and receive maintenance, HOLDDATA, and CARS maintenance for your products. As a best practice, we
recommend that you do so on a daily or weekly basis and that you automate this process using SMP/E Receive Order
(see Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval). You can also perform these tasks manually from Broadcom Support
or Use the Create Service Order Online Interface.

NOTE
You can only apply maintenance for SYSMODs that are already received in the GLOBAL zone of the CSI.
IMPORTANT
The ASSIGN statements for CARS maintenance are not cumulative. To install the latest CARS maintenance,
download all YEARLY ASSIGN files, and then download the monthly ASSIGN files as needed.
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Use Software Update

Log in to your instance of z/OSMF and click the Software Update icon on the desktop. If the Software Update icon does
not appear on the desktop, open the App Center in the bottom-left corner.

You can now maintain software instances, using the z/OSMF Software Update functionality. For more information about
how to use Software Update, see Software Update in the IBM documentation.

Maintain Products Using SMP/E JCL
Learn how to install product maintenance (receive, apply, accept) using SMP/E JCL.

As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include maintaining products and maintenance packages in your
mainframe environment. You can download, receive, apply, and accept maintenance. After you complete the maintenance
process, the product is ready to deploy.

Download and Receive Maintenance

PTF Maintenance and HOLDDATA are available from Broadcom Support. To download and receive maintenance for
ongoing preventive maintenance and in non-installation use cases according to your maintenance strategy, use one of the
following options to create a PTF maintenance package:
Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval

Eliminates the manual steps that are required to download PTFs and HOLDDATA from Broadcom Support. The
orders are fulfilled based on the status of your SMP/E environments. All PTFs and their requisites are downloaded
automatically and received to your system. With SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval, you can make service requests
for maintenance on demand or as scheduled jobs that enable a more automated approach to downloading
maintenance.
We recommend that you use SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval to download and receive maintenance.

Use the Service Order Online Interface
Creates a service order request online from secure Broadcom download servers. This option is more streamlined
than using the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval batch JCL option and requires no firewall changes. However, it
cannot be automated.
Based on your order criteria, all PTFs and their requisites are downloaded automatically and received to your
system.

Build the PTF package from Broadcom Support
Lets you download maintenance manually from Broadcom Support. With this option, you manually
select PTFs and build a package for all applicable PTFs and requisites. You then use the CAUNZIP utility
to unpackage and receive the files. The CAUNZIP utility processes ZIP packages directly on z/OS without
the need for an intermediate platform, such as a Microsoft Windows workstation. The utility resides in
yourCCSHLQ.CAW0JCL(CAUNZIP).
To use this download option, you must be running Common Components and Services Version 15.0. Review the
CAUNZIP requirements.

To build the PTF package from Broadcom Support, select the PTFs manually and then use the CAUNZIP utility to
unpackage and receive the files as described in the following procedure:

NOTE
If you used SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval or the Service Order online interface to download and receive
maintenance, ignore the steps in the following procedure. Go to Apply and Accept Maintenance.

1. Go to Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com, and select Software, Mainframe Software, and My
Downloads.

2. Log in using your Broadcom Support username and password.
The My Downloads - Mainframe Software page appears.
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3. Select a product from the list or search by product name and then select a product from the list.
The product page appears with two tabs under the product name: Products and Solutions.

4. Select the Solutions tab and select the product that you want.
A list of releases appears.

5. Use the hypertext link to select the release that you want.
A list of published solutions appears with the most recently published solutions shown first.

6. Select the checkbox next to the solutions that you want to download.
NOTE
To filter the list, search by solution number, CARS level, or description. You can also select an operating
system or component. For download solution search tips, see Solution Download Help.

7. Select a download method:
– Select Download Selected to go to the Download Manager. Use this option to create a complete solution

package that includes all requisite solutions back to an optional date. From the Download Manager, you can select
your download method (HTTPS or Secure FTP).

– Select HTTPS Download to start downloading immediately. Check your browser for the download progress.
– Select Secure FTP Download to download securely from downloads.broadcom.com. This option is the fastest and

most efficient download method.
For assistance, see Solution Download Help. For HTTPS and Secure FTP information, and sample JCL, see
Download Methods and Locations.
The solution package is downloaded.

8. Run the CAUNZIP utility by completing the following steps.
CAUNZIP unzips the package of published solutions and creates an SMPNTS file structure that the SMP/E RECEIVE
FROMNTS command can process. After execution completes, the ZIPRPT data set contains the summary report. The
summary report:
– Summarizes the content of the product order ZIP file.
– Details the content of each data set and the z/OS UNIX files produced.
– Provides a sample job to receive the PTFs in your order.

9. Review the sample job that is provided in the CAUNZIP output ZIPRPT file and then complete the following steps:
a. Cut and paste the JCL into a data set.
b. Specify your SMP/E CSI on the SMPCSI DD statement.
c. Submit the job to receive the PTFs in your order.

10. Verify that you have the values from the base installation in the TAMSEDIT macro, which you customized in the
installation steps.

11. Open the SAMPJCL member TAM60RCH in an edit session and execute the TAMSEDIT macro from the command
line.

NOTE
Update TAM60RCH SAMPJCL to download the HOLDDATA file.

TAM60RCH is customized.
12. Submit TAM60RCH.

The job downloads the external HOLDDATA file.
13. Open the SAMPJCL member TAM70RCM in an edit session and execute the TAMSEDIT macro from the command

line.
TAM70RCM is customized.

14. Submit TAM70RCM.
The job receives the external HOLDDATA file.

15. (Optional) Apply CARS Maintenance.

The maintenance packages are received to the SMP/E environment global zone. After maintenance has been
downloaded for a product, you can apply and optionally accept the maintenance for products that are installed in the SMP/
E environment. Go to Apply and Accept Maintenance.
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Apply and Accept Maintenance

After downloading and receiving your maintenance package, use this procedure to apply and optionally accept corrective
maintenance.

WARNING
Before you apply maintenance, ensure that any required file systems are mounted and that you have specified
the correct path to the DDDEFs that are contained in the file systems. The path must be the mount point of the
zFS file system, plus the directory /CA. For example, if the zFS file system is mounted at /cai/abc, the DDDEF
path must be /cai/abc/CA.

1. Open the SAMPJCL member TAM80APM in an edit session and execute the TAMSEDIT macro from the command
line.
TAM80APM is customized.

2. Submit TAM80APM.
The PTFs are applied.

3. (Optional) Open the SAMPJCL member TAM90ACM in an edit session and execute the TAMSEDIT macro from the
command line.
TAM90ACM is customized.

4. (Optional) Submit TAM90ACM.
The PTFs are accepted.

NOTE
You do not have to submit the job now. You can accept the PTFs according to your site policy.

Corrective maintenance is complete. You can now optionally apply CARS maintenance.

Apply CARS Maintenance

Use this procedure to apply CARS maintenance as a part of managing preventive maintenance.

NOTE
For information about CARS maintenance, see CARS in the Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures
documentation.

1. Download the ASSIGN statements from https://ftp.broadcom.com/secureuser/downloads/pub/ASSIGNS/.
IMPORTANT
The ASSIGN files are not cumulative. To install the latest CARS level, download all YEARLY ASSIGN
statements, and then download the monthly ASSIGN files as needed.

a. Determine whether to download the yearly or monthly ASSIGN statements in the following files: YEARyyyy.txt or
CARyymm.txt.

b. Open the SAMPJCL member TAM50CAR in an edit session, update TAM50CAR SAMPJCL to download your
ASSIGN statements from Broadcom Support, and execute the TAMSEDIT macro from the command line.
TAM50CAR is customized.

2. Submit TAM50CAR.
The job downloads the ASSIGN statements.

3. Open the SAMPJCL member TAM70RCM in an edit session, manually add the data set that contains the ASSIGN
statements to the SMPPTFIN DD, and execute the TAMSEDIT macro from the command line.
TAM70RCM is customized.

4. Submit TAM70RCM.
The job receives the external HOLDDATA file and ASSIGN statements.

5. Open the SAMPJCL member TAM80APM in an edit session and execute the TAMSEDIT macro from the command
line.
TAM80APM is customized.

6. Submit TAM80APM.
The CARS PTFs are applied.
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7. (Optional) Open the SAMPJCL member TAM90ACM in an edit session and execute the TAMSEDIT macro from the
command line.
TAM90ACM is customized.

8. (Optional) Submit TAM90ACM.
The CARS PTFs are accepted.

NOTE
You do not have to submit the job now. You can accept the PTFs according to your site policy.

Maintain Products Using CSM
Use the procedures in this topic to receive, apply, and accept maintenance for your products using CSM.

CSM provides a product list that lets you display the list of licensed product maintenance packages and to download these
packages. You can also manage external maintenance packages that were acquired outside of CSM so that they can be
applied using  CSM.

WARNING
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success and to help our customer base achieve their
strategic business initiatives, we are investing our resources in z/OSMF for software management. We will
be discontinuing technical support for CSM. In accordance with the terms and conditions, guidelines, and
parameters of Broadcom’s support program, which is documented in the Broadcom Software Maintenance
Policy Handbook, this announcement provides written notification of End of Life for CSM. This notification means
that CSM will no longer function as of June 30, 2023. For full details, see the End of Life Announcement.If you
do not have CSM installed, we recommend that you install z/OSMF to manage your software. For installation
and usage details, see the IBM documentation and the Broadcom product installation best practices at
techdocs.broadcom.com.

NOTE
During your initial product installation, apply all product maintenance. Otherwise, you may have to repeat the
deployment and configuration processes.

The following diagram shows the maintenance process using CSM:
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Use the following procedure to maintain products using CSM:

1. (Optional) Configure automatic HOLDDATA download.
2. (Optional) Configure CSM to reject unneeded maintenance.
3. Download product maintenance packages.

– (Optional) Configure CSM to perform automatic maintenance updates.
4. (Optional) Manage maintenance downloaded outside of CSM. As part of this management, you can also view the

aggregated package details.
5. Receive maintenance.
6. (Optional) Reject maintenance.
7. Apply maintenance.

a. Consider whether you require a product USERMOD.
b. Review and process any unresolved HOLDDATA.
c. Apply CARS maintenance.
d. (Optional) Apply FIXCAT maintenance.

8. (Optional) Restore maintenance.
9. Accept maintenance.

– (Optional) Accept maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode.
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After you complete this process, the maintenance packages for your products are accepted.

You have deployed and configured a product across your enterprise. Now you are applying maintenance to this product.
Create a deployment and a configuration for this product to get this maintenance to your target systems.

Configure Automatic HOLDDATA Download

You can configure CSM to download automatically the available HOLDDATA that it uses for each maintenance installation.
You then have current information about what maintenance packages are marked as PE (PTF in Error).

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Catalog link under System Settings in the Settings section on the
left side.

2. In the HOLDDATA Settings section, select the Enable Automatic Updates checkbox.
3. Set up values for the following fields, and select Apply:
Owner of Update Task

Specifies the TSO user ID under which the update task is run.
Recurrence

Specifies how often the task recurs.
Update Software Catalog Every number of Days

or Update Software Catalog On day of week Every number of Weeks
Specifies the frequency of downloading HOLDDATA to your software catalog, in days or weeks, depending on the
value the Recurrence field.
Example: Imagine you set the recurrence for a specific number of days and you set the time that precedes the
current time. Then the first update occurs in the specified number of days at the specified time. For example, on
Monday at 10.30 am, you set the number of days to 3 and time to 07.00. The first update then occurs on the third
day, Thursday, at 7.00 am. When you set the time past the current time, the first update occurs on the same day
at the time set. For example, on Monday at 10.30 am, you set the number of days to 3 and time to 11.00. The first
update then occurs on that Monday at 11.00 am.

System Time
Specifies the system time when an automatic update occurs. The system time reflects your CSM application
server time zone. The TZ parameter within Tomcat startup libraries defines the time zone. If the TZ parameter is
not defined, the CSM application server time zone defaults to GMT - Greenwich Mean Time.
Local time is calculated based on the system time that you set.

NOTE
To download available HOLDDATA to the software catalog immediately, select Update Immediately.

The automatic HOLDDATA download is configured.

Configure CSM to Reject Unneeded Maintenance from the SMP/E Environment

During the regular, FIXCAT, or CARS maintenance wizard execution, CSM may receive maintenance. Some maintenance
packages may not be directly associated with the maintenance that you want to apply.

You can configure CSM to reject the maintenance that was received but not applied during the wizard execution.

• If you exit the wizard before the maintenance installation started, CSM rejects the maintenance that has been received
during the wizard execution. The SMP/E environment is restored to the state that it had before you started the wizard.

• If you navigated through the wizard steps, started the maintenance installation task, and the task completed
successfully, CSM rejects the received but not applied maintenance that is not directly associated with the
maintenance that you have applied.
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This process ensures that your SMP/E environments do not contain unneeded received maintenance.

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Installation link under System Settings on the left side.
2. In the Maintenance Installation section, select the Reject Received Maintenance checkbox.
3. Select Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

CSM is configured to reject unneeded maintenance.

Download Product Maintenance Packages

You can download maintenance packages for installed products through the Products tab. You can download:

• All maintenance packages for a product
• Only maintenance packages that have been released from the time the product release was updated last

NOTE
The information for HIPERs and new maintenance on the Software Status tab is based on the current
information in your software catalog. Update the product list on a daily or weekly basis to keep it current.

WARNING

You can also download maintenance using the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval. This option uses the IBM
SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command to download Broadcom mainframe product maintenance over the Internet,
by securely submitting an order for PTFs and HOLDDATA to a remote Broadcom server. This service eliminates
the manual steps that are required to download maintenance from Broadcom Support. The orders are fulfilled
based on the status of your SMP/E environments. Based on your order criteria, all PTFs and their requisites are
downloaded automatically and received to your system.

To use this download option, complete the procedures to configure the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval as
described in the Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures documentation. After you set up this service, you
can use CSM to apply and accept your maintenance.

1. Verify that your CSM login user name is associated with a registered user of Broadcom Support on the Software
Acquisition Settings page.
CSM uses the credentials to access Broadcom Support.

2. Select the name of the product for which you want to download maintenance in the product list on the left side.
Maintenance information about the product appears in the Releases section on the right side.

3. For the product release for which you want to download maintenance, select the Actions drop-down list to the right of
the release. Complete one of the following steps:
a. Select Update Product Release to download all maintenance packages for the product release.
b. Select Get Latest Maintenance to download only maintenance packages that have been released from the time

the product release was updated last.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are downloaded.
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Configure CSM to Perform Automatic Maintenance Updates

You can configure CSM to perform automatic maintenance updates (downloading and receiving maintenance) for
products that are installed in an SMP/E environment.

Manage Maintenance Downloaded Outside of CSM

Sometimes you acquire maintenance packages, such as unpublished maintenance, PTF, APARs, and USERMODs,
outside of CSM. For example, you are validating a test PTF released for a product. You can add information about these
maintenance packages to CSM from the Products tab.

Adding these maintenance packages to CSM provides you with a complete view of all the maintenance for a product
release. After a package is migrated, you can use CSM to apply the maintenance.

Usually, the maintenance is placed as a single package. However, some Broadcom mainframe products still have older
aggregated maintenance packages that were released before December 31, 2013. An aggregated package is a file that
comprises several single maintenance packages (nested packages). When you add an aggregated package, CSM inserts
all the nested packages and the aggregated package itself. In the list of maintenance packages, the aggregated package
is marked with the CUMULATIVE type.

When you insert an aggregated package, CSM assigns a fix number to it. The fix number is unique and contains eight
characters. The first two characters are AM (for Aggregated Maintenance) and a unique six-digit number follows. The
number value increases by 1 with each added aggregated package.

If the aggregated maintenance package has the same fix number as one of its nested packages, only the nested package
is added. The aggregated package itself is not available in the list of maintenance packages.

1. Select the Products tab, and select the product release for which the maintenance applies.
2. Select the Add External Maintenance button.
3. Specify one of the following package types and package details:
Data Set

Adds a maintenance package that is located in a z/OS data set with an LRECL of 80 and RECFM of FB.
UNIX File

Adds a maintenance package that is located in a USS directory in binary mode.
FTP File

Adds a maintenance package that is not published on Broadcom Support. This option is intended for downloading
a PTF to validate it.

FTP Host Specifies the FTP server where the maintenance package is located. Select a server from the list, or
provide your FTP server host.

FTP Port Specifies the FTP port number for the FTP server.
FTP Path Defines the FTP path where the maintenance package is located. Start the path with a forward slash

(/). Enter only a forward slash to specify the root directory.
Example: /outgoing/

Maintenance Name Defines the maintenance package name.
Example: RO01111.bin

User Name Defines a valid user name to access the FTP location.
Password Defines a valid password to access the FTP location.

Solution
Adds a published solution on Broadcom Support.

NOTE
To add several data sets or UNIX file packages from the same location, use masking.

4. Select OK.
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A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance package with the related information is saved in the CSM database. To see the added package, refresh
the page.

View Aggregated Package Details

You can view which nested packages are included in the aggregated package. The information includes the fix number,
package type, and package description.

NOTE
Aggregated maintenance packages were discontinued December 31, 2013. However, some Broadcom
mainframe products have aggregated maintenance packages that were released before this date.

1. Select the Products tab, and select the product release that has the aggregated package whose details you want to
view.

2. Select the Fix # link for the aggregated package.
The Maintenance Package Details dialog opens.

3. Select the Nested Packages tab.
A list of nested packages that the aggregated package contains appears.

Receive Maintenance

After maintenance has been downloaded for a product, you can receive the maintenance to the global zone of an SMP/E
environment where the related products are installed. Once received, maintenance packages can be applied.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment where you want to receive maintenance
packages.

2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to receive, and select the Receive link.
The maintenance wizard opens to the Introduction step.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the receiving, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the receive list selections as required, and select Next.
6. Review the summary, and select Receive.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are received to the SMP/E environment global zone.

Reject Maintenance

You can reject a received maintenance package. Information about the maintenance package is removed from the SMP/E
environment global zone.
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While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment from which you want to reject maintenance.
2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria

defined.
3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to reject, and select the Reject link. You can filter out only received

packages.
The maintenance wizard opens to the Introduction step.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the rejection, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the rejected list selections as required, and select Next.
6. Review the summary, and select Reject.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are rejected. Information about the maintenance packages is removed from the SMP/E
environment global zone.

Apply Maintenance

After maintenance has been downloaded for a product, you can apply the maintenance to products that are installed in an
SMP/E environment.

WARNING
Before you apply maintenance, ensure that required file systems are mounted and that you have specified the
correct path to the DDDEFs that are contained in the file systems. The path must be the mount point of the zFS
file system, plus the directory /CA. For example, if the zFS file system is mounted at /broadcom/abc, the DDDEF
path must be /broadcom/abc/CA.

As an option, CSM lets you verify that the maintenance packages can be applied to the selected target zones without
applying the packages.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the SMP/E environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any
action against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes,
the lock releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment whose products you want to apply
maintenance to.

2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to apply, and select the Apply link.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
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5. From the Summary step, review the summary, and select Check and Apply.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

CSM verifies and applies the maintenance packages to the selected target zones.

If the task fails, navigate to the Tasks tab and review SMPOUT in the task output to identify and correct problems. Rerun
the wizard.

You have completed acquiring and applying maintenance. You can accept the applied maintenance (except USERMODs)
from the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab.

USERMODs

A product USERMOD can be provided as a published maintenance package downloaded during the Update Product
process. When CSM downloads a package including a ++USERMOD statement, it is loaded under the product with a
USERMOD type. You can install these packages using CSM but cannot accept them because they are not intended to be
permanent.

You can create a USERMOD manually, or we can provide an unpublished maintenance package as a USERMOD. In this
case, the USERMOD file, which contains the ++USERMOD statement and the body of the USERMOD, must be managed
as an externally downloaded package.

Unresolved HOLDDATA Processing

When you apply maintenance, review and process any unresolved HOLDDATA for the applied maintenance and its
prerequisites. The maintenance wizard displays all unresolved HOLDDATA and lets you review the HOLDDATA and
details about the HELD maintenance. You can then bypass the HOLDDATA or exclude the HELD maintenance. CSM
determines unresolved HOLDDATA by running SMP/E APPLY GROUP/GROUPEXTEND CHECK.

In the maintenance wizard, you can perform the following actions:

• Select HOLDDATA (HOLDDATA TYPE, REASON, or maintenance) to bypass it.
• Leave HOLDDATA unselected to exclude it. If you do not select a HOLDDATA entry checkbox, CSM excludes the

HELD maintenance from the processing.

If you exclude at least one HELD maintenance package, CSM runs an appropriate SMP/E APPLY GROUP/
GROUPEXTEND CHECK command to verify the processing. CSM verifies whether other maintenance requires the
excluded maintenance. If so, CSM also excludes it from processing.

If the SMP/E APPLY GROUP/GROUPEXTEND CHECK command discovers further unresolved HOLDDATA, you are
notified about all unresolved HOLDDATA again. Select what HOLDDATA to bypass and what HELD maintenance to
exclude.

This iterative process repeats until all HOLDDATA is resolved or bypassed. You can then proceed to the next step.

A list of maintenance packages that are excluded during the processing of unresolved HOLDDATA is displayed in the
Summary step.

Apply CARS Maintenance

CSM lets you track and apply CARS maintenance for your products.

CARS is a set of maintenance packages that are installed and tested regularly on the Broadcom Mainframe Software
Division development, test, and production systems. Install CARS maintenance to keep your products current. Broadcom
releases CARS maintenance regularly. The release date determines the CARS maintenance level.
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To learn about new CARS maintenance that is available, download the files that are listed for published CARS
maintenance. You can configure CSM to download these files automatically, or add CARS files manually. You can filter
this maintenance in the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance section based on information that is in the files. You can
also select the packages that are applicable within a CARS level.

You can apply particular CARS maintenance packages. You can update all products in an SMP/E environment.

A CARS file can list a maintenance package that the HOLDDATA marked as PE (PTF in Error). The CARS file can also
reflect a corrective maintenance package for this PE that is not listed in this CARS file. This situation can occur if a
maintenance package is found in error after the CARS file is published. The CARS processing continues as expected, and
the maintenance package that is marked as PE is not applied. However, the CARS level for the product is not updated to
the current level until you apply the corrective maintenance package to the SMP/E environment.

Configure Automatic CARS File Download

You can configure CSM to download available CARS files automatically. After download, the files are stored in a USS
directory under the software catalog.

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Catalog link under System Settings in the Settings section on the
left side.

2. In the CARS Setting section, select the Enable Automatic Updates checkbox.
3. Set up field values and select Apply.

NOTE
To download available CARS files to the software catalog immediately, select Update Immediately.

The automatic CARS file download is configured.

Add a CARS File

If you cannot automatically download available CARS files, add them to the software catalog manually. Use the Add
CARS File link. The files that were added manually are stored in the same USS directory as other files.

1. Download the CARS file using FTP from the Broadcom file server directly to your USS directory.
a. Connect to the FTP site at the following location:

https://ftp.broadcom.com/secureuser/downloads

b. Log in to ftp.broadcom.com as follows:
user name: anonymous
password: your-email-address

c. Change to the following directory:
/pub/ASSIGNS

d. Change your download mode to ASCII.
e. Download the CARS file. These files appear in the format:

CARyymm.TXT

2. In the CSM web-based interface, select the Products tab, and select the Add CARS File link in the Actions section on
the left side.

3. Specify the USS path to the CARS file you want to add, and select OK.
Information about the CARS file is saved in the CSM Software Catalog USS database.

Apply CARS Maintenance to an SMP/E Environment

You can upgrade products that are installed in an SMP/E environment to a specific CARS level. During processing, CSM
verifies that maintenance packages that are associated with the selected CARS level can be applied to the products, and
then applies the packages.
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As an option, CSM lets you verify that the maintenance packages can be applied to the selected target zones without
applying the packages.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab.
2. From the list on the right, locate the SMP/E environment whose products you want to upgrade the CARS level for.

Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the SMP/E environment, and select Upgrade CARS Level.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

3. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
4. From the Summary step, review the summary and select Check and Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

CSM verifies and applies the CARS maintenance packages to the selected target zones.

If the task fails, navigate to the Tasks tab and review SMPOUT in the task output to identify and correct problems. Rerun
the wizard.

You can accept the applied maintenance (except USERMODs) from the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab.

Apply FIXCAT Maintenance

CSM lets you select and apply maintenance for your products according to FIXCAT.

FIXCAT (fix category) associates a maintenance package to one or more categories of PTFs (for example, installation,
function, z/OS version, or communication).

FIXCAT data is provided in the same file as error HOLDDATA. Error HOLDDATA contains FIXCAT HOLDDATA statements
that assign a maintenance package to a category. Select a category, and CSM determines and applies associated
maintenance packages to the selected products installed in an SMP/E environment.

Masking Maintenance Categories

When you select maintenance categories in the wizard, you can use masking.

Use an asterisk (*), or a percent sign (%), or both to specify naming masks. An asterisk substitutes for any number of
symbols. A percent sign substitutes for one symbol.

For example:
System.z/OS.*

Selects all the categories whose names start with System.z/OS.
System.z/OS.%%

Selects all the categories under System.z/OS whose last segment consists of two symbols.

Apply Maintenance by FIXCAT Category

You can select and apply maintenance for your products based on FIXCAT using CSM.

As an option, CSM lets you verify that the maintenance packages can be applied to the selected target zones without
applying the packages.
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While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab.
2. From the list on the right, locate the SMP/E environment whose products you want to apply FIXCAT

maintenance. Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the SMP/E environment, and select Update Using Fix
Categories.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

3. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
4. From the Summary step, review the summary, and select Check and Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

CSM verifies and applies the FIXCAT maintenance packages to the selected target zones.

If the task fails, navigate to the Tasks tab and review SMPOUT in the task output to identify and correct problems. Rerun
the wizard.

You can accept the applied maintenance (except USERMODs) from the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab.

Restore Maintenance

You can restore (back out) an applied maintenance package (but not an accepted maintenance package).

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment from which you want to restore
maintenance.

2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to restore, and select the Restore link. You can filter out only applied
packages.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the restoring, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the list selections as required. Select Zones to review and adjust the zones where the maintenance

is restored from. You can only perform maintenance actions on zones you select here. Select OK to confirm the
selection and return to the wizard, and select Next.

6. Review the prerequisites if they exist, and select Next. CSM restores these prerequisites as part of the maintenance
restoring process.

7. Review the summary, and select Restore.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.
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The maintenance packages are restored.

Accept Maintenance

After maintenance has been applied, you can accept the maintenance for products that are installed in an SMP/E
environment. You cannot accept USERMODs.

Use this procedure to accept the maintenance in GROUP mode.

WARNING
Before you start, update the HOLDDATA in your software catalog. To do so, select Update HOLDDATA in the
Actions section on the Software Catalog page. You can also set up the automatic HOLDDATA download as
described previously in this article.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment whose products you want to accept
maintenance.

2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to accept, and select the Accept link.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the maintenance, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the accept list selections as required. Select Zones to review and adjust the zones where the

maintenance is accepted. You can only perform maintenance actions on zones you select here. Select OK to confirm
the selection and return to the wizard, and select Next.

6. Select the installation mode for the selected maintenance, and select Next.
7. Perform one of the following actions to address prerequisites:

– If no prerequisites exist, select Next. A list of HOLDDATA appears.
– If prerequisites exist and are available, review them, and Select Next. A list of HOLDDATA appears. The

prerequisites are accepted as part of the process.
– If a prerequisite is not available, the wizard cannot continue. Select Cancel to exit the wizard. Acquire the

prerequisite and restart the process.
8. Review HOLDDATA entries, if they exist. Select Export Table to open all HOLDDATA information for all selected

maintenance in a separate browser window. Selecting Export Table is similar to running the LIST SYSMODS
HOLDDATA command within your SMP/E environment.

9. Select Next.
SMP/E work DDDEFs of SMPWRKx and SYSUTx, with their allocation parameters, are listed.

10. Review the work DDDEF allocation parameters, and edit them, if necessary, to verify that sufficient space is allocated
for them during the maintenance acceptance:

NOTE
Changes in the allocation parameters apply to the current maintenance processing only.

1. Select Override for a DDDEF to edit its allocation parameters.
A pop-up window opens.

2. Make the necessary changes, and select OK to confirm.
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The pop-up window closes, and the DDDEF entry is selected in the list indicating that the allocation parameters
have been overridden.

You can also:

• Update allocation parameters for the DDDEFs automatically by select Resolve Overrides.
CSM provides values for all DDDEFs based on the total size of the selected maintenance packages being
accepted. All DDDEF entries are selected in the list indicating that the allocation parameters have been overridden.

NOTE
To edit the allocation parameters for a DDDEF after automatically updating them with the Resolve
Overrides button, select Override. Make the necessary changes. Select OK to confirm and return to the
wizard.

• Cancel a parameter update for any DDDEF by clearing its checkbox.
11. (Optional) Select View SMP/E Work DDDEFs to review SMP/E work DDDEF and their allocation parameters for the

selected SMP/E environment zones. Select Close to return to the wizard.

NOTE
Sometimes, the allocation parameters differ from the allocation parameters that you obtained using the
Resolve Overrides button.

Select Next.
12. Review the summary, and select Accept.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are accepted.

Accept Maintenance in GROUPEXTEND Mode

CSM lets you invoke the SMP/E utility with the GROUPEXTEND option enabled for accepting maintenance.

When you accept maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode, the following installation modes are available:
Accept Check

Checks if the maintenance can be accepted to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode.
Accept

Accepts the maintenance to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode.
Accept Check and Accept

Checks if the maintenance can be accepted to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode. Then
accepts it if possible.

For the GROUPEXTEND option, CSM does not automatically receive and display maintenance or HOLDDATA
prerequisites that must be bypassed when accepting the maintenance. Accept check mode lets you check if any
prerequisites or HOLDDATA exist and report them in the task output.

How Maintenance in GROUPEXTEND Mode Works

Accept maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode in the following sequence:

1. Apply all maintenance packages that you want to include by the GROUPEXTEND option.
2. Run the maintenance in Accept check mode.

– If the task fails, review SMPOUT in the task output. Review if there are missing (not applied) maintenance
packages or HOLDDATA that must be resolved or bypassed.

– If the task succeeds, review SMPRPT in the task output. Review what maintenance packages were found and
accepted.
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3. Run the maintenance in Accept mode. Specify the maintenance packages that you want to exclude and HOLDDATA
that you want to bypass, if any exist.
The followings options are available for bypassing HOLDDATA:
– HOLDSYSTEM
– HOLDCLASS
– HOLDERROR
– HOLDUSER

You can run the maintenance in Accept mode in the same CSM session after Accept check mode is completed. The
values that you entered for Accept check mode are then prepopulated on the wizard dialogs.

Accept Maintenance with the GROUPEXTEND Option Enabled

You can accept maintenance (except USERMODs) with the GROUPEXTEND option enabled.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment holding the maintenance packages that you
want to accept in GROUPEXTEND mode.

2. Select Maintenance.
Maintenance packages available for the products are listed. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that
you have maintenance view criteria defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to accept in GROUPEXTEND mode, and select the Accept
GROUPEXTEND link.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment that is being used by another user, a notification message appears. You
are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification message
disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another SMP/E
environment.

4. Review the information about the maintenance, and select Next.
The packages that you want to accept are listed.

NOTE
Select a link in the Status column for a maintenance package, if available, to review a list of zones. The
zones indicate where the maintenance package is received, applied, or accepted. Select Close to return to
the wizard.

5. Review the packages, and select Next.

WARNING
For the GROUPEXTEND option, CSM does not automatically receive and display maintenance or
HOLDDATA prerequisites that must be bypassed when accepting the maintenance. Accept check mode lets
you review if any prerequisites or HOLDDATA exist and report them in the task output. Run the maintenance
in Accept check mode first.

6. Read the information that is displayed on this tab, and select Next.
The installation options appear.

7. Specify installation options as follows, and select Next:
a. Select the installation mode for the selected maintenance.
b. Review the GROUPEXTEND options and select the ones that you want to apply to the maintenance:

NOAPARS
Excludes APARs that resolve error reason ID.
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NOUSERMODS
Exclude USERMODs that resolve error reason ID.

c. (Optional) Enter maintenance packages that you want to exclude in the Excluded SYSMODs field. You can enter
several packages, separate them by a comma.

The Bypass HOLDDATA step of the wizard appears.
8. (Optional) Enter the BYPASS options for the HOLDDATA that you want to bypass during the maintenance installation.

You can enter several BYPASS options, separate them by a comma.
9. Select Next.
10. Review the summary, and select Accept GROUPEXTEND.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

NOTE

• If you run the maintenance installation in Accept check mode and the task succeeds, review SMPRPT in
the task output. Review what maintenance packages were found and accepted.

• If you run the maintenance installation in Accept check mode and the task fails, review SMPOUT in the
task output. Review if there are missing (not accepted) maintenance packages or HOLDDATA that must
be resolved or bypassed.

You completed maintaining products with CSM.

HOLDDATA
When you apply maintenance, you typically encounter SMP/E HOLDDATA. We use HOLDDATA to notify your SMP/E
system of SYSMODs that have errors or special conditions. We support system and external HOLDDATA.

System HOLDDATA

System HOLDDATA indicates data that is an in-stream part of the SYSMOD, informing you of special conditions. The
following reasons are used with SYSTEM HOLDDATA for your product.

ACTION Indicates that you must perform special processing before or after you apply this SYSMOD.
AO Affects automated operations. It changes the message identifier or the displacement of a field inside the

message.
DB2BIND Indicates that DBRMs have changed and packages must be rebound.
DDDEF Indicates that data sets and DDDEFs are being added or modified.
DELETE Deletes the SYSMOD load module. You cannot reverse this type of SYSMOD with the SMP/E RESTORE

command.
DEP Indicates a dependency for this SYSMOD that you must externally verify.
DOC Indicates a documentation change with this SYSMOD.

DOWNLD Indicates that some or all the elements that this SYSMOD delivers are to be downloaded to a workstation.
DYNACT Describes the steps to dynamically activate this fix without performing an IPL.

EC Indicates that this SYSMOD requires a hardware engineering change. An EC hold SYSMOD usually does
not affect the product unless the EC is present on the hardware device.

ENH Introduces a small programming enhancement. The hold contains the instructions to implement the
enhancement. If no action is required to implement the enhancement, give a summary of the enhancement.

EXIT Indicates that changes delivered by this SYSMOD require reassembly of user exits.
EXRF Indicates that the SYSMOD must be installed in both the Active and Alternate Extended Recovery Facility

Systems.
IPL Indicates that an IPL is required for this SYSMOD to take effect. This option is used only when there is no

alternative for dynamic activation.
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MSGSKEL Indicates that the SYSMOD contains internationalized message versions that must be run through the
message compiler for each language.

MULTSYS Apply this SYSMOD to multiple systems for pre-conditioning, coexistence, or exploitation.
RESTART Indicates that after applying this SYSMOD, the site must perform a special restart as opposed to a routine

restart.
SQLBIND Indicates that a bind is required for a database system other than Db2.

External HOLDDATA

External HOLDDATA is not part of the PTF. The HOLDDATA resides in a separate file and contains both error and FIXCAT
HOLDDATA. The error HOLDDATA is used for SYSMODs that have been distributed and later are discovered to cause
problems. The FIXCAT HOLDDATA helps identify maintenance that is required to support a particular hardware device,
software, or function.

Download the external HOLDDATA from Broadcom Support to a DASD file, and allocate the file to the SMPHOLD
DD statement. To take care of the external HOLDDATA, receive it into your SMP/E environment. SMP/E receives the
HOLDDATA from Broadcom-supplied jobs.

You can find JCL to download the external HOLDDATA in your SAMPJCL member. Open xxx60RCH or xxx1HOLD in
an edit session and execute the xxxSEDIT macro on the command line (xxx is the high-level identifier for your product).
Then, submit the JCL.

Error HOLDDATA

If a SYSMOD has unresolved error HOLDDATA, SMP/E does not install it unless you add a bypass to your APPLY
command. You can bypass error HOLDDATA in situations that are not applicable to you. Error HOLDDATA that is not
applicable to you can include a problem that happens only with a hardware device that you do not have or in a product
feature that you do not use.

When Broadcom publishes a SYSMOD that resolves the error HOLDDATA, the resolving SYSMOD supersedes the error
HOLDDATA. This action lets you apply the original SYSMOD with the fixing SYSMOD.

The only manual task is running a REPORT ERRSYSMODS. This report identifies the following:

• Any held SYSMODs already applied to your system
• Any resolving SYSMODs that are in RECEIVE status

SMP/E identifies the SYSMOD to apply to correct the situation.

FIXCAT HOLDDATA

Broadcom provides FIXCAT HOLDDATA to help identify maintenance that is required to support a particular hardware
device, software, or function. Fix categories are supplied as SMP/E FIXCAT HOLDDATA statements. Each FIXCAT
HOLDDATA statement associates an APAR and its related fixing PTF to one or more fix categories.

Configure Security JVM
Perform the tasks in this section to configure Security JVM, which is the interface between the external security manager
(ESM) and the Trusted Access Manager for Z started task procedure (TAMSTC).

WARNING
Throughout this documentation, SJVSTC refers to the name of the Security JVM started task procedure. The
name does not have to be SJVSTC. Also, SJVSTC/directory refers to the OMVS directory containing all OMVS
files that are needed to run Security JVM. You can change both items to an appropriate value for your site.
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Create and Customize the Security JVM Started Task Procedure

Use this procedure to create and customize the Security JVM started task procedure.

WARNING

• The started task procedure must contain a STEPLIB DD. Security JVM looks for load module SJVRTTRM in
the STEPLIB.

• Because Security JVM uses TCP/IP for communication, ensure that the Security JVM started task is started
after TCP/IP is available.

Follow these steps:

1. Copy the SJVSTC member in yourhlq.CSJVPROC to a member in a PROCLIB data set. The member must use CAPS
OFF and NUMBER OFF.

2. Modify the SJVSTC member, following the instructions in the member.
3. Modify the SJVENV member in yourhlq.CSJVOPTN, following the instructions in the member.

The started procedure and environment variables have been customized and configured.

Configure Tracing for the Security JVM Java Component

Security JVM has multiple levels of logging and tracing available to help with troubleshooting issues and with initial
implementation. To configure the desired tracing level, you can update logback.xml in /SJVSTC/directory.

NOTE

logback.xml is an ASCII file. You must update this file in ASCII format.

Review the following options and update if desired:

• <root level="INFO">
Determines the log level. The following levels exist. We recommend starting with TRACE or DEBUG until you have
your implementation established.

DEBUG
Displays debug messages, informational messages, warning messages,and error messages.

ERROR
Displays error messages.

INFO
(Default) Displays informational messages, warning messages, and error messages.

TRACE
Displays all available types of messages.

WARN
Displays warning messages and error messages.

• <file>
Contains the path and the name of the file to which the log data is sent.
Default: SJVSTC/directory/logs

• <FileNamePattern>
Determines where to archive log files and the name format. The default path is SJVSTC/directory/logs. (%i is the index
where the index ranges from what is specified by <MinIndex> and <MaxIndex>. The default values of <MinIndex> and
<MaxIndex> are 1 and 20 respectively.)

• <MaxFileSize>
Specifies how large the file can get before the file resets and archives.
Default: 50 MB
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(ACF2) Set Up the Security JVM Started Task Logonid

Use this procedure to create and set up the Security JVM started task logonid.

Follow these steps:

1. Follow the instructions in the SJVIACF member in yourhlq.CSJVJCL0.
2. Submit the SJVIACF job.
3. Start the SJVSTC started task procedure:

S SJVSTC

A message indicates that Security JVM initialization is complete.

(Top Secret) Set Up a Security JVM Started Task Region ACID

Use this procedure to create and set up the Security JVM started task region ACID.

Follow these steps:

1. Follow the instructions in the SJVITSS member in yourhlq.CSJVJCL0.
2. Submit the SJVITSS job.
3. Start the SJVSTC started task procedure:

S SJVSTC

A message indicates that Security JVM initialization is complete.

(IBM RACF) Set Up the RACF Security Environment Required by CA SJV

Use this procedure to set up the IBM RACF security environment that is required by CA SJV.

Follow these steps:

1. Follow the instructions in the SJVIRAC member in yourhlq.CSJVJCL0.
2. Submit the SJVIRAC job.
3. Start the SJVSTC started task procedure:

S SJVSTC

A message indicates that Security JVM initialization is complete.

You have configured Security JVM. You can begin using the product and perform elevations with basic ticket validation.
You can also implement the following features if desired:

• You can enable elevation propagation, which allows sites to maintain the same state of elevated privilege across
systems. For more information, see Enable Elevation Propagation across LPARs.

• You can define a custom exit to supplement or replace the NIM SM component. For more information, see Define a
Custom Exit to Perform Ticket Validation.

Define a Custom Exit to Perform Ticket Validation
Use this procedure to define an optional custom exit to perform service desk ticket validation on requests for elevated
access permissions. With your own exit, you can validate through your custom criteria. You can use the exit instead of or
with NIM SM (NIM SM).

WARNING
To use the custom exit, you must have configured Security JVM.

1. Write your own exit java class or update the supplied sample java class (called TAM_Custom_Validate.java), using the
following exit code requirements:
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NOTE
The TAM_Custom_Validate.java file can be found in the TAMSTC directory path specified during the
installation.

Required main class name:
TAM_Custom_Validate

Required order of main class constructor parameter list:

• Class name (string)
• Ticket number (string)
• Reason (string)
• User issuing elevate (string)
• User being elevated (string)

Required methods:

• checkTicket() - Checks if the ticket meets the custom criteria to be considered valid
• getReturnCode() - Gets the return code of the check

Required return codes:
0

Indicates successful validation; allow elevation.
4/8

Indicates a problem with the exit’s validation; do not elevate and do not use NIM SM.
32

Indicates a problem with the exit’s validation; attempt to validate by using NIM SM.
Ensure that your methods return these codes back to Security JVM. Any other codes are not accepted by
Security JVM.

40
Indicates a problem with exit validation. Unable to perform ticket validation. Perform FALLBACK
processing.

2. Compile and link your TAM_Custom_Validate.java file to TAM_Custom_Validate.jar.
3. Move the TAM_Custom_Validate.jar to the same directory that is defined by the SJV_HOME environment variable. To

review your SJV_HOME setting, see the SJVENV member in yourhlq.CSJVOPTN.
4. In the yourhlq.CSJVOPTN(SJVENV) member, add the following line to the CLASSPATH environment variable.

CLASSPATH=$CLASSPATH: "${SJV_HOME}"/TAM_Custom_Validate.jar 

This line informs Security JVM where your custom exit resides so it can be executed.
5. Restart the Security JVM started task (SJVSTC) to pick up the SJVENV file changes and begin using the custom exit.

S SJVSTC

A message indicates that Security JVM initialization is complete.

After being activated, the exit checks ticket validity and passes a return code indicating validation status and what
happens next. Security JVM java log messages indicate whether the user exit was loaded correctly and whether validation
is happening from the user exit or from NIM SM.

Configure Trusted Access Manager for Z
After you install Trusted Access Manager for Z, perform the tasks in this section to configure the product. The tasks that
you perform depend on whether you want to require a service desk ticket on the ELEVATE command. By requiring a
ticket, you give auditors a way to verify that valid tickets were created to allow elevations. Tickets also can provide a way
to review issue details about the need for elevations.
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• If you do not require a service desk ticket on the ELEVATE command, perform the following configuration tasks:
– Place the TAMINT00 module in a system LINKLIST library.
– (IBM RACF only) Define the Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF started task user ID.

The started task user ID is required for the Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF started task to run.
– (IBM RACF only) Create and start the Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF started task (TAMRSTC).

This started task is required to perform product initialization tasks.
– Continue to Configure Security JVM.

• If you do require a service desk ticket on the ELEVATE command, perform the following configuration tasks:
– Place the TAMINT00 Module in a System LINKLIST Library.
– Configure the Trusted Access Manager for Z Started Task Procedure.
– (IBM RACF) Define the Trusted Access Manager for Z Started Task Logonid.
– Configure CA NIM SM to Enforce Service Desk Ticket Validation.
– Continue to Configure Security JVM.

Place the TAMINT00 Module in a System LINKLIST Library

Use this procedure to place the TAMINT00 module in a system LINKLIST library.

1. Find TAMINT00 in the yourhlq.CFH0LINK library. The TAMINT00 module is required to be in a system LINKLIST
library.

2. Place TAMINT00 in a system LINKLIST library.
3. Refresh the system LINKLIST:

MODIFY LLA,REFRESH

The TAMINT00 module has been added to the system LINKLIST library.

NOTE
If you do not require a service desk ticket on the ELEVATE command, continue to Configure Security JVM.
Otherwise, continue to Create the Trusted Access Manager for Z Started Task Procedure.

Configure the Trusted Access Manager for Z Started Task Procedure

Use this procedure to create and customize the Trusted Access Manager for Z started task procedure for your ESM. This
started task procedure is required for NIM SM (NIM SM) ticket validation, which is configured later in this process.

WARNING
Because Trusted Access Manager for Z uses TCP/IP for communication, ensure that the Trusted Access
Manager for Z started task is started after TCP/IP is available.

1. Copy the TAMSTC member in yourhlq.CFH0PROC to a member in a PROCLIB data set.
2. Follow the instructions in the TAMSTC member to create the started task.

NOTE
The member must use CAPS OFF and NUMBER OFF.

The Trusted Access Manager for Z started task procedure for your ESM has been created and customized. Next, Define
the Trusted Access Manager for Z Started Task ID for your ESM.

(ACF2) Define the Trusted Access Manager for Z Started Task Logonid

Use this procedure to define the Trusted Access Manager for Z started task logonid.

1. Follow the instructions in the TAMIACF member found in yourhlq.CFH0JCL0.
2. Submit the TAMIACF job.
3. Start the TAMSTC procedure.
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S TAMSTC

A message in the job log confirms that the started task initialized.

Next, Configure NIM SM to Enforce Service Desk Ticket Validation.

(Top Secret) Define the Trusted Access Manager for Z Started Task Region ACID

Use this procedure to define the Trusted Access Manager for Z started task Region ACID.

1. Follow the instructions in the TAMITSS member found in yourhlq.CFH0JCL0.
2. Submit the TAMITSS job.
3. Start the TAMSTC procedure:

S TAMSTC

A message in the job log confirms that the started task initialized.

Next, Configure NIM SM to Enforce Service Desk Ticket Validation.

(IBM RACF) Define the Trusted Access Manager for Z Started Task Userid

RACF list-of-groups checking must be active for Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF to function.

1. Check if list-of-groups is active:
SETROPTS LIST

2. Look for the following string in the output, which indicates the list-of-groups checking is active:
LIST OF GROUPS ACCESS CHECKING IS ACTIVE.

3. Activate the list-of-groups checking, if not active:
SETROPTS GRPLIST

You must have the proper IBM RACF authority to issue the SETROPTS commands to check or activate list-of-groups
checking. For compete information about list-of-groups checking, see the IBM RACF documentation.

Use this procedure to define the Trusted Access Manager for Z started task userid.

1. Follow the instructions in the TAMIRAC member found in yourhlq.CFH0JCL0.
2. Submit the TAMIRAC job.
3. Start the TAMSTC procedure.

S TAMSTC

A message in the job log confirms that the started task initialized.

Next, Create the Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF Started Task Procedure - TAMRSTC.

(IBM RACF) Create the Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF Started Task Procedure - TAMRSTC

Use this procedure to create the TAMRSTC started task. Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF requires the TAMRSTC
task to perform product initialization tasks.

1. Copy the TAMRSTC member in yourhlq.CFH0PR0C to a member in a PROCLIB data set.
2. (Optional) Define the Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF records to the IBM RACF database. For more

information, see
Manage Privileged Access through IBM RACF.

Next, define the Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF started task userid.
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(IBM RACF) Define a Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF Started Task Userid

NOTE
Trusted Access Manager for Z for IBM RACF requires you to start the started task TAMRSTC.

Use this procedure to define the Trusted Access Manager for Z for IBM RACF started task userid.

1. Follow the instructions in the TAMRIRAC member in yourhlq.CFH0CL0.
2. Submit the TAMRIRAC job.
3. Start TAMRSTC:

S TAMRSTC

TAMRSTC issues messages about the initialization process.

Optional Startup Parameters for Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF

For optional startup parameters, see the following steps:

1. Mark TAMR inactive. Complete this step if adverse behavior in the installation exits, audit records, or general Trusted
Access Manager for Z for IBM RACF functionality occurs.
S TAMRSTC,,,INACT

Trusted Access Manager for Z is now inactive.
2. Refresh the Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF modules.

S TAMRSTC,,,REINIT

The Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF modules are refreshed.

If you do not require a service desk ticket on the ELEVATE command, continue to Configure Security JVM. If you do
require a service desk ticket on the ELEVATE command, continue to Configure NIM SM to Enforce Service Desk Ticket
Validation.

Install TAMRUSR2 SMF Dump Formatting Exit for RACF
TAMRUSR2 is a custom USER2 exit that is used by the SMF dump program, IFASMFDP, which prints LOGSTR and
LOGSTRX data to the TAMRSMF reports.

TAMRUSR2 must be defined to SMF, before or after an IPL. TAMRUSR2 is not a full replacement for IRRADU00; it is only
suited to replace IRRADU00 for the needs and purposes of the TAMRSMF reports.

Add TAMRUSR2 to your SMF EXIT IPL PARM:

1. Define the TAMRUSR2 exit to SMF by updating the SMFPRMxx member of SYS1.PARMLIB to add or extend an
existing SMFDPEXIT keyword:
SMFDPEXIT(USER2(IRRADU00,TAMRUSR2))

2. Apply the change by refreshing SMF:
/SET SMF=xx

3. Verify that the option is in effect:
/D SMF,O

Dynamically add TAMRUSR2 before an IPL:

1. If your installation is set up to do so, issue....
/SETSMF SMFDPEXIT(USER2(TAMRUSR2))

2. Add the library containing TAMRUSR2 to the APF list of authorized libraries, if it is not already in the APF list:
/SETPROG APF,ADD,DSNAME=full_dsn_name,VOLUME=volser
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Configure NIM SM
This section describes how to configure NIM SM (NIM SM). With this product, you can enforce service desk ticket
validation during requests for elevated access permissions. With NIM SM configured and active, you can:

• Require a valid service desk ticket on an ELEVATE command to grant elevation.
• Configure which service desk ticket statuses are considered valid when submitting an elevation request.

Before you configure NIM SM, you must configure Trusted Access Manager for Z and ensure that the TAMSTC
started task procedure is running. When the TAMSTC started task procedure is running, the NIM SM web interface is
automatically generated.

Perform this NIM SM configuration only if:

• You require a service desk ticket on the ELEVATE command.
• You are only utilizing NIM SM for ticket validation or supplementing NIM SM with the custom user exit. For more

information, see Define a Custom Exit to Perform Ticket Validation.

Configure NIM SM to Use a Specific Service Desk Product

Use this procedure to configure NIM SM with a service desk product to perform service desk operations.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the applicable URL:
– If you do not have SSL enabled (SSL_ENABLED=FALSE in CAI.TAM.ENV(TAMENV)), open the following URL:

http://<host>:<port>/ca-nim-sm/ui/login.jsp

– If you have SSL enabled (SSL_ENABLED=TRUE in CAI.TAM.ENV(TAMENV)), open the following URL:
https://<host>:<port>/ca-nim-sm/ui/login.jsp

• host
Specifies the name or IP address of the machine that is running TAMSTC.

• port
Specifies the port value that is defined in the HTTPS_PORT or  HTTP_PORT parameter of member TAMENV in
yourhlq.CFH0OPTN.

2. Type the user name and password and select Log In.
Default login credentials: nimadmin/nimadmin

TIP

The user name and password are case-sensitive. We recommend changing the password after initial
login. See Change the Password for NIM SM.

The Configurations page appears, listing the supported service desk products. You can have multiple instances of a
service desk. For example, you can have two BMC Remedy service desks, but each instance has a unique name.

3. Set the default service desk product by selecting the Default radio button for a service desk product, and select Save.
A message appears, indicating that configurations were successfully updated.

4. (For BMC Remedy ITSM CHANGE REQUEST ticket validation only) Before you configure BMC Remedy ITSM
connection details, perform the following actions:
a. Log in to BMC Remedy's Developer Studio.
b. Set MODE to BASE DEVELOPMENT (be careful with this setting; for more information, see the BMC Remedy

documentation for the Developer Studio).
c. Open the CHG:ChangeInterface form.
d. Select the Infrastructure Change ID field.
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e. Update the Name field, under Database, in the Properties panel to Infrastructure Change Id, matching the case
shown here exactly.

f. Select the Change Request Status field.
g. Update the Name field, under Database, in the Properties panel to “Status”, matching the case shown here

exactly.
h. Exit the Developer Studio.
i. Click Yes to save at the prompt.
j. Restart BMC Remedy ITSM to apply the changes.
Failure to make the preceding changes results in the following error messages in the SJVSTC java logs. If you
encounter these errors, make sure you completed the preceding substeps.
– If Infrastructure Change ID is not updated, the following message displays:

Invalid Data: none exist field Infrastructure Change id, on schema CHG:ChangeInterface.

– If Change Request Status is not updated, the following message displays:
Invalid data: none exists field Status, on schema CHG:ChangeInterface.

5. Select the desired service desk product from the list of supported service desks (for example, ServiceNow).
6. Provide configuration property values for your service desk. For more information, see Service Desk Connection

Properties. NIM SM does not validate ProxyServer settings for all service desks.
7. Select Save and Test to validate the connection details.

If configuration is successful, a message indicates successful validation.
8. (Optional) To clone a service desk product, select Clone, provide a name for the new instance, and select OK.

Cloning is useful if you communicate with more than one service desk of the same type.
Example: BMC Remedy 1 and BMC Remedy 2 (at different URLs) are used for different purposes. To communicate
with both desks, you clone the configuration for BMC Remedy 1 and modify the cloned instance to point at BMC
Remedy 2.

9. (Optional) To delete a cloned service desk instance, select the clone instance, and select Delete.
You can delete only a cloned instance.

10. Select Customizations to customize the NIM SM field mappings for your configured service desk.
11. Complete the mappings for your service desks; for instructions, see Customize Field Mapping to Control Which Ticket

Statuses are Valid During Elevations.

Example: Configure NIM SM to Use Service Desk Manager

This example shows how to configure NIM SM to communicate with a Service Desk Manager instance.

Follow these steps:

1. Open http://<host>:<port>/ca-nim-sm/ui/login.jsp.
Example: http://PROD1:8080/ca-nim-sm/ui/login.jsp

2. Type the username and password, and select Log In.
Default: nimadmin/nimadmin

3. Set the default service desk by selecting the Default radio button for Service Desk Manager and selecting Save.
A message indicates that the configuration was updated successfully. NIM SM is now using this desk as its default.

4. Configure the connection details by selecting Service Desk Manager from the list of available service desks in the
left-hand column.

5. Type the Service Desk Manager connection property details into the appropriate fields.
For detailed descriptions, see the connection properties.

6. Select Save and Test to validate the connection.
A message indicates that configurations were updated successfully. Service Desk Manager is now configured. You can
now continue to Customize Field Mappings to Control Which Ticket Statuses Are Valid during Elevations.
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ServiceNow Connection Properties

Use the following connection properties when configuring this service desk product with NIM SM:

Name
Specifies the name that you choose (up to 64-characters long) for your service desk

URL
Specifies the URL to connect to ServiceNow.
Default: https://servicenow-host-name

Username
Specifies the user name to connect to ServiceNow. Username is the ID which performs the REST or SOAP
API calls to the configured Service Desk. For information on what permissions are required to perform the API
calls for the configured Service Desk, see Readmes for the Supported Service Desk Products in the NIM SM
documentation.
Default: admin

Password
Specifies the password to connect to ServiceNow.

ServiceNowClientURL
Specifies the ServiceNowClientURL that is used to connect to ServiceNow.
Default: https://servicenow-host-name

useCustomEndpoint
Set the value of useCustomEndpoint to true when NIM SM has to communicate with ServiceNow through Custom
Endpoint.
For more information, see the configuration for ServiceNow custom endpoints in the NIM SM documentation.
Default: false

ProxyProtocol (Optional)
Specifies the ProxyProtocol to connect to ServiceNow SOAP Web Services.

ProxyServer (Optional)
Specifies the ProxyServer to connect to ServiceNow.

ProxyPort (Optional)
Specifies the ProxyPort to connect to ServiceNow.

ProxyUser (Optional)
Specifies the ProxyUser to connect to ServiceNow.

ProxyPassword (Optional)
Specifies the ProxyPassword to connect to ServiceNow.

BMC Remedy ITSM Connection Properties

Use the following connection properties when configuring this service desk product with NIM SM:

Name
Specifies the name that you choose (up to 64-characters long) for your service desk.
Default: BMCRemedy

Host
Specifies the host to connect to BMC Remedy ITSM. The HOST value must include http:// or https:// as part of the
hostname.
Example: http://myBMC.myCompany.com
Default: bmc-host-name
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Port
Specifies the port number to connect to BMC Remedy ITSM. Change the PORT value to specify the REST API
port for your BMC Remedy ITSM instance.
Default: 0

Username
Specifies the user name to connect to BMC Remedy ITSM. Username is the ID which performs the REST or
SOAP API calls to the configured Service Desk. For information on what permissions are required to perform the
API calls for the configured Service Desk, see Readmes for the Supported Service Desk Products in the NIM SM
documentation
Example: admin

Password
Specifies the password to connect to BMC Remedy ITSM.

BMCRemedyClientURL
Defines the BMCRemedyClientURL (hostname:port) that is used to connect to BMC Remedy ITSM. The port
number here is not the REST API port.
Default: http://bmc-client-host-name:port-number/arsys

Service Desk Manager Connection Properties

Use the following connection properties when configuring this service desk product with NIM SM:

Name
Specifies the name that you choose (up to 64-characters long) for your service desk.

Protocol_SOAP
Specifies the protocol to connect to Service Desk Manager SOAP Web Services.
Valid values: http or https
Default: http

Host_SOAP
Specifies the host to connect to Service Desk Manager SOAP Web Services.
Default: casdm-soap-host-name

Port_SOAP
Specifies the port number to connect to Service Desk Manager SOAP Web Services.

Protocol_REST
Not currently supported.

Host_REST
Not currently supported

Port_REST
Not currently supported

Username
Specifies the Service Desk Manager user that is authorized execute Service Desk Manager Web Services.
Username is the ID which performs the REST or SOAP API calls to the configured Service Desk. For information
on what permissions are required to perform the API calls for the configured Service Desk, see Readmes for the
Supported Service Desk Products in the NIM SM documentation
Example: ServiceDesk

Password
Specifies the password of Service Desk Manager user.

ProxyProtocol (Optional)
Specifies the ProxyProtocol to connect to Service Desk Manager SOAP Web Services.
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ProxyServer (Optional)
Specifies the ProxyServer to connect to Service Desk Manager.

ProxyPort (Optional)
Specifies the ProxyPort to connect to Service Desk Manager.

ProxyUser (Optional)
Specifies the ProxyUser to connect to Service Desk Manager.

ProxyPassword (Optional)
Specifies the ProxyPassword to connect to Service Desk Manager.

DefaultAttachmentRepositoryName
Specifies the default repository in which to store Service Desk Manager attachments.
Default: Service Desk

AuthenticationMechanism
Specifies the mechanism for authenticating the user.
Valid Values: UserBased, PolicyBased, or PolicyWithEncryptionString.
Default: UserBased

PolicyName (Optional)
Specifies the name of the policy.
To obtain the value for PolicyName:
Log in to CASDM >Administration > SOAP Web Services Policy > Policies.
Select any policy name and select the Code value, and provide this value for PolicyName.

EncryptedPolicyString (Optional)
Specifies the generated encrypted string (if you chose to connect to Service Desk Manager through policy-based
authentication that requires the string). For information about generating the encrypted string, see Implement
loginServiceManager Web Service in Java in the NIM SM documentation.

HP Service Manager Connection Properties

Use the following connection properties when configuring this service desk product with NIM SM:

Name
Specifies the name that you choose (up to 64-characters long) for your service desk.

Host
Specifies the host to connect to HP Service Manager.
Default: hpsm-host-name

Port
Specifies the port number to connect to HP Service Manager.
Default: 13080

Username
Specifies the user name to connect to HP Service Manager. Username is the ID which performs the REST or
SOAP API calls to the configured Service Desk. For information on what permissions are required to perform the
API calls for the configured Service Desk, see Readmes for the Supported Service Desk Products in the NIM SM
documentation

Password
Specifies the password to connect to HP Service Manager.

HPSMClientURL
Specifies the HPSMClientURL that is used to connect to HP Service Manager.
Default: http://hpsm-host-name:port-number/webtier-9.41
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ProxyServer (Optional)
Specifies the ProxyServer to connect to HP Service Manager.

ProxyPort (Optional)
Specifies the ProxyPort to connect to HP Service Manager.

ProxyUser (Optional)
Specifies the ProxyUser to connect to HP Service Manager.

ProxyPassword (Optional)
Specifies the ProxyPassword to connect to HP Service Manager.

EnabledProtocol
Specifies the EnabledProtocol to connect to HP Service Manager SOAP Web Services.
Default: http

ServiceAide Connection Properties

Use the following connection properties when configuring this service desk product with NIM SM:

Name
Specifies the name that you choose (up to 64-characters long) for your service desk.

URL
Specifies the host to connect to ServiceAide.

Username
Specifies the user name to connect to ServiceAide. Username is the ID which performs the REST or SOAP
API calls to the configured Service Desk. For information on what permissions are required to perform the API
calls for the configured Service Desk, see Readmes for the Supported Service Desk Products in the NIM SM
documentation
Example: admin@serviceaide.com

Password
Specifies the password to connect to ServiceAide.

ServiceAideClientURL
Specifies the ServiceAideClientURL that connects to ServiceAide.
Default: http://serviceaide-host-name:port-number

ProxyProtocol (Optional)
Specifies the ProxyProtocol to connect to ServiceAide SOAP Web Services.

ProxyServer (Optional)
Specifies the ProxyServer to connect to ServiceAide.

ProxyPort (Optional)
Specifies the ProxyPort to connect to ServiceAide.

ProxyUser (Optional)
Specifies the ProxyUser to connect to ServiceAide.

ProxyPassword (Optional)
Specifies the ProxyPassword to connect to ServiceAide.

SalesForce Service Cloud Connection Properties

Use the following connection properties when configuring this service desk product with NIM SM:

Name
Specifies the name you choose (up to 64-characters long) for your service desk.
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SFDCLoginEndpoint
Specifies the host to connect to SalesForce Service Cloud.
Default: SFDCServiceCloud

Username
Specifies the user name to connect to SalesForce Service Cloud. Username is the ID which performs the REST
or SOAP API calls to the configured Service Desk. For information on what permissions are required to perform
the API calls for the configured Service Desk, see Readmes for the Supported Service Desk Products in the NIM
SM documentation
Example: user@salesforce.com

SFDCServiceCloudClientURL
Specifies the password to connect to SalesForce Service Cloud.

Password
Specifies the SFDCServiceCloudClientURL to connect to SalesForce Service Cloud.
Default: https://sfdc-instance-name

DateFormat
Specifies the date format to use on SalesForce Service Cloud.
Default: yyyy-MM-dd’T’HH:mm:ss:SSS’Z’

CaseObject
Specifies the CaseObject to use on SalesForce Service Cloud.
Default: Case

CaseCommentObject
Specifies the CaseCommentObject to use on SalesForce Service Cloud.
Default: CaseComment

AttachmentObject
Specifies the AttachmentObject to use on SalesForce Service Cloud.
Default: Attachment

ProxyProtocol (Optional)
Specifies the ProxyProtocol to connect to SalesForce Service Cloud SOAP Web Services.

ProxyServer (Optional)
Specifies the ProxyServer to connect to SalesForce Service Cloud.

ProxyPort (Optional)
Specifies the ProxyPort to connect to SalesForce Service Cloud.

ProxyUser (Optional)
Specifies the ProxyUser to connect to SalesForce Service Cloud.

ProxyPassword (Optional)
Specifies the ProxyPassword to connect to SalesForce Service Cloud.

Customize Field Mappings to Control Which Ticket Statuses Are Valid During Elevations

After you configure NIM SM with a service desk product, you customize the status field mappings. This configuration lets
you determine which ticket statuses you consider valid during ticket validation. You must perform the customization for all
ticket types that you want to use for ticket validations with your service desk.

WARNING

You must change the default status entries; otherwise, all submitted tickets are considered invalid. Anything that
you omit from your list of valid entries is considered an invalid ticket status. For example, if you do not customize
a "closed" state to be valid, the product rejects any ELEVATE command that references a closed ticket.
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Set Trusted Access Manager for Z Status Mappings for Service Desk Incidents

Use this procedure to customize your Incident status values. For your customization options, see the sections of sample
mappings that follow this procedure.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the applicable URL, depending on whether you have SSL enabled:
– If you do not have SSL enabled (SSL_ENABLED=FALSE in CAI.TAM.ENV(TAMENV)), open the following URL:

http://<host>:<port>/ca-nim-sm/ui/login.jsp

– If you have SSL enabled (SSL_ENABLED=TRUE in CAI.TAM.ENV(TAMENV)), open the following URL:

https://<host>:<port>/ca-nim-sm/ui/login.jsp

• host
Specifies the name or IP address of the machine that is running TAMSTC.

• port
Specifies the port value that is defined in the HTTPS_PORT or HTTP_PORT parameter of member TAMENV in
yourhlq.CFH0OPTN.

2. Type the username and password and select Log In.
Default login credentials: nimadmin/nimadmin

3. Select Customizations.
4. Select the service desk product from the drop-down list. By default, the drop-down shows your default service desk.
5. Select the Incident CI Type.

Service desk product field mappings appear.
6. Set up the value mapping for the CA NIM SM Field status by replacing the default entries in the Possible Values

column with ticket statuses that equate to valid.
The format of the string is: "mappedValue1=serviceDeskValue1,mappedValue2=serviceDeskValue2,..."
To map a service desk value as valid, use the word valid as your mappedValue value (for
example, valid=service_value,valid=service_value,valid=service_value)

NOTE
Do not include spaces after the commas in the Possible Values strings; also, the valid mapping must be
lowercase. For example, you cannot use the word "Valid". See the example sample status mappings for
each service desk that you can use as the basis for your implementation.

Example Mapping: For ServiceNow Incidents, you want to specify that only "Active" ticket statuses are considered
valid for use with the ELEVATE command; anything else is considered invalid. To set up this mapping, include the
following entries in Possible Values:
New=1,valid=2,Awaiting Problem=3,Awaiting User Info=4,Awaiting Evidence=5,Resolved=6,Closed=7

7. Select Save.

The customization is updated. Continue to Set Trusted Access Manager for Z Status Mappings for Service Desk Manager
Requests. After completing your mappings, you can perform elevations with ticket validation to verify your NIM SM
configurations and customizations with the selected service desks.

Sample Service Desk Manager Status Mappings for Incidents

The following are sample status mappings for each service desk that you can use as the basis for your implementation.

ServiceNow Sample Mappings

To use a sample status mapping, copy the following directly into Possible Values for the status field on the NIM SM
Customizations panel:

New=1,valid=2,Awaiting Problem=3,Awaiting User Info=4,Awaiting Evidence=5,Resolved=6,Closed=7
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Service Desk Manager Sample Mappings

To use a sample status mapping, copy the following directly into Possible Values for the status field on the NIM SM
Customizations panel:

Acknowledged=ACK,AnalysisComplete=PRBANCOMP,ApprovalinProgress=APP,valid=PRBAPP,Avoided=AVOID,AwaitingEndUserResponse=AEUR,AwaitingVendor=AWTVNDR,Cancelled=CNCL,CloseRequested=CLREQ,Closed=CL,ClosedUnresolved=CLUNRSLV,FixinProgress=FIP,Fixed=FXD,Hold=HOLD,valid=WIP,KnownError=KE,valid=OP,PendingChange=PNDCHG,Problem-

Closed=PC,Problem-Fixed=PF,Problem-Open=PO,Rejected=PRBREJ,Researching=RSCH,Resolved=RE,SA-Abandon=SAABND,SA-

Resolved=SARES

ServiceAide Sample Mappings

To use a sample status mapping, copy the following directly into Possible Values for the status field on the NIM SM
Customizations panel:

valid=Active,valid=Approved,Complete=Complete,Escalated=Escalated,Closed=Closed,valid=New,Pending=Pending,Queued=Queued,Resolved=Resolved,Submitted=Submitted

BMC Remedy Sample Mappings

To use a sample status mapping, copy the following line directly into Possible Values for the status field on the NIM SM
Customizations panel:

valid=New,valid=Assigned,valid=In Progress,Pending=Pending,Resolved=Resolved,Closed=Closed,Cancelled=Cancelled

HP Service Manager Sample Mappings

To use a sample status mapping, copy the following line directly into Possible Values for the status field on the NIM SM
Customizations panel:

Closed=Closed,Pending Other=Pending Other,Referred=Referred,Replaced Problem=Replaced

 Problem,Resolved=Resolved,valid=Open,valid=Accepted,Rejected=Rejected,valid=Work In

 Progress,Pending Customer=Pending Customer,Pending Vendor=Pending Vendor,Pending Change=Pending

 Change,Categorize=Categorize,Assign=Assign,Pending Evidence=Pending Evidence,Pending Vendor/Supplier=Pending

 Vendor/Supplier,Pending Other=Pending Other,Suspended=Suspended

SalesForce Service Cloud Sample Mappings

To use a sample status mapping, copy the following line directly into Possible Values for the status field on the NIM SM
Customizations panel:

valid=Open,New=New,Working=Working,Escalated=Escalated,Closed=Closed

In this example, you configured NIM SM with a service desk product and you configured ticket status mapping.
Therefore, Trusted Access Manager for Z is communicating with a service desk tool. Through this integration, the
elevation process occurs as follows:

1. A user requiring elevation opens a request in the service desk tool to obtain a ticket number.
2. When granted the ticket, the user supplies the ticket number in the ELEVATE command. The ticket number is in NEW

status, which was mapped to "valid" in the NIM SM Customizations page for the configured Service Desk.
3. Trusted Access Manager for Z recognizes the supplied ticket with a valid status, validates the ticket, and permits the

elevation.

Set Trusted Access Manager for Z Status Mappings for Service Desk Manager Requests

Use this procedure to customize your Request status values. For your customization options, see the sections of sample
mappings that follow this procedure.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the applicable URL, depending on whether you have SSL enabled:
– If you do not have SSL enabled (SSL_ENABLED=FALSE in CAI.TAM.ENV(TAMENV)), open the following URL:
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http://<host>:<port>/ca-nim-sm/ui/login.jsp

– If you have SSL enabled (SSL_ENABLED=TRUE in CAI.TAM.ENV(TAMENV)), open the following URL:
https://<host>:<port>/ca-nim-sm/ui/login.jsp

• host
Specifies the name or IP address of the machine that is running TAMSTC.

• port
Specifies the port value that is defined in the HTTPS_PORT  or  HTTP_PORT parameter of member TAMENV in
yourhlq.CFH0OPTN.

2. Enter the username and password and select Log In.
Default login credentials: nimadmin/nimadmin

3. Select Customizations.
4. Select the service desk product from the drop-down list.
5. Select the Request CI type.
6. Set up the value mapping for the CA NIM SM Field status by replacing the default entries in the Possible Values

column with ticket statuses that equate to valid.
The format of the string is:
"mappedValue1=serviceDeskValue1,mappedValue2=serviceDeskValue2,..." To map
a service desk value as valid, use the word valid as your mappedValue value (for
example, valid=service_value,valid=service_value,valid=service_value).

NOTE
Do not include spaces after the commas in the Possible Values strings; the valid mapping must be
lowercase. For example, the word "Valid" cannot be used; the word "valid" must be used. See the example
sample status mappings for each service desk that you can use as the basis for your implementation.

Example:
For Service Desk Manager, you want only PRBANCOMP (Problem-Analysis Complete) and PRBAPP
(Problem-Approved) to be valid; anything else should be considered invalid. To set up this mapping, add
valid=PRBANCOMP,valid=PRBAPP to the Possible Values field.

7. Select Save.
The customization is now updated. You can now perform elevations with ticket validation to verify your NIM SM
configurations and customizations with the selected service desks.

Sample Service Desk Status Mappings for Requests

The following sections include sample status mappings that you can use as the basis for your implementation.

ServiceNow Sample Mappings

To use a sample status mapping, copy the following directly into Possible Values for the status field on the NIM SM
Customizations panel:

Pending Approval=requested,valid=in_process,Closed Complete=closed_complete,Closed

 Incomplete=closed_incomplete,Closed Cancelled=closed_cancelled,Closed Rejected=closed_rejected

ServiceAide Sample Mappings

To use a sample status mapping, copy the following directly into Possible Values for the status field on the NIM SM
Customizations panel:

valid=Active,valid=Approved,Complete=Complete,Escalated=Escalated,Closed=Closed,New=New,Pending=Pending,Queued=Queued,Resolved=Resolved,Submitted=Submitted
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In this example, you configured NIM SM with a service desk product and you configured ticket status mapping.
Therefore, Trusted Access Manager for Z is communicating with a service desk tool. Through this integration, the
elevation process occurs as follows:

1. A user requiring elevation opens a request in the service desk tool to obtain a ticket number.
2. When granted the ticket, the user supplies the ticket number in the ELEVATE command. The ticket number is in NEW

status, which was mapped to "valid" in the NIM SM Customizations page for the configured Service Desk.
3. Trusted Access Manager for Z recognizes the supplied ticket with a valid status, validates the ticket, and permits the

elevation.

Set Trusted Access Manager for Z Status Mappings for Service Desk Manager Changes
Use this procedure to customize your Change status values. For your customization options, see the sections of sample
mappings that follow this procedure.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the applicable URL:
– If you do not have SSL enabled (SSL_ENABLED=FALSE in CAI.TAM.ENV(TAMENV)), open the following URL:

http://host:port/ca-nim-sm/ui/login.jsp

– If you have SSL enabled (SSL_ENABLED=TRUE in CAI.TAM.ENV(TAMENV)), open the following URL:
https://host:port/ca-nim-sm/ui/login.jsp

host
Specifies the name or IP address of the machine that is running TAMSTC.

port
Specifies the port value that is defined in the HTTPS_PORT or HTTP_PORT parameter of member TAMENV in
yourhlq.CFH0OPTN.

2. Enter the username and password and select Log In.
Default login credentials: nimadmin/nimadmin

3. Select Customizations.
4. Select the service desk product from the drop-down list.
5. Select the Change CI type.
6. Set up the value mapping for the NIM SM Field status by replacing the default entries in the Possible Values columns

with ticket statuses that equate to valid.
The format of the string is:
"mappedValue1=serviceDeskValue1,mappedValue2=serviceDeskValue2,..."
To map a service desk value as valid, use the word valid as your mappedValue value (for example,
valid=service_value,valid=service_value,valid=service_value).

NOTE
Do not include spaces after the commas in the Possible Values strings; the valid mapping must be
lowercase. For example, the word "Valid" cannot be used. See the example sample status mappings for
each service desk that you can use as the basis for your implementation.
IMPORTANT
BMC Remedy Service Desk users must perform additional field customizations to work with Request tickets.
For more information, see BMC Remedy Sample Mappings in the Sample Service Desk Status Mappings for
Requests.

Example:
For BMC Remedy, only “Draft” and “Request for Authorization” should be valid. To set up this mapping, add
“valid=Draft,valid=Request For Authorization” to the Possible Values.

7. Select Save.
The customization is now updated. You can now perform elevations with ticket validation to verify your NIM SM
configurations and customizations with the selected service desks.
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Sample Service Desk Status Mappings for Changes
The following sections include sample status mappings that you can use as the basis for your implementation:
BMC Remedy Sample Mappings
To use a sample status mapping, copy the following directly into Possible Values for the status field on the NIM SM
Customizations panel:
valid=Draft,valid=Request for Authorization,valid=Request For Change,valid=Planning In

 Progress,Scheduled For Review=Scheduled For Review,Scheduled For Approval=Scheduled

 For Approval,Scheduled=Scheduled,Implementation In Progress=Implementation In

 Progress,Pending=Pending,Rejected=Rejected,Completed=Completed,Closed=Closed,Cancelled=CancelledIn addition

 to mapping the Status values for Change Requests, you must also update the Service Desk Field value used for

 CA NIM SM Field "referenceNumber":

In addition to mapping the Status values for Change Requests, you must also update the Service Desk Field value that is
used for NIM SM Field "referenceNumber".

1. Select Customizations in the NIM SM UI,
The Customization page appears.

2. Select Infrastructure Change Id from the Service Desk Field drop-down list for CA NIM field referenceNumber.

Failure to do so results in zero request ticket types found, even though the desired request ticket exists. If you see this
issue in the Security JVM java logs, make the indicated update to the referenceNumber field.

In this example, you configured NIM SM with a service desk product and you configured ticket status mapping. Trusted
Access Manager for Z is now communicating with a service desk tool. Through this integration, the elevation process
occurs as follows:

• A user requiring elevation opens a request in the service desk tool to obtain a ticket number.
• When granted the ticket, the user supplies the ticket number in the ELEVATE command. The ticket number is in NEW

status, which was mapped to "valid" in the NIM SM Customizations page for the configured Service Desk.
• Trusted Access Manager for Z recognizes the supplied ticket with a valid status, validates the ticket, and permits the

elevation.

Set Trusted Access Manager for Z Status Mappings for Service Desk Manager Problems

Use this procedure to customize your Problem status values. For customization options, see the sample mappings that
follow this procedure.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the applicable URL:
– If you do not have SSL enabled (SSL_ENABLED=FALSE in CAI.TAM.ENV(TAMENV)), open the following URL:

http://host:port/ca-nim-sm/ui/login.jsp

– If you have SSL enabled (SSL_ENABLED=TRUE in CAI.TAM.ENV(TAMENV)), open the following URL:
https://host:port/ca-nim-sm/ui/login.jsp

host
Specifies the name or IP address of the machine that is running TAMSTC.

port
Specifies the port value that is defined in the HTTPS_PORT or HTTP_PORT parameter of member TAMENV in
yourhlq.CFH0OPTN.

2. Type the username and password and select Log in.
Default login credentials: nimadmin/nimadmin

3. Select Customizations.
4. Select the service desk product from the drop-down list.
5. Select the Problem CI type.
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6. Set up the value mapping for the NIM SM Field status by replacing the default entries in the Possible Values column
with ticket statuses that equate to valid. The format of the string is:
"mappedValue1=serviceDeskValue1,mappedValue2=serviceDeskValue2,..."
To map a service desk value as valid, use the word valid as your mappedValue value (for example,
valid=service_value,valid=service_value,valid=service_value).

IMPORTANT
BMC Remedy Service Desk users must perform additional field customizations to work with Problem tickets.
For more information, see the BMC Remedy Sample Mappings in the Sample Service Desk Status Mappings
for Problems section.

Example:
For BMC Remedy, only Draft statuses should be valid, anything else should be considered invalid. To set up this
mapping, add valid=Draft to the Possible Values: field.

The customization is updated. You can now perform elevations with ticket validation to verify if your NIM SM
configurations and customizations with the selected service desk.

Sample Service Desk Status Mappings for Problems
The following includes sample status mappings that you can use as the basis for your implementation. To use a sample
status mapping, copy the following directly into Possible Values for the status field on the NIM SM Customizations panel:
valid=Draft,Under Review=Under Review,Request For Authorization=Request For

 Authorization,Assigned=Assigned,Under Investigation=Under

 Investigation,Pending=Pending,Completed=Completed,Rejected=Rejected,Closed=Closed,Cancelled=Cancelled

In addition to mapping the Status values for Problem Requests, you must update the Service Desk Fields that are used for
the NIM SM Fields "status" and "referenceNumber".
Follow these steps:

1. In the CA NIM SUM UI, select Customizations.
The Customization page displays.

2. Select Investigation Status from the Service Desk Field drop-down list for CA NIM Field status.
NOTE
Failure to update the "status" field results in no ticket status being mapped to valid, which fails all ticket
validations attempted.

3. Select Problem Investigation ID from the Service Desk Field drop-down list for CA NIM field referenceNumber.
NOTE
Failure to update the "referenceNumber" field results in zero request ticket types found, even though the
desired request ticket exists. If you see this issue in the Security JVM java logs, make the indicated update to
the referenceNumber field.

In this example, you configured NIM SM with a service desk product and you configured ticket status mapping. Therefore,
Trusted Access Manager for Z is communicating with a service desk tool. Through this integration, the elevation process
occurs as follows:

1. A user requiring elevation opens a request in the service desk tool to obtain a ticket number.
2. When granted the ticket, the user supplies the ticket number in the ELEVATE command. The ticket number is in NEW

status, which was mapped to "valid" in the NIM SM Customizations page for the configured Service Desk.
3. Trusted Access Manager for Z recognizes the supplied ticket with a valid status, validates the ticket, and permits the

elevation.

Change the Password for NIM SM
Use this procedure to change the nimadmin password.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Authentication tab.
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2. Select CA NIM User Configurations.
3. For nimadmin, under Action, select the Modify nimadmin icon.
4. Type a new password in the password field.
5. Retype the new password from the Re-enter Password field.
6. Select Update User.
7. Type the username and password and select Log In.

(Optional) Enable Elevation Propagation across LPARs
Elevation propagation allows sites to maintain the same state of elevated privilege across systems, even if the systems
are running different security databases. This functionality allows an authorized privileged access recipient to perform
work across multiple isolated systems.

NOTE

• This feature is only supported on ACF2 and Top Secret.
• All LPARs in the elevation propagation cluster or SYSPLEX must be running the same external security

manager (ESM).
• If your site has the Command Propagation Facility implemented, the TARGET and WAIT keywords can

be supplied to your ESM-specific elevation and de-elevation commands instead of configuring elevation
propagation.

With elevation propagation configured, any time you raise or lower security access permissions on a system, the product
sends that action to other connected systems.

Example:

• Trusted Access Manager for Z is set up on two LPARs (LPAR A and LPAR B).
• LPAR A and LPAR B are both running ACF2, sharing the security database.
• After elevating to class UPGRADE on LPAR A, the user has elevated privileges for 90 minutes.
• Trusted Access Manager for Z then passes the elevation request to LPAR B; the user is now also elevated to class

UPGRADE on LPAR B for 90 minutes.

For successful elevation propagation configuration, review the following implementation considerations.

NOTE
If using a shared security database across LPARs, the following considerations are already addressed.

• Define the same elevation class, including all class details (for example, the ESM rules) on each system where you
want the class available.

• Define the same options record on each system where you want the options available.
• Define the same service desk records on each system where you want the service desk records available.
• The user being elevated must exist and be permitted to receive the elevation class on all LPARs.
• The user issuing the elevate command must exist and be permitted to issue the elevate command on all LPARs.

Follow these steps:

1. Ensure that Trusted Access Manager for Z is installed and configured on each system where you want to use
elevation propagation.

WARNING
These steps describe how to enable elevation propagation for a single system; repeat the SJVENV
configuration steps for each system that you want to connect. You only need to install and configure
one Message Service Hub.

2. Deploy and configure the Common Components and Services Message Service for Trusted Access Manager for Z.
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Detailed procedures are available in Common Components and Services documentation. Read the following
instructions to complete this process.
a. See Deploy Message Service Hub for z/OS in Common Components and Services documentation.
b. See Configure Message Service Hub for z/OS in Common Components and Services documentation. Do not start

the Message Service Hub task.
c. See Generate Certificates for Secured (TLS) Message Service Communication in Common Components and

Services documentation.
d. Perform one of the following tasks, depending on your implementation:

• If your Message Service Hub is on an LPAR that does not have a Trusted Access Manager for Z instance
running on it, see Import Certificates to ESM Keyring for a Message Service Hub in Common Components and
Services documentation.

• If your Message Service Hub is on an LPAR that does have a Trusted Access Manager for Z instance running
on it, see Import Certificates to ESM Keyring for a Message Service Hub and Spoke Node on a Shared System
in Common Components and Services documentation.

e. To add Trusted Access Manager for Z instances to your elevation propagation cluster, see Import Certificates to
ESM Keyring for a Message Service Spoke Node in Common Components and Services documentation. Note the
following points:
• Select self-signed or signed steps based on your certificate requirements.
• Substitute SJVSTC in place of all occurrences of ZMSSTART user id.
• Repeat this step for each Trusted Access Manager for Z instance that you want to include in your elevation

propagation cluster.
f. Start the Message Service Hub started task.

NOTE
This command assumes you are using the default started task name.

S ZMSHUB

3. Configure the SJVENV member to support elevation propagation:
a. Navigate to your configured SJVENV member.

Example location: your_hlq.CSJVOPTN(SJVENV)
b. Create a copy of SJVENV member as a backup.
c. Edit the original SJVENV member by configuring the MESSAGE_SERVICE variables for elevation propagation as

they are documented in the member.
4. Verify Java to z/OS (J2Z) installation/deployment for Common Components and Services:

a. Check for the existence of J2ZJNIJ4 in your system’s Common Components and Services load library
(your_hlq.CAW0PLD).
If J2ZJNIJ4 is not present, apply and deploy current maintenance for the version of Common Components and
Services that you are running, and (if necessary) deploy the Common Components and Services USS-Based
Services, as instructed in Common Components and Services documentation. If USS-Based Services is present,
continue to next steps.

b. Verify that the library containing J2ZJNIJ4 is in the linklist concatenation; if not, add the library to the linklist.
c. Verify that the library containing J2ZJNIJ4 is in the APF-authorized list; if not, add the library to the APF-authorized

list.
d. Update the J2Z environment variables in the SJVENV member, as documented in the member.

5. Restart the Security JVM started task to pick up the elevation propagation configurations that you have made.
S SJVSTC

A message indicates Security JVM initialization is complete. You have enabled elevation propagation across
LPARs. You can continue by completing other configuration tasks. If you have completed configuration, you can begin
using the product with your ESM.
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Migrate from HTTP to HTTPS Connections
This section explains how to migrate from HTTP to HTTPS connections with minimal interruptions to product functionality.
At the completion, all components of Trusted Access Manager for Z communicate with each other using HTTPS
connections.

By default, Trusted Access Manager for Z sets up HTTP connections between its components, SJVSTC, and TAMSTC.
This process is driven by the SSL_ENABLED parameter in the SJVENV file and the TAMENV file.

We recommend first installing and configuring the product with an HTTP connection to validate your installation. Then, use
the following procedure to migrate your configuration to use HTTPS connections across the components.

The high-level process for enabling HTTPS connections between the components is as follows:

1. Enable HTTPS Connections to the NIM SM UI.
a. Generate the certificate(s) and key ring for HTTPS connections.
b. Update the TAMENV file to turn on HTTPS connections to the NIM SM user interface (UI).
c. Restart TAMSTC to pick up new parameters.

2. Validate the Trusted Access Manager for Z OPTIONS record points at NIM_HTTP_PORT.
3. Validate HTTPS connections to the NIM SM UI by signing into the UI.
4. Enable HTTPS between SJVSTC and TAMSTC.

a. Update the SJVENV file to turn on HTTPS connections between SJVSTC and TAMSTC.
b. Update the TAMENV file to deactivate HTTP configuration parameters.
c. Restart SJVSTC and TAMSTC to pick up new parameters.

5. Verify and update the Trusted Access Manager for Z OPTIONS record to reflect new parameters.
6. Validate HTTPS connections across SJVSTC and TAMSTC by performing an ELEVATION with ticket validation.

Enable HTTPS Connections to the NIM SM UI

The following sections describe how to turn on HTTPS connections to the NIM SM UI. Starting here provides a checkpoint
to validate HTTPS setup and security configuration is complete before locking down the remaining communication paths
with HTTPS. Trusted Access Manager for Z continues to function until all HTTPS migration steps are complete.

If you have completed the following sections, skip to Enable HTTPS between SJVSTC and TAMSTC.

Generate Certificates/Key Ring for HTTPS Connections

If SSL_ENABLED=TRUE is set in the TAMENV file, use the following commands to define the certificates that are needed
for TAMSTC under ACF2, Top Secret, or IBM RACF.

For ACF2:

1. Generate the ACF2 certificates:
ACF

SET PROFILE(USER) DIVISION(CERTDATA)

GENCERT CERTAUTH.tamzca EXPIRE(mm/dd/yy) LABEL(certauth.tamzca) SUBJ(ou="tamz-ca")

        

GENCERT tamstc.tamzstc SIGNWITH(CERTAUTH) LABEL(certauth.tamzca)) EXPIRE(mm/dd/yy) LABEL(tamstc.tamzstc)

 SUBJ(ou="tamz-stc")

The resulting output shows the data for each newly generated certificate (for example, key size and label settings).
2. Generate the ACF2 server key ring:

SET PROFILE(USER) DIVISION(KEYRING)

INSERT tamstc.tamring RINGNAME(tamring)

The resulting output provides information about the newly generated key ring (for example, the defined ring name).
3. Connect the ACF2 certificate to the server key ring:
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SET LID

CONNECT CERTDATA(CERTAUTH.tamzca) KEYRING(tamstc.tamring)

CONNECT CERTDATA(tamstc.tamzstc) KEYRING(tamstc.tamring) USAGE(PERSONAL) DEFAULT

A message confirms that the certificate was successfully connected to the key ring.
4. Permit TAMSTC access to use certificates:

SET RESOURCE(FAC)

RECKEY IRR ADD(DIGTCERT.LIST UID(*****tamstc) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

RECKEY IRR ADD(DIGTCERT.LISTRING UID(*****tamstc) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

F ACF2,REBUILD(FAC)

A message indicates that the product successfully rebuilt the directory. You have generated certificates and the key
ring. Next, update the TAMENV file to turn on HTTPS connections to the NIM SM UI.

For Top Secret:

1. Generate the Top Secret certificates:
TSS GENCERT(CERTAUTH) NADATE(mm/dd/yy) DIGICERT(tamzca) SUBJECTN('ou="tamz-ca"')

TSS GENCERT(tamstc) DIGICERT(tamzstc) SIGNWITH(CERTAUTH,tamzca)

LABLCERT(tamstc.tamzstc) SUBJECTN('ou="tamz-stc"')

Messages indicate that generation was successful and the certificate has been added to the specified ACID.
2. Generate the Top Secret key ring:

TSS ADD(tamstc) KEYRING(tamring)

TSS ADD(tamstc) KEYRING(tamring) RINGDATA(CERTAUTH,tamzca) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

TSS ADD(tamstc) KEYRING(tamring) RINGDATA(tamstc,tamzstc) USAGE(PERSONAL) DEFAULT

A message indicates successful addition of the key ring.
3. Permit TAMSTC access to use certificates:

TSS PERMIT(tamstc) IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT.LIST) ACC(READ)

TSS PERMIT(tamstc) IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING) ACC(READ)

TAMSTC now has access. You have generated certificates and the key ring. Next, update the TAMENV file to turn on
HTTPS connections to the NIM SM UI.

For IBM RACF:

1. Generate the signing certificate for IBM RACF:
RACDCERT GENCERT CERTAUTH SUBJECTSDN(OU('tamz-ca')) KEYUSAGE(CERTSIGN) WITHLABEL(tamzca)

The READY prompt is available for the next command entry.
2. Generate the server certificate for IBM RACF:

RACDCERT ID(tamstc) GENCERT SUBJECTSDN(OU('tamz-stc')) WITHLABEL('tamzstc') 

SIGNWITH(CERTAUTH LABEL('tamzca'))

The READY prompt is available for the next command entry.
3. Create TAMSTC key ring for IBM RACF:

RACDCERT ID(tamstc) ADDRING(tamring)

The READY prompt is available for the next command entry.
4. Connect certificates to the key ring for IBM RACF:

RACDCERT ID(tamstc) CONNECT(CERTAUTH LABEL(tamstc) RING(tamring))

RACDCERT ID(tamstc) CONNECT(LABEL(tamzstc) RING(tamring))

The READY prompt is available for the next command entry.
5. Permit TAMSTC to use certificates for IBM RACF:

PERMIT IRR.DIGTCERT.LIST CLASS(FACILITY) ID(tamstc) ACC(READ)

PERMIT IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING CLASS(FACILITY) ID(tamstc) ACC(READ)

SETROPTS RACLIST(FACILITY) REFRESH

The READY prompt is available for the next command entry. You have generated certificates and the key ring.
Next, update the TAMENV file to turn on HTTPS connections to the NIM SM UI.
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Update TAMENV File to Turn On HTTPS Connections to the NIM SM UI

Edit your CIA.TAM.ENV(TAMENV) member.

Follow these steps:

1. Set SSL_ENABLED=TRUE.
2. Uncomment the export and IJO statements with NIM_HTTP_PORT and NIM_HTTPS_PORT.
3. Set NIM_HTTP_PORT to an available port in your system. By default, TAMSTC uses port 8080 for HTTP.
4. Set NIM_HTTPS_PORT to an available port in your system. This port must be different from NIM_HTTP_PORT. By

default, TAMSTC uses port 8443 for HTTPS.
5. Uncomment SERVER_KEY_RING and specify the key ring name and the associated user ID for the key ring.

SERVER_KEY_RING=safkeyring://TAMSTC/TAMRING

6. (Optional) Uncomment the following IJO line to turn on SSL tracing for debugging purposes.
#IJO="$IJO - Djavax.net.debug=ssl:handshake:verbose

Restart TAMSTC to Pick Up New Parameters

Use this procedure to stop and restart TAMSTC to pick up all parameter changes to the TAMENV file.

Follow these steps:

1. Stop TAMSTC:
P TAMSTC

2. Restart TAMSTC:
S TAMSTC

The TAMENV file now contains all the latest parameter changes.

Validate the Trusted Access Manager for Z OPTIONS Record Points at NIM_HTTP_PORT

After HTTPS options are enabled to TAMSTC and the task is active, verify the port being used for the connections is the
HTTP port until you have fully implemented HTTPS connections across all components. Specifying the HTTPS port before
all setup is complete causes elevations requiring ticket validation to fail.

Use the corresponding ESM command for your ESM to list your Trusted Access Manager for Z OPTIONS record. If the
port value in NIMHOST is not the same as the value that is specified in NIM_HTTP_PORT, use your ESM's commands to
update your options record to use this port value.

For more information about Options Record, see the options record information for your ESM.

Validate HTTPS Connections to the NIM SM UI by Signing Into the UI

After TAMSTC is active and all port configuration has been verified, validate the HTTPS connection to the NIM SM UI by
signing into the following URL:

https://<nim_host>:<nim_https_port>/ca-nim-sm/ui/login.jsp

WARNING
If you are unable to sign in to the HTTPS-controlled URL, troubleshoot any certificate or setup problems before
continuing. Doing so enables Trusted Access Manager for Z elevations to continue while you fix any setup
problems.

After the HTTPS connection has been verified, continue to Enable HTTPS between SJVSTC and TAMSTC.
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Enable HTTPS between SJVSTC and TAMSTC

After the HTTPS connections to the NIM SM UI have been validated, you can enable the HTTPS connections between the
remaining product components as follows:

• Update the SJVENV file to turn on HTTPS connections between SJVSTC and TAMSTC.
• Update the TAMENV file to deactivate HTTP configuration parameters.
• Restart SJVSTC and TAMSTC to activate the new parameters.

Update the SJVENV File to Turn On HTTPS Connections between SJVSTC and TAMSTC

Edit your CIA.SJV.ENV(SJVENV) file.

Follow these steps:

1. Set SSL_ENABLED=true.
2. Uncomment SERVER_KEY_RING parameter.
3. Update TAMSTC_ID to the TAMSTC ID or virtual key ring for the certificate truststore you want SJVSTC to use.
4. Update TAMRING to the key ring used by TAMSTC_ID for the certificate truststore you want SJVSTC to use. If using a

virtual key ring, specify * for the value here.
5. (optional) Add the following line to turn on SSL tracing:

#IJO="$IJO -Djavax.net.debug=ssl:handshake:verbose

Continue to the next topic to update the HTTP Configuration parameters.

Update TAMENV File to Deactivate HTTP Configuration Parameters

Edit your CIA.TAM.ENV(TAMENV) file.

Follow these steps:

1. Update NIM_PORT with an available port for your system.

NOTE
We recommend using the port value used for the NIM_HTTP_PORT value. Doing so minimizes the number
of configuration changes needed in later steps.

2. Comment out the export and IJO statements with NIM_HTTP_PORT and NIM_HTTPS_PORT. They are no longer
needed.

3. Ensure all lines with NIM_PORT are not commented out from the file.
4. (Optional) Uncomment the following IJO line to turn on SSL tracing for debugging purposes, if not done already:

#IJO="$IJO -Djavax.net.debug=ssl:handshake:verbose

Continue to the next topic to restart SJVSTC and TAMSTC parameters.

Restart SJVSTC and TAMSTC to Activate New Parameters

After both ENV files are updated, stop and restart both started tasks to activate the new parameter changes.

Follow these steps:

1. Stop and restart SJVSTC:
a. Stop SJVSTC:

P SJVSTC

b. Restart SJVSTC:
S SJVSTC

A message indicates that Security JVM initialization is complete.
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2. Stop and restart TAMSTC:
a. Stop TAMSTC:

P TAMSTC

b. Restart TAMSTC:
S TAMSTC

A message in the joblog confirms that the started task started.

After both started tasks are up, continue to the next topic to update the final Trusted Access Manager for Z parameters to
pick up the HTTPS changes.

Verify and Update Trusted Access Manager for Z Options Record to Reflect New Parameters

After both tasks are active, use the appropriate commands for your ESM to list the Trusted Access Manager for Z Options
record, and verify the port value for NIMHOST matches the value you specified for NIM_PORT.

If you followed the recommendation to use NIM_HTTP_PORT for NIM_PORT, these values should match, and no further
action is required.

If these values do not match, use your ESM’s commands to update the Trusted Access Manager for Z Options record to
have its NIMHOST port value match what is specified for NIM_PORT.

After Trusted Access Manager for Z Options are verified, continue to the next topic to perform final validation of a
complete HTTPS connection setup for all Trusted Access Manager for Z Mainframe components.

Validate HTTPS Connections across SJVSTC and TAMSTC by Performing an Elevation with Ticket Validation

After all configuration files are updated, both tasks are active, and Trusted Access Manager for Z Options are verified,
perform validation to ensure HTTPS connections across all components.

Follow these steps:

1. Perform an elevation on a user to a class that requires a service desk ticket.
For information about defining classes or performing elevations, see the content for managing access permissions
through your external security manager (ACF2, Top Secret, or IBM RACF).

2. Proceed as follows:
– If the elevation succeeds, verify HTTPS connections from SJVSTC to TAMSTC by viewing the java logs for

SJVSTC.
Doing so requires DEBUG log level to be set in SJVSTC’s log4j2.xml file. In the logs, you should find trace
messages that describe the REST call being issued. You should see HTTPS at the start of the request string. If you
find HTTP, SJVSTC is not using the SSL_ENABLED parameter, which means you should troubleshoot.

– If the elevation fails, check SJVSTC’s java logs for any error messages indicating a reason for failure; additionally,
check TAMSTC and SJVSTC for any SSL handshake errors (if the SSL tracing options have been turned on for the
respective component).

Upgrade Trusted Access Manager for Z
As a staff member, you need to upgrade Trusted Access Manager for Z from Version 1.0 to Release 1.1. This procedure
addresses the following key changes between the versions:

• Version 1.0 uses Advanced Authentication Mainframe for service desk ticket validation through the MFASTC started
task. Release 1.1 replaces the MFASTC with a Security JVM component (SJVSTC) to perform ticket validation.

• In Release 1.1, you configure which service desk ticket statuses are considered valid when submitting an elevation
request.

WARNING

For ACF2, after applying maintenance, you must delete and re-insert the TAM OPTIONS record.
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Follow these steps:

1. Install and configure the product. See the Installing section for procedures. Ensure that you use the Release 1.1
versions of the following items when upgrading from Trusted Access Manager for Z Version 1.0:
– CFH0PROC(TAMSTC)
– CFH0OPTN(TAMENV)
– CFH0OPTN(TAMOPTN)
After installation and configuration, Trusted Access Manager for Z Release 1.1 should be up and running.

2. (If you are not using Advanced Authentication Mainframe for multi-factor authentication) Remove the MFASTC started
task.

3. Ensure that you configured valid service desk ticket statuses in the NIM SM user interface.

You have successfully upgraded and can begin using the product.
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Getting Started
This article introduces Trusted Access Manager for Z. This article also provides multiple use cases to describe how the
product enables your business to restrict, manage, and audit privileged access on the mainframe.

Product Overview

Trusted Access Manager for Z lets you manage privileged IDs on the mainframe and effectively audit the use of privileged
access. This product lets authorized personnel immediately elevate access permissions to resolve emergencies or solve
critical business needs immediately. This privileged access management tool operates completely on the mainframe
platform, providing the additional security needed for today’s connected mainframe environments.

NOTE

This product is command driven, and, therefore, works with any mainframe terminal emulator.

Benefits include:

Control Privileged Access
Restrict who has access to a privileged state and time box the elevation duration to reduce the risk of insider
threats greatly.

Audit Privileged User Activity
Simplify auditing by eliminating privileged credential sharing and use reporting to maintain complete insight into
privileged user activities.

Protect Systems, Data, and Other Assets
Maintain complete control when users have access to the most sensitive data in the business. This solution also
eliminates the need for shared privileged credentials.

Integrate with Other Key Security Offerings
Trusted Access Manager for Z integrates with:

• ACF2, Top Secret, and IBM RACF to help manage access control effectively
• Compliance Event Manager to monitor ELEVATE command status changes or access events by elevated

users. For more information, see the integration video in this article.
• Service desk offerings to help validate the business need to access a privileged state

Business Scenarios

Consider the following example scenarios:

Help Desk:
You open a help desk issue. The help desk worker needs access to different resources to resolve the problem
for you. The help desk worker must be able to get access to certain files or resources quickly. The new level of
access is temporary and expires after a certain time period. Any actions that take place by the help desk worker
during this time frame are audited.

Late Night Call:
A worker who is on-call is charged with resolving a problem in the middle of the night. The person needs access
to resources that they typically do not have access to. The worker opens a help desk issue and then uses the
TAMR ELEVATE command to gain access to the needed resources.

Critical, Time-Sensitive Need:
A critical, time-sensitive need exists, and the organization does not have the time for a security officer to get
involved and set up permissions. An elevated user can assist immediately to address the need.
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Temporary Access:
You have traditionally had access to certain resources permanently, but access is needed only occasionally.
With the ability to be elevated, you can gain access temporarily when needed. During the elevated event, the
organization can track the event, and the details can be audited.

With a plan to give trusted recipients elevated permissions as needed, you can reduce the need for permanent access to
sensitive resources. You also improve organizational response time to critical, time-sensitive situations.

Use Case: Manage Privileged Access

This video introduces Trusted Access Manager for Z and illustrates the importance of this product for managing privileged
access for your mainframe. The video also demonstrates an example of a trusted user elevating permissions to solve a
critical business need.

Use Case: Prevent an Internal/External Attack

This use case demonstrates how Trusted Access Manager for Z adds a key additional layer of security for today’s
connected mainframe environments.

Company

Hedmoral Technologies

Personas

• Cathy, Chief Information Security Officer
• Amit, IT security engineer
• Shelley, internal IT auditor

Business Concern

Cathy is concerned about the damage her company could face from a breach due to mishandled privileged ID credentials.
If privileged credentials fall into the wrong hands—inside or outside the company—Hedmoral's almost critical data is at
risk.

Cathy knows that IT environments are under attack daily. Any hacker could remain active for months, searching and
siphoning data from the environment. Serious financial and brand penalties could result from a breach.

While Cathy is confident that the mainframe environment is secure, privileged IDs pose a unique threat. These IDs need
access to system-critical data for both routine work and emergencies.

Problem Diagnosis

Cathy asks Amit, an IT security engineer, to review privileged user management thoroughly on the mainframe to ensure
that these critical IDs are managed properly. Amit learns the following points:

• The team is using a home-grown solution to manage privileged IDs. The solution lacks several control points that could
strengthen the management of privileged access.

• Users can log in with privileged IDs at any time. No controls exist to restrict when or how long a user can gain
privileged status.

• When a user is in a privileged state, it is strictly under the user's control to de-elevate access. The user might forget he
or she is running in a privileged state and might make a detrimental change. Also, a rogue user with these credentials
can stay on the system as long as he or she likes.
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Cathy and Amit agree that these factors are problematic. If a privileged user’s credentials were compromised, the
company has no way to audit or limit the credentials. Cathy needs a better way to manage privileged IDs on the
mainframe.

Solution

After reviewing the capabilities of Trusted Access Manager for Z and making the purchase, Amit implements this product
in Hedmoral’s environment. The benefits are immediate:

• Integrating Trusted Access Manager for Z with Hedmoral’s service desk lets the company confidently validate the
business need to access a privileged state.

• Elevated privileged states are time boxed. The time window is configurable per resource.
• The solution is fully integrated with ACF2, Top Secret, and IBM RACF, lending familiar methods of administration and

effective access control management.

Amit asks Shelley to review the audit records from his elevated access tests. Shelley is happy to see that the request
to elevate is captured, with all accesses executed in a privileged state. Shelley is confident that a thorough audit trail is
available to track the activity of privileged users as needed.

Conclusion

Cathy and her colleagues have taken steps that show that Trusted Access Manager for Z gives her company better
control over the management of privileged IDs.

Use Case: Integrate with Compliance Event Manager

This video shows how to integrate Trusted Access Manager for Z auditing capabilities with Compliance Event Manager
monitoring and alerting capabilities. We explain how to define a policy statement and an email action to monitor and be
alerted in real time of privileged access events from Trusted Access Manager for Z.

Integration with Compliance Event Manager is only with ACF2 and Top Secret.

Day 1 Task Checklist
Users can execute the tasks in the checklist to start using Trusted Access Manager for Z.

This checklist summarizes key tasks to start using this product after the product is up and running. This checklist applies
to any new user. However, even experienced users can benefit from reviewing this content. The checklist includes a
brief description of the tasks, with links to procedures. The checklist also identifies the roles that are typically required to
complete the task. Use the Status column to track your progress.

This checklist is not all inclusive, but it represents the top tasks that we recommend that you execute on Day 1.

TIP
The tasks in this checklist are not in sequential order except where noted. Therefore, you can complete tasks in
parallel.
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To download an Excel spreadsheet of this checklist, click here.

Task Description Role Status

ACF2
Using STIG Articles by Findings
for Trusted Access Manager for
Z for ACF2

When applied to , the security
standards decrease the risk
of unauthorized disclosure
of senstive information.
We developed the Security
Technical Implementation
Guides (STIGs) to enhance the
confidentiality, integrity, and
availability of customers using
our mainframe products.

Security Administrator Complete, In progress, or N/A

Manage Privileged Access
through ACF2

• Define a CLASS record.
The CLASS record lets you
define elevations for users.

• Define an OPTION record.
The OPTION record lets you
define the global options for
users.

• Define Service Desk
records. The Service Desk
record lets you assign a
specific service desk to a
specific CONTROL(TAM)
CLASS record.

Security Administrator Complete, In progress, or N/A

Manage Elevated Access
through ACF2

• Define a resource rule. The
resource rule lets you define
who can use the elevation
classes and who can display
information about elevated
users.

• Elevate and de-elevate a
user's access permissions,
when needed, to perform
specific job functions.

• View active elevations
using the SHOW ELEVATE
subcommand.

• Use panels to manage
elevations.

• Manage log stream to allow
elevations after an IPL.

• (Optional) Enable elevation
FALLBACK to let privileged
users perform elevations
when required ticket
validation services are not
available.

Security Administrator
Privileged User

Complete, In progress, or N/A

Audit Elevated Access Through
ACF2

Audit resources and data sets
that a user accessed during
elevated access permissions.

Auditor Complete, In progress, or N/A
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Task Description Role Status

Top Secret
Using STIG Articles by Findings
for Trusted Access Manager for
Z for Top Secret

When applied to Top Secret, the
security standards decrease the
risk of unauthorized disclosure
of senstive information.
We developed the Security
Technical Implementation
Guides (STIGs) to enhance the
confidentiality, integrity, and
availability of customers using
our mainframe products.

Security Administrator Complete, In progress, or N/A

Manage Privileged Access
Through Top Secret

• Create a profile and assign
permissions to allow access
to the proper elevated
permissions,

• Define a class containing a
profile with the permissions
that are needed for an
elevation.

• Permit privileged access to
a user or administrator to
the appropriate resource
in the CATAM resource
class. Doing so lets the user
or administrator issue the
ELEVATE command.

Security Administrator Complete, In progress, or N/A

Manage Elevated Access
through Top Secret

• Elevate security access
permissions for a user
to perform specific job
functions.

• Elevate and manage groups
of users.

• De-elevate security access
permissions when elevation
is no longer required.

• View elevated detailed
information about users
who have elevated access
permissions.

• Use panels to manage
elevations.

• Manage privileged access
options in the Static Data
Table (SDT) to control
access activity, manage
service desk integration, list
privileged access options,
and manage the log stream.

• Enable elevation FALLBACK
to let privileged users
perform elevations when
required ticket validation
services are not available.

Security Administrator
Privileged User
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Task Description Role Status

Audit Elevated Activity through
Top Secret

Audit access requests and
activity that is performed by
users in their privileged state.

Auditor Complete, In progress, or N/A

IBM RACF
Using STIG Articles by Findings
for Trusted Access Manager for
Z for RACF

When applied to RACF, the
security standards decrease the
risk of unauthorized disclosure
of senstive information.
We developed the Security
Technical Implementation
Guides (STIGs) to enhance the
confidentiality, integrity, and
availability of customers using
our mainframe products.

Security Administrator Complete, In progress, or N/A

Manage Privileged Access
through IBM RACF

• Build parent groups to add
the CSDATA fields required
to define the class, options
records, and a service desk
manager.

• Define class records. The
CLASS record lets you
define elevations for users.

• Define an OPTIONS
record. The OPTIONS
record lets you define the
global options for users.

• Define a service desk
manager record. The
Service Desk record assigns
a specific service desk to a
specific CLASS.

Security Administrator Complete, In progress, or N/A
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Task Description Role Status

Manage Elevated Access
through IBM RACF

• Permit users to elevation
points and commands that
are required to elevate into
CLASSes you defined.

• Elevate and de-elevate
permissions. You can allow
users to gain elevated
access permissions for
themselves or for other
users.

• View records and active
elevations. TAMZ lets
you display details on all
elevation class records that
you are allowed to use when
elevating yourself or another
user.

• Enable elevation
FALLBACK to let privileged
users perform elevations
when required ticket
validation services are not
available.

• Use panels to manage
elevations.

Security Administrator
Privileged User

Complete, In progress, or N/A

Audit Elevated Activity through
IBM RACF

Audit elevated and de-elevated
activity by running a sample
job to create reports detailing
activities.

Auditor Complete, In progress, or N/A
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Using STIG Articles
Includes mainframe security standard review and implementation guidelines.

When applied to Trusted Access Manager for Z, the security standards decrease the risk of unauthorized disclosure of
sensitive information. We developed the Security Technical Implementation Guides (STIGs) to enhance the confidentiality,
integrity, and availability of customers using our mainframe products.

Implementation Responsibility

Before you implement these settings in a production environment, especially within large user populations, we
recommend that you evaluate the specified configuration settings in a local, representative test environment.  The
extensive variety of environments makes it impossible to test these configuration settings for all potential software
configurations.

IMPORTANT
Broadcom accepts no liability for the consequences of applying specific configuration settings made on the basis
of the security standard. For some production environments, failure to test before implementation may lead to a
loss of required functionality.

Evaluating the risks and benefits of a system’s circumstances and requirements is the system owner’s responsibility.
  The evaluated risks resulting from not applying specified configuration settings must be approved by the responsible
authorizing official within respective organizations. Furthermore, Broadcom implies no warranty that the application of all
specified configurations results in a system that is 100 percent secure. We provide these security standards as guidelines.
Ensure that all applicable security guidance is applied at the device-hardening level and the architectural level because
some settings may not be configurable in all environments. Each STIG is limited to the specific Trusted Access Manager
for Z and assumes that you have fully and properly implemented all security controls within respective external security
manager.

Severity Definitions

These definitions are a measure of vulnerabilities used to assess a facility or system security posture. Each STIG in this
document is assigned one of the following values:

• Severity 1- High
Any vulnerability, the exploitation of which directly and immediately result in loss of confidentiality, availability, or
integrity.

• Severity 2 - Medium
Any vulnerability, the exploitation of which has a potential to result in loss of confidentiality, availability, or integrity.

• Severity 3 - Low
Any vulnerability, the existence of which degrades measures to protect against loss of confidentiality, availability, or
integrity.

Depending upon the specific details within the access granted, aggregated risks may exist. The resulting risks could
increase the risk severity from one level to another.

User Roles and Least Privilege Access

The following list details typical roles at the z/OS system level regardless if 0 to 500 applications are running. These roles
correspond to the roles allowed to have specific access levels within the STIG. Your organization, least privilege, and
separation of role requirements determine who is assigned a role by user ID. We recommend that you build a formalized
document that defines all roles, duties, responsibilities, and specific access allowed and approved for each role.
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• z/OS Application Scheduler/Production Team (DCSPTEAM)
• z/OS Application Security Team (DSECTEAM)
• z/OS CICS System Programmer (CICSSYSP)
• z/OS Communications System Programmer (COMMSYSP)
• z/OS Database System Programmer (DBASYSP)
• z/OS DB2 System Programmer (DB2SYSP)
• z/OS IDMS System Programmer (IDMSSYSP)
• z/OS Operations (ZOSOPER1)
• z/OS Storage Administrator System Programmer (DASDSYSP)
• z/OS System-Level Product Schedulers/Support Team (PCSPTEAM)
• z/OS System/LPAR Level Mainframe Security Team (ZSECTEAM)
• z/OS System Programmer (ZOSSYSP1)

Access is granted only based upon valid requirements to product resources as documented by roles that individuals are
assigned.

Using STIG Articles by Findings for Trusted Access Manager for Z for
ACF2
This article provides a high-level overview of STIGs. Select the specific Broadcom STIG ID to assess and implement the
guidance.

• Severity 1:  High
• Severity 2:  Medium
• Severity 3:  Low

To manage your STIG implementation, download this tracker spreadssheet.

Broadcom STIG ID Title Description

BTMZA001
Severity 1

Protect APF, LLA, and Steplib Loadlib
Data Sets

Shows how to identify your APF, LLA, And related load library data
sets that are not properly protected, how to remove access from
unauthorized logonids, and ensure that access is logged. The
article also shows how to ensure that appropriate program control is
in place.

BTMZA002
Severity 2

Protect Installation Data Sets Shows how to identify your installation data sets that are not
properly protected and how to remove access from unauthorized
logonids.

BTMZA003
Severity 2

Protect Configuration Data Set Shows how to identify whether your Trusted Access Manager for
Z configuration data set is properly protected and how to remove
access from unauthorized logonids.

BTMZA004
Severity 1

Provide Role-Appropriate Access to
Resources

Shows how to ensure the Trusted Access Manager for Z resources
are properly to the ESM. The article also shows how to configure,
define, and ensure that the Trusted Access Manager for Z
resources are properly given through the ESM to specified roles.

BTMZA005
Severity 2

Protect Started Tasks Shows how to identify your STCs that are not properly defined and
the commands to issue to properly define them.

STIG ID - BTMZA001: Protect APF, LLA, and Steplib Loadlib Data Sets
Load modules that possess significant capacity to perform or bypass system and security controls must be protected.
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Severity: 1 - High

The load modules may reside in the Authorized Program Facility list (APF) or link list (LLA), or may be accessed using a
STEPLIB or JOBLIB. Failure to properly restrict access to these data sets could result in violating the integrity of the base
product, compromising the operating system or sensitive data.

The organization must ensure that update or greater access to APF-authorized, LLA, and sensitive libraries are limited to
system programmers based on the documented roles performed. All write or greater access must be logged. To reduce
risk, greater than read access to such load libraries should only be authorized during times of approved change.

When specific load modules have sensitive security functions that only authorized individuals are allowed to perform,
program control may be required, particularly if specified by the product, which is the case with Trusted Access Manager
for Z.

This STIG article shows how to identify your APF, LLA, and related load library data sets that are not properly protected,
how to remove access from unauthorized logonids, and ensure that access is logged. The article also shows how to
ensure that appropriate program control is in place.

Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

1. Generate the reports that display who has access to Trusted Access Manager for Z APF, LLA, and other sensitive load
library data sets. These data sets are typically load libraries that have names ending in .CSJV* and .CFH0*. While it
is not a best practice, include copying some or all of the APF-authorized and LLA modules in these libraries to other
system libraries already in the APF or LLA. Of particular note is module TAMINT00, which must be in an LLA library
and the product documentation recommends copying accordingly. Ensure you have identified all relevant libraries.
Issue commands to identify who has access to sensitive load library data sets:
ACF

ACCESS DSNAME(TAMz sensitive library data set name)

TAMz sensitive library data set name
Specifies the name of any Trusted Access Manager for Z APF, LLA, and other sensitive load library data sets as
installed.

The product displays who has access to Trusted Access Manager for Z sensitive load library data sets.
ACF

ACCESS DSNAME('SYS2.TAMZ.CFH0LINK')

ACCESS Subcommand Results as of 10/12/21-14:36 for: SYS2.TAMZ.CFH0LINK   

                                                                            

Key: SYS2                                                                  

                                                                            

Ruleline: - UID(*) READ(A) WRITE(A) ALLOC(A) EXEC(A)                       

Logonids with access to: SYS2.TAMZ.CFH0LINK SYSPRG1 READ(A), WRITE(A)

Lids: All logonids  TAMZ01 READ(A), WRITE(A) ALL LIDS READ(A)

You can display a full list of active APF authorized libraries to verify the active Trusted Access Manager for Z APF data
set names against the installation list.
D PROG,APF

You can display a full list of active LINKLIST libraries to verify the active Trusted Access Manager for Z LLA data set
names against the installation list.
D LLA

2. If write or greater access to the Trusted Access Manager for Z APF, LLA, and other sensitive load library data sets
is limited only to responsible z/OS system programmers, based on documented assigned roles, and only authorized
during times of approved change, your organization does not have an audit finding.

3. If the ACF2 data set rules for Trusted Access Manager for Z APF, LLA, and other sensitive load library data sets do not
specify logging for any write or greater access, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.
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4. If any user logonid is found with greater than read access to Trusted Access Manager for Z APF, LLA, and other
sensitive load library data sets, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

5. Verify that program control is enabled for sensitive Trusted Access Manager for Z programs that only those who have
explicit permission are allowed to run.
– Ensure programs in Trusted Access Manager for Z loadlib PDS data sets whose member names begin with SJV

are defined as protected under ACF2
ACF

SET RESOURCE(PGM)

ACCESS RESOURCE(SJV-) TYPE(PGM)

If the output does not list access to programs whose name begins with SJV (as given to the SJVSTC logonid) your
organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

– Ensure, for the USS hierarchical file system, that module "{SJV_HOME}/libJNISjv00.so" has program control turned
on:
cd ${SJV_HOME}

ls -lE libJNISjv00.so

Desired output:
-rw-r----- -ps- 1 SJVSTC SJVGRP 81920 Feb 26 2019 libJNISjv00.so

If the “p” does not included in the output, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

Remediate Audit Finding

Limit all access greater than read to timeframes of approved changes. Reduce to read only outside of approved change
windows.

1. Review your organization's access authorization to Trusted Access Manager for Z APF, LLA, and other sensitive load
library data sets. Evaluate the impact of removing access from logonids. A logonid can be an individual user or part of
a group that is specified using masking characters on a UID string or in an X-ROL record.

2. Remove write or greater access for each identified logonid that should not have access to Trusted Access Manager for
Z load library data sets:
ACF

SET RULE

RECKEY TAMz_sensitive_library_data set_HLQ 

MOD(Old_Rule_As_Shown_Under_ACCESS_Command_Display,Rest_of_TAMz_library_data set_name UID(*****OPRTOR)

 READ(A))

UID(*****OPRTOR)
Specifies the UID of the logonids from which greater than READ access is being removed.

TAMz sensitive library data set HLQ
Specifies the HLQ of the Trusted Access Manager for Z APF, LLA, and other sensitive load library data sets
installed.

3. Ensure logging for write or greater access is defined for sensitive load library data sets:
ACF

SET RULE

RECKEY TAMz_sensitive_library_data set_HLQ

MOD(Old_Rule_As_Shown_Under_ACCESS_Command_Display,Rest_of_TAMz_library_data set_name UID(*****SYSPRG1)

 READ(A) WRITE(L) ALLOC(L))

In this example, "L" indicates log access for WRITE and ALLOCATE.
UID(*****OPRTOR)

Specifies the UID of the logonids from which greater than READ access is being removed.
TAMz sensitive library data set HLQ

Specifies the HLQ of the Trusted Access Manager for Z APF, LLA, and other sensitive load library data set.
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4. Verify that the sensitive Trusted Access Manager for Z load library data sets access no longer exists for unauthorized
logonids:
ACF

ACCESS DSNAME(TAMz Load library data set name)

ACCESS Subcommand Results as of 10/12/21-14:36 for: SYS2.TAMZ.CFH0LINK   

                                                                            

Key: SYS2                                                                  

                                                                            

Ruleline: Rest_of_TAMz_library_data set_name UID(*****SYSPRG1) READ(A) WRITE(L) ALLOC(L)                  

     

Logonids with access to: data set_name SYSPRG1 READ(A), WRITE(L), ALLOC(L)

TAMz sensitive library data set name
Specifies the name of the Trusted Access Manager for Z APF, LLA, and other sensitive load library data sets
installed.

Write or greater access to sensitive Trusted Access Manager for Z load library data sets no longer exists for
unauthorized logonids.

5. Turn on program control for Trusted Access Manager for Z PDS library modules beginning with SJV:
ACF

SET RESOURCE(PGM)

RECKEY SJV***** -

ADD(UID(***SJVSTC) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

F ACF2,REBUILD(PGM)

6. Turn on program control for the USS hierarchical file system module "{SJV_HOME}/libJNISjv00.so":
cd /u/tamr11/sjv

extattr +p libJNISjv00.so

In this example, {SJV_HOME} is defined in the STDENV for SJVSTC as "/u/tamr11/siv".
7. Reissue the commands in step 5 of Identify Audit Finding, to ensure the changes applied.

Ensuring sensitive load library data sets and programs are properly protected reduces risk and exposures to the
organization, ensuring the mainframe is not compromised by exploitation of sensitive load libraries and modules.

Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements that comprise a control or best practice. The following CCIs are related to this STIG. For more information, see
the National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCIs: CCI-000213, CCI-002234

CCI: CCI000213

Published Date: 2009-09-14

Definition: The information system enforces approved authorizations for logical access to information and system
resources in accordance with applicable access control policies.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): AC-3
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A: AC-3.1
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4: AC-3

CCI: CCI-002234

Published Date: 2013-06-24

Definition: The information system audits the execution of privileged functions.
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Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): AC-6 (9)

STIG ID - BTMZA002: Protect Installation Data Sets
Trusted Access Manager for Z installation data sets can use privileged functions and have access to sensitive data.
Failure to properly restrict access to these data sets could result in violating the integrity of the base product, which could
result in compromising the operating system or sensitive data.

Severity: 2 Medium

The organization must ensure that write or greater access to Trusted Access Manager for Z installation data sets is limited
to only the responsible system programmers who perform the installation and upgrade of the product. The mainframe
cybersecurity team must also ensure that access is granted only during limited periods of approved installation and
upgrade projects. All access greater than read must be logged. Read access can be given to auditors, security team, and
automation team users. All failures and successful write or greater access must be logged.

The system programmers who are responsible for the product must identify and document the product data sets and
categorize them according to who requires write or greater access. If necessary, the system programmers must also
ensure that all write or greater access is logged. The system programmer must identify if any additional users or groups
require write or allocate access for specific data sets. Once documented, the system programmer must work with the
mainframe LPAR level cybersecurity team to ensure that the resources are properly restricted within the external security
manager (ESM) active on the system.

This STIG article shows how to identify your installation data sets that are not properly protected and how to remove
access from unauthorized logonids.

Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

1. Run the reports to display who has access to Trusted Access Manager for Z installation data sets:
ACF

ACCESS DSNAME(TAMz installation data set name)

TAMz installation data set name
Specifies the name of the Trusted Access Manager for Z installation data sets to be reported. The product
displays who has access to the installation data sets.

ACF

ACCESS DSNAME('SYS2.TAMZ.CSJVJCL0')

 ACCESS Subcommand Results as of 10/12/21-14:28 for: SYS2.TAMZ.CSJVJCLO       

                                                                        

 Key: SYS2                                                             

                                                                        

 Ruleline: - UID(*) READ(A) EXEC(A)                                     

 Lids: All logonids

The product displays who has access to installation data sets. In this example, all users are allowed read access.
2. Verify that access to the Trusted Access Manager for Z installation data sets is properly restricted. If the following

guidance is not true, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.
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– The ESM data set access authorizations restrict read access to auditors, the product users, and Trusted Access
Manager for Z STC or batch users.

– The ESM data set access authorizations restrict write or greater access to the responsible product systems
programming or automation team personnel.

– The ESM data set access authorizations specify that all write or greater access permissions are set up to log the
access.

Remediate Audit Finding

Remove excessive access from users, UIDs, or roles:

1. Review your organization's access authorization to Trusted Access Manager for Z installation data sets and evaluate
the impact of removing access from unauthorized logonids. A logonid can be an individual user or part of a group that
is specified using masking characters on a UID string or in an X-ROL record.

2. Change the rules that refer relevant installation data sets to remove access for each logonid that should not have
access:
ACF

SET RULE RECKEY TAMz_sensitive_library_data set_HLQ 

DEL(Rule_To_Be_Deleted_As_Shown_Under_ACCESS_Command_Display)

TAMz sensitive library data set HLQ
Specifies the name of the HLQ for Trusted Access Manager for Z installation data sets.

3. Ensure logging for write or greater access is granted to installation data sets:
ACF

SET RULE

RECKEY TAMz_sensitive_library_data set_HLQ

MOD(Old_Rule_As_Shown_Under_ACCESS_Command_Display,Rest_of_TAMz_library_data set_name UID(*****SYSPRG1)

 READ(A) WRITE(L) ALLOC(L))

In this example, "L" indicates log access for WRITE and ALLOCATE.
UID(*****OPRTOR)

Specifies the UID of the logonids from which greater than READ access is being removed.
TAMz sensitive library data set HLQ

Specifies the HLQ of the Trusted Access Manager for Z APF, LLA, and other sensitive load library data set.
4. Re-issue the ACCESS command to verify that the installation data set access no longer exists for unauthorized

logonids:
ACF

ACCESS DSNAME(TAMz installation data set name)

ACCESS Subcommand Results as of 10/12/21-14:28 for: TAMz installation data set name

                                                                        

Key: TAMz installation data set HLQ                                                             

                                                                        

Ruleline: Rest_of_data set_name UID(*****SYSPRG1) READ(A) WRITE(L) ALLOC(L)

Logonids with access to: data set name SYSPRG1 READ(A), WRITE(L), ALLOC(L)

TAMz installation data set name
Specifies the name of the Trusted Access Manager for Z installation data set being verified.

Output should confirm that Trusted Access Manager for Z installation data set access no longer exists for logonids.

Ensuring product installation data sets are properly protected reduces risk and exposures to the organization.
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Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements that comprise a control or best practice. The following CCIs are related to this STIG. For more information, see
the National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCIs: CCI-000213, CCI-002234

CCI: CCI-000213

Published Date: 2009-09-14

Definition: The information system enforces approved authorizations for logical access to information and system
resources in accordance with applicable access control policies.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): AC-3
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A: AC-3.1
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4: AC-3

CCI: CCI-002234

Published Date: 2013-06-24

Definition: The information system audits the execution of privileged functions.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): AC-6 (9)

STIG ID - BTMZA003: Protect Configuration Data Set
Trusted Access Manager for Z uses various sensitive production data such as parameters, settings, and configurations, to
ensure that the product works properly and is routed to the proper destinations.

Severity: 2 Medium

The sensitive data is in PDS members, typically found in configuration data sets "yourHLQ.CSJVOPTN" and
"yourHLQ.CFH0OPTN". Failure to properly restrict access to these members could result in loss or exposure of critical
data.

The organization must ensure that update or greater access to the data set containing these members is limited to only
the responsible system programmers and administrators responsible for managing the Trusted Access Manager for
Z environment. Read access can be given to auditors and to users with a valid business justification for viewing the
configuration. Any access by individual users of update or greater must be logged.

The system programmers and administrators who are responsible for the product must identify and document the Trusted
Access Manager for Z configuration data set. Once documented, the mainframe LPAR level cybersecurity team ensures
that the resources are properly restricted within the external security manager (ESM) active on the system.

This STIG article shows how to identify whether your Trusted Access Manager for Z configuration data set is properly
protected and how to remove access from unauthorized logonids.

Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

1. Generate the reports to display who has access to Trusted Access Manager for Z configuration data set:
ACF

ACCESS DSNAME(TAMz configuration data set name)
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TAMz configuration data set name
Specifies the name of the Trusted Access Manager for Z configuration data set to be reported.

The product displays who has access to the Trusted Access Manager for Z configuration data set.
ACF

ACCESS DSNAME('HLQ.CSJVOPTN’)

$KEY(HLQ)

Logonids with access to: HLQ.CSJVOPTN SYSPRG1 READ, WRITE

TAMZADM READ, WRITE ALL LIDS READ

In this example, HLQ.CSJVOPTN is the data set name. Each organization has their own unique data set names that
must be documented.
Repeat this listing for CSJVOPTN and CFH0OPTN.

2. View the reports to identify all logonids with access to the Trusted Access Manager for Z configuration data set.
3. Verify that access to the Trusted Access Manager for Z configuration data set is properly restricted. If the following

guidance is not true, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.
– The ESM data set access authorizations restrict read access to auditors, Trusted Access Manager for Z online or

batch users. The example that is given above shows the logonid TAMZADM with READ and WRITE access as
allowed.

– The ESM data set access authorizations restrict update or greater access to the responsible product support team
personnel.

– The ESM data set access authorizations specify that all update or greater access permissions are set up to log the
access.

Remediate Audit Finding

Remove excessive access from users or profiles:

1. Review your organization's access authorization to the organizational Trusted Access Manager for Z data set.
Evaluate the impact of removing access from unauthorized logonids. A logonid can be an individual user or part of a
group that is specified using masking characters on a UID string or in an X-ROL record.

2. Remove write or greater access for each logonid that should not have access to the Trusted Access Manager for Z
configuration data set:
ACF

SET RULE

RECKEY TAMz configuration data_set_HLQ MOD(Old_Rule_As_Shown_In_ACCESS_Command_Output,Rest_of_

 data_set_name UID(*****OPRTOR) READ(A))

In this example, access is being reduced to READ.
TAMz configuration data set HLQ

Specifies the HLQ of the Trusted Access Manager for Z configuration data sets.
3. Ensure logging for write or greater access is in place for configuration data sets by specifying "L"

ACF

SET RULE

RECKEY configuration_data_set_HLQ 

            

MOD(Old_Rule_As_Shown_In_ACCESS_Command_Output,Rest_of_configuration_data_set_name UID(*****SYSPRG1)

 READ(A) WRITE(L) A(L))

UID
Specifies the UID of the users from which access is being logged.

configuration data set HLQ
Specifies the name of the Trusted Access Manager for Z configuration data set as installed.
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4. Re-issue the access command to verify that the Trusted Access Manager for Z configuration data set access no longer
exists for unauthorized logonids:
ACF

ACCESS DSNAME(TAMz configuration data set name)

TAMz configuration data set name
data set name Specifies the name of the TAMz configuration data set being verified.

Output confirms that Trusted Access Manager for Z configuration data set access no longer exists for specified
logonids.

Ensuring organizational product data set is properly protected reduces risk and exposures to the organization.

Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements that comprise a control or best practice. The following CCIs are related to this STIG. For more information, see
the National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCIs: CCI-000213, CCI-002234

CCI: CCI-000213

Published Date: 2009-09-14

Definition: The information system enforces approved authorizations for logical access to information and system
resources in accordance with applicable access control policies.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): AC-3
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A: AC-3.1
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4: AC-3

CCI: CCI-002234

Published Date: 2013-06-24

Definition: The information system audits the execution of privileged functions.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): AC-6 (9)

STIG ID - BTMZA004: Provide Role Access to Resources
Trusted Access Manager for Z must use an external security manager for its resources. Setting up the proper ESM,
related definitions, and assigning role-appropriate access lets the ESM properly control access to the product.

Severity: 1 - High

When external security is fully activated, Trusted Access Manager for Z lets the ESM control the access to its functions.
Given the sensitivity of the temporary accesses that Trusted Access Manager for Z enables, it is essential that these
accesses be fully and exactly defined and controlled. Failure to do so could result in sensitive data and functions on the z/
OS platform being compromised.

This STIG article shows how to identify the Trusted Access Manager for Z environment and resources that are not defined
properly to the ESM. This STIG article also shows how to configure, define, and ensure that the Trusted Access Manager
for Z resources are properly given through the ESM to specified roles.
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Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

To ensure that external security is enabled and activated, you must confirm that the CATAM resource class is defined, that
profiles exist for “TAM.” resources of that class, and appropriately permitted to user and GROUP PROFILEs based on
roles and security requirements:

1. Verify the existence of the Trusted Access Manager for Z CLASS, Service Desk (SDESK), and OPTIONS records:
SHOW TAM

When run as an unscoped administrator, the output includes details about the three Trusted Access Manager for Z
records OPTIONS, Service Desk (SDESK), and CLASS. When run as a scoped administrator, the output is reduced to
just the records that the logonid issuing the command has access to.
If no results are returned, ensure that the command was run as an unscoped administrator. If yes and still no results
are returned, discontinue use of this STIG article until the product is fully installed. See Getting Started, Installing, and
Using with ACF2. Once successfully completed, return to this STIG article to evaluate the security best practice status
of your environment.
If results are returned, the output includes details about each of the Trusted Access Manager for Z records that the
logonid issuing the command has access to. For CLASS records:

Class
Indicates the name of the class.

Time
Indicates the default duration of elevation to the class.

Desc
Indicates the description of the class.

Alutuid
Indicates the alternative UID string in place of the current one. Masking characters "*" allows for the preservation
of characters in the normal UID string.

Role
Indicates the role that is assigned to elevate privilege during the elevation.

Privilege
Indicates more privileges that is gained with the elevation.

Sample output excerpt with these fields:
-- TAM Classes--

Class: classname        Ticket Required: NO     Time: number of minutes

Desc: description of class

Credentials Required: NO

Service Desk Record Name: SERVICENOW

Altuid: alternate UID

Role: alternate role

Privilege: higher privilege level during elevation

Collect a list of the class names to be used in the following steps.
2. Ensure that users have been granted access to CATAM class resources:

ACF

SET RESOURE(TAM)

LIST TAM

Among other contents, you should see permissions for resources with names that begin with the prefixes TAM
ELEVATE and TAM DEELEVATE, each followed by a class name and a logonid, as in the following example:
$KEY(TAM) TYPE(TAM)

 DISPLAY.ALLUSERS UID(*****TAMuser) ALLOW

 ELEVATE.class.user UID(*****TAMuser) ALLOW
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 OBTAIN.user UID(*****TAMuser) ALLOW

 REMOVE.class.user UID(*****TAMuser) ALLOW

In this example, the rule set contains permissions for resources with names that begin with the prefixes TAM.ELEVATE
and TAM.DEELEVATE followed by a class name and a logonid are listed.
If the following profiles are defined, the CATAM resources and their profiles responsible for controlling ELEVATE and
DEELEVATE commands and CLASS eligibility were defined:

TAM.ELEVATE.[class].[user]
Gives permission to elevate the user to the specified class.

TAM.REMOVE.[class].[user]
Gives permission to remove an elevation that is given to the user for the specified class.

TAM.OBTAIN.[user]
Checked during a signon request from a non-authorized caller. The userid is the userid signing on. Signons are
done from authorized callers so this rule line might never be used.

3. Verify that the users who are represented by the UID string or role values, depending on the rule set definitions,
have roles consistent with the following roles and access levels. If users have more access than recommended, your
organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

Senior Security Administrator
Indicates that individuals with this role is involved in setting up security definitions, configurations, and accesses,
including issuing all the Trusted Access Manager for Z commands listed so far. The primary role is computing
security specialist, but may have technical and systems responsibilities as well.

Security Administrator
Indicates that individuals with this role may not be involved in specifying Trusted Access Manager for Z classes or
users, but are able to do the necessary definitions, ELEVATIONs, and DEELEVATIONs as required by appropriate
authorizations.

Senior Technologist
Indicates that individuals with this designation are trusted to issue ELEVATE commands for themselves and
others within their security scope. Senior technologists are in roles such as senior systems programmers, senior
DBAs, and senior applications analysts. They work with security to identify and define the classes and the users
and their roles to receive Trusted Access Manager for Z accesses.

Trusted Technologist
Indicates individuals that are trusted with elevated accesses, but their accesses are elevated by senior
technologists and security administrators. They may be in applications, systems, database, or other business
and technology areas that mandate occasionally increased access to critical data sets, applications, and other
resources.

Access Levels

CATAM Resource Type, Authority Sr.S.A. S.A. Sr.T. T.T.

TAM.DISPLAY.ALLUSERS

     Define resource X

    Permit resource X X

    Receive resource permit X X

TAM.ELEVATE.class.user

    Define resource X X

    Permit resource X X

    Receive resource permit to perform elevations for user value of self or other in
scope.

X X X    
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CATAM Resource Type, Authority Sr.S.A. S.A. Sr.T. T.T.

    Able to be elevated as user specifies one's own user ID. X X X X

TAM.OBTAIN.user
ThIs permission is checked during a signon request from a non-authorized caller,
where userid represents the ID of the user who is signing on. Since signons are
performed from authorized callers, this rule line might never be used.

    Define resource X

    Permit resource X X

    Receive resource permit X X X X

TAM.REMOVE.class.user

    Define resource X X

    Permit resource X X

    Receive resource permit to perform de-elevations for user value of self or others in
scope.

X X X

    Able to be de-elevated or user specifies one's own user ID. X X X X

TAMLISTTAM

    Define resource X

    Permit resource X X

    Receive resource permit X X

If any of the commands produce an error or lack of informative output, your organization has an audit finding. See
Remediate Audit Finding.

Remediate Audit Finding

The Information System Security Officer (ISSO) and the system programmer for Trusted Access Manager for Z must
ensure that the product is using external security appropriately.

1. Ensure Trusted Access Manager for Z classes are appropriately defined. Each class is a TAM type resource with a
prefix of “CLASS.” which specifies the changes to the user to elevate their access and privileges.
ACF

SET CONTROL(TAM)

INSERT CLASS.CICSTRAIN-CTGB ROLENAME(SUPPORT) DESC(PERMISSION NEEDED FOR CTGB CICS TRANSACTION) TIME(360)

 ALTUID(**JxyzMASTER) REQTICKT

F ACF2,REFRESH(CLASS),TYPE(TAM)

In this example, the CICSTRAN-CTGB class is inserted and provides an alternate rolename and UID string. Also, the
user’s own UID is overwritten by the ALTUID value, except where asterisks (“*”) allow for preservation of characters.
If the ALTUID is ""**JxyzMASTER" and the user’s original UID was "AABLeBakerCD", then their elevated UID is
AAJxyzMASTER.
Repeat similar process to define needed classes.

2. Identify the users, roles, and classes to be secured and available for elevation and related administration from the list
of relevant role types and access levels included in step 3 of Identify Audit Finding. Trusted Access Manager for Z
automatically logs all activities that are related to elevated authority, which is a best practice.

3. Create a rule set that contains the definitions and permissions to give access to the CATAM resources. You have
identified all the users who can administrator Trusted Access Manager for Z or elevate or be elevated by Trusted
Access Manager for Z. The resource rule set and commands let you define, secure, and issue TAM commands:
SET R(TAM)
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COMPILE

$KEY(TAM) TYPE(TAM)

          DISPLAY.ALLUSERS UID(*****TAMuser) ALLOW

          ELEVATE.class.user UID(*****TAMuser) ALLOW

          OBTAIN.user UID(*****TAMuser) ALLOW

          REMOVE.class.user UID(*****TAMuser) ALLOW

          LISTTAM UID(*****TAMuser) ALLOW

END

          STORE

          F ACF2,REFRESH(CLASS),TYPE(TAM)

In this example, TAMuser has the authority to issue the command, class is the TAM class being granted, and user is
the ID that would be elevated. This sample is UID-based, role-based. Role-based security rules could also be used.
Elevate user to use class as described in the class definition group:
ELEVATE CLASS(class) REASON('Why I did it') USER(user)

De-elevate user from class:
ELEVATE CLASS(class) REASON('I did it') USER(user) REMOVE

The Information Security Officer (ISSO) and the system programmer for Trusted Access Manager for Z must ensure that
the product is using external security appropriately.

Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements that comprise a control or best practice. The following CCIs are related to this STIG. For more information, see
the National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCIs: CCI-000035, CCI-000213, CCI-002234, CCI-002235

CCI: CCI-000035

Published Date: 2009-09-15

Type: Technical

Definition: The information system provides the capability for privileged administrators to configure the organization
defined security policy filters to support different security policies.

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): AC-4 (11)
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): AC-4 (11)
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): AC-4 (11).1 (ii)

CCI: CCI-000213

Published Date: 2009-09-14

Definition: The information system enforces approved authorizations for logical access to information and system
resources in accordance with applicable access control policies.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): AC-3
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A: AC-3.1
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4: AC-3

CCI: CCI-002234

Published Date: 2013-06-24

Definition: The information system audits the execution of privileged functions.
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Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): AC-6 (9)

CCI: CCI-002235

Published Date: 2013-06-24

Type: Technical

Definition: The information system prevents non-privileged users from executing privileged functions to include disabling,
circumventing, or altering implemented security safeguards/countermeasures.

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4: ACF-6 (10)

STIG ID - BTMZA005: Protect Started Tasks
Trusted Access Manager for Z requires started tasks (STCs) be defined with specific resource access. By defining the
STC as a user ID to the external security manager (ESM), the product lets the ESM control access.

Severity: 2 - Medium

Failure to properly control these capabilities could compromise the operating system environment, ESM, and customer
data.

The organization must ensure all required Trusted Access Manager for Z STCs are properly defined by ACF2.

This STIG article shows how to identify your STCs that are not properly defined and the commands to issue to properly
define them.

Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

1. Display the Trusted Access Manager for Z STCs:
ACF

SHOW STCID

        

--STARTED TASK TABLE -

STCID    LOGONID   GROUP

======   ========= =======

...

SJVSTC   SJVSTC

TAMSTC   TAMSTC       

...

The product displays the STCs.
SJVSTC

Specifies the Security JVM STC proc name. The value in the logonid column specifies the STC LID the task uses
when started.

TAMSTC
Specifies the main Trusted Access Manager for Z address space proc name. The value in the logonid column
specifies the STC LID the task uses when started.

2. List the individual STC logonids:
ACF

LIST STC_LID

Determine if the Trusted Access Manager for Z STCs are defined in the output as STCs. The associated logonid
should be the name of the STC.
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STC_LID
Specifies the name of the Trusted Access Manager for Z STCs logonid being verified.

3. Review the STC logonid listing. Verify that the STC logonids are defined with only privileges of STC and a unique, non-
zero, USS UID number. If not, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding

4. Verify if the SJVSTC has access to privileged programs beginning with SJV:
ACF

SET RESOURCE(PGM)

ACCESS RESOURCE(SJV-) TYPE(PGM)

If the output does not list access to programs whose names begin with SJV as given to SJVSTC, your organization
has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

Remediate Audit Finding

The Information System Security Officer (ISSO and the system programmer for Trusted Access Manager for Z must
ensure that a product's STC is properly defined

1. Ensure that a product's STC are properly defined to the ESM. Most product installation documentation indicates how
the STC is identified and notes other attributes that must be specified. The following example shows the attributes to
be specified for the Key definition for "tamz" not found in the DITA map. STCs logonid.
ACF

SET LID

INSERT USING(ACFSTCID) TAMSTC NAME(STC FOR TAMZ) STC MUSASS

In this example, TAMSTC is the STC logonid. Replace TAMSTC with the Trusted Access Manager for Z STC logonid
that you are protecting.

2. Add a GSO STC record for each STC PROC and logonid:
ACF

SET CONTROL(GSO)

INSERT STC LOGONID(TAMSTC) STCID(TAMSTC)

In this example, TAMSTC is the STC being defined and is also the logonid under which the STC is running.
3. Verify the Trusted Access Manager for Z STC logonids are listed as a started task:

ACF

SHOW STCID

          

--STARTED TASK TABLE -

STCID    LOGONID   GROUP

======   ========= =======

...

SJVSTC   SJVSTC

TAMSTC   TAMSTC       

...

4. Ensure that STC logonid SJVSTC has access to run Trusted Access Manager for Z PDS library modules beginning
with SJV:
ACF

SET RESOURCE(PGM)

RECKEY SJV**** -

ADD(UID(***SJVSTC) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

F ACF2,REBUILD(PGM)

Ensuring Trusted Access Manager for Z STCs are properly defined reduces risk and exposure to the organization.
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Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements that comprise a control or best practice. The following CCIs are related to this STIG. For more information, see
the National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCIs: CCI-000764

CCI: CCI-000764

Published Date: 2009-09-17

Definition: The information system uniquely identifies and authenticates organizational users (or processes acting on
behalf of organizational users).

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 : CM-5(6)
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A: CM-5(6).1
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4: CM-5 (6)

Using STIG Articles by Findings for Trusted Access Manager for Z for
Top Secret
This article provides a high-level overview of STIGs. Select the specific Broadcom STIG ID to assess and implement the
guidance.

• Severity 1:  High
• Severity 2:  Medium
• Severity 3:  Low

To manage your STIG implementation, download this tracker spreadsheet.

Broadcom STIG ID Title Description

BTMZT001
Severity 1

Protect APF, LLA, and Steplib Loadlib
Data Sets

Shows how to identify your APF, LLA, and related load library data
sets that are not properly protected, how to remove access from
unauthorized logonids, and ensure that access is logged. The
article also shows how to ensure that appropriate program control is
in place.

BTMZT002
Severity 2

Protect Installation Data Sets Shows how to identify your installation data sets that are not
properly protected and how to remove access from unauthorized
ACIDs.

BTMZT003
Severity 2

Protect Configuration Data Set Shows how to identify whether your Trusted Access Manager for
Z configuration data set is properly protected and how to remove
access from unauthorized ACIDs.

BTMZT004
Severity 1

Provide Role Access to Resources Shows how to identify the Trusted Access Manager for Z
environment and resources that are not defined properly to the
ESM. The article also shows how to configure, define, and ensure
that the Trusted Access Manager for Z resources are properly given
through the ESM to specified roles.

BTMZT005
Severity 2

Protect Started Tasks Shows how to identify your STCs that are not properly defined and
the commands to issue to properly define them.
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STIG ID - BTMZT001: Protect APF, LLA, and Steplib Loadlib Data Sets
Load modules that possess significant capacity to perform or bypass system and security controls must be protected.

Severity: 1 - High

The load modules may reside in the Authorized Program Facility list (APF) or link list (LLA), and/or may be accessed
using a STEPLIB or JOBLIB. Failure to properly restrict access to these data sets could result in violating the integrity of
the base product, which could result in compromising the operating system or sensitive data.

The organization must ensure that update or greater access to APF-authorized, LLA, and sensitive libraries are limited to
system programmers based on the documented roles performed. All write or greater access must be logged. To reduce
risk, greater than read access to such load libraries should only be authorized during times of approved change.

When specific load modules have sensitive security functions that only authorized individuals are allowed to perform,
program control may be required, particularly if specified by the product, which is the case with Trusted Access Manager
for Z.

This STIG article shows how to identify your APF, LLA, And related load library data sets that are not properly protected,
how to remove access from unauthorized logonids, and ensure that access is logged. The article also shows how to
ensure that appropriate program control is in place.

Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

1. Generate the reports to display who has access to Trusted Access Manager for Z APF, LLA, and other sensitive load
library data sets. These data sets are typically load libraries that have names ending in .CSJV* and .CFH0*. While it
is not a best practice, include copying some or all of the APF-authorized and LLA modules in these libraries to other
system libraries already in the APF or LLA. Of particular note is module TAMINT00, which must be in an LLA library
and the product documentation recommends copying accordingly. Ensure you have identified all relevant libraries.
Issue commands to identify who has access to sensitive load library data sets:
TSS WHOHAS DSN(TAMz load library data set name)

TAMz load library data set name
Specifies the name of any Trusted Access Manager for Z APF, LLA, or sensitive load library data set as installed.

The product displays who has access to Trusted Access Manager for Z sensitive load library data sets.
TSS WHOHAS DSN(SYS2.TAMZ.CHF0)

DATASET   = SYS2.                                        OWNER(SYSDEPT )

XAUTH     = SYS2.TAMZ.CFH0LINK                           ACID(SYSPRG1 ) 

  ACCESS  = ALL

  ACTION  = AUDIT                                                        

XAUTH     = SYS2.TAMZ.CFH0LINK                           ACID(TAMZ01  )

  ACCESS  = READ                                                       

XAUTH     = SYS2.TAMZ.CFH0LINK                           ACID(*ALL*   ) 

  ACCESS  = READ

You can display a full list of active APF authorized libraries to verify the active Trusted Access Manager for Z APF data
set names against the installation list:
D PROG,APF

You can display a full list of active LINKLIST libraries to verify the active Key definition for Trusted Access Manager for
Z LLA data set names against the installation list:
D LLA

2. View the reports to identify all ACIDs with access to sensitive Trusted Access Manager for Z load library data sets:
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– If update or greater access to the relevant load libraries is limited only to responsible z/OS system programmers,
based on documented assigned roles, and only authorized during times of approved change, your organization
does not have an audit finding.

– If any ACID is found with greater than read access to sensitive Trusted Access Manager for Z load library data sets,
your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

– If the Top Secret data set rules for sensitive Trusted Access Manager for Z libraries do not specify logging for any
update or greater access, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

3. Verify that program control is enabled for sensitive Trusted Access Manager for Z programs that only those who have
explicit permission are allowed to run.
– Ensure programs in Trusted Access Manager for Z loadlib PDS data sets whose member names begin with SJV

are defined as protected under Top Secret:
TSS WHOHAS PROGRAM(SJV)

If the output does not list access to programs whose name begins with SJV (as given to the SJVSTC ACID) your
organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Finding.

– Ensure, for the USS hierarchical file system, that module "{SJV_HOME}/libJNISjv00.so" has program control that is
turned on:
cd ${SJV_HOME}

ls -lE libJNISjv00.so

Desired output:
-rw-r----- -ps- 1 SJVSTC SJVGRP 81920 Feb 26 2019 libJNISjv00.so

If the “p” does not included in the output, your organization has an audit finding. See Remeidate Audit Finding.

Remediate Audit Finding

Limit all access greater than read to timeframes of approved changes. Reduce to read only outside of approved change
windows.

1. Review your organization's access authorization to sensitive Trusted Access Manager for Z load library data sets.
Evaluate the impact of removing access from ACIDs.

2. Remove the sensitive Trusted Access Manager for Z load library data set permissions for each ACID that should not
have access:
TSS REVOKE(acid) DSN(TAMz library data set names)

acid
Specifies the ACID of the userid or profile from which access is being revoked.

TAMz library data set name
Specifies the name of sensitive Trusted Access Manager for Z load library as installed.

The product confirms your change.
3. ensure logging for update or greater access is granted to sensitive load library data sets by using one of the following

methods:
– Enable ACTION(AUDIT) on any permissions granting greater than read access:

TSS PERMIT(acid) data set(TAMz data set name) Access(Update) ACTION(AUDIT)

OR
– Add sensitive load library data set to the Global Audit Record with the access levels to be logged:

TSS ADD(AUDIT) DATASET(TAMz data set name) 

            ACCESS(update,write,create,scratch,control,all)

acid
Specifies the ACID of the user ID or profile from which access is being revoked.

TAMz data set name
Specifies the name of TAMz load library as installed.
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4. Re-issue the WHOHAS commands to verify that the sensitive Trusted Access Manager for Z load library data set
access no longer exists for unauthorized ACIDs:
TSS WHOHAS DSN(TAMz Load library data set name)

TAMz Load library data set name
Specifies the name of Trusted Access Manager for Z load library as installed.

Output confirms that sensitive Trusted Access Manager for Z load library data set access no longer exists for
unauthorized ACIDs.

5. Turn on program control for Trusted Access Manager for Z PDS library modules beginning with SJV:
TSS ADDTO(dept) PROGRAM(SJV)

          TSS PERMIT(SJVSTC) PROGRAM(SJV)

6. Turn on program control for the USS hierarchical file system module "{SJV_HOME}/libJNISjv00.so":
cd $"{SJV_HOME}

          extattr +p libJNISjv00.so

7. Reissue the commands in step 3 of Identify Audit Finding to ensure that the changes have taken place.

Ensuring sensitive load library data sets and programs are properly protected reduces risk and exposures to the
organization, ensuring the mainframe is not compromised by exploitation of sensitive load libraries and modules.

Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements that comprise a control or best practice. The following CCIs are related to this STIG. For more information, see
the National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCIs: CCI-000213, CCI-002234

CCI: CCI000213

Published Date: 2009-09-14

Definition: The information system enforces approved authorizations for logical access to information and system
resources in accordance with applicable access control policies.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): AC-3
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A: AC-3.1
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4: AC-3

CCI: CCI-002234

Published Date: 2013-06-24

Definition: The information system audits the execution of privileged functions.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): AC-6 (9)

STIG ID- BTMZT002: Protect Installation Data Sets
Trusted Access Manager for Z installation data sets can use privileged functions and have access to sensitive data.
Failure to properly restrict access to these data sets could result in violating the integrity of the base product, which could
result in compromising the operating system or sensitive data.

Severity: 2 Medium

The organization must ensure that write or greater access to Trusted Access Manager for Z installation data sets is limited
to only the responsible system programmers who perform the installation and upgrade of the product. The mainframe
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cybersecurity team must also ensure that access is granted only during limited periods of approved installation and
upgrade projects. All access greater than read must be logged. Read access can be given to auditors, security team, and
automation team users. All failures and successful write or greater access must be logged.

The system programmers who are responsible for the product must identify and document the product data sets and
categorize them according to who requires write or greater access. If necessary, the system programmers must also
ensure that all write or greater access is logged. The system programmer must identify if any additional users or groups
require write or allocate access for specific data sets. Once documented, the system programmer must work with the
mainframe LPAR level cybersecurity team to ensure that the resources are properly restricted within the external security
manager (ESM) active on the system.

This STIG article shows how to identify your installation data sets that are not properly protected and how to remove
access from unauthorized ACIDs.

Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

1. Run the reports to display who has access to Trusted Access Manager for Z installation data sets:
TSS WHOHAS DSN(TAMz installation data set name)

TAMz installation data set name
Specifies the name of the Trusted Access Manager for Z installation data set to be reported. The product displays
who has access to the Trusted Access Manager for Z installation data sets.

TSS WHOHAS DSN(hlq.TAMZ.CSJV)

 DATASET    = hlq.                                       OWNER(SYSDEPT ) 

  XAUTH     = hlq.TAMZ.CSJV                               ACID(TAMZUSR) 

    ACCESS  = READ                                                      

...

2. Verify that access to the Trusted Access Manager for Z installation data sets is properly restricted. If the following
guidance is not true, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.
– The ESM data set access authorizations restrict read access to auditors, Trusted Access Manager for Z users, and

STC or batch users with valid business justification.
– The ESM data set access authorizations restrict update or greater access to the responsible product systems

programming or automation team personnel.
– The ESM data set access authorizations specify that all update or greater access permissions are logged.

Remediate Audit Finding

Remove excessive access from users or profiles.

1. Review your organization's access authorization to Trusted Access Manager for Z installation data sets and evaluate
the impact of removing access from unauthorized ACIDs. An ACID can be an individual user or a profile that is
connected to multiple users.

2. Remove the Trusted Access Manager for Z installation data set access for each ACID that should not have access.
TSS REVOKE(acid) DSN(data set name)

acid
Specifies the ACID of the user or profile from which access is being revoked.

data set name
Specifies the name of the Trusted Access Manager for Z installation data set.

3. Ensure logging for update or greater access is granted to Trusted Access Manager for Z installation data sets using
one of the following methods:
– Use ACTION(AUDIT) on permissions granting greater than read access:
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TSS PERMIT(acid) DATASET(data set name) ACESS(update) ACTION(AUDIT)

OR
– Add Trusted Access Manager for Z data set to the Global Audit Record with the access levels to be logged:

TSS ADD(AUDIT) DATASET(data set name) ACCESS(update,write,create,scratch,control)

acid
Specifies the ACID of the user ID or profile from which access is being revoked.

data set name
Specifies the name of Trusted Access Manager for Z installation data set as installed.

4. Verify Trusted Access Manager for Z installation data set access no longer exists for unauthorized ACIDs:
TSS WHOHAS DSN(data set name)

data set name
Specifies the name of the Trusted Access Manager for Z installation data set being verified.

Output confirms that Trusted Access Manager for Z installation data set access no longer exists for ACIDs.

Ensuring product installation data sets are properly protected reduces risk and exposures to the organization.

Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements that comprise a control or best practice. The following CCIs are related to this STIG. For more information, see
the National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCIs: CCI-000213, CCI-002234

CCI: CCI-000213

Published Date: 2009-09-14

Definition: The information system enforces approved authorizations for logical access to information and system
resources in accordance with applicable access control policies.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): AC-3
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A: AC-3.1
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4: AC-3

CCI: CCI-002234

Published Date: 2013-06-24

Definition: The information system audits the execution of privileged functions.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): AC-6 (9)

STIG ID - BTMZT003: Protect Configuration Data Set
Trusted Access Manager for Z uses various sensitive production data such as parameters, settings, and configurations, to
ensure that the product works properly and is routed to the proper destinations.

Severity: 2 Medium

The sensitive data is in PDS members, typically in configuration data set HLQ.CSJVOPTN, in member SJVENV. Failure to
properly restrict access to these members could result in loss or exposure of critical data.

The organization must ensure that update or greater access to the data set containing these members is limited to only
the responsible system programmers and administrators responsible for managing the Trusted Access Manager for
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Z environment. Read access can be given to auditors and to users with a valid business justification for viewing the
configuration. Any access by individual users of update or greater must be logged.

The system programmers and administrators who are responsible for the product must identify and document the Trusted
Access Manager for Z configuration data set. Once documented, the mainframe LPAR level cybersecurity team ensures
that the resources are properly restricted within the external security manager (ESM) active on the system.

This STIG article shows how to identify whether your Trusted Access Manager for Z configuration data set is properly
protected and how to remove access from unauthorized ACIDs.

Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

1. Generate the reports to display who has access to Trusted Access Manager for Z configuration data set:
TSS WHOHAS DSN(TAMz configuration data set name)

TAMz configuration data set name
Specifies the name of the Trusted Access Manager for Z configuration data set to be reported. The product
displays who has access to the Trusted Access Manager for Z configuration data set.

TSS WHOHAS DSN(HLQ.CSJVOPTN)

 data set    = HLQ.                                      OWNER(SYSDEPT ) 

  XAUTH     = HLQ.CSJVOPTN                                ACID(TAMZUSR ) 

    ACCESS  = READ                                                      

...

In this example, HLQ.CSJVOPTN is the data set name. Each organization has their own unique data set names that
must be documented.

2. View the reports to identify all ACIDs with access to the Trusted Access Manager for Z configuration data set.
3. Verify that access to the Trusted Access Manager for Z configuration data set is properly restricted. If the following

guidance is not true, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding:
– The ESM data set access authorizations restrict read access to auditors and Trusted Access Manager for Z online

or batch users. The previous example shows profile TAMZUSR with READ access as organizationally allowed.
– The ESM data set access authorizations restrict update or greater access to the responsible product systems

programming or administrator personnel for the approved limited maintenance time.
– The ESM data set access authorizations specify that all update or greater access permissions are logged.

Remediate Audit Finding

Remove excessive access from users or profiles.

1. Review your organization'ss access authorization to the organizational Trusted Access Manager for Z set. Evaluate
the impact of removing access from unauthorized ACIDs. An ACID can be an individual user or a profile that is
connected to multiple users.

2. Remove the organizational Trusted Access Manager for Z data set access for each ACID that should not have access
to Trusted Access Manager for Z configuration data set:
TSS REVOKE(acid) DSN(data set name)

acid
Specifies the ACID of the user or profile from which access is being revoked.

data set name
Specifies the name of the Trusted Access Manager for Z configuration data set.

The product confirms your change.
3. Use one of the following methods to ensure logging for update or greater access is granted to the Trusted Access

Manager for Z configuration data sets using one of the following methods:
– Use ACTION(AUDIT) on permissions granting greater than read access:
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TSS PERMIT(acid) DATA SET(data set name) ACESS(UPDATE) ACTION(AUDIT)

OR
– Add Trusted Access Manager for Z data set to the Global Audit Record with the access levels to be logged:

TSS ADD(AUDIT) DATASET(data set name) 

ACCESS(update,write,create,scratch,control)

acid
Specifies the ACID of the user ID or profile from which access is being revoked.

data set name
Specifies the name of Trusted Access Manager for Z configuration data set as installed.

4. Verify Trusted Access Manager for Z configuration data set access no longer exists for unauthorized ACIDs:
TSS WHOHAS DSN(data set name)

data set name
Specifies the name of the Trusted Access Manager for Z configuration data set being verified.

Output confirms that Trusted Access Manager for Z configuration data set access no longer exists for ACIDs.

Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements that comprise a control or best practice. The following CCIs are related to this STIG. For more information, see
the National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCIs: CCI-000213, CCI-002234

CCI: CCI-000213

Published Date: 2009-09-14

Definition: The information system enforces approved authorizations for logical access to information and system
resources in accordance with applicable access control policies.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): AC-3
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A: AC-3.1
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4: AC-3

CCI: CCI-002234

Published Date: 2013-06-24

Definition: The information system audits the execution of privileged functions.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): AC-6 (9)

STIG ID - BTMZT004: Provide Role-Appropriate Access to Resources
Trusted Access Manager for Z must use an external security manager (ESM) for resources. Giving users role-appropriate
access allows the ESM to properly control access to Trusted Access Manager for Z.

Severity: 1 High

Due to the sensitivity of the temporary accesses that Trusted Access Manager for Z enables, the accesses must be fully
defined and controlled. Failure to do so could result in the most sensitive data and functions on the z/OS platform being
compromised.
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This STIG article shows how to ensure the Trusted Access Manager for Z resources are properly given through the ESM
to specified roles.

Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

To ensure that Trusted Access Manager for Z external security has been properly set up, you must ensure that
administrative ACIDs have authority to make changes to the record. Also, list the contents of the record and at least one
class record and profile and verify that it is defined according to best practices.

1. List who has access to the CASECAUT resources:
TSS WHOHAS CASECAUT(TSSCMD.TAMZ.ADDTO) 

TSS WHOHAS CASECAUT(TSSCMD.TAMZ.LIST) 

TSS WHOHAS CASECAUT(TSSCMD.TAMZ.REMOVE)

TSS WHOHAS CASECAUT(TSSCMD.TAMZ.REPLACE)

If administrative ACIDs that will be used for your Trusted Access Manager for Z commands are included in the list,
proceed to the next step. Otherwise, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

2. List the contents of the Trusted Access Manager for Z record. Review the classes and choose one for further listing of
the connected PROFILE.
TSS LIST(TAMZ)

         

TAMZ RECORDS

----------------------

TAMCLASS = classname

 TIMEBOX = number of minutes

 TAMDESC = description of class

 PROFILE = name of TSS PROFILE

In this example, the output includes details about each Trusted Access Manager for Z class, including:
TAMCLASS

Indicates the name of the class.
TIMEBOX

Indicates the default duration of elevation to this class.
TAMDESC

Indicates the description of the class.
PROFILE

Indicates the name of the PROFILE that has the access.
3. Choose one class and PROFILE name and list the profile:

TSS LIST(name of TSS PROFILE) DATA(ALL)

Verify that the PROFILE exists and has appropriate permissions that are attached.
4. Ensure that users have been granted access to CATAM class resources:

TSS WHOHAS CATAM(TAM.)

You should see permissions for resources with names that begin with the prefixes TAM.ELEVATE and
TAM.DEELEVATE, followed by a class name and an ACID.

5. Verify that the users who are permitted to the accesses have roles and access levels that are consistent with those
listed below. If some users have more access than recommended, your organization has an audit finding. See
Remediate Audit Finding.

Senior Security Administrator
Indicates that individuals with this role is involved in setting up security definitions, configurations, and accesses,
including issuing all the Top Secret Trusted Access Manager for Z commands listed so far. The primary role is
computing security specialist, but may have technical and systems responsibilities as well.
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Security Administrator
Indicates that individuals with this role may not be involved in specifying Trusted Access Manager for Z classes or
users, but are able to do the necessary definitions, ELEVATIONs, and DEELEVATIONs as required by appropriate
authorizations.

Senior Technologist
Indicates that individuals with this designation are trusted to issue ELEVATE commands for themselves and
others within their security scope. Senior technologists are in roles such as senior systems programmers, senior
DBAs, and senior applications analysts. They work with security to identify and define the classes and the users
and their roles to receive Trusted Access Manager for Z accesses.

Trusted Technologist
Indicates individuals that are trusted with elevated accesses, but their accesses are elevated by senior
technologists and security administrators. They may be in applications, systems, database, or other business
and technology areas that mandate occasionally increased access to critical data sets, applications, and other
resources.

CATAM Resource Type, Authority Sr.S.A. S.A. Sr.T. T.T.

TAM.DISPLAY.ALLUSERS

     Define resource X

    Permit resource X X

    Receive resource permit X X

TAM.ELEVATE.class.user

    Define resource X X

    Permit resource X X

    Receive resource permit to perform elevations for user value of self or other in
scope.

X X X    

    Able to be elevated as user specifies one's own user ID. X X X X

TAM.OBTAIN.user
ThIs permission is checked during a signon request from a non-authorized caller,
where userid represents the ID of the user who is signing on. Since signons are
performed from authorized callers, this rule line might never be used.

    Define resource X

    Permit resource X X

    Receive resource permit X X X X

TAM.REMOVE.class.user

    Define resource X X

    Permit resource X X

    Receive resource permit to perform de-elevations for user value of self or others in
scope.

X X X

    Able to be de-elevated or user specifies one's own user ID. X X X X

TAMLISTTAM

    Define resource X

    Permit resource X X

    Receive resource permit X X
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Remediate Audit Finding

The Information System Security Officer (ISSO) and the system programmer for TAMz must ensure that the product is
using external security appropriately.

1. Ensure designated security administrators have access to administer Trusted Access Manager for Z. To enable
a given security administrator secadmin the ability to issue relevant commands, issue the following permission
commands; note that the last one gives the ability to issue a “TSS MODIFY” command and may be more sparingly
permitted. TSS PERMIT(secadmin) CASECAUT(TSSCMD.TAMZ.ADDTO) ACCESS(USE) TSS PERMIT(secadmin)
CASECAUT(TSSCMD.TAMZ.LIST) ACCESS(USE) TSS PERMIT(secadmin) CASECAUT(TSSCMD.TAMZ.REMOVE)
ACCESS(USE) TSS PERMIT(secadmin) CASECAUT(TSSCMD.TAMZ.REPLACE) ACCESS(USE) TSS
PERMIT(secadmin) CASECAUT(TSSCMD.ADMIN.MODIFY) ACCESS(USE) In this example, the last command lets
you issue a TSS MODIFY command and should be sparingly permitted.

2. Ensure Trusted Access Manager for Z classes are appropriately defined. Each Trusted Access Manager for Z class is
made of a TSS PROFILE and a TAMCLASS record. Define the PROFILE with its accesses, which are any type of data
set or resource class or FACILITY or even bypass privilege:
TSS CREATE(TAMz PROFILE name) TYPE(PROFILE) NAME('Descriptive name') DEPT(relevant TSS DEPARTMENT)

TSS PER(TAMz PROFILE name) DSN(SYS1.PARMLIB) ACCESS(UPDATE)

TSS PER(TAMz PROFILE name) DSN(SYS1.PROCLIB) ACCESS(UPDATE)

Next, create a Trusted Access Manager for Z class that refers to the PROFILE:
TSS ADD(TAMZ) TAMCLASS(TAMz class name) PROFILE(TAMz PROFILE name) TIMEBOX(default number of minutes

 ELEVATION lasts) TAMDESC(description of class)

3. Identify the users, roles, and classes to be secured and available for elevation and related administration from the list
of relevant role types and access levels included in step 5 of Identify Audit Finding. Trusted Access Manager for Z
automatically logs all activities that are related to elevated authority, which is a best practice.

4. Give access to the users identified to administer Trusted Access Manager for Z or elevate or be elevated by the
product.
– First, ensure that the CATAM resource prefix TAM is defined as owned:

TSS ADD(sampleDept) CATAM(TAM.)

In this example, sampleDept is the owner that is chosen for the resource. Best practice is to choose a department,
division, or zone. This command is only necessary if the TSS WHOHAS CATAM(TAM) command did not show the
resource that is defined.

– Next, give access to the CATAM resource:
TSS PER(TAMuser) CATAM(TAM.DISPLAY.ALLUSERS)

TSS PER(TAMuser) CATAM(TAM.ELEVATE.class.user)

TSS PER(TAMuser) CATAM(TAM.OBTAIN.user)

TSS PER(TAMuser) CATAM(TAM.DEELEVATE.class.user)

TSS PER(TAMuser) CATAM(TAM.LISTTAM)

In this example, TAMuser has the authority to issue the command, class is the TAM class being granted, and
user is the ID being elevated.

5. Elevate user to use the class as described in the class definition group:
TSS ELEVATE(user) TAMCLASS(class) REASON('Why I did it')

6. De-elevate user from class:
TSS DEELEVATE(user) TAMCLASS(class)

Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements that comprise a control or best practice. The following CCIs are related to this STIG. For more information, see
the National Institute of Standards and Technology website.
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CCIs: CCI-000035, CCI-000213, CCI-002234, CCI-002235

CCI: CCI-000035

Published Date: 2009-09-15

Type: Technical

Definition: The information system provides the capability for privileged administrators to configure the organization
defined security policy filters to support different security policies.

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): AC-4 (11)
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): AC-4 (11)
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): AC-4 (11).1 (ii)

CCI: CCI-000213

Published Date: 2009-09-14

Definition: The information system enforces approved authorizations for logical access to information and system
resources in accordance with applicable access control policies.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): AC-3
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A: AC-3.1
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4: AC-3

CCI: CCI-002234

Published Date: 2013-06-24

Definition: The information system audits the execution of privileged functions.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): AC-6 (9)

CCI: CCI-002235

Published Date: 2013-06-24

Type: Technical

Definition: The information system prevents non-privileged users from executing privileged functions to include disabling,
circumventing, or altering implemented security safeguards/countermeasures.

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4: ACF-6 (10)

STIG ID - BTMZT005: Protect Started Tasks
Trusted Access Manager for Z requires started tasks (STCs) be defined with specific resource access. By defining the
STC as ACIDs to the external security manager (ESM), the product lets the ESM control access.

Severity: 2 - Medium

Failure to properly control these capabilities could compromise the operating system environment, ESM, and customer
data.

The organization must ensure all required Trusted Access Manager for Z STCs are properly defined by Top Secret. This
STIG article shows how to identify your STCs that are not properly defined and the commands to issue to properly define
them.
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Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

1. Display the three Trusted Access Manager for Z STCs.
Default: TAM
TSS LIST(STC) DATA(ALL)

ACCESSORID = *STC*     NAME       = STARTED-TASKS             

TYPE       = GLOBAL    SIZE       =     4352  BYTES           

CREATED    = 08/31/93  00:00  LAST MOD   = 05/04/20  07:40    

...

STC        = SJVSTC    ACID       = SJVSTC       

STC        = TAMSTC    ACID       = TAMSTC       

... 

***

The product displays the STCs.
SJVSTC

Specifies the Security JVM STC.
TAMSTC

Specifies the main Trusted Access Manager for Z address space.
Individual ACIDs for each of the STCs must be used to provide accountability.

2. Display the individual STC ACIDs and determine if the Trusted Access Manager for Z STCs are defined in the output
of the listing as STCs. The associated ACID should be the name of the STC.
TSS LIST(STC_acid) DATA(ALL)

STC_LID
Specifies the name of the Trusted Access Manager for Z STCs ACID being verified.

3. Review the STC ACID listing. Verify the following guidance. If any of the following guidance is not true, your
organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding
– Up to two ACIDS are assigned to STCs. It is recommended that the names for the ACIDs be the same as their

STCs (TAMSTC and SJVSTC).
– TAMSTC and SJVSTC are defined with a facility of STC and should have no other facilities.
– SJVSTC has USS access and the ACID has values for the following parameters:

• UID (must be a unique non-zero number)
• HOME
• OMVSPGM
• GROUP
• DFLTGRP

4. Ensure that programs in the Trusted Access Manager for Z loadlib PDS data sets whose member names begin with
SJV are protected:
TSS WHOHAS PROGRAM(SJV)

If the output does not list access to programs whose name begins with SJV, your organization has an audit finding. See
Remediate Audit Finding.

Remediate Audit Finding

The Information System Security Officer (ISSO) and the system programmer for Trusted Access Manager for Z must
ensure that a product's STC is properly defined.

1. Ensure that a product's STCs are properly defined in to the ESM. The following example shows the attributes to be
specified for the Trusted Access Manager for Z STCs ACID:
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TSS CREATE(TAMSTC) TYPE(USER) NAME('TAMZ REGION ACID') -

DEPT(dept) FAC(STC) PROTECTED

In this example, TAMSTC is the STC ACID.
2. Define the SJVSTC ACID to OMVS.

TSS ADD(TAMz) UID(n) HOME(/) OMVSPGM(/bin/sh)

TSS ADD(TAMz) GROUP(OMVSGRP) DFLTGRP(OMVSGRP)

TSS MODIFY OMVSTABS

In this example, "n" represents a unique number for the UID.
3. Add the STC ACID to the STC record.

TSS ADD(STC) PROCN(TAMSTC) ACID(TAMSTC)

In this example, TAMSTC is the STC being defined and TAMSTC is also the ACID under which the STC is running.
Repeat this for each of the Trusted Access Manager for Z STCs.

4. Verify that the Trusted Access Manager for Z STC ACIDs are listed as a started task:
TSS LIST(STC) DATA(ALL)

5. Turn on program control for Trusted Access Manager for Z PDS library modules beginning with SVJ. Define the
"SJVxxxxx" program resource ownership and permit to the appropriate STC:
TSS ADDTO(dept) PROGRAM(SJV)

TSS PERMIT(SJVSTC) PROGRAM(SJV)

Ensuring that the Trusted Access Manager for Z STCs are properly defined reduces risk and exposure to the organization.

Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements that comprise a control or best practice. The following CCIs are related to this STIG. For more information, see
the National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCIs: CCI-000764

CCI: CCI-000764

Published Date: 2009-09-17

Definition: The information system uniquely identifies and authenticates organizational users (or processes acting on
behalf of organizational users).

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 : CM-5(6)
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A: CM-5(6).1
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4: CM-5 (6)

Using STIG Articles by Findings for Trusted Access Manager for Z for
RACF
This article provides a high-level overview of STIGs. Select the specific Broadcom STIG ID to assess and implement the
guidance.

• Severity 1:  High
• Severity 2:  Medium
• Severity 3:  Low
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To manage your STIG implementation, download this tracker spreadsheet.

Broadcom STIG ID Title Description

BTMZR001
Severity 1

Protect APF, LLA, and Steplib Loadlib
Data Sets

Shows how to identify your APF, LLA, And related load library data
sets that are not properly protected, how to remove access from
unauthorized logonids, and ensure that access is logged. The
article also shows how to ensure that appropriate program control is
in place.

BTMZR002
Severity 2

Protect Installation Data Sets Shows how to identify your installation data sets that are not
properly protected and how to remove access from unauthorized
user IDs.

BTMZR003
Severity 2

Protect Configuration Data Set Shows how to identify whether your Trusted Access Manager for
Z configuration data set is properly protected and how to remove
access from unauthorized user IDs.

BTMZR004
Severity 1

Define Resources and Role Access Shows how to identify the Trusted Access Manager for Z
environment and resources that are not defined properly to the
ESM. This STIG article also shows how to configure, define, and
ensure that the Key definition for "tamz" not found in the DITA map.
resources are properly given through the ESM to specified roles.

BTMZR005
Severity 2

Protect Started Tasks Shows how to identify your STCs that are not properly defined and
the commands to issue to properly define them.

STIG ID - BTMZR001: Protect APF, LLA, and Steplib Loadlib Data Sets
Load modules that possess significant capacity to perform or bypass system and security controls must be protected.

Severity: 1 - High

The load modules may reside in the Authorized Program Facility list (APF) or link list (LLA), or may be accessed using a
STEPLIB or JOBLIB. Failure to properly restrict access to these data sets could result in violating the integrity of the base
product, compromising the operating system or sensitive data.

The organization must ensure that update or greater access to APF-authorized, LLA, and sensitive libraries are limited to
system programmers based on the documented roles performed. All update or greater access must be logged. To reduce
risk, greater than read access to such load libraries should only be authorized during times of approved change.

When specific load modules have sensitive security functions that only authorized individuals are allowed to perform,
program control may be required, particularly if specified by the product, which is the case with Trusted Access Manager
for Z.

This STIG article shows how to identify your APF, LLA, and related load library data sets that are not protected, how to
remove access from unauthorized user IDs, and ensure that access is logged. The article also shows how to ensure that
appropriate program control is in place.

Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

1. Generate the reports that display who has access to Trusted Access Manager for Z APF, LLA, and other sensitive load
library data sets. These data sets are typically load libraries that have names ending in .CSJV* and .CFH0*. While it
is not a best practice, include copying some or all of the APF-authorized and LLA modules in these libraries to other
system libraries already in the APF or LLA. Of particular note is module TAMINT00, which must be in an LLA library
and the product documentation recommends copying accordingly. Ensure you have identified all relevant libraries.
Issue commands to identify who has access to sensitive load library data sets:
LISTDSD DATASET(TAMz sensitive library data set name) ALL
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LISTDSD DATASET(TAMz sensitive library data set name) ALL GENERIC

TAMz sensitive library data set name
Specifies the name of any Trusted Access Manager for Z APF, LLA, or sensitive load library data sets as installed.

The ESM displays who has access to Trusted Access Manager for Z load library data sets, through discrete or generic
data set profiles.
INFORMATION FOR DATASET SYS2.TAMZ.CFH0LINK (G)    

                                                          

 LEVEL  OWNER    UNIVERSAL ACCESS   WARNING   ERASE       

 -----  -------- ----------------   -------   -----       

  00    SYSADM          NONE          NO      NO          

                                                          

 AUDITING                                                 

 --------                                                 

 FAILURES(READ)                                           

                                                          

 NOTIFY                                                         

 --------                                                       

 NO USER TO BE NOTIFIED                                         

                                                                

 YOUR ACCESS  CREATION GROUP  DATASET TYPE                      

 -----------  --------------  ------------                      

    ALTER        SYS1           NON-VSAM                        

                                                                

 GLOBALAUDIT                                                    

 -----------                                                    

  NONE                                                          

                                                                

 NO INSTALLATION DATA                                           

                                                                

               SECURITY LEVEL                                   

 ------------------------------------------                     

 NO SECURITY LEVEL                                              

                                                                

 CATEGORIES                                                     

 ----------                                                     

 NO CATEGORIES                                                  

                                                                

 SECLABEL                                                       

 --------                                                       

 NO SECLABEL                                                    

                                                                

 CREATION DATE  LAST REFERENCE DATE  LAST CHANGE DATE           

 (DAY) (YEAR)        (DAY) (YEAR)      (DAY) (YEAR)             

 -------------  -------------------  ----------------           

  177    21      NOT APPLICABLE FOR GENERIC PROFILE             

 ALTER COUNT   CONTROL COUNT  UPDATE COUNT READ COUNT                           

 -----------  -------------  ------------  ----------                           

 NOT APPLICABLE FOR GENERIC PROFILE                                             

                                                                                

    ID     ACCESS                                                               

 --------  -------                                                              

 NO ENTRIES IN STANDARD ACCESS LIST                                             
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    ID    ACCESS   CLASS                ENTITY NAME                             

 -------- ------- -------- ---------------------------------------------------- 

 NO ENTRIES IN CONDITIONAL ACCESS LIST

You can display the full list of active APF authorized libraries:
D PROG,APF

Use this list to verify the active Trusted Access Manager for Z APF data set names against the installation list.
You can display the full list of active LINKLIST libraries:
D LLA

Use this list to verify the active Trusted Access Manager for Z LLA data set names against the installation list.
You can display the Global Access Table (GAT) entries:
RLIST GLOBAL DATASET

Use this list to look for any Trusted Access Manager for Z data set names in the Global Access Table.
2. View the reports to identify all user IDs with access to sensitive Trusted Access Manager for Z APF, LLA, and other

sensitive load library data sets.
– If update or greater access to sensitive load libraries is limited only to responsible z/OS system programmers,

based on documented assigned roles, and only authorized during times of approved change, your organization
does not have an audit finding.

– If any user ID is found with greater than read access to sensitive Trusted Access Manager for Z load library data
sets, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

– If there is default access (UACC) of read or greater, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit
Finding.

– If there are any entries that are made within the RACF Global Access Table (GAT) of read or greater, your
organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

– If the RACF data set settings for sensitive Trusted Access Manager for Z load libraries do not specify logging for
any update or greater access, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

3. Verify that program control is enabled for sensitive Trusted Access Manager for Z programs that should be allowed to
run by those who have explicit permission.
– Ensure that programs in Trusted Access Manager for Z loadlib PDS data sets whose member names begin with

SJV are defined as protected under IBM RACF:
RLIST PROGRAM *

If the output list does not show access to programs whose name begins with SJV, as given to the user ID that runs
as the TAMz STC, your organization has an audit finding.

– Ensure, for the USS hierarchical file system, that module "{SJV_HOME}/libJNISjv00.so" has program control that is
turned on:
cd ${SJV_HOME}

ls -1E libJNISjv00.so

SJV HOME
Indicates the USS directory which contains the SJVM Java code, namely, the SJV_HOME parameter from
SJVENV.

Desired output:
-rw-r----- -ps- 1 SJVSTC SJVGRP 81920 Feb 26 2019 libJNISjv00.so

If the “p” does not included in the output, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

Remediate Audit Finding

Limit all access greater than read to time frames of approved changes and reduce to read only outside of approved
change windows, including for system programmers.

1. Review your organization's access authorization to sensitive Trusted Access Manager for Z for APF, LLA, and other
sensitive load library data sets and evaluate the impact of removing access from user IDs.
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2. Set the UACC to NONE and remove access to the Trusted Access Manager for Z relevant load library data set
permissions for each user ID that should not have access to them:
ALTDSD TAMz sensitive library data set  name UACC(NONE)

PERMIT TAMz sensitive library data set name DELETE ID(user ID)

user ID
Specifies the user ID of the userid/group from which access is being revoked.

TAMz sensitive library data set name
Specifies the name of sensitive Trusted Access Manager for Z load library as installed.

The product confirms your change. Issue a refresh command if the data set profile modified is generic.
3. Remove data sets from the Global Access Table (GAT), if necessary:

RALTER GLOBAL DATASET DELMEM(TAMz sensitive library data set name/Access level in GAT) 

SETROPTS GLOBAL(DATASET) REFRESH

TAMz sensitive library data set name
Specifies the name of the Trusted Access Manager for Z load library as installed.

Access level in GAT
Specifies the access level that is allowed by the global access table entry.

4. Ensure logging for update or greater access is defined for sensitive load library data sets:
ALTDSD  TAMz sensitive library data set name  GLOBALAUDIT(ALL(UPDATE))

TAMz sensitive library data set name
Specifies the name of the sensitive Trusted Access Manager for Z load library as installed.

5. Verify that the sensitive Trusted Access Manager for Z load library data set access no longer exists for unauthorized
user IDs.
LISTDSD DATASET(TAMz sensitive load library data set name) ALL

LISTDSD DATASET(TAMz sensitive load library data set name) ALL GENERIC

This example also ensures that changes that are made in the previous steps become effective immediately, if the data
set profile modified is generic.

TAMz sensitive load library data set name
Specifies the name of Trusted Access Manager for Z load library as installed.

The Output confirms that Trusted Access Manager for Z load library data set access no longer exists for unauthorized
user IDs.

6. Turn on program control for Trusted Access Manager for Z PDS library modules in the STEPLIB DD (CSJVLINK) to
allow SJVSTC access to the programs.
ralt program * addmem('yourhlq.CSJVLINK') uacc(read)

setropts when(program) refresh

The SJV modules are considered trustworthy when access is allowed.
7. Turn on program control for the USS hierarchical file system module "{SJV_HOME}/libJNISjv00.so":

cd ${SJV_HOME}

extattr +p libJNISjv00.so

SJV HOME
Indicates the USS directory which contains the SJVM Java code, namely, the SJV_HOME parameter from
SJVENV.

8. Reissue the commands in step 3 of “Identify Audit Finding” to ensure that the changes have taken place.

Ensuring sensitive load library data sets and programs are properly protected reduces risk and exposures to the
organization, ensuring the mainframe is not compromised by exploitation of sensitive load libraries and modules.
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Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements that comprise a control or best practice. The following CCIs are related to this STIG. For more information, see
the National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCIs: CCI-000213, CCI-002234

CCI: CCI000213

Published Date: 2009-09-14

Definition: The information system enforces approved authorizations for logical access to information and system
resources in accordance with applicable access control policies.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): AC-3
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A: AC-3.1
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4: AC-3

CCI: CCI-002234

Published Date: 2013-06-24

Definition: The information system audits the execution of privileged functions.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): AC-6 (9)

STIG ID - BTMZR002: Protect Installation Data Sets
Trusted Access Manager for Z installation data sets can use privileged functions and have access to sensitive data.
Failure to properly restrict access to these data sets could result in violating the integrity of the base product, which could
result in compromising the operating system or sensitive data.

Severity: 2 Medium

The organization must ensure that write or greater access to Trusted Access Manager for Z installation data sets is limited
to only the responsible system programmers who perform the installation and upgrade of the product. The mainframe
cybersecurity team must also ensure that access is granted only during limited periods of approved installation and
upgrade projects. All access greater than read must be logged. Read access can be given to auditors, security team, and
automation team users. All failures and successful write or greater access must be logged.

The system programmers who are responsible for the product must identify and document the product data sets and
categorize them according to who requires write or greater access. If necessary, the system programmers must also
ensure that all write or greater access is logged. The system programmer must identify if any additional users or groups
require write or allocate access for specific data sets. Once documented, the system programmer must work with the
mainframe LPAR level cybersecurity team to ensure that the resources are properly restricted within the external security
manager (ESM) active on the system.

This STIG article shows how to identify your installation data sets that are not properly protected and how to remove
access from unauthorized user IDs.

Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

1. Run the reports to display who has access to Trusted Access Manager for Z installation data sets:
LISTDSD DATASET(TAMz installation data set name) ALL

LISTDSD DATASET(TAMz installation data set name) ALL GENERIC
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Trusted Access Manager for Z installation data set name
Specifies the name of the Trusted Access Manager for Z installation data sets to be reported. The product
displays who has access to the installation data sets.

INFORMATION FOR DATASET SYS2.TAMZ.CSJV* (G)    

                                                          

 LEVEL  OWNER    UNIVERSAL ACCESS   WARNING   ERASE       

 -----  -------- ----------------   -------   -----       

  00    SYSADM          NONE          NO      NO          

                                                          

 AUDITING                                                 

 --------                                                 

 FAILURES(READ)                                           

                                                          

 NOTIFY                                                         

 --------                                                       

 NO USER TO BE NOTIFIED                                         

                                                                

 YOUR ACCESS  CREATION GROUP  DATASET TYPE                      

 -----------  --------------  ------------                      

    ALTER        SYS1           NON-VSAM                        

                                                                

 GLOBALAUDIT                                                    

 -----------                                                    

  NONE                                                          

                                                                

 NO INSTALLATION DATA                                           

                                                                

               SECURITY LEVEL                                   

 ------------------------------------------                     

 NO SECURITY LEVEL                                              

                                                                

 CATEGORIES                                                     

 ----------                                                     

 NO CATEGORIES                                                  

                                                                

 SECLABEL                                                       

 --------                                                       

 NO SECLABEL                                                    

                                                                

 CREATION DATE  LAST REFERENCE DATE  LAST CHANGE DATE           

 (DAY) (YEAR)        (DAY) (YEAR)      (DAY) (YEAR)             

 -------------  -------------------  ----------------           

  177    21     NOT APPLICABLE FOR GENERIC PROFILE             

 ALTER COUNT   CONTROL COUNT  UPDATE COUNT  READ COUNT                           

 -----------  -------------  ------------  ----------                           

 NOT APPLICABLE FOR GENERIC PROFILE                                             

                                                                                

    ID     ACCESS                                                               

 --------  -------                                                              

 NO ENTRIES IN STANDARD ACCESS LIST                                             

                                                                                

    ID    ACCESS   CLASS                ENTITY NAME                             
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 -------- ------- -------- ---------------------------------------------------- 

 NO ENTRIES IN CONDITIONAL ACCESS LIST

The product displays who has access to installation data sets. 
2. Verify that access to the Trusted Access Manager for Z installation data sets is properly restricted. If the following

guidance is not true, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.
– The ESM data set access authorizations restrict read access to auditors, the Trusted Access Manager for Z product

users, and STC or batch users.
– No read or above default access (UACC).
– No read or above access that is found in the IBM RACF Global Access Table for these resources.
– The ESM data set access authorizations restrict update or greater access to the responsible product systems

programming or automation team personnel.
– The ESM data set settings should specify that all update or greater accesses are set up to be logged.

Remediate Audit Finding

Remove excessive access from users or groups::

1. Review your organization's access authorization to Trusted Access Manager for Z installation data sets and evaluate
the impact of removing access from unauthorized user IDs. A user ID can be an individual user or a group profile that
is connected to multiple users.

2. Set the UACC to NONE and remove the installation data set access for each user ID that should not have access to
Trusted Access Manager for Z installation data sets:
ALTDSD TAMZ installation data set name UACC(NONE)

PERMIT TAMZ installation data set name DELETE ID(user ID)

user ID
Specifies the user ID of the user or profile from which access is being revoked.

TAMZ installation data set name
Specifies the name of the Trusted Access Manager for Z installation data set.

The product confirms your change. Issue a refresh command if the data set profile modified is generic.
3. Ensure logging for update or greater access is granted to Trusted Access Manager for Z installation data sets:

ALTDSD  TAMZ installation data set name  GLOBALAUDIT(ALL(UPDATE))

TAMZ installation data set name
Specifies the name of the installation data set.

4. Verify that the Trusted Access Manager for Z installation data set access no longer exists for unauthorized user IDs:
LISTDSD DATASET(TAMZ installation data set name) ALL

LISTDSD DATASET(TAMZ installation data set name) ALL GENERIC 

TAMZ installation data set name
Specifies the name of the installation data set being verified.

Ensuring product installation data sets are properly protected reduces risk and exposures to the organization.

Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements that comprise a control or best practice. The following CCIs are related to this STIG. For more information, see
the National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCIs: CCI-000213, CCI-002234

CCI: CCI-000213

Published Date: 2009-09-14
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Definition: The information system enforces approved authorizations for logical access to information and system
resources in accordance with applicable access control policies.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): AC-3
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A: AC-3.1
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4: AC-3

CCI: CCI-002234

Published Date: 2013-06-24

Definition: The information system audits the execution of privileged functions.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): AC-6 (9)

STIG ID - BTMZR003: Protect Configuration Data Sets
Trusted Access Manager for Z uses various sensitive production data such as parameters, settings, and configurations, to
ensure that the product works properly and is routed to the proper destinations.

Severity: 2 Medium

The sensitive data is in PDS members, typically found in configuration data sets "yourHLQ.CSJVOPTN and
"yourHLQ.CFH0OPTN". Failure to properly restrict access to these members could result in loss or exposure of critical
data.

The organization must ensure that update or greater access to the data set containing these members is limited to
only the responsible system programmers and administrators responsible for managing the Trusted Access Manager
for Z environment. Read access can be given to auditors and users with a valid business justification for viewing the
configuration. Any access by individual users of update or greater must be logged.

The system programmers and administrators who are responsible for the product must identify and document the Trusted
Access Manager for Z configuration data set. Once documented, the mainframe LPAR level cybersecurity team ensures
that the resources are properly restricted within the external security manager (ESM) active on the system.

This STIG article shows how to identify whether your Trusted Access Manager for Z configuration data set is properly
protected and how to remove access from unauthorized user IDs.

Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

1. Generate the reports to display who has access to Trusted Access Manager for Z configuration data set:
LISTDSD DATASET(TAMz configuration data set name) ALL

LISTDSD DATASET(TAMz configuration data set name) ALL GENERIC

TAMz configuration data set name
Specifies the name of the Trusted Access Manager for Z configuration data set to be reported.

INFORMATION FOR DATASET HLQ.CSJVOPTN (G)    

                                                          

 LEVEL  OWNER    UNIVERSAL ACCESS   WARNING   ERASE       

 -----  -------- ----------------   -------   -----       

  00    SYSADM          NONE          NO      NO          

                                                          

 AUDITING                                                 

 --------                                                 
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 FAILURES(READ)                                           

                                                          

 NOTIFY                                                         

 --------                                                       

 NO USER TO BE NOTIFIED                                         

                                                                

 YOUR ACCESS  CREATION GROUP  DATASET TYPE                      

 -----------  --------------  ------------                      

    ALTER        SYS1           NON-VSAM                        

                                                                

 GLOBALAUDIT                                                    

 -----------                                                    

  NONE                                                          

                                                                

 NO INSTALLATION DATA                                           

                                                                

               SECURITY LEVEL                                   

 ------------------------------------------                     

 NO SECURITY LEVEL                                              

                                                                

 CATEGORIES                                                     

 ----------                                                     

 NO CATEGORIES                                                  

                                                                

 SECLABEL                                                       

 --------                                                       

 NO SECLABEL                                                    

                                                                

 CREATION DATE  LAST REFERENCE DATE  LAST CHANGE DATE           

 (DAY) (YEAR)        (DAY) (YEAR)      (DAY) (YEAR)             

 -------------  -------------------  ----------------           

  177    21      NOT APPLICABLE FOR GENERIC PROFILE             

 ALTER COUNT  CONTROL COUNT  UPDATE COUNT  READ COUNT                           

 -----------  -------------  ------------  ----------                           

 NOT APPLICABLE FOR GENERIC PROFILE                                             

                                                                                

    ID     ACCESS                                                               

 --------  -------                                                              

 NO ENTRIES IN STANDARD ACCESS LIST                                             

                                                                                

    ID    ACCESS   CLASS                ENTITY NAME                             

 -------- ------- -------- ---------------------------------------------------- 

 NO ENTRIES IN CONDITIONAL ACCESS LIST

In this example, HLQ.CSJVOPTN is the data set name. Each organization has their own unique data set names that
must be documented.
Repeat this listing for both CSJVOPTN and CFH0OPTN.

2. View the reports to identify all user IDs with access to the Trusted Access Manager for Z configuration data sets.
3. Verify that access to the Trusted Access Manager for Z configuration data sets is properly restricted. If the following

guidance is not true, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.
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– The ESM data set access authorizations restrict read access to auditors, Trusted Access Manager for Z online or
batch users.

– No read or above default access (UACC - IBM RACF default access authority).
– No read or above access that is found in the IBM RACF Global Access Table for these resources.
– The ESM data set authorizations restrict update or greater access to the responsible product systems programming

or Trusted Access Manager for Z administrator personnel for the approved limited maintenance time.
– The ESM data set access authorizations specify that all update or greater access permissions are set up to log the

access.

Remediate Audit Finding

Remove excessive access from users or profiles.

1. Review your organization's access authorization to the Trusted Access Manager for Z configuration data set. Evaluate
the impact of removing access from unauthorized user IDs and group profiles.

2. Set the UACC to NONE and remove the organizational Trusted Access Manager for Z data set access for each user
ID and group profile that should not have access to the Trusted Access Manager for Z configuration data set:
ALTDSD TAMZ configuration data set name UACC(NONE)

PERMIT TAMZ configuration data set name DELETE ID(user ID)

user ID
Specifies the user ID of the user or profile from which access is being revoked.

TAMZ configuration data set name
Specifies the name of the *OPTN configuration data set (CSJVOPTN or CFH0OPTN).

The product confirms your change. Issue a refresh command if the data set profile modified is generic.
3. Ensure logging for update or greater access is granted to Trusted Access Manager for Z configuration data set. Use

ALTDSD to audit any greater than read access to the data set profiles:
ALTDSD TAMZ configuration data set name GLOBALAUDIT(ALL(UPDATE))

TAMZ configuration data set name
Specifies the name of the Trusted Access Manager for Z configuration data set as installed.

4. Verify that the Trusted Access Manager for Z configuration data set access no longer exists for unauthorized user IDs:
LISTDSD DATASET(TAMZ configuration data set name) ALL

LISTDSD DATASET(TAMZ configuration data set name) ALL GENERIC

TAMZ configuration data set name
Specifies the name of the Trusted Access Manager for Z configuration data set being verified.

Output confirms that Trusted Access Manager for Z configuration data set access no longer exists for user IDs.

Ensuring organizational product data set is properly protected reduces risk and exposures to the organization.

Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements that comprise a control or best practice. The following CCIs are related to this STIG. For more information, see
the National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCIs: CCI-000213, CCI-002234

CCI: CCI-000213

Published Date: 2009-09-14

Definition: The information system enforces approved authorizations for logical access to information and system
resources in accordance with applicable access control policies.
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Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): AC-3
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A: AC-3.1
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4: AC-3

CCI: CCI-002234

Published Date: 2013-06-24

Definition: The information system audits the execution of privileged functions.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): AC-6 (9)

STIG ID - BTMZR004: Define Resources and Role Access
Trusted Access Manager for Z must use an external security manager for its resources. Setting up the proper ESM,
related definitions, and assigning role-appropriate access lets the ESM properly control access to the product.

When external security is fully activated, Trusted Access Manager for Z lets the ESM control the access to its functions.
Given the sensitivity of the temporary accesses that Trusted Access Manager for Z enables, it is essential that these
accesses be fully and exactly defined and controlled. Failure to do so could result in sensitive data and functions on the z/
OS platform being compromised.

This STIG article shows how to identify the Trusted Access Manager for Z environment and resources that are not defined
properly to the ESM. This STIG article also shows how to configure, define, and ensure that the Trusted Access Manager
for Z resources are properly given through the ESM to specified roles.

Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

To ensure that external security is enabled and activated, you must confirm that the CATAM resource class is defined, that
profiles exist for “TAM.” resources of that class, and appropriately permitted to user and GROUP PROFILEs based on
roles and security requirements:

1. Verify that the Trusted Access Manager for Z SUPERGROUP profiles TAMRCLSS, TAMRSDSK, and TAMROPTS,
which are required for creating CLASS, Service Desk (SDESK), and OPTIONS definitions:
LG TAMRCLSS

LG TAMRSDSK

LG TAMROPTS

If TAMRCLSS or TAMROPTS do not exist, discontinue use of this STIG until the product has been fully installed.
See Getting Started, Installing, and Using with IBM RACF. Once successfully completed, return to this STIG article to
evaluate the security best practice status of your environment.

2. Verify the existence of CATAM resource class to the RACF Class Descriptor table (CDT). View the CATAM definition:
RLIST CDT CATAM ALL

If nothing is returned, discontinue use of this STIG article until the product has been fully installed. See Getting
Started, Installing, and Using with IBM RACF. Once successfully completed, return to this STIG article to evaluate the
security best practice status of your environment.

3. Verify existence of the CATAM "TAM." profiles controlling Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF administrative
commands. Search to get a list of all CATAM resources defined to RACF:
SEARCH CLASS(CATAM)

If the following profiles are successfully listed, then the CATAM resource and profiles controlling administrative
commands were defined.
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TAM.DISPLAY.ALLUSERS
Controls issuing of "TAMR LIST ACTIVE" command.

TAM.LISTTAM
Controls issuing of "TAMR LIST TAM" command.

TAM.REFRESH
Controls issuing of "TAMR REFRESH" command.

If any of the profiles do not exist, discontinue use of this STIG until the product has been fully installed. See the Getting
Started, Installing, and Using with IBM RACF sections. Once successfully completed, return to this STIG article to
evaluate the security best practice status of your environment.

4. Identify the users or groups which have authority to the administrative command resources, using the list from the prior
step.
RLIST CATAM TAM.DISPLAY.ALLUSERS AUTHUSER

RLIST CATAM TAM.LISTTAM AUTHUSER

RLIST CATAM TAM.REFRESH AUTHUSER

If any user or group shows up in the authorized user list, which should not have access to these commands per your
site standards, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

5. Verify the existence of CATAM resource class “TAM.” profiles controlling access to the ELEVATE and DEELEVATE
commands and eligible CLASSes a user or group can elevate into:
SEARCH CLASS(CATAM)

If the following profiles are defined, the CATAM resources and their profiles responsible for controlling ELEVATE and
DEELEVATE commands and CLASS eligibility were defined:

TAM.ELEVATE.[class].[user]
Controls issuing of “TAMR ELEVATE” cmd and eligibility for authorized user to elevate indicated USER to
indicated CLASS.

TAM.DEELEVATE.[class].[user]
Controls issuing of “TAMR DEELEVATE” cmd and eligibility for authorized user to de-elevate indicated USER from
indicated CLASS; by default, users can remove any elevation from themselves.

TAM.OBTAIN.[user]
Controls access to CATAM resources during a sign-on from a non-authorized caller.

These could be explicit or generic/masked resource definitions, depending on your site standards. If nothing is
returned, discontinue use of this STIG article until the product has been fully installed. See the Getting Started,
Installing, and Using with IBM RACF sections. Once performed successfully, return to this STIG article to evaluate the
security best practice status of your environment.

6. Identify the users and GROUPs of administrative personnel who have access to ELEVATE, DEELEVATE, and into
which CLASSes they have eligibility to ELEVATE:
RLIST CATAM TAM.ELEVATE.[class].[user] AUTHUSER

RLIST CATAM TAM.REMOVE.[class].[user] AUTHUSER

RLIST TAM.OBTAIN.[user] AUTHUSER

7. Repeat the RLIST commands for all specific and generic resource definitions from the SEARCH output received in the
prior step.

8. Verify that the users listed as being permitted to these resources have roles consistent with the following roles and
access levels. If users have more access than recommended, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate
Audit Finding.

Senior Security Administrator
Indicates that individuals with this role is involved in setting up security definitions, configurations, and accesses,
including issuing all the Trusted Access Manager for Z commands listed so far. The primary role is computing
security specialist, but may have technical and systems responsibilities as well.
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Security Administrator
Indicates that individuals with this role may not be involved in specifying Trusted Access Manager for Z classes or
users, but are able to do the necessary definitions, ELEVATIONs, and DEELEVATIONs as required by appropriate
authorizations.

Senior Technologist
Indicates that individuals with this designation are trusted to issue ELEVATE commands for themselves and
others within their security scope. Senior technologists are in roles such as senior systems programmers, senior
DBAs, and senior applications analysts. They work with security to identify and define the classes and the users
and their roles to receive Trusted Access Manager for Z accesses.

Trusted Technologist
Indicates individuals that are trusted with elevated accesses, but their accesses are elevated by senior
technologists and security administrators. They may be in applications, systems, database, or other business
and technology areas that mandate occasionally increased access to critical data sets, applications, and other
resources.

Access Levels

CATAM Resource Type, Authority Sr.S.A. S.A. Sr.T. T.T.

TAM.DISPLAY.ALLUSERS

     Define resource X

    Permit resource X X

    Receive resource permit X X X X

TAM.ELEVATE.class.user

    Define resource X X

    Permit resource X X

    Receive resource permit to perform elevations for user value of self or other in
scope.

X X X    

    Able to be elevated as user specifies one's own user ID. X X X X

TAM.OBTAIN.user
ThIs permission is checked during a signon request from a non-authorized caller,
where userid represents the ID of the user who is signing on. Since signons are
performed from authorized callers, this rule line might never be used.

    Define resource X

    Permit resource X X

    Receive resource permit X X X X

TAM.REMOVE.class.user

    Define resource X X

    Permit resource X X

    Receive resource permit to perform de-elevations for user value of self or others in
scope.

X X X

    Able to be de-elevated or user specifies one's own user ID. X X X X

TAMLISTTAM

    Define resource X

    Permit resource X X
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CATAM Resource Type, Authority Sr.S.A. S.A. Sr.T. T.T.

    Receive resource permit X X

If any of these list commands produce an error or lack of information output, your organization has a finding. See
Remediate Audit Finding.

Remediate Audit Finding

The Information System Security Officer (ISSO) and the system programmer for TAMz must ensure that the product is
using external security appropriately.

NOTE
Use the supplied TAMRSAMP job to assist with the Remediate Audit Finding steps (except for step 4).

1. Perform all installation steps that are part of the Installing, Getting Started, and Using with IBM RACF sections, if the
product SUPERGROUP PROFILEs did not list successfully as existing. Once successfully completed, return to this
STIG article to evaluate the security best practice status of your environment.

2. Define CATAM resource class to RACF.
Activate and RACLIST the CDT, if not already done. Next, define the CATAM resource class to the CDT, choosing
an unused POSIT number. In this example, 500 is used. Refresh the CDT to apply the change. Finally, activate and
RACLIST the CATAM resource class:
SETROPTS CLASSACT(CDT) RACLIST(CDT)

RDEFINE CDT CATAM UACC(NONE) -

CDTINFO(DEFAULTUACC(NONE) FIRST(ALPHA) MAXLENGTH(246) -

OTHER(ALPHA,NUMERIC,SPECIAL) POSIT(500) RACLIST(ALLOWED) -

GENERIC(ALLOWED))

SETROPTS RACLIST(CDT) REFRESH

SETROPTS CLASSACT(CATAM) GENERIC(CATAM)

The CATAM resource class is defined.
3. Create RACF PROFILEs for CATAM resources that do not have specific user IDs or TAM classes that are associated

with them. To avoid unauthorized use of CATAM resources, define each resource with UACC(NONE):
RDEFINE CATAM TAM.DISPLAY.ALLUSERS UACC(NONE)

RDEFINE CATAM TAM.LISTTAM UACC(NONE)

RDEFINE CATAM TAM.REFRESH UACC(NONE)

The CATAM resource class and individual TAM classes are defined.
4. Create the RACF GROUP PROFILEs to define how each TAM class behaves. After issuing one or more definition

commands, restart the TAMRSTC to make changes active, issuing the TAMR REFRESH command as in the below
example.
ADDGROUP(tam_class_definition_group) OWNER(TAMRCLSS) SUPGROUP(TAMRCLSS)

CSDATA(TAMRCLAS(class) TAMRDESC(‘description’)

TAMREGRP(class) TAMRTBOX(duration) TAMRTCKT(NOREQTICKT))

TAMR REFRESH(CLASS)

tam_class_definition_group
Specifies the one-to-eight-character-long group name, distinct from the name of the class group, that defines how
the class behaves.

class
Specifies the name of the RACF GROUP that is given the data set and resource permissions and bears the name
of the TAM class.
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description
Specifies a description of how this definition behaves (for example, ‘for RACF Group PRIVROLE 60 mins’).

duration
Specifies a value, in minutes, for how long the ELEVATION lasts if not explicitly de-elevated beforehand.

TAMRTCKT(NOREQTICKT)
Indicates that no service desk ticket will be required for elevations that use this definition.

All users that can administer Trusted Access Manager for Z or elevate or be elevated by the product were identified.
5. Identify the users, roles, and classes to be secured and available for elevation and related administration from the list

of relevant role types and access levels included in step 7 of Identify Audit Finding. Trusted Access Manager for Z
automatically logs all activities that are related to elevated authority, which is a best practice.

6. Define the CATAM profiles to indicate the TAM class being granted and the user ID that access is elevated to:
RDEFINE CATAM TAM.ELEVATE.class.user UACC(NONE)

RDEFINE CATAM TAM.OBTAIN.user UACC(NONE)

RDEFINE CATAM TAM.REMOVE.class.user UACC(NONE)

class
Indicates the TAM class being granted.

user
Indicates the user ID that access was elevated using Trusted Access Manager for Z.

7. Permit access to the CATAM profiles:
PERMIT TAM.DISPLAY.ALLUSERS CLASS(CATAM) ID(TAMuser) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT TAM.ELEVATE.class.user CLASS(CATAM) ID(TAMuser) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT TAM.OBTAIN.user CLASS(CATAM) ID(TAMuser) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT TAM.REMOVE.class.user CLASS(CATAM) ID(TAMuser) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT TAM.LISTTAM CLASS(CATAM) ID(TAMuser) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT TAM.REFRESH CLASS(CATAM) ID(TAMuser) ACCESS(READ)

8. Issue a refresh command to make the changes active: SETROPTS RACLIST(CATAM) REFRESH
9. Repeat the steps from Identify Audit Finding, verifying that role appropriate definitions for all Trusted Access Manager

for Z for RACF records and commands are as desired. Repeat remediation steps as necessary until all records and
commands are protected as desired.

The Information Security Officer (ISSO) and the system programmer for Trusted Access Manager for Z must ensure that
the product is using external security appropriately.

Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements that comprise a control or best practice. The following CCIs are related to this STIG. For more information, see
the National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCIs: CCI-000035, CCI-000213, CCI-002234, CCI-002235

CCI: CCI-000035

Published Date: 2009-09-15

Type: Technical

Definition: The information system provides the capability for privileged administrators to configure the organization
defined security policy filters to support different security policies.

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): AC-4 (11)
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): AC-4 (11)
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): AC-4 (11).1 (ii)
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CCI: CCI-000213

Published Date: 2009-09-14

Definition: The information system enforces approved authorizations for logical access to information and system
resources in accordance with applicable access control policies.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): AC-3
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A: AC-3.1
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4: AC-3

CCI: CCI-002234

Published Date: 2013-06-24

Definition: The information system audits the execution of privileged functions.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): AC-6 (9)

CCI: CCI-002235

Published Date: 2013-06-24

Type: Technical

Definition: The information system prevents non-privileged users from executing privileged functions to include disabling,
circumventing, or altering implemented security safeguards/countermeasures.

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4: ACF-6 (10)

STIG ID - BTMZR005: Protect Started Tasks
Trusted Access Manager for Z requires started tasks (STCs) be defined with specific resource access. By defining the
STC as a user ID to the external security manager (ESM), the product lets the ESM control access.

Severity: 2 - Medium

Failure to properly control these capabilities could compromise the operating system environment, ESM, and customer
data.

The organization must ensure all required Trusted Access Manager for Z STCs are properly defined by IBM RACF.

This STIG article shows how to identify your STCs that are not properly defined and the commands to issue to properly
define them.

Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

1. Display the three Trusted Access Manager for Z STCs for IBM RACF. Default: TAMRSTC, SJVSTC, and TAMSTC:
RLIST STARTED * STDATA NORACF

...

 CLASS      NAME         

 -----      ----         

 STARTED    SJVSTC.* (G)

                         

 STDATA INFORMATION      

 ------------------      

 USER= SJVSTC            

 GROUP= STCGROUP          
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 TRUSTED= NO            

 PRIVILEGED= NO          

 TRACE= NO               

...

.

.

 CLASS      NAME               

 -----      ----               

 STARTED    TAMRSTC.* (G)      

                               

 STDATA INFORMATION            

 ------------------            

 USER= TAMRSTC

 GROUP= STCGROUP               

 TRUSTED= NO                   

 PRIVILEGED= NO                

 TRACE= NO                     

.

.

.

          ...

 CLASS      NAME          

 -----      ----          

 STARTED    TAMSTC.* (G)  

                          

 STDATA INFORMATION       

 ------------------       

 USER= TAMSTC             

 GROUP= STCGROUP           

 TRUSTED= NO             

 PRIVILEGED= NO           

 TRACE= NO                

...

.

.

The product displays the STCs. Identify entries for TAMRSTC, SJVSTC, and TAMSTC, and note the USER=data.
Individual user IDs for each of the started tasks must be used to provide accountability.

2. Determine if the Trusted Access Manager for Z STCs are defined in the output of the listing as STCs. The associated
user ID should be the name of the STC; else use the USER=value found in the prior step.
LISTUSER STC_user_ID TSO OMVS

STC_user_ID
Specifies the name of the Trusted Access Manager for Z user ID being verified.

3. Review the STC user ID listing. Verify if SJVSTC and TAMSTC are defined with USS (including a non-zero unique
UID value) with no other privileges. If SJVSTC and TAMSTC are not defined with USS, your organization has an audit
finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

4. Ensure the programs in the Trusted Access Manager for Z loadlib PDS data sets whose member names begin with
SJV, are defined as protected under IBM RACF:
RLIST PROGRAM SJV *

If the output does not list access to programs whose name begins with SJV, your organization has an audit finding.
See Remediate Audit Finding.
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5. Review the STARTED resource record that maps to each user ID. If the resource record is not defined with
NOPRIVILEGED and NOTRUSTED, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

Remediate Audit Finding

The Information System Security Officer (ISSO) and the system programmer for Trusted Access Manager for Z must
ensure that a product's STCs are properly defined.

1. Ensure that a product's STCs are properly defined to the ESM. Most product installation documentation indicates how
the STC is identified and notes other attributes that must be specified. The following example shows the attributes
to be specified for the Trusted Access Manager for Z task's user ID, given the PROTECTED attribute by specifying
NOPASSWORD:
ADDUSER TAMRSTC DFLTGRP(STCGROUP) OWNER(STCADMIN) NOPASSWORD

In this example, TAMRSTC is the STC user ID. Replace TAMRSTC with the Trusted Access Manager for Z STC user
ID that you are protecting.

2. Add a STARTED record for each STC user ID.
RDEFINE STARTED TAMRSTC.* UACC(NONE) STDATA(USER(TAMRSTC) GROUP(STCGROUP))

RALTER STARTED TAMRSTC.* STDATA(NOPRIVILEGED NOTRUSTED)

SETROPTS RACLIST(STARTED) REFRESH

3. Verify the Trusted Access Manager for Z STC user IDs are listed as a started task:
RLIST STARTED * STDATA NORACF

4. Turn on program control for Trusted Access Manager for Z PDS library modules in the STEPLIB DD (CSJVLINK) to
allow SJVSTC access to the programs.
ralt program * 

addmem('yourhlq.CSJVLINK') uacc(read)   

setropts when(program) refresh

The SJV modules are considered trustworthy when access is allowed.

Ensuring Trusted Access Manager for Z STCs are properly defined reduces risk and exposure to the organization.

Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements that comprise a control or best practice. The following CCIs are related to this STIG. For more information, see
the National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCIs: CCI-000764

CCI: CCI-000764

Published Date: 2009-09-17

Definition: The information system uniquely identifies and authenticates organizational users (or processes acting on
behalf of organizational users).

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 : CM-5(6)
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A: CM-5(6).1
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4: CM-5 (6)
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Using with ACF2
Trusted Access Manager for Z for ACF2 lets you manage privileged IDs on the mainframe and effectively audit the
use of privileged access. With permissions in place, authorized personnel can elevate access permissions to resolve
emergencies or solve critical business needs immediately.

Follow this process to manage and perform privileged access activity:

• Manage Privileged Access
– Define Class Record
– Define an Option Record
– Define Service Desk Records

• Manage Elevated Access
– Define a Resource Rule
– Elevate and De-Elevate Security Access Permissions
– Manage Log Stream to Allow Elevations After an IPL
– (Optional) Enable Elevation FALLBACK through ACF2
– Audit elevated activity by running reports.

Manage Privileged Access through ACF2
In ACF2, Trusted Access Manager for Z temporary permissions are called elevations. An ACF2 user can be elevated
to an alternate UID string, an alternate Role, an alternate Logonid attribute (such as SECURITY) or a combination of all
three. A user can be elevated multiple times. Users may elevate themselves or another user. All access attempts are
first checked against the user's existing permissions (UIDs and Roles) and their Logonid attributes. If the user's existing
permissions and Logonid attributes do not grant access, the product checks for access against any elevated permissions
and/or Logonid attributes currently assigned to the user.

As a security administrator, you want to restrict who has access to a privileged state and time box the duration of the
elevated state. This section provides the steps on how to manage and perform privileged access activity.

The following steps are required to manage and perform privileged access activity:

Define a Class Record
Defines class records for users of ACF2. You can be elevated to alternate UID strings, roles, and logonids, or a
combination of all three.

Define an Options Record
Defines global options for users of Trusted Access Manager for Z for ACF2.

Define a Service Desk
Defines services desk records that can be used to assign a specific service desk to a specific to class record.

Define a Class Record for ACF2
Class records define elevations for users of ACF2. Users can be elevated to alternate UID strings, alternate roles,
alternate logonid attributes (such as SECURITY), or combinations of all three.

A user can be elevated multiple times. You can elevate yourself or someone else to one or more classes by using
the ELEVATE subcommand. The UID, ROLE, and ATTRIBUT fields in the elevation CLASS are used for data set and
resource access determination when the user's existing permissions do not include access. ATTRIBUTs can also be
used to gain the ability to view, change, and delete records in the ACF2 databases. The product always first checks
access against the user's existing permissions without using elevations. If access is denied, the product checks for access
against the elevation UIDs/ROLEs/ATTRIBUTs.
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CLASS Record Fields

The CLASS record ID CLASS.name supports the following fields:

CLASS.name
Specifies the class name. Class records must have a period between the CLASS literal and the class name. Each
CLASS name must be unique.
Limits: 1 to 16

WARNING
You must specify at least one: ALTUID, ATTRIBUT, or ROLENAME.

ALTUID(altuid1,altuid2...altuidn)
Specifies one or more the alternate UID strings. ALTUID values are automatically padded with blanks when fewer
than 24-characters are entered per UID. You can use asterisks in positions where you want the elevated user's
regular UID value to be used. ALTUID is optional.
Example ALTUID Specification:
The elevated user's regular UID is:
"S1DDX2 TZUSER1 F2     "

The ALTUID value is:
"B2AAX1 ********       "

The elevated UID would be:
"B2AAX1 TZUSER1        "

ATTRIBUT(attribut1,attribut2...attributn)
Specifies one or more attributes (privileges) in the logonid record to which a user can elevate. When a user with
a scope list is elevated to one or more classes that contain an applicable ATTRIBUT, the scope list is used. For
example, if USER001 has a scope list and elevates to a CLASS with ATTRIBUT(SECURITY), USER001 is a
scoped security officer during the elevation. ATTRIBUT is optional. Valid Values:
ACCOUNT

Creates, changes, deletes, and displays logonid records.
AUDIT

Displays logonids, access and resource rules, and infostorage records.
CONSULT

Displays all logonid records except those records with SECURITY, AUDIT, ACCOUNT, or LEADER
privileges.

LEADER
Displays all logonid records except those records with SECURITY, AUDIT, ACCOUNT, or CONSULT
privileges.

MAINT
Allows any type of access to a data set referenced in a maintenance job without logging or rule validation.

NON-CNCL
Indicates full access to all data sets or resources despite any security violations that can occur during the
access attempt.

READALL
Indicates that the logonid record can read data and can execute all programs at a site, regardless of what
data set access rules specifies. This privilege also bypasses PDS member level validation. Any read or
execute accesses that violate data set access rules are allowed but logged. Other types of access, such
as write, are validated as they are when the user does not have this attribute.

REFRESH
Specifies that a user can issue the F ACF2,REFRESH operator command. The F ACF2,REFRESH
command lets you implement changes to global system options in your system.
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SECURITY
Indicates access to all data sets, protected programs, and resources. Can also update any ACF2 record.

DESC
Specifies the description of the elevation class.
Limits: 1-character to 64-characters

REQCREDS|NOREQCREDS
Specifies that the user performing the ELEVATE must provide proper credentials in order to complete the
elevation. Any credentials that can be used to access the system can be specified on the elevate command.
For example, password, password phrase, passticket, and RSA token. If CREDS is defined on the ELEVATE
command, it is validated no matter what the setting is in the CLASS record. To specify a passticket to be validated
in the CREDS field, a new PTKTDATA record must be created for APPL=CATAMZ. For more information on the
ELEVATE command, see Elevate and De-Elevate Security Access Permissions for Trusted Access Manager for Z
for ACF.

REQTICKT|NOREQTICKT
Specifies that the user must specify a valid service desk ticket when using the ELEVATE command for this
CLASS. Service desk tickets are checked for validity by communicating with Normalized Integration Management
for Service Management (NIM SM) through the Security JVM interface. If you have not set up Trusted Access
Manager for Z to talk to NIM SM, do not specify REQTICKT. If REQTICKT is specified and Security JVM is down
or cannot contact NIM SM, the ELEVATE subcommand fails.
Default: NOREQTICKT

ROLENAME(role1,role2...rolen)
Specifies one or more ROLEs. ROLENAME is optional.
Limits: 1-character to 8-characters

SDESK
Specifies a Trusted Access Manager for Z Service Desk (SDESK) Record ID. Use SDESK to tie a CLASS
record to a service desk (SDESK) record. For more information about Trusted Access Manager for Z Service
Desk Records, see Control Trusted Access Manager for z Service Desk Records.. If SDESK is not specified,
the service desk information in the CONTROL(TAM) OPTIONS record is used. SDESK is only relevant when
integrating with NIM SM.

TIMEBOX
Specifies an integer indicating the amount of time, in minutes, that a user can use the elevated permissions. The
time box starts when the user issues the ELEVATE command for the CLASS. A user can be elevated to multiple
classes, and each class might have a different time box value. This setup means that some elevations might
last longer than others, depending on its TIMEBOX value and when the user issued the ELEVATE command.
Elevations do not time out for batch jobs. The elevations are valid for the life of the batch job.
Limits: Any integer from 5 to 5760
Default: 60

Define a Class Record

Class records let you define elevations for user of Trusted Access Manager for Z for ACF2.

Follow these steps:

1. Modify the TAM CLASS control record:
SET CONTROL(TAM)

2. Elevate a user to the ROLENAME of SUPPORT and the ALTUID of **JxyzMASTER.
INSERT CLASS.CICSTRAN-CTGB ROLENAME(SUPPORT) DESC(PERMISSION NEEDED FOR CTGB CICS TRANSACTION)

 TIME(360) ALTUID(**JxyzMASTER) REQTICKT

In this example, the CICSTRAN-CTGB class is inserted and provides an alternate Rolename and UID string.
3. Issue the REFRESH command to activate changes to the CLASS record:
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F ACF2,REFRESH(CLASS),TYPE(TAM)

Changes to the CLASS record have been activated.

View a Class Record

The SHOW TAM subcommand shows the following:

• All elevation CLASS records you are allowed to use when performing an ELEVATE command on yourself.
• All elevation CLASS records you are allowed to use when performing an ELEVATE for another user. SHOW TAM also

shows.
• The active TAM OPTIONS and the active SDESK (Service Desk) information when you have SECURITY, ACCOUNT,

or AUDIT on your logonid.

To display elevation class records you can use to perform an elevation for yourself, issue the following command:

SHOW TAM

-- TAM Options --

CA NIM userid: NIMADMIN Logging Option: ELEVATE

CA NIM HOST: NIMW7:8080

Service Desk: casdm

SD Type: CASD

Service Desk Update on Elevate: NO  

Log Stream Active: NO               

Log Stream Name:   TAMZ_LOGSTRM     

-- TAM Classes--

Class: HERO             Ticket Required: NO     Time: 180

       Desc: rescue

       Credentials Required: NO

       Service Desk Record Name: SERVICENOW                 

       Altuid: *****HERO                            

       Role: ADMIN                                          

       Privilege: ACCOUNT                          

-- TAM Service Desks --

Record Name:  DEMO2 Type: CASD

Service Desk: casdm

Service Desk Update on Elevate: NO

Record Name:  DEMO3 Type: CASD

Service Desk: casdm

Service Desk Update on Elevate: PRIVATE

This example shows that you are assigned to class HERO and assigned to an administrator (ADMIN) role. Under this
class, you have access to elevated permissions for 60 minutes. This class does not require a service desk ticket when
using the ELEVATE command.

To display the elevation class records that you can use to elevate another user, issue the following command:

SHOW TAM USER(USER01)

USER01
Specifies the logonid of the user that you want to elevate.

-- TAM Options --

CA NIM userid: Logging Option: ELEVATE

CA NIM HOST:  NIMW8 : 8080
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Service Desk: casdm

Service Desk Type: CASD

Service Desk Update on Elevate: NO

-- TAM Classes --

Class: ACCOUNT          Ticket Required: NO        Time: 60

       Desc: Elevate to ACCOUNT class

       Credentials Required: NO

       Service Desk Record Name: 

       Altuid:  ****ACCOUNT

       Role: ADMIN

       Privilege: ACCOUNT

Class: AUDIT           Ticket Required: NO         Time: 60

       Desc: Elevate to AUDIT class

       Credentials Required: NO

       Service Desk Record Name:

       Altuid: ****AUDIT

       Role: AUDITOR

       Privilege: AUDIT

-- TAM Service Desks --

Record Name: DEMO2 Type: CASD

Service Desk: casdm

Service Desk Update on Elevate: NO

Record Name: DEMO3 Type: CASD

Service Desk: casdm

Service Desk Update on Elevate: PRIVATE

This example shows the output from issuing the SHOW TAM USER(logonid) command. This output shows that you (the
command issuer) can elevate this user to the ACCOUNT class or AUDIT class. As part of the ACCOUNT class, the user
would gain privileged attribute ACCOUNT as part of an elevation (to be able to create, change, delete, and display logonid
records). As part of the AUDIT class, the user would gain privileged attribute AUDIT (to be able to display logonids,
access resource rules, and infostorage records).

Define an Option Record for ACF2
Describes how to define an options record.

The OPTIONS record defines global options for users of Trusted Access Manager for Z for ACF2. Most of the options are
for use when integrated with NIM SM (NIM SM).

This topic shows how to define the Options record.

The OPTIONS record supports the following fields:

LOGLEVEL(ELEVATE|ALL |ALLTAMID )
Specifies how accesses are logged while a user is logged in with active elevated access permissions.
ELEVATE

Specifies that access allowed due to an elevation is logged. All other access is logged (if needed)
typically. ELEVATE is the default.

ALL
Specifies that all access is logged while a user has elevated access permissions, regardless of
whether an elevation was used to gain the access.
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WARNING

Specifying ALL can lead to excessive SMF loggings.

ALLTAMID
Specifies that all access is logged while a user has elevated access permissions, regardless of whether
an elevation was used to gain the access. The first instance of TAMID in the user's elevations is added to
the SMF record.

WARNING
Specifying ALLTAMID can lead to excessive SMF loggings.

LOGSTRM|NOLOGSTRM
Indicates you can write elevations and de-elevations to the Common Logger Service log stream. NOLOGSTRM is
the default, which turns off the processing. (Bit field).

LOGNAME
Specifies the log name value that is defined in the Common Logger Service LOGDEVICE parameter in
CAILGR00. The names must match. Spaces are not allowed in the field.
Valid Values: Alphanumeric characters and @, $, #, and _
Limit: 1 to 16-bytes

NIMPSWD
Specifies the password of the NIM SM administrator. This field is only required if using NIM SM to validate a
service ticket that was specified on an ELEVATE command.
Limits: Up to 100-characters

NIMHOST
Specifies the host name and port of NIM SM microservice. This field is only required if using the service desk
integration feature to validate the ticket number that was specified on an ELEVATE command.  The format of this
field is <machine_name>:<port>, where machine_name can be its name or IP address.
Limit: 255-characters
Examples:
yourhost:8080
yourhosts.your.domain:8080
192.168.0.0.8080

NIMUSER
Specifies the userid of the NIM SM administrator. This field is only required if using NIM SM to validate a service
ticket that was specified on an ELEVATE command.
Limit: Eight-characters

SDNAME
Specifies the logical name of the service desk that was defined in NIM SM administrative interface. This field is
only required if using the service desk integration feature to validate the ticket number that was specified on an
ELEVATE command. The format of this field is alphanumeric characters only, no spaces or special characters and
is case-sensitive. The SDNAME must match the name in NIM SM.
Limit: 64-characters
Example: ServiceNow

SDTYPE
Specifies the service desk type for which the SDNAME is configured. This field is only required if using the service
desk integration feature to validate the ticket number that was specified on an ELEVATE command. SDTYPE is a
four-byte character field that supports only the following values:
CASD

Represents Service Desk Manager.
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HPSD
Represents HP Service Manager.

SNSD
Represents ServiceNow.

BMCR
Represents BMC Remedy.

SASD
Represents ServiceAide.

SFSD
Represents SalesForce Service Cloud.

SDUPDATE(NO|PRIVATE|PUBLIC)
Specifies how Service Desk tickets are updated when an elevation occurs. This field is only required if using the
service desk integration feature to validate the ticket number that was specified on an ELEVATE command.
NO

(Default) Specifies the Service Desk ticket is not updated.
PRIVATE

Specifies the Service Desk ticket is to be updated with a private comment.
PUBLIC

Specifies the Service Desk ticket is to be updated with a public comment.
The following are example service desk ticket comments:
Self-Elevation Successful:

ABCUSER performed self-elevation to class RSUPERADMIN on sysplex=LOCAL, LPAR=syst on Sep 24,
2018 14:10 for reason: 'SUPERADMIN role required'

Self-Elevation Failed:
ABCUSER attempted to perform self-elevation to class RSUPERADMIN on sysplex=LOCAL, LPAR=syst
on Sep 24, 2018 14:10 for reason: 'SUPERADMIN role required' but elevation that is failed because the
ticket status was not valid.

Elevation of another user Successful:
ABCUSER performed elevation for XYZUSER to class RSUPERADMIN on sysplex=LOCAL, LPAR=syst
on Sep 24, 2018 14:10 for reason: 'SUPERADMIN role required'

Elevation of another user Failed:
ABCUSER attempt to perform elevation for XYZUSER to class RSUPERADMIN on sysplex=LOCAL,
LPAR=syst on Sep 24, 2018 14:10 for reason: 'SUPERADMIN role required' but elevation that is failed
because the ticket status was not valid.

Define an Options Record

The OPTIONS record defines the global options for users of Trusted Access Manager for Z.

Follow these steps:

1. Define an OPTIONS record:
SET CONTROL(TAM)

INSERT OPTIONS LOGLEVEL(ALL) NOLOGSTRM NIMUSER(nimadmin) NIMPSWD(nimadmin)

 NIMHOST(myLPAR.company.com:8080) SDNAME(ServiceNow) SDTYPE(SNSD) SDUPDATE(PUBLIC)

In this example, a new OPTIONS record was inserted with the following attributes:
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– All access is logged when a user has elevated permission
– Logstream processing to the Common Logger Service log stream is turned off
– Requires the userid and password of the NIM SM administrator
– Requires the host name and port of the NIM SM microservice
– Identifies the name of the service desk and service desk type for the NIM SM administrative interface

2. Issue the REFRESH command to activate the changes to the OPTIONS record:
F ACF2,REFRESH(OPTIONS),TYPE(TAM)

The OPTIONS record is refreshed.

Define Service Desk Records for ACF2
Service desk (SDESK) records can be used to assign a specific service desk to a specific CONTROL(TAM) CLASS
record. You can also assign how or if a service desk ticket is updated when an elevation occurs.

SDESK records are only relevant when integrating with NIM SM (NIM SM) to verify service desk tickets. SDESK records
are only needed when you want to tie a CONTROL(TAM) CLASS record to a service desk or service desk update options
that are not already defined in the CONTROL(TAM) OPTIONS records.

Through this setup, you can have some classes of elevations go to one service desk and other classes go to another
service desk. With the service desk defined to a class, ticket validation occurs for any user that uses the class to request
elevation.

This topic shows how to define a service desk record.

The SDESK record ID (SDESK.name) supports the following fields:

.name
Specifies the name that follows the literal SDESK. SDESK records must have a period between the "SDESK"
literal and the name. Each SDESK name must be unique. This name is also used in the CONTROL(TAM) CLASS
record SDESK field to tie the CLASS to the SDESK.
Limits: 1 to 16-characters

SDNAME
Specifies the logical name of the service desk that was defined in NIM SM Administrative Interface. The format of
this field is alphanumeric characters only. No spaces or special characters are allowed. The SDNAME must match
the name in NIM SM.
Limits: Up to 64-characters long
Example: ServiceNow

SDTYPE
Specifies the four-character service desk type for which the SDNAME is configured:
CASD

Represents Service Desk Manager.
HPSD

Represents HP Service Manager.
SNSD

Represents ServiceNow.
BMCR

Represents BMC Remedy.
SASD

Represents ServiceAide.
SFSD

Represents Salesforce Service Cloud.
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SDUPDATE(NO|PRIVATE|PUBLIC)
Specifies how Service Desk tickets are updated when an elevation occurs.
NO

(Default) Specifies the Service Desk ticket is not updated.
PRIVATE

Specifies the Service Desk ticket is updated with a private comment.
PUBLIC

Specifies the Service Desk ticket is updated with a public comment.

Define a Service Desk Record

The OPTIONS record defines global options for users of Trusted Access Manager for Z for ACF2.

Follow these steps:

1. Define the SDESK record:
SET CONTROL(TAM)

INSERT SDESK.name SDNAME(nnnn...) SDTYPE(tttt)

SDUPDATE(NO|PRIVATE|PUBLIC)

The SDESK record is defined.
2. Issue the REFRESH command to activate changes to the OPTIONS record:

F ACF2,REFRESH(SDESK),TYPE(TAM)

SDESK records are refreshed to activate the changes.

Example Service Desk Comments

Self-Elevation Successful:

ABCUSER performed self-elevation to class RMASTER on sysplex=LOCAL, LPAR=syst on Sep 24, 2018 14:10 for
reason: 'MASTER role required'

Self-Elevation Failed:

ABCUSER attempted to perform self-elevation to class RMASTER on sysplex=LOCAL, LPAR=syst on Sep 24, 2018
14:10 for reason: 'MASTER role required' but elevation failed because the ticket status was not valid.

Elevation of another user Successful:

ABCUSER performed elevation for XYZUSER to class RMASTER on sysplex=LOCAL, LPAR=syst on Sep 24, 2018 14:10
for reason: 'MASTER role required'

Elevation of another user Failed:

ABCUSER attempt to perform elevation for XYZUSER to class RMASTER on sysplex=LOCAL, LPAR=syst on Sep 24,
2018 14:10 for reason: 'MASTER role required' but elevation failed because the ticket status was not valid.

Manage Elevated Access through ACF2
As a security administrator, you can allow users to issue the ELEVATE subcommand to gain elevated access permissions
for themselves or for other users. This task is done using the TAM.ELEVATE.class.user rule lines in the Trusted Access
Manager for Z rule. The amount of time for the elevated user to possess the elevated permissions is specified in the
CONTROL(TAM) CLASS record TIMEBOX field. Allowing qualified personnel quick access to elevated permissions lets
them work with resources in emergencies or solve critical problems immediately.

To manage and perform elevated access activity:
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• Define a Resource Rule
• Elevate and De-elevate Security Permissions
• View Active Elevations
• Use ACF2 Panels to Manage Elevations and List Settings
• Manage Log Stream to Allow Elevations After an IPL
• (Optional) Enable Elevation FALLBACK through ACF2

Define a Trusted Access Manager for Z Rule
A resource rule is used to define who can use the elevation classes and who can display information about elevated
users.

A resource rule is used to define who can use the elevation classes and who can display information about elevated
users. This rule is in class CATAM. The default resource rule type code is TAM.

The following fields are supported:

Field Descriptions

TAM.DISPLAY.ALLUSERS
Gives permission to issue the SHOW ELEVATE command. SHOW ELEVATE shows the active elevations for all
users.

TAM.ELEVATE.class.user
Gives permission to elevate the user to the specified class.

TAM.OBTAIN.userid
Checked during a signon request from a non-authorized caller. The userid is the userid signing on. Signons are
generally done from authorized callers so this rule line might never be used.

TAM.REMOVE.class.user
Gives permission to remove an elevation given to the user for the specified class.

Define a Trusted Access Manager for Z Rule

A resource rule is used to define who can use the elevation classes and who can display information about elevated
users. This rule is in class CATAM. The default resource rule type code is TAM.

Follow these steps:

1. Assign permission to elevate a user to a specified class.
SET RESOURCE(TAM)

ELEVATE.BZ1.LID01 ROLE(EL2) ALLOW

In this example, all users in ROLE(EL2) can issue the elevate command for class BZ1 so user LID01 can become
elevated.

2. Assign permission to remove an elevation given to a user for a specified class.
SET RESOURCE(TAM)

REMOVE.BZ1.LID01 ROLE(EL2) ALLOW

In this example, all users in ROLE(EL2) can issue ELEVATE REMOVE commands for class BZ1 so user LID01 can be
de-elevated.

Elevate and De-Elevate Permissions for ACF2
Describes how to elevate and de-elevate access for ACF2.

As a security administrator, you can allow users to issue the ELEVATE subcommand to gain temporary access to certain
resources and data sets. You can also remove security access permissions when they are no longer needed.

This topic shows how to elevate and de-elevate security access permissions.
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ELEVATE Subcommand Fields

The following fields are supported:

CLASS
Specifies the 1- to 16-character TAM control record class. Use the SHOW TAM subcommand to see what
elevation classes you are allowed to use. The CLASS name shows up in the ACFRPTRV and ACFRPTDS reports
when access is allowed due to the elevation. CLASS is a required field.

CREDS
Specifies a 1-100 character credential to be used to authenticate the user performing the elevation. The ACF
command processor reads up to 100 characters, as entered, and passes the credentials on to be validated.
CREDS can also be entered as CREDS or CREDS(). This prompts the user with the message ACF61500 ENTER
CREDS prompt. Enter your 1-100 character credentials. Do not include parentheses or quotes around the
credentials.

REASON
Specifies the reason description for the elevation. The REASON value shows up in the ACFRPTRV and
ACFRPTDS reports when access is allowed due to the elevation. REASON or TICKET is a required field.
Limit: 64-characters

NOTE

For every one apostrophe desired in the REASON value, two consecutive apostrophes must be specified. For
example, the REASON value, Frank's Elevate, must be specified as, Frank''s Elevate. If a single apostrophe is
specified in the REASON value, the value is considered invalid.

TICKET
Specifies the service desk ticket value. TICKET is required when the TAM CLASS record specifies REQTICKT.
You can use the SHOW TAM subcommand to see whether TICKET is required. The TICKET value shows up in
the ACFRPTRV and ACFRPTDS reports when access is allowed due to the elevation. REASON or TICKET is a
required field.
Limit: 64-characters

REMOVE
Specifies when you no longer require an active elevation. The CLASS keyword must also be specified. When the
REMOVE command is issued, the elevation is removed immediately for TSO and batch jobs running under the
elevated user's Login ID. When the elevated user's login ID is not the main address space login ID, such as for
CICS or IMS, the elevation is not removed until the elevated user logs off and on again or the TIMEBOX value
in the CLASS record has expired. A user can always remove their own elevations. REASON or TICKET is not a
required field when a remove is issued.

USER
Specifies the login ID of the user who becomes elevated. If USER is not specified, the user issuing the ELEVATE
command is the user who becomes elevated.

TARGET(null|=|?|nodemask1,...,nodemask100)
Specifies that you want to process the ELEVATE subcommand for a target node or group of nodes. If you do not
specify the TARGET keyword, the ELEVATE subcommand is not processed through CPF.
null

Indicates to process CPF commands only on the HOME node that is specified in the CPF OPTIONS
record.

= (equal sign)
Indicates to process CPF commands only on the HOME node that is specified in the CPF OPTIONS
record.
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? (question mark)
Indicates to process CPF commands on the nodes that are listed in the DFTCMD parameter of the CPF
OPTIONS record.

nodemask1,...,nodemask100
Indicates the target node where you want the ACF subcommands to be processed. You can specify up to
100 node names or masks. Separate entries with a comma or blanks.

CPFWAIT|NOCPFWAIT
Specifies that commands are processed on a synchronous basis, requiring the user to wait for commands to
complete on ALL specified nodes before the local command completes. NOCPRWAIT specifies that processing
is asynchronous. The default can be changed if a new default is set in the CPF OPTIONS record CMDWAIT
parameter.
Default: NOCPFWAIT

Elevate Security Access Permissions

Elevate a user's access permissions when needed to perform specific job functions:

ELEVATE CLASS(class) REASON(reason) TICKET(service_desk_ticket) USER(optional_user)

When the ELEVATE command is issued, the elevation becomes active immediately for TSO and batch jobs that are
running under the elevated user’s logonid. When the elevated user’s logonid is not the main address space logonid, such
as for CICS or IMS, the elevation does not become active until the elevated user logs off and on again.

Type 71 IBM RACF Event Notification Type 71

Trusted Access Manager for Z sends a type 71 IBM RACF Event Notifications (ENF) signal to local listeners when an
ELEVATE or ELEVATE REMOVE command has affected a user. An ENF 71 signal provides notification about the change
to the user's security record.

OPS/MVS API Messages

As an alternative to ENF71 signal, we support OPS/MVS API messages when a user elevates or de-elevates. These
messages are pushed when an elevation or de-elevation occurs on a system that has OPS/MVS configured and running.
The messages present in OPS and AOF rules can be written to perform some operation when a user’s permissions
change in Trusted Access Manager for Z. For example, during an address space refresh).

ELEVATE

Message ID: TAMZ001i

Event ID: TAMZ001i 

Message text: 'USER=ELEVATEDID ELEVATED TO TAMZ CLASS=SOMECLASS'

        

DEELEVATE/ELEVATE REMOVE 

Message ID: TAMZ002i 

Event ID: TAMZ002i 

Message text: 'USER=DEELEVID DEELEVATED FROM TAMZ CLASS=SOMECLASS'

De-Elevate Access Permissions

To de-elevate access permissions when no longer needed, for example, to perform specific job functions, follow these
steps. Remove access permissions:

ELEVATE CLASS(class) REASON(optional_reason) TICKET(optional_service_desk_ticket) USER(optional_user) REMOVE

This example de-elevates the user in the USER(…) keyword from the class indicated.
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View Active Elevations

The SHOW ELEVATE subcommand shows all active elevations for all logonids.

NOTE
To use the SHOW ELEVATE command, you must have access to TAM.DISPLAY.ALLUSERS in the CA
TAM resource class. For more information, see Define a Trusted Access Manager for Z Rule.

To display all active elevations for all logonids, issue the following command:

SHOW ELEVATE

-- Current TAM Elevations --

User: TEST     Start: 08:31:02 07/14/2021 End: 11:31:01 07/14/2021

    Class:  HERO                                                  

      Desc: permission for HERO                                                        

    Reason: test                                                     

    Service Desk Ticket#: 12345678                                         

      

     TAMID:  0714202108310197                                                             

     Roles:  SUPPORT                                            

   AltUIDs:  *****TEST                                                   

Privileges:  AUDIT                                                

  Elevated by user:  SECADMIN

This example shows the output from issuing the SHOW ELEVATE command. In the output, the active elevation is valid for
an hour (from 09:23:20 to 10:23:19).

View Active Elevations You Can Remove
The SHOW ELEVATE REMOVE subcommand shows all active elevations which the user is allowed to remove. To
remove elevations for other users, you must have access to TAM.REMOVE.class.user in the TAM resource class. For
more information, see Define a Trusted Access Manager for Z Rule.

To display all active elevations that you can remove, issue the following command:

SHOW ELEVATE REMOVE

This example shows the output from issuing the SHOW ELEVATE REMOVE command. Note that the active elevation is
valid for an hour (from 13:55:39 to 14:55:38).

-- Current TAM Elevations --

User: TEST     Start: 08:31:02 08/14/2021 End: 11:31:01 08/14/2021

    Class:  HERO                                                  

      Desc: permission for HERO                                                        

    Reason: test                                                     

    Service Desk Ticket#: 12345678                                         

     TAMID:  08142021083102

     Roles:  SUPPORT                                            

   AltUIDs:  *****TEST                                                   

Privileges:  AUDIT                                                

  Elevated by user:  SECADMIN
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Use ACF2 Panels to Manage Elevations
Describes how to manage elevations using ISPF.

If your TSO installation uses IBM's System Productivity Facility (SPF or ISPF), you can use full-screen panels to perform
the following activities.

• Display elevations that are active on a system.
• Display current product option settings and NIM SM service desk configurations.
• Elevate or remove security access permissions.

Panels allow hierarchical navigation through menus and reduce the need to remember syntax for issuing commands. This
topic shows how to:

Install and Enable Panels

The Trusted Access Manager for Z for ACF2 command panels must be installed and enabled before performing elevation
tasks.

Ensure that you have received and applied all PTFs. With all PTFs applied, the following libraries are updated
automatically to include the panel options:

• CAI.CAIPNL0 to ISPPLIB
• CAI.CAIMSG0 to ISPMLIB
• CAI.CAICLS0 to SYSPROC
• CAI.CAIHELP to SYSHELP
• CAI.CAISKL0 to ISPSLIB

After installation, you can access panels through TSO.

View Active TAM Elevations

The ACF2 panels let you display information about users who have elevated access permissions. For each active
elevation, the panel shows:

• The user who is elevated
• The class to which the user is assigned
• The user who issued the elevation

Follow these steps:

1. Access the ISPF/PDF TSO PRIMARY OPTION MENU.
2. Enter A (ACF2) in the OPTION field of the ISPF/PDF PRIMARY OPTION MENU panel, and press Enter.
3. Enter 3 (System) in the OPTION field of the ACF2 ISPF Option Selection Menu panel, and press Enter.
4. Press Enter twice in the ACF2 SHOW Subcommands panel.
5. Enter 46 (ELEVATE) in the OPTION field of the ACF2 SHOW Subcommands panel, and press Enter.

All the active elevations display.

SHOW TAM Options

The ACF2 panels let you show all elevation CLASS records that you are allowed to use when performing an ELEVATE
command on yourself or for another user.

Follow these steps:

1. Access the ISPF/PDF TSO PRIMARY OPTION MENU.
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2. Enter A (ACF2) in the OPTION field of the ISPF/PDF TSO PRIMARY OPTION MENU panel, and press Enter.
3. Enter 3 (System) in the OPTION field of the OPTION field of the ACF2 ISPF Option Selection Menu panel, and press

Enter.
4. Press Enter twice.
5. Enter 45 (TAM) in the OPTION field of the ACF2 SHOW Subcommands panel and press Enter.

All the elevation CLASS records you are allowed to use to perform an elevation display.

Elevate a User

You can allow users to issue the ELEVATE subcommand to gain elevated access permissions for themselves or for other
users.

Follow these steps:

1. Access the ISPF/PDF TSO PRIMARY OPTION MENU.
2. Enter A (ACF2) in the OPTION field of the ISPF/PDF TSO PRIMARY OPTION MENU panel, and press Enter.
3. Press Enter.
4. Enter 22 (ELEVATE) in the OPTION field of the ACF2 ISPF Option Selection Menu panel, and press Enter.
5. Complete the following fields:
REASON

Specifies the reason description for the elevation. REASON or TICKET is a required field.
Limits: 64-Characters

TICKET
Specifies the service desk ticket value. REASON or TICKET is a required field.
Limits: 64-Characters

USER
Specifies the login ID of the user who becomes elevated.

CREDS
Specifies the credentials of the user performing the ELEVATE command.
Limits: 100 characters

6. Specify the login ID of the user to elevate, and press Enter to refresh the panel.
7. Type S next to each class, and press Enter to elevate the user.

The user receives a message that the elevated authority is now active.

Remove an Elevation

You can remove elevated permissions for yourself, or an authorized administrator can remove elevated permissions for
other users. Use this procedure to remove elevated permissions.

Follow these steps:

1. Access the ISPF/PDF TSO PRIMARY OPTION MENU.
2. Enter A (ACF2) in the OPTION field of the ISPF/PDF TSO PRIMARY OPTION MENU panel, and press Enter.
3. Press Enter.
4. Enter 23 (REMOVE) in the OPTION field of the ACF2 ISPF Option Selection Menu panel, and press Enter.
5. (Optional) Complete the following fields:
REASON

Specifies the reason description for the REMOVE.
TICKET

Specifies the service desk ticket value.
6. Type S next to each user, and press Enter to remove the elevation.
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For each selection you make, elevated authority is now removed. The list of elevations no longer includes users that you
removed.

Manage Log Stream to Allow Elevations After an IPL
Trusted Access Manager for Z uses Common Logger Services to continue elevations after an IPL occurs. Doing so
eliminates any disruption to the elevation process. Every elevation and de-elevation is written to the Common Logger
Service log stream. This is activated by defining a LOGNAME and setting the LOGSTRM option in the TAMz Options
record. The Common Logger Service must be set up in order to continue elevations after an IPL. After IPL, ACF2 reads
the Common Logger Service log stream to obtain the elevations and de-elevations and restore the ones that did not time
out during the down time.

Follow these steps to set up continuing elevations after an IPL:

1. Add the following values to your SCHEDxx member of SYS1.PARMLIB (if not already defined). A PPT entry is
required when using the Common Logger Service.
PPT PGMNAME(CALGMAIN)            /* CALOGGER ADDRESS SPACE */

KEY(4)                           /* PROTECTION KEY         */

2. Start Common Logger Services, if it is not currently active:
F CAMASTER,START COMPONENT=CALOGGER

Or, add the following values to the CAIMST20 member of SY1.PARMLIB:
COMPONENT(CALOGGER),         /* CALOGGER ADDRESS SPACE

START=YES                    /* START AUTOMATICALLY AT IPL

3. Set Common Logger Service to know which log stream to use:
F CALOGGER,ADD 

LOGDEVICE,LOGNAME=TAMZ_LOGSTRM,DESCRIPTION=TAMZ_LogStream,LSNAME=TAMZ.LOGSTRM,

PROD=TAMZ

LOGNAME
Specifies the value you enter to the Control TAM Options record in the LOGNAME field.

LSNAME
Specifies the log stream name defined in the ACFTAMLS sample job.

The Common Logger Services is now set to the correct log stream.
4. Define the Log Stream for CALOGGER by editing the JCL as instructed for one of the following members located in

yourHLQ.SAMPJCL. The type of log stream that you choose depends on your site preference. You may modify the log
stream name and description to conform to site standards.

ACFTAMLD Member
Defines a DASD-only log stream to use with a single system. This type of log stream does not require the
coupling facility to be active on the system; however, DASD-only log streams are not shareable among multiple
systems in a sysplex. Each system in the sysplex uses its own DASD log stream.

ACFTAMLC Member
Defines a log stream to share among multiple systems in a sysplex. With this log stream type, you can maintain
the coupling facility in a shared environment rather than having multiple DASD log streams.

5. Submit the job to execute it.
The job defines the log stream.

6. Determine if Common Logger Service is correctly set up:
F CALOGGER,display logdevices,detail

The output shows the LOGNAME value and the name of the olg stream associated with it.
/******************************************************************/

/*                                                                */

/*  SYS1.PARMLIB(CAILGR00):  CA COMMON LOGGER                     */
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/*                                                                */

/*          CALOGGER COMPONENT CONFIGURATION PARAMETERS           */

/*                                                                */

/******************************************************************/

/*----------------------------------------------------------------*/

/*     SET CASERV CONTROL PROGRAM PARAMETERS                      */

/*----------------------------------------------------------------*/  

      SET DAE=YES             /* SUPPRESS DUPLICATE SVC DUMPS     */

/*----------------------------------------------------------------*/

/*     TAMz Log streams containing elevation records              */

/*     LOGNAME must match value in CA-ACF2 TAM OPTIONS record.    */

/*----------------------------------------------------------------*/  

  ADD LOGDEV LOGNAME=TAMZ_LOGSTRM,     /* TAMz Log stream records  */

LSNAME=TAMZ.LOGSTRM,            /* z/OS Log stream name      */

PRODUCT(TAMZ),

DESCRIPTION('TAMz Elevation records')

/*----------------------------------------------------------------*/

/*     DISPLAY THE MANAGED LOG DEVICES                            */

/*----------------------------------------------------------------*/  

  DISPLAY LOGDEV           /* DISPLAY MANAGED LOG DEVICES */

7. Specify the TAM Options Record LOGNAME field, using the same value specified in the LOGNAME field of the “ADD
LOGDEVICE” command or in the CAILGR00 parmlib member:
SET CONTROL(TAM)

INSERT OPTIONS LOGNAME

The LOGNAME value is now defined.
8. Specify the TAM Options Record LOGSTRM field:

SET CONTROL(TAM)

        INSERT OPTIONS LOGSTRM

You can now write elevations and de-elevations to the Common Logger Services log stream.
9. Refresh the TAM Options Record to activate the changes:

F ACF2,REFRESH(OPTIONS),TYPE(TAM)

The following message will be issued to indicate elevations are going to the log stream:
TAM021O1 - TAM will send elevations to the CALOGGER log stream.

Enable Elevation FALLBACK Through ACF2
FALLBACK processing lets privileged users perform elevations when required ticket validation services are not available.

As part of normal operations, your organization takes the service desk offline each week to perform maintenance. While
your service desk is offline, an issue arises which requires a privileged user to elevate access permissions to solve a
critical business need. A privileged user creates an elevation request through a ticket validation service. Service desk
tickets are checked for validity through the Service Desk Ticket Validation services. Because the service desk is offline,
the elevation fails. This article describes the process to enable FALLBACK processing for your organization

Configure FALLBACK

Perform the following steps to configure FALLBACK processing:

1. Verify the SJVM-Fallback.jar exists in your SJV_HOME deployment USS directory. If the SJVM-Fallback.jar does not
exist, verify with your systems programmer that the maintenance is deployed properly.

2. Update the SJVENV file to specify the location of the SJVM-Fallback.jar in the CLASSPATH variable. The SJVENV file
must have a CLASSPATH variable pointing to the location of the SJVM-FALLBACK.jar file.
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CLASSPATH=$CLASSPATH:"$(SJV_HOME)"/SJVM-Fallback.jar

– For existing installations, merge the new SJVENV into your old copy. Or, replace your existing SJVENV with the
new one and reconfigure to the appropriate values from your old copy.

– For a new installation, ensure that you have the SJVM-Fallback.jar in your CLASSPATH statements.
3. Confirm that program control for HFS programs is on for the "{SJV_HOME}/libJNISjv00.so" module. This module

performs calls in an authorized state and therefore must be trustworthy through program control.
cd ${SJV_HOME}

ls -lE libJNISjv00.so

-rw-r-----  -ps-  1 SJVSTC  SJVGRP     81920 Feb 26  2019 libJNISjv00.so

– The -p- indicates that program control is on. Continue to Step 5.
– If program control is not on, see Step 4.

4. Add program control to the libJNISjv00.so module.
extattr +p libJNISjv00.so

If program control is not set when a FALLBACK is attempted, the ELEVATE fails. SJVSTC issues the following
messages:
PBX014I ENVIRONMENT MUST BE CONTROLLED FOR SERVER (BPX.SERVER) PROCESSING.

BPXP015I HFS PROGRAM /u/SJVSTC/libJNISjv00.so IS NOT MARKED PROGRAM CONTROLLED.

5. Verify that program control for MVS programs is on:
SET CONTROL(GSO)

LIST SAFDEF.PROGCHKX

ACF0A005 RECORD(S) NOT FOUND

– In this example, program control in ACF2 is off and no further action is necessary. Continue to Define FALLBACK
Resource and Permissions.

– If the list command returns any rules, program check is on. Continue to Step 6.
6. Verify that the program resource directory (R-RPGM) resides in ACF2. The R-RPGM type indicates the rule sets that

are made resident in the global storage at ACF2 initialization time. RACROUTE FASTAUTH requires rules that are
associated with the directory to be resident.
SET CONTROL(GSO)

LIST INFODIR

XXXX / INFODIR LAST CHANGED BY USER01 ON 08/01/19-14:36

               TYPES (D-DSCH D-DSTG D-DSYS)

– In this example, R-RPGM is not resident. Continue to Step 7.
– If the output contains R-RPGM, continue to Step 9

7. Define the program resource type R-RPGM:
SET CONTROL(GSO)

CHANGE INFODIR TYPE(R-RPGM)

R-RPGM is added to the GSO INFORDIR record.
8. Verify that R-RPGM was defined in the GSO INFODIR record:

SET CONTROL(GSO)

LIST INFODIR

The following message displays:
XXXX / INFODIR LAST CHANGED BY USER01 ON 08/01/19-14:36

       TYPES (R-RPGM)

9. Add program rules to allow SJVSTC access to the programs in the STEPLIB DD (CSJVLINK):
$KEY(SJV****) TYPE(PGM)

UID(uidForSJVSTC) ALLOW

The rules are defined in the ACF2 database.
10. Activate the program rule:

F ACF2,REBUILD(PGM),CLASS(R)
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The program rule is now active. SJVSTC has access to the SJV***** programs in the CSJVLINK DD in the STEPLIB
for SJVSTC proc.

NOTE
Failure to complete one or more steps between steps 5 through 10 results in one of the following error
messages:
CSV026I MODULE mod NOT ACCESSED, PROGRAM ACCESS DATA SET RESTRICTION

or

CSV025I PROGRAM CONTROLLED MODULE mod NOT ACCESSED, USER UNAUTHORIZED

Define FALLBACK Resources and Permissions

Perform the following steps to define the FALLBACK feature. Repeat this step for every TAM CLASS, user, and SYSID
you want FALLBACK enabled.

1. Define the CATAM resource rules for FALLBACK. The CATAM resource rule lets you define who can use the
elevation classes in FALLBACK mode. For the initial implementation, set up only one TAM CLASS, user, and SYSID
combination for FALLBACK. After you validate the single entity, set up extra rules.
SET RESOURCE(TAM)

RECKEY FALLBACK ADD(className.sysID UID(uidstring) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

F ACF2,REBUILD(TAM)

– You can use role-based security in ACF2 in place of UID.
– You can use masking to provide broader access. For example, to provide a user FALLBACK access to a class on

every SYSID:
RECKEY FALLBACK ADD(classNAME.- UID(uidstring) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

FALLBACK rules are now in place for the className on the sysID specified for all users who match the UID string or
role in the rule.

(Optional) Enable FALLBACK in the Custom Validation Exit

You can enable a custom exit to perform service desk ticket validation on requests for elevated access permissions. With
your own exit, you can validate tickets through your custom criteria.

• If your site is not using the custom validation exit (TAM_Custom_Validate.jar), skip this section. Go to Enable
FALLBACK.

• If your site is using custom validation exits, see Defining Custom Exit for information on exit code requirements and
implementation.

The custom validation exit is ready.

Enable FALLBACK

After you define a custom exit (if necessary) and the ACF2 resources and permissions for FALLBACK, start or restart
SJVSTC to enable FALLBACK for use. When FALLBACK is enabled, Trusted Access Manager for Z cannot write
comments in the specified service desk ticket. Normal SMF logging still occurs as specified by the LOGLEVEL parameter
in your TAM options record. Qualifying states for entering FALLBACK include:

• TAMSTC not being started
• Requested service desk is offline
• TCP/IP connections to the service desk are failing due to firewall, port mismatch, and incorrect connection details.

WARNING
Failure to restart or refresh SJVSTC results in FALLBACK not performing as expected.

1. Stop SJVSTC:
P SJVSTC
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The following message displays:
SJV0103I SJV Shutdown is complete

2. Start SJVSTC:
S SJVSTC

The following message displays:
SJV0101I JVM Initialization Complete

SJVSTC initialization is completed.

Validate FALLBACK

Perform the following steps to validate FALLBACK is configured and enabled properly:

1. Define a single TAM CLASS with a ticket requirement for a single user. TAM CLASS records define elevations for
users of Trusted Access Manager for Z. An ACF2 user can be elevated to an alternate UID string, role, or logonid
attribute (such as SECURITY), or a combination of all three. The UID, ROLE, and ATTRIBUT in the elevation class are
used for data set and resource access determination when a user's existing permissions do not have access.
SET CONTROL(GSO)

INSERT TAM CLASS.FALLBACK1 ROLE(role) TIMEBOX(05) DESC('Validate FALLBACK') REQTICKT

F ACF2,REFRESH(CLASS),TYPE(TAM)

2. Enable a user to use this CLASS in FALLBACK on the SYSID:
SET RESOURCE(TAM)

RECKEY FALLBACK ADD(FALLBACK1.sysID UID(uidstring) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

F ACF2,REBUILD(TAM)

3. Verify the UID specified has FALLBACK capability:
LIST LIKE(FALLBACK-)

ACF75052 RESOURCE RULE FALLBACK STORED BY QATAMZ ON 04/29/20-10:24   

$KEY(FALLBACK) TYPE(TAM)                                              FALLBACK1.XXX UID(*****TAMUSR1)

 SERVICE(READ) ALLOW                  

FALLBACK1.YYY UID(*****TSTUSR2) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW                    

FALLBACK1.ZZZ UID(*****SYSPG01) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW                 

ACF75051 TOTAL RECORD LENGTH= 335 BYTES, 1 PERCENT UTILIZED

In this example, the three UIDs have FALLBACK capability to FALLBACK1 class on the sysid specified, even when
ticket validation cannot be performed.

4. Start or restart SJVSTC to activate the new definitions from the previous step:
S SJVSTC

The following message displays:
SJV0101I JVM Initialization Complete

5. Shut down TAMSTC to break the connection to your Service Desk:
P TAMSTC

The following message displays and TAMSTC is shut down.
JZOS - MVS STOP command received

        IEF404I TAMSTC - ENDED

6. Request the user to attempt to ELEVATE to the TAM CLASS with a ticket number:
ELEVATE CLASS(FALLBACK1) REASON('Testing FALLBACK') TICKET(ticketNumber)

USER(userID)

The user elevates to the TAM CLASS and is issued a message indicating a successful elevate has occurred.
– If a successful ELEVATE message does not appear, see Troubleshooting.
– If a successful ELEVATE message appears, FALLBACK configuration is validated.
Once validated, restart TAMSTC and continue to roll out FALLBACK support for CLASSes, users, and SYSIDs as
desired by repeating the process.
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Troubleshooting

If FALLBACK processing does not work as expected, review the following steps:

1. Ensure that that “SJVM-Fallback.jar” is in your SJV_HOME directory and has the same owning user and group as the
directory. If not, issue the following command:
cd ${SJV_HOME}

chown SJVSTC SJVM-Fallback.jar

2. Ensure that your SJVENV file has the “SJVM-Fallback.jar” in your CLASSPATH and appears in the SJVSTC job log
output for the CLASSPATH value. If not, see Step 2 in Configure FALLBACK.

3. Ensure that you have program control enabled for the "libJNISjv00.so" member, as indicated in Steps 3 and 4 of
Configure FALLBACK. If not enabled, the following messages display in SJVSTC on an ELEVATE attempt:
BPXP014I ENVIRONMENT MUST BE CONTROLLED FOR SERVER (BPX.SERVER) PROCESSING.

BPXP015I HFS PROGRAM /u/SJVSTC/libJNISjv00.so IS NOT MARKED PROGRAM CONTROLLED.

4. Ensure that you have program control enabled for SJVSTC’s STEPLIB DD's, as indicated in Steps 5 through 10 of
Configure FALLBACK. If not enabled, one of the following messages displays:
CSV026I MODULE mod NOT ACCESSED, PROGRAM ACCESS DATA SET RESTRICTION

          or

          CSV025I PROGRAM CONTROLLED MODULE mod NOT ACCESSED, USER UNAUTHORIZED

5. Ensure that you have defined the FALLBACK resources and permits properly, and refresh ACF2 as needed. See
Define FALLBACK Resources and Permissions.

6. Ensure that you have restarted or refreshed SJVSTC if it was running before permitting new FALLBACK resources for
the CATAM resource class. See Enable FALLBACK.

7. If you are using the Custom Validation Exit, ensure that you have coded return code RC=40 for the appropriate
“Service Unavailable” results. See Enable FALLBACK in the Custom Validation Exit.

8. Ensure that you have the “sjvv1.jar” file that has FALLBACK support.
– Ensure that you have log level = TRACE set for your SJVSTC’s logback.xml.
– After performing a failing ELEVATE that should go into FALLBACK, check the SJVSTC Java logs inside the

“SJV_HOME/logs” directory for your installation for the following message string: “Successfully enabled Fallback
validation”. This message appears after the first call to “SJVM-Fallback.jar” to perform the FALLBACK check. If
you do not see FALLBACK messages, you are likely running a copy of “sjvv1.jar” that does not have FALLBACK
support.

9. If you continue to experience issues, collect the following documentation and contact Broadcom Support:
– Complete SJVSTC Job log
– Complete SJVSTC Java logs (with log level turned up to TRACE in the logback.xml for SJVSTC).
– ESM listing of privileged users; Support focuses on CATAM resource permits.
– ESM listing of SJVSTC started task.
– USS directory listing of SJV_HOME directory.

Set Up and Activate Privileged Access through ACF2
This article shows how to set up and activate privileged access through ACF2.

Dylan is a security officer at Hedmoral Technologies. He maintains a privileged logonid called PRIVMAN. PRIVMAN has
access to sensitive data sets with high-level qualifiers PRIVATE and SECRET. As part of the job, employees Markus and
Pauline login as PRIVMAN to access the PRIVATE and SECRET data sets. Dylan is concerned that Markus and Pauline
are sharing the PRIVMAN logonid and does not want to give them the same access as PRIVMAN permanently. Dylan
also wants to track when these employees access the sensitive data sets. He decides to use Trusted Access Manager for
Z.

Dylan lists the PRIVATE and SECRET data set rules to see what UID and ROLEs are required in the TAM elevation class
records:
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l PRIVATE

$KEY(PRIVATE)

 - UID(*****PRIVMAN) READ(A) WRITE(A) EXEC(A)

$KEY(SECRET) ROLESET

 - ROLE(SECROLE) READ(A) WRITE(A) EXEC(A)

        

In this example, UID(*****PRIVMAN) and ROLE(SECROLE) are defined. Dylan creates the TAM CLASS records:

SET CONTROL(TAM)

CONTROL

  INSERT CLASS.PRIVMANU ALTUID(*****PRIVMAN) TIMEBOX(240) DESC(ACCESS TO PRIVATE DATASETS)

  XEXX / CLASS.PRIVMANU LAST CHANGED BY DYLAN ON 11/07/19-17:38

         ALTUID(*****PRIVMAN) DESC(ACCESS TO PRIVATE DATASETS)

         NOREQTICKT ROLENAME() TIMEBOX(240)

CONTROL

  INSERT CLASS.PRIVMANR ROLE(SECROLE) TIMEBOX(120) DEC(ACCESS TO SECRET DATASETS)

  XEXX / CLASS.PRIVMANR LAST CHANGED BY DYLAN ON 11/07/19-17:40

         ALTUID() DESC(ACCESS TO SECRET DATASETS) NOREQTICKT

         ROLENAME(SECROLE) TIMEBOX(120)

CONTROL

  INSERT CLASS.PRIVMANA ATTRIBUT(SECURITY) TIMEBOX(240) DESC(ACCESS TO ALL DATASETS) 

  XEXX / CLASS.PRIVMANA LAST CHANGED BY DYLAN ON 11/07/19-17:45

         ALTUID() ATTRIBUT(SECURITY) TIMEBOX(240) DESC(ACCESS TO ALL DATASETS) 

         NOREQTICKT ROLENAME()

CONTROL

Dylan creates the TAM OPTIONS records:

SET CONTROL(TAM)

  CONTROL

INSERT OPTIONS LOGLEVEL(ELEVATE)

   XEXX / OPTIONS LAST CHANGED BY DYLAN ON 11/07/19-17:42

                        LOGLEVEL(ELEVATE)

CONTROL

      

Dylan refreshes the TAM records to make them active:

F ACF2,REFRESH(ALL),TYPE(TAM)

 ACF79507 TAM PROCESSING COMPLETED WITHOUT ERROR

 CONTROL

        

Dylan creates a rule to give Markus and Pauline the ability to ELEVATE to the two elevation classes:

SET R(TAM)

 RESOURCE

$KEY(TAM) TYPE(TAM)

 DISPLAY.ALLUSERS UID(*****DYLAN) ALLOW

 ELEVATE.PRIVMANR.MARKUS UID(*****MARKUS) ALLOW

 ELEVATE.PRIVMANR.PAULINE UID(*****PAULINE) ALLOW
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 ELEVATE.PRIVMANU.MARKUS UID(*****MARKUS) ALLOW

 ELEVATE.PRIVMANU.PAULINE UID(*****PAULINE) ALLOW

 OBTAIN.MARKUS UID(*****MARKUS) ALLOW

 OBTAIN.PAULINE UID(*****PAULINE) ALLOW

 REMOVE.PRIVMANR.MARKUS UID(*****MARKUS) ALLOW

 REMOVE.PRIVMANR.PAULINE UID(*****PAULINE) ALLOW

 REMOVE.PRIVMANU.MARKUS UID(*****MARKUS) ALLOW

 REMOVE.PRIVMANU.PAULINE UID(*****PAULINE) ALLOW

      

Markus and Pauline can now use the elevation classes when they want to access to the PRIVATE and SECRET data
sets.

For example, Pauline updates the SECRET.STUFF data set by issuing the ELEVATE command:

ELEVATE CLASS(PRIVMANR) REASON(MUST add more secrets!!)

Pauline can now update the SECRET data set.

Pauline removes the elevation when updates are completed.

ELEVATE CLASS(PRIVMANR) REMOVE REASON(all done)

Dylan runs the ACFRPTDS report with the ELEVATE keyword to see details about Pauline's privileged access activities.

Audit Elevated Activity through ACF2
As an auditor, I need to audit all resources and data sets that a user accessed during his or her time of having elevated
access permissions. The following reports are available:

ACFRPTDS
Data Set/Program Event Log

ACFRPTEL
Infostorage Update Log

ACFRPTLL
Logonid Modification Log

ACFRPTNV
The Environment Report

ACFRPTRL
Rule-ID Modification Log

ACFRPTRV
Resource Event Log

Common Journal File
Logs all the elevate and de-elevate commands and messages. Use the journal file to troubleshoot or audit
Trusted Access Manager for Z for ACF2 elevation commands.

NOTE
Auditing can also be accomplished through integration with Compliance Event Manager, which:

• Monitors mainframe data for abnormal activity.
• Alerts to risk in real time.
• Provides in-depth reporting on the security issue
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ACFRPTDS - Data Set/Program Event Log
Trusted Access Manager for Z related logs depend on the Trusted Access Manager for Z OPTIONS record LOGLEVEL
parameter. LOGLEVEL(ALL) specifies that all access is logged while a user has elevated access permissions, whether
an elevation was used to gain access or not. LOGLEVEL(ELEVATE) specifies the access allowed due to an elevation is
logged. All other access is logged (if needed) typically.

ELEVATE is the input parameter. When ELEVATE is specified, the ACFRPTDS report shows only Trusted Access
Manager for Z-related logs.

When using the ISPF panel or JCL, ACFRPTDS accepts the following parameters.

• ELEVATE
Allows the user to report only ELEVATE-related entries. The default is no.

• REASON
Indicates the reason for the report.

• TAMID
Allows the user to report on activity related to a specific TAM session id. Up to 32 TAMIDs or id masks can be supplied,
allowing you to see elevation activity grouped by this session id.

• TICKET
Allows the user to report on the ticket related to the elevation. Up to 32 TAMIDs or id masks can be supplied, allowing
you to see ticket activity grouped by this session id.

When a user is elevated, the report output INST area shows ELEVATE, which means the requester logonid was elevated
and the request was permitted.

When a data set access is allowed because of an elevation:

• The report output RECORD area shows TAM TRACE (the RECORD area is called LOG TYPE when the report is in
Printer Format)

• The report output shows the ELEVATE CLASS, TICKET, and REASON that was responsible for the allow condition.

TZUSR01  17.300  10/27  12.56       DATASET  TAM TRACE ELEVATE

TZUSR01  VOL=ACF001  DDN=ISP12561  DSN=ABCDE01.MINI.JCL

PROC393  VOL=        PGM=ISREDIT   LIB=SYS1.LINKLIB

TSU06053 DA-OPN  INPUT   ACCESS    NAM=TZUSR01              ROL=

XE75     SRC=A75LO907              UID=TAXZ2TZUSR02         002

ELEVATE CLASS = TZUID002

TICKET = 999888777

REASON = Monthly Updates

TAMID  = 0713202115102843

ACFRPTEL - Infostorage Update Log
For general information about this report, see the ACF2 documentation. Trusted Access Manager for Z-related logs
depend on the Trusted Access Manager for Z OPTIONS record LOGLEVEL parameter.

LOGLEVEL(ELEVATE|ALL|ALLTAMID)
Specifies how accesses are logged while a user is loggedin with active elevated access permissions.
ELEVATE

Specifies the access allowed due to an elevation is logged. All other access is logged (if needed) typically.
ELEVATE is the input parameter. When ELEVATE is specified, the ACFRPTEL report shows only Trusted
Access Manager for Z-related logs.
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ALL
Specifies that all access is logged while a user has elevated access permissions, whether an elevation
was used to gain access or not.

ALLTAMID
Specifies that all access is logged while a user has elevated access permissions, whether an elevation is
used to gain access. The first TAMID in the user's elevation is added to the SMF record.

When using the ISPF panel or JCL, ACFRPTEL accepts the following parameter.

ELEVATE
Allows the user to report only ELEVATE-related entries. If ELEVATE is not specified, both ELEVATE-related and
non-ELEVATE related events are reported.

REASON
Indicates the reason for the report.

TAMID
Allows the user to report on activity related to a specific TAM session id. Up to 32 TAMIDs or id masks can be
supplied, allowing you to see elevation activity grouped by this session id.

TICKET
Allows the user to report on the ticket related to the elevation. Up to 32 TAMIDs or id masks can be supplied,
allowing you to see ticket activity grouped by this session id.

The report output LID area shows an @ sign in front of the LID value when the change is not allowed due to an elevation,
but the changer is elevated at the time.

When a change is allowed due to an elevation:

• The report output LID area is prefixed by a hash tag (#).
• The report output shows the ELEVATE CLASS, REASON, and TICKET that is responsible for the allow condition.

18.274  10/01  11:38  USER03  #USER03  ACF0AENT REPLACE   XE75  C-GSO-SYSA   MAXTRY         99            98

TAMZ CLASS  = ATTRSEC

TAMZ TICKET = 999888777

TAMZ REASON = change maxtry in gso pswd rec

TAMZ TAMID = 0713202115102843

ACFRPTLL - Logonid Modification Log
For general information about this report, see the ACF2 documentation. Trusted Access Manager for Z-related logs
depend on the Trusted Access Manager for Z OPTIONS record LOGLEVEL parameter.

LOGLEVEL(ELEVATE|ALL|ALLTAMID)
Specifies how accesses are logged while a user is loggedin with active elevated access permissions.
ELEVATE

Specifies the access allowed due to an elevation is logged. All other access is logged (if needed) typically.
ELEVATE is the input parameter. When ELEVATE is specified, the ACFRPTLL report shows only Trusted
Access Manager for Z-related logs.

ALL
Specifies that all access is logged while a user has elevated access permissions, whether an elevation
was used to gain access or not.

ALLTAMID
Specifies that all access is logged while a user has elevated access permissions, whether an elevation is
used to gain access. The first TAMID in the user's elevation is added to the SMF record.
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ELEVATE is an input parameter. When ELEVATE is specified, the ACFRTLL report shows only Trusted Access Manager
for Z-related logs.

When using the ISPF panel or JCL, ACFRPTLL accepts the following parameter.

ELEVATE
Allows the user to report only ELEVATE-related entries. If ELEVATE is not specified, both ELEVATE-related and
non-ELEVATE related events are reported.

REASON
Indicates the reason for the report.

TAMID
Allows the user to report on activity related to a specific TAM session id. Up to 32 TAMIDs or id masks can be
supplied, allowing you to see elevation activity grouped by this session id.

TICKET
Allows the user to report on the ticket related to the elevation. Up to 32 TAMIDs or id masks can be supplied,
allowing you to see ticket activity grouped by this session id.

The report output CHANGER area shows an @ sign in front of the CHANGER value when the change is not allowed due
to an elevation, but the changer is elevated at the time.

When a change is allowed due to an elevation:

• The report output CHANGER area is prefixed by a hash tag (#).
• The report output shows the ELEVATE CLASS, REASON, and TICKET that is responsible for the allow condition.

18.274 10/01 11.36       USER02    USER03    #USER03    CHANGE    SYSA

 NAME         BOB                      JAN

TAMz CLASS  = ATTRSEC

TAMz REASON = change some logonid names

TAMz TICKET = 999888777

TAMZ TAMID  = 0713202115102843

ACFRPTNV - The Environment Report
For general information about this report, see the ACF2 documentation. The ACFRPTNV report generator provides
tracking of security-related activity within the system.

When using the ISPF panel or JCL, ACFRPTNV accepts the following parameter.

USER
Allows the user to report only ELEVATE commands. The default is no.

REASON
Indicates the reason for the report.

TAMID
Allows the user to report on activity related to a specific TAM session id. Up to 32 TAMIDs or id masks can be
supplied, allowing you to see elevation activity grouped by this session id.

TICKET
Allows the user to report on the ticket related to the elevation. Up to 32 TAMIDs or id masks can be supplied,
allowing you to see ticket activity grouped by this session id.

When USER is specified, the ACFRPTNV report shows ACF elevate subcommand and expired elevation information.
The parameters of the ELEVATE command are shown, followed by the message returned to the issuer of the elevate
command.
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COMMAND  ELEVATE        TZUSR01   17.300 10/27  14:38                XE75

  PARM='CLASS(TZROL0002) REASON(MONTHLY UPDATES 2)  TICKET(222)'

  MSG ='ACF60062  User can now logon with elevated permissions'

    

TAMZ EXPIRED ELEVATION           21.078 03/19  13:16             XE75          

  MSG = Class = TZROL0002        UserID = TZUSR01  TOD = 13:16:33 03/19/2021  

  MSG = Reason = MONTHLY UPDATES 2                                                          

  MSG = Ticket = 222

  MSG = TAMID = 0713202115102843

ACFRPTRL - Rule-ID Modification Log
For general information about this report, see the ACF2 documentation. Trusted Access Manager for Z-related logs
depend on the Trusted Access Manager for Z record LOGLEVEL parameter.

LOGLEVEL(ELEVATE|ALL|ALLTAMID)
Specifies how accesses are logged while a user is loggedin with active elevated access permissions.
ELEVATE

Specifies the access allowed due to an elevation is logged. All other access is logged (if needed) typically.
ELEVATE is the input parameter. When ELEVATE is specified, the ACFRPTRL report shows only Trusted
Access Manager for Z related logs.

ALL
Specifies that all access is logged while a user has elevated access permissions, whether an elevation
was used to gain access or not.

ALLTAMID
Specifies that all access is logged while a user has elevated access permissions, whether an elevation is
used to gain access. The first TAMID in the user's elevation is added to the SMF record.

ELEVATE is an input parameter. When ELEVATE is specified, the ACFRPTRL report shows only Trusted Access Manager
for Z related logs.

When using the ISPF panel or JCL, ACFRPTRL accepts the following parameter:

ELEVATE
Allows the user to report only ELEVATE-related entries. If ELEVATE is not specified, both ELEVATE-related and
non-ELEVATE related events are reported.

REASON
Indicates the reason for the report.

TAMID
Allows the user to report on activity related to a specific TAM session id. Up to 32 TAMIDs or id masks can be
supplied, allowing you to see elevation activity grouped by this session id.

TICKET
Allows the user to report on the ticket related to the elevation. Up to 32 TAMIDs or id masks can be supplied,
allowing you to see ticket activity grouped by this session id.

The report output CHANGER area shows an @ sign in front of the CHANGER value when the change is not allowed due
to an elevation, but the changer is elevated at the time.

When a change is allowed due to an elevation:
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• The report output CHANGER area is prefixed by a hash tag (#).
• The report output shows the ELEVATE CLASS, TICKET, REASON, and TAMID that is responsible for the allow

condition.

18.274 10/01 12.31       SYS3     USER03 #USER03   REPLACE  SYSA

ACF75052 ACCESS   RULE SYS3 STORED BY USER03 ON 10/01/18-12:31

 - UID(XX) READ(A) WRITE(A) ALLOC(A) EXEC(A)

 - UID(YY) READ(A) WRITE(A) ALLOC(A) EXEC(A)

 - UID(*) READ(A) EXEC(A)

TAMz CLASS  = ATTRSEC

TAMz TICKET = 999888777

TAMz REASON = change the SYS3 rule

TAMz TAMID  = 0713202115102843

ACFRPTRV - Resource Event Log
For general information about this report, see the ACF2 documentation.  Trusted Access Manager for Z related logs
depend on the Trusted Access Manager for Z OPTIONS record LOGLEVEL parameter.
LOGLEVEL(ELEVATE|ALL|ALLTAMID)

Specifies how accesses are logged while a user is loggedin with active elevated access permissions.
ELEVATE

Specifies the access allowed due to an elevation is logged. All other access is logged (if needed) typically.
ELEVATE is the input parameter. When ELEVATE is specified, the ACFRPTRV report shows only Trusted
Access Manager for Z-related logs.

ALL
Specifies that all access is logged while a user has elevated access permissions, whether an elevation
was used to gain access or not.

ALLTAMID
Specifies that all access is logged while a user has elevated access permissions, whether an elevation is
used to gain access. The first TAMID in the user's elevation is added to the SMF record.

ELEVATE is the input parameter. When ELEVATE is specified, the ACFRPTRV report shows only Trusted Access
Manager for Z related logs.

When using the ISPF panel or JCL, ACFRPTRV accepts the following parameter:

ELEVATE
Allows the user to report only ELEVATE-related entries. The default is no.

REASON
Indicates the reason for the report.

TAMID
Allows the user to report on activity related to a specific TAM session id. Up to 32 TAMIDs or id masks can be
supplied, allowing you to see elevation activity grouped by this session id.

TICKET
Allows the user to report on the ticket related to the elevation. Up to 32 TAMIDs or id masks can be supplied,
allowing you to see ticket activity grouped by this session id.

When a user is elevated, the report output DSPMOD area shows ELEVATE, which means the requester logonid was
elevated and the request was permitted.

When a resource access is allowed because of an elevation:
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• The report output RECORD area is prefixed by a hash tag (#)
• The report output shows the ELEVATE CLASS, TICKET, and REASON that was responsible for the allow condition.

RJPL-TESTTAMZ.ICAN.ACCESS.TZROL002                    #LOG     RJPL-TESTTAMZ

  X  TZUSR01             A75LO907 XE75                RULE        ELEVATE       -       READ

17.300 10/27  10.56   TZUSR01  TZUSR01    TZUSR01                       0     0   0     0

ROLE:           TZROL002

RESOURCE NAME:  TESTTAMZ.ICAN.ACCESS.TZROL002

ELEVATE CLASS:  TZROL002

ELEVATE TICKET: 999888777

ELEVATE REASON: MONTHLY UPDATES

ELEVATE TAMID:  0713202115102843

ACFRPTTZ - Audit Utility
As an auditor, you want to see all activity that occurs by a user or ticket from elevation to de-elevation or elevation time-
out. A unique user ID (TAMID) is assigned at elevation time and carried through each elevation and de-elevation event.
The ACFRPTTZ audit utility reads the same SMF records as the following reports and generates a CSV file containing the
fields that appear on the individual reports. The SAFTZJSN reads the CSV file, reformats, and creates a JSON file. The
ACFRPTTZ SAMPJ member contains an example of how to invoke ACFRPTTZ and SAFTZJSN.

• ACFRPTDS - Data Set/Program Event Log
• ACFRPTEL - Infostorage Update Log
• ACFRPTLL - Logonid Modification Log
• ACFRPTNV - The Environment Report
• ACFRPTRL - Rule ID Modification Log
• ACFRPTRV - Resource Event Log

The ACFRPTTZ utility accepts the following parameters:

ELEVATE
Allows the user to report ELEVATE-related entries. The CSV output contains information from SMF records,
which are written while the user was elevated. Output includes records which are written to elevate and end the
elevation for a user.

ELUSER
Specifies an elevation activity for a specific user.

TAMID
Specifies an elevation activity for specific TAMIDs. Up to 32 TAMID values or masks can be specified. Only
records with TAMID values are selected.

TICKET
Specifies elevation activity for specific TICKETS. Up to 32 ticket number values or masks can be specified. If
TICKET is not specified, all ticket numbers are reported.

Sample Output

The following sample output is from the ACFRPTTZ utility:

CA ACF2 - ACFRPTTZ - TAMz Activity Journal          -                 PAGE    1

DATE 08/31/21 (21.243) TIME 13.51                                              

      

Counts CSV   30 DS    3 EL    3 LL    0 NV    3 RL    0 RV   21
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The following sample output is the CSV file generated by ACFRPTTZ:

"SMF subtype","CVS File date","CSV File Time","Date of Record","Time of Record",TAMID,TICKET,TAM CLASS,"TAM

 Reason","Elevation Status","Elevation Disp","Job Name",LOGONID,"UID String",Source,"SMF CPU ID","System

 ID",Module,"User Name",ACSMROLE,"NV-Cmd Issuer","NV-Elevated User",NV-Event,NV-ConsoleCMD,"DS-Record

 type","DS-Vio Type",DS-Access,"DS-Access Type",DS-Dataset,DS-Volume,"DS-PDS member",DS-DDname,DS-Library,DS-

Lib Volume,DS-Program,"DS-Step Name","DS-Job Number",DS-Source,DS-Name,DS-RM-RC,DS-Inst,DS-STAPE,"DS-Nextkey

 count","DS-Pgm Path err","EL-Record Key",EL-Function,"LL-Record Key","LL-Signon type",LL-Function,"RL-Record

 Key",RL-Function,RV-Lookup Key,RV-Requested RSC,RV-NAME,"RV-Record mode",RV-DISP,RV-DSP-MOD,RV-PRE,RV-RMC,RV-

INT,RV-PST,RV-FIN,RV-SERV,RV-SAF RSC CLASS,"RV-Rsrc Name",RV-LogString,RV-LONG rcrd key,RV-Criteria,

Y,09/02/21,13.49.41.59,09/01,12.21,"0901202112212242",,zztop,"put stuff in csv",,,USER01,USER01,"SHS 

 USER01",A43LO903,XE43,XE43,,,,CUNKE01,curar15,"ELEVATE",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,

V,09/02/21,13.49.41.59,09/01,12.21,"0901202112212242",,ZZTOP,"put stuff in

 csv",ELEVATED,ALLOWED,CURAR15,CURAR15,"    

 CURAR15",A43LO901,XE43,XE43,ACF9CFAT,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,RFAC-IARRSM,RFAC-

IARRSM.EXEMPT.ASLR.CURAR15,"AQUAMAN",LOG,NO-

REC,ELEVATE,00,08,00,00,04,READ,FACILITY,IARRSM.EXEMPT.ASLR.CURAR15,,,,

The following sample is the JSON Output from the CSV file that is created by the ACFRPTTZ utility:

[

 {

 "SMF subtype": "Y",                   

 "CVS File date": "09/02/21",          

 "CSV File Time": "13.49.41.59",       

 "Date of Record": "09/01",            

 "Time of Record": "12.21",            

 "TAMID": "0901202112212242",          

 "TAMCLASS": "zztop",                  

 "TAM Reason": "put stuff in csv",     

 "Job Name": "USER01",                

 "LOGONID": "USER01",                 

 "UID String": "SHS  USER01",         

 "Source": "A43LO903",                 

 "SMF CPU ID": "XE43",                  

 "System ID": "XE43",                  

 "NV-Cmd Issuer": "USER01",           

 "NV-Elevated User": "curar15",        

 "NV-Event": "ELEVATE"                 

 },

 {                                                        

 "SMF subtype": "V",                                      

 "CVS File date": "09/01/21",

 "CSV File Time": "07.35.10.28",

 "Date of Record": "08/31",

 "Time of Record": "09.09",

 "TAMID": "0831202107523372",

 "TAMCLASS": "ZZTOP",

 "TAM Reason": "get some records for CSV file",

 "Elevation Status": "ELEVATED",

 "Elevation Disp": "ALLOWED",

 "Job Name": "CURAR15",                                   
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 "LOGONID": "CURAR15",                                    

 "UID String": "     CURAR15",                             

 "Source": "A43LO902",                                    

 "SMF CPU ID": "XE43",                                    

 "System ID": "XE43",                                     

 "Module": "ACF9CAUT",                                    

 "User Name": "ARTHUR CURRY",                          

 "RV-LookupKey": "RSAF-MVS",                              

 "RV-RequestedRSC": "RSAF-MVS.MODIFY.STC.ACF2.ACF2",      

 "RV-NAME": "ARTHUR CURRY",                            

 "RV-Record mode": "LOG",                                 

 "RV-DISP": "NO-RULE",                                    

 "RV-DSP-MOD": "ELEVATE",                                 

 "RV-PRE": "00",                                          

 "RV-RMC": "00",                                           

 "RV-INT": "14",                                          

 "RV-PST": "00",                                          

 "RV-FIN": "04",                                          

 "RV-SERV": "UPDT",                                        

 "RV-SAFRSCCLASS": "OPERCMDS",                            

 "RV-Rsrc Name": "MVS.MODIFY.STC.ACF2.ACF2"

 },   

Journal File for ACF2
The common journal file logs all elevate and de-elevate commands and messages. Use the journal file to troubleshoot or
audit Trusted Access Manager for Z for ACF2 elevation commands.

The following output is an example of a journal file:

SJVM JOURNAL FILE00009050000362

03/24 10:56:37 ELEVATE CLASS(TMTEST6) REASON(FILL THE LOGFILE)   USER(TZUSR01)

03/24 10:56:37 ACF60065 Class not found for the ELEVATE command

03/24 10:56:37 ELEVATE CLASS(TMTEST6) REASON(FILL THE LOGFILE)   USER(TZUSR01) REMOVE

03/24 10:56:37 ACF60064 Elevated permission not found for user

03/24 14:26:39 ELEVATE CLASS(ATTRSEC) USER(TZUSR03) REASON(UPDATES) TICKET(222)

03/24 14:26:39 ACF60066 User can now use the elevated permission

03/24 14:26:50 ELEVATE CLASS(ATTRAUD) USER(TZUSR11) REASON(UPDATES)              

03/24 14:26:50 ACF60062 User can now use the elevated permission

03/24 14:26:52 ELEVATE CLASS(TZROL0002) USER(TZUSR02) REASON(UPDATES)      

03/24 14:26:52 ACF60062 User can now use the elevated permission  

03/24 15:26:40 ELEVATION EXPIRED CLASS=ATTRSEC, USER=TZUSR03, REASON=UPDATES, TICKET(222)

03/24 15:26:55 ELEVATION EXPIRED CLASS=ATTRAUD, USER=TZUSR11, REASON=UPDATES      

03/24 15:36:55 ELEVATION EXPIRED CLASS=TZROL0002, USER=TZUSR02, REASON=UPDATES

The following details the journal entries in the example:

• ELEVATE CLASS (TMTEST6) REASON(FILL THE LOGFILE) USER(TZUSR01)
Represents a command to elevate user TZUSR01 to class TMTEST6 and supplied a reason of FILL THE LOGFILE.

• ACF60065 Class not found for the ELEVATE command
Indicates that the elevate command failed.

• ELEVATE CLASS(TMTEST6) REASON(FILL THE LOGFILE) USER(TZUSR01) REMOVE
Represents a de-elevate command to remove the elevate from user TZUSR01 to class TMTEST6.

• ACF60064 Elevated permission not found for user
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Indicates the de-elevate failed because user TZUSR01 was not elevated.
• ELEVATE CLASS(ATTRSEC) USER(TZUSR03) REASON(UPDATES) TICKET(222)

Represents a command to elevate user TZUSR03 to class ATTRSEC. The elevate command includes a reason of
UPDATES and ticket #222 for validation.

• ACF60066 User can now use the elevated permission
Indicates that the elevate command for user TZUSR03 was successful. The user can begin to use the elevated
permissions.

• ELEVATE CLASS(ATTRAUD) USER(TZUSR11) REASON(UPDATES)
Represents a command to elevate user TZUSR11 to class ATTRAUD and supplied a reason of UPDATES.

• ACF60062 User can now use the elevated permission
Indicates that the elevate command for user TZUSR11 was successful. The user can begin to use the elevated
permissions.

• ELEVATE CLASS(TZROL0002) USER(TZUSR02) REASON(UPDATES)
Represents a command to elevate user TZUSR02 to class TZROL0002 and supplied a reason of UPDATES.

• ACF60062 User can now use the elevated permission
Indicates that the elevate command for user TZUSR02 was successful. The user can begin to use the elevated
permissions.

• ELEVATION EXPIRED CLASS=ATTRSEC, USER=TZUSR03, REASON=UPDATES, TICKET(222)
Indicates that user TZUSR03 elevation to class ATTRSEC has expired

• ELEVATION EXPIRED CLASS=ATTRAUD, USER=TZUSR11, REASON=UPDATES
Indicates that user TZUSR11 elevation to class ATTRAUD has expired.

• ELEVATION EXPIRED CLASS=TZROL0002, USER=TZUSR02, REASON=UPDATES
Indicates that user TZUSR02 elevation to class TZROL0002 has expired.
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Using with Top Secret
Trusted Access Manager for Z lets you manage privileged IDs on the mainframe and effectively audit the use of privileged
access. With permissions in place, authorized personnel can elevate access permissions to resolve emergencies or solve
critical business needs immediately.

Follow this process to manage and perform privileged access activity:

1. Set up elevation permissions.
2. Elevate or remove privileged security access permissions.
3. Audit elevated activity by running reports.

Comprehensive reporting provides a holistic view for security managers and gives security leaders full insight into
privileged activity. Security teams can review which identities have privileged access, evaluate the need for access,
and revoke access when suspicious activity is suspected.

NOTE

Auditing can also be accomplished through integration with Compliance Event Manager, which:

• Monitors mainframe data for abnormal activity
• Alerts to risks in real time
• Provides in-depth reporting on the security issue

You can review an integration video.

Manage Privileged Access through Top Secret
As a mainframe security owner, you must reduce the risks of exploited privileged credentials and insider threats that could
lead to data loss, audit failures, and system outages. You need the ability to allow trusted personnel to gain privileged
access (to handle emergency and critical business needs).

This section provides the steps on how to manage and perform privileged access activity.

Manage Privileged Access Permissions through Top Secret
This topic describes how to perform the activities to set up and revoke privileged access permissions.

Manage Elevated Access through Top Secret
This topic describes how authorized Top Secret administrators or users can elevate security access permissions.

Use Top Secret Panels to Manage Elevations and List Settings
This topic describes how to use panels for hierarchical navigation through menus that reduce the need to
remember syntax for issuing commands

View Elevated User Details
This topic descibes how to display detailed information about users who have elevated access permissions.

List Available Classes and Profiles Containing Elevated Permissions
This topic describes how authorized personnel can list details for available privileged access classes (including
their associated profiles, which contain elevated permissions).

Manage Privileged Access Options in the SDT
This topic describes how to access the TAMZOPTS(OPTIONS) record in the Static Data Table (SDT).

Set Up Privileged Access Permission through Top Secret
This section provides instructions for setting up elevation permissions. Users with these permissions can gain elevated
status; administrators with these permissions can elevate or de-elevate any users within their scope.
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Create a Profile and Assign Elevated Permissions

To allow access to the proper elevated permissions, create a profile ACID with appropriate permissions. You include
this profile in a class that gets assigned to a user or administrator (allowing elevation powers).

NOTE
To create the profile, you need ACID(CREATE) authority. To PERMIT access to owned resources within their
administrative scope, administrators must have the appropriate resource(XAUTH) authority (through the TSS
ADMIN command) and must have explicit authority to use each access level keyword.

Follow these steps:

1. Create the profile:
TSS CREATE(profile_acid_name) TYPE(PROFILE) NAME('profile_name') DEPT(department_name)

2. Define a PERMIT to assign permissions as needed:
TSS PERMIT(profile_acid_name) resource_type_keyword(prefix_or_resource_name) 

                 ACCESS(access_level)

                 keyword(operand)

profile_acid_name
Specifies the profile ACID that receives the permissions.

resource_type_keyword
Specifies the keyword identifying the type of resource to which access is being permitted (for example, DSNAME
or VOLUME).

prefix_or_resource_name
Specifies the prefix or resource name. A specific level of ACCESS to the resource, if applicable; if no entry is
made, Top Secret usually assigns a default access level based on the resource type. For example, the default for
data set is READ.

access_level
Specifies the manner in which a resource can be used once accessed (for example, NONE, READ, or WRITE).

keyword
Specifies an additional access keyword and associated operands.
Examples: DAYS(WEEKENDS), LIBRARY(SYS2.TESTLIB), and ACTION(FAIL)

A profile now exists with the proper permissions.

Example: Create a Profile That Can Access a Critical Data Set

This example creates a profile that can access a key data set:

1. Create the profile:
TSS CREATE(TAMZPROF) TYPE(PROFILE) NAME('TAMz Profile') DEPT(SYSDEPT)

2. Assign a permission to enable access to the SYS1.PARMLIB data set:
TSS PERMIT(TAMZPROF) DSNAME(SYS1.PARMLIB) ACCESS(ALL)

Define a Class for Allowing the Privileged Access

Use this procedure to define a class containing a profile with the attributes/permissions that are needed for an elevation.
If you plan to require a service desk ticket on the ELEVATE command, you can associate a service desk record with
the class. Service desk ticket validation gives auditors a way to verify that valid tickets were created to allow elevations.
Tickets also can also provide a way to review issue details about the need for elevations.

NOTE

You can also list available classes/profiles (LIST(TAMZ)), or you can remove or replace classes. To issue
the ADD(TAMZ) command, administrators/users need UPDATE access to entity TSSCMD.TAMZ.ADDTO
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in the CASECAUT resource class. To issue REP(TAMZ), administrators/users need UPDATE access to
TSSCMD.TAMZ.REPLACE. To issue REM(TAMZ), administrators/users need UPDATE access to entity
TSSCMD.TAMZ.REMOVE. An authorized administrator can provide this access by issuing the appropriate
PERMIT:

• TSS PERMIT(recipient) CASECAUT(TSSCMD.TAMZ.ADDTO) ACCESS(UPDATE)
• TSS PERMIT(recipient) CASECAUT(TSSCMD.TAMZ.REMOVE) ACCESS(UPDATE)
• TSS PERMIT(recipient) CASECAUT(TSSCMD.TAMZ.REPLACE) ACCESS(UPDATE)

1. (Optional) Create a service desk record to associate with the class that you want to define:
TSS ADD(TAMZSD) TAMDESK(record_id) SDNAME(service_desk_name) SDTYPE(type) TICKUPD(NO|PUBLIC|PRIVATE)

ADD(TAMZSD)
Specifies the name of the service desk record.

TAMDESK(record_id)
Provides an ID for the service desk record that you want to associate with the class.
Limit: 16-characters

SDNAME(service_desk_name)
Specifies the logical name of the service desk that was defined in Normalized Integration Management
administrative interface.
Limit: 64-characters
The format of this field is alphanumeric characters only (no spaces or special characters).
Example: ServiceNow

SDTYPE(type)
Specifies the service desk type for which the SDNAME is configured. SDTYPE is a four-byte character field with
only the following values:

• BMCR (for BMC Remedy)
• CASD (for Service Desk Manager (SDM))
• HPSD (for HP Service Manager)
• SASD (for ServiceAide)
• SFSD (for SalesForce Service Cloud)
• SNSD (for ServiceNow)

TICKUPD(NO|PUBLIC|PRIVATE)
Specifies how to log privileged access activity to the service desk ticket that is associated with the elevation:
NO

(Default) Does not update the ticket with any privileged access activity.
PUBLIC

Updates the ticket by logging the activity to the public section of the ticket.
PRIVATE

Updates the ticket by logging the activity to the private section of the ticket.
Now you can associate the service desk record to the class that you want to define.

2. Define the class:
TSS ADD(TAMZ) TAMCLASS(class) PROFILE(profile) TIMEBOX(nnnn) TAMDESC(description) TICKREQ(NO|YES)

 TAMDESK(service_desk_record_id)

TAMCLASS(class)
Specifies the name of the class.

PROFILE(profile)
Specifies the profile containing the necessary attributes/permissions for elevation.
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TIMEBOX(nnnn)
Specifies the time duration (in minutes) that the user can possess elevated permissions (for example, 60
minutes).
Range: 1 to 5760

TAMDESC(description)
Describes the purpose of the class (for example, "class for PARMLIB access").

TICKREQ(NO|YES)
Specifies whether a service desk ticket is required to elevate a user with this class.

WARNING

To require a service desk ticket on the ELEVATE command, install and configure Normalized Integration
Management for Service Management and Configure Security JVM.

TAMDESK(service_desk_record_id)
Identifies a service desk record to associate with the class that you are defining. If you do not specify
a TAMDESK parameter, the class uses the default service desk that is defined in the SDT record.
Limit: 16-characters

Permit Privileged Access Authorization to the User or Administrator

To issue the ELEVATE command, a user or administrator must be permitted to the appropriate resource in the CATAM
resource class. Before anyone can issue the permit, the CATAM resource must be owned. Use this procedure to permit
privileged access authorization.

TIP

• If you are unsure whether the resource is owned, issue the following command to show the owner:
TSS WHOOWNS CATAM(TAM)

• To assign ownership to the CATAM resource, you need ACID(MAINTAIN) authority over ACIDs within your
scope.

• To PERMIT access to owned resources within your administrative scope, you must have appropriate
resource(XAUTH) authority, through the TSS ADMIN command. For complete information about granting
authority through the ADMIN command, see the Top Secret documentation.

Follow these steps:

1. Assign ownership to the CATAM resource:
TSS ADDTO(acid) CATAM(TAM)

– acid
Specifies the ACID to which you are assigning ownership. We recommend giving ownership to a department,
division, or zone ACID, which typically allows more effective security administration. For example, if the Financial
Department (FINDEPT) owns the INVEST.RES data set, USER02 from that department still has to be permitted to
access the data set.

2. Define the PERMIT:
TSS PER(permission_recipient) CATAM(TAM.ELEVATE.class_name.elevation_target_id)

• permission_recipient
Identifies the user or administrator who needs the ability to activate elevated permissions when needed.

• class_name
Identifies the class containing profiles that provide the necessary elevated permissions. The user or administrator
would specify this class as a parameter on the ELEVATE command. The following security attributes are supported in
an elevated profile:
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NODSNCHK
Bypasses all data set access security checks, which allows access or use of any data set.

NOLCFCHK
Bypasses Limited Command Facility (LCF) checking. An ACID can execute any command or transaction for all
facilities, regardless of LCF restrictions.

NORESCHK
Bypasses security checking for all owned resources except data sets and volumes.

NOSUBCHK
Bypasses alternate ACID usage and bypasses all job submission security checking. The ACID can submit jobs
regardless of the ACID on the submitted job statement. Additionally, the ACID can submit any batch job on behalf
of another ACID without requiring a password.

NOVOLCHK
Bypasses all volume security checks, which allows access or use of any volume.

Note: For complete information about these attributes, see the Top Secret documentation.
• elevation_target_id

Identifies the administrator or user who receives the elevated permissions when elevation occurs.

The user or administrator can now elevate security access permissions.

Example: Authorize a User to Self-Elevate

This example authorizes USER01 to elevate himself:

TSS PER(USER01) CATAM(TAM.ELEVATE.PARMLIB.USER01)

Example: Authorize a User to Elevate Another User:

This example authorizes USER01 to elevate another user (USER02):

TSS PER(USER01) CATAM(TAM.ELEVATE.PARMLIB.USER02)

Revoke Privileged Access Ability
To remove the ability to activate elevated permissions, you must revoke access to the appropriate resource in the CATAM
resource class. Revoking permissions could be necessary if somebody no longer needs the additional permissions.
Additionally, this task helps your site maintain the principle of least privilege (limiting access to the minimum required
levels).

To revoke privileged access ability, issue the following command:

TSS REVOKE(permission_holder) CATAM(TAM.ELEVATE.class_name.elevation_target_id)

permission_holder
Identifies the user or administrator from which to revoke ability to activate elevated permissions.

class_name
Identifies the class containing profiles that provide the elevated permissions.

elevation_target_id
Identifies the administrator or user who receives the elevated permissions when elevation occurs.

Example: Revoke Privileged Access Ability
This example revokes USER01’s privileged access ability:
TSS REVOKE(USER01) CATAM(TAM.ELEVATE.PARMLIB.USER01)
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Manage Elevated Access through Top Secret
Qualified problem-solvers in your organization need to gain privileged access to resources to handle emergencies or
to solve other critical needs. To address this business need, authorized Top Secret administrators or users can elevate
security access permissions.

Your ability to gain temporary elevated permissions:

• Reduces the need for permanent access to sensitive resources
• Improves organizational response time to critical, time-sensitive situations
• Lets your organization avoid shared credentials

Elevate Security Access Permissions for a User

As an authorized administrator or user, you can raise access permissions when needed (for example, to perform specific
job functions at unexpected times or handle emergencies).

Follow these steps:

1. Elevate security access permissions:
TSS ELEVATE(user) TAMCLASS(class) REASON(reason_for_elevation) TICKET(service_desk_ticket_number)

 TARGET(=|*|node,node,...) WAIT(YES|NO) JOBNAME(job|*)

– user
Identifies the user for which to elevate permissions. Authorized administrators can raise the permissions for any
users within their scope.

– class
Identifies the class containing profiles that provide the necessary elevated permissions.

NOTE
The following security attributes are supported in an elevated profile: NORESCHK (bypasses most
resource checking), NODSNCHK (bypasses data set checking), NOVOLCHK (bypasses volume
checking), NOLCFCHK (bypasses Limited Command Facility checking), and NOSUBCHK (bypasses
job submission security checking). For complete information about these attributes, see the Top Secret
documentation.

– reason_for_elevation
Specifies the reason for activating elevated access permissions (for example, "PARMLIB access for emergency
work"). Including a reason helps auditors and others to understand the business needs for elevation. A specified
reason also helps identify problems that you were attempting to resolve.
Limit: 64-characters

– service_desk_ticket_number
Identifies the service desk ticket representing a business need for elevated access permissions. Including the ticket
provides tracking benefits (for example, information for auditors to analyze). If TICKREQ(YES) is included in the
defined class for the elevated user, a ticket is required as part of the ELEVATE command.

WARNING
To require a service desk ticket on the ELEVATE command, you must install and configure NIM SM and
Security JVM.

– =|*|node,node,...
(Applicable for Command Propagation Facility (CPF) processing) Specifies one of the following values:
• =

Restricts command execution to the local node only.
• *

Transmits the command to the local node and all nodes defined in the CPFNODES control option.
• node,node,...
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Identifies each node to which a command can be propagated.
– YES|NO

(Applicable for CPF processing) Specifies whether CPF waits for a response from all remote nodes before
resuming processing.

NOTE
When WAIT(NO) is in effect, the CPF Recovery File does not save the transmitted ELEVATE command
(due to the time-sensitive nature of the command).

– JOBNAME(job|*)
(Required if a job name does not match the ACID name) Refreshes the user ACID in the address space of a job
name (job) or in all address spaces (*).

NOTE
If the recipient ACID is not signed on when given elevated permissions, the refresh fails, resulting in
message TSS0544I; the ACID is given elevated permissions at signon.

Elevated authority is now active. Top Secret logs each successful elevation to SMF, which means you can produce
an audit trail of elevated activity.

2. (Optional) Display current elevated user data (to verify that elevation occurred):
TSS MODIFY TAMZ(STATUS)

The resulting output shows the data.
Example Output:
-- Current TAMz Elevations --                                        

User: USER01  Start: 14:00:13 02/13/2020 End: 15:00:12 02/13/2020   

Class: ACCOUNT                                                       

Desc: xe77                                                           

Reason: TESTING                                                      

Ticket#:                                                          

Elevated by: USER02

Note: To issue this command, you need USE access to TSSCMD.ADMIN.MODIFY in the CASECAUT resource class.
An authorized administrator grants CASECAUT permissions through a TSS PERMIT command—for example, TSS
PERMIT(recipient) CASECAUT(TSSCMD.ADMIN.MODIFY) ACCESS(USE).

The duration of the elevation depends on the limit that was specified in the class defined for the user.

Elevate Groups of Users and Manage Your Groups

As an authorized administrator, you can create a group of users that can be elevated to the same privileged access
class with a single ELEVATE command. You may create multiple groups, but only one group can be elevated on a single
ELEVATE command.

Create a Group

Use this procedure to create a group of users. After creation, you can elevate the group, which raises permissions for all
group members simultaneously.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a group:
TSS CREATE(TAMZGRP) TAMGROUP(group)

– TAMZGRP
Specifies the group ACID that you are creating.

– group
Names the group that you want to create.

2. Add users to the group.
TSS ADD(TAMZGRP) TAMGROUP(group) ACIDS(user_1,…,user_n)
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– user_1  ,…,  user_n
Identifies the ACIDs that you want to add to the group.

You have now successfully defined a group.

Elevate a Group

Elevating a group raises permissions for all group members simultaneously. To elevate a group, issue the following
command:

TSS ELEVATE(group) TAMCLASS(class) REASON(reason_for_elevation) TICKET(service_desk_ticket_number) TARGET(=|

*|node,node,...) WAIT(YES|NO) JOBNAME(job|*)

• group
Identifies the group that you want to elevate.

• class
Identifies the class containing profiles that provide the necessary elevated permissions. The following security
attributes are supported in an elevated profile:
– NODSNCHK

Bypasses all data set access security checks, which allows access or use of any data set.
– NOLCFCHK

Bypasses Limited Command Facility (LCF) checking. An ACID can execute any command or transaction for all
facilities, regardless of LCF restrictions.

– NORESCHK
Bypasses security checking for all owned resources except data sets and volumes.

– NOSUBCHK
Bypasses alternate ACID usage and bypasses all job submission security checking. The ACID can submit jobs
regardless of the ACID on the submitted job statement. Additionally, the ACID can submit any batch job on behalf of
another ACID without requiring a password.

– NOVOLCHK
Bypasses all volume security checks, which allows access or use of any volume.

Note: For complete information about these attributes, see the Top Secret documentation.
• reason_for_elevation

Specifies the reason for activating elevated access permissions (for example, "PARMLIB access for emergency work").
Including a reason helps auditors and others to understand the business needs for elevation. A specified reason also
helps identify problems that you were attempting to resolve.

• service_desk_ticket_number
Identifies the service desk ticket representing a business need for elevated access permissions. Including the ticket
provides tracking benefits (for example, information for auditors to analyze). If TICKREQ(YES) is included in the
defined class for the elevated user, a ticket is required as part of the ELEVATE command.

WARNING
To require a service desk ticket on the ELEVATE command, install and configure NIM SM and Security JVM.

• =|*|node,node,...
(Applicable for Command Propagation Facility (CPF) processing) Specifies one of the following values:
– =

Restricts command execution to the local node only.
– *

Transmits the command to the local node and all nodes defined in the CPFNODES control option.
– node,node,...

Identifies each node to which a command can be propagated.
• YES|NO
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(Applicable for CPF processing) Specifies whether CPF waits for a response from all remote nodes before resuming
processing.

NOTE
When WAIT(NO) is in effect, the CPF Recovery File does not save the transmitted ELEVATE command (due
to the time-sensitive nature of the command).

• JOBNAME(job|*)
(Required if a job name does not match the ACID name) Refreshes the group ACID in the address space of a given
job name (job) or in all address spaces (*).

NOTE
If the recipient ACID is not signed on when given elevated permissions, the refresh fails, resulting in
message TSS0544I; the ACID is given elevated permissions at signon.

Remove Group Members or Delete a Group

To remove users from a group, issue the following command:

TSS REM(TAMZGRP) TAMGROUP(group) ACIDS(user_1,…,user_n)

To delete a group, ensure that all users are removed from the group, then issue the following command:

TSS DELETE(TAMZGRP) TAMGROUP(group)

List the Members of a Group

To list the users that are currently in a group, issue the following command:

TSS LIST(TAMZGRP) TAMGROUP(group|*)

Output appears, listing members.

Example: Sample Output That Lists Members of a Group

This example shows sample output after issuing the TSS LIST command for a group:

TAMz Group MYGROUP

ACIDS = USER1  USER2  USER3  USER4  USER5

USER6  USER7  USER8  USER9  USER10

      

De-Elevate Security Access Permissions

If you no longer need elevation, you (or an authorized administrator) can deactivate your elevated
permissions immediately. If a group of users has been elevated, an authorized administrator can deactivate the elevated
permissions for all group members through a single command.

To remove elevated access permissions, issue the following command:

TSS DEELEVATE(user|group) TAMCLASS(class|*) TARGET(=|*|node,node,...) WAIT(YES|NO)

• user|group
Specifies the user or group ACID from which to remove elevated permissions. Authorized administrators can remove
permissions for any users within their scope.

• class  |*
Identifies the elevated class from which you are removing the user. Specifying * removes the user from all classes to
which the user is currently elevated.

• =|*|node,node,...
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(Applicable for Command Propagation Facility (CPF) processing) Specifies one of the following values:
– =

Restricts command execution to the local node only.
– *

Transmits the command to the local node and all nodes defined in the CPFNODES control option.
– node,node,...

Identifies each node to which a command can be propagated.
• YES|NO 

(Applicable for CPF processing) Specifies whether CPF waits for a response from all remote nodes before resuming
processing.

NOTE
When WAIT(NO) is in effect, the CPF Recovery File does not save the transmitted DEELEVATE command
(due to the time-sensitive nature of the command).

Elevated authority is now deactivated.

View Elevated User Details
You can display detailed information about users who have elevated access permissions. Displaying this information helps
personnel:

• Review active elevations for any discrepancies or unexpected activity
• Determine end times for any in-progress elevations
• Access reference information about any elevation (for example, service desk ticket numbers and reasons for

elevation).

To display this elevated activity summary, issue the following command:

TSS MODIFY TAMZ(STATUS)

NOTE
To issue this command, you need USE access to TSSCMD.ADMIN.MODIFY in the CASECAUT resource class.
An authorized administrator grants CASECAUT permissions through a TSS PERMIT command—for example,
TSS PERMIT(recipient) CASECAUT(TSSCMD.ADMIN.MODIFY) ACCESS(USE).

Example: View Details for Currently Elevated Users

This example shows the output from issuing the MODIFY TAMZ(STATUS) command. The output shows details for
active elevated users HONDE01, KATRA01, and BOGSI02. Each elevated user has a one-hour time-box (limit) to their
elevation.

TSS1370I -- Current TAMz Elevations -- 

TSS1371I User: HONDE01 Start: 14:51:39 10/16/2017 End: 15:51:38 10/16/2017 

TSS1372I Class: TAMADMN1 

TSS1373I Desc: Provides APF-specific permissions 

TSS1374I Reason: APF UPDATES REQUIRED 

TSS1375I Service Desk Ticket#: 5670132489 

TSS1376I Profile: TSSPROF

TSS1371I User: KATRA01 Start: 14:51:45 10/16/2017 End: 15:51:44 10/16/2017 

TSS1372I Class: TAMADMN2 

TSS1373I Desc: Emergency Admin Class

TSS1374I Reason: EMERGENCY PROD ADMIN REQUIRED 

TSS1375I Service Desk Ticket#: 5678901234

TSS1376I Profile: TSSPROF 
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TSS1371I User: BOGSI02 Start: 14:51:59 10/16/2017 End: 15:51:58 10/16/2017 

TSS1372I Class: TAMADMN3 

TSS1373I Desc: Recurring work area of authorization

TSS1374I Reason: MONTHLY SYSTEM UPGRADES 

TSS1375I Service Desk Ticket#: 9876543210 

TSS1376I Profile: TSSPROF

      

Use Top Secret Panels to Manage Elevations
Describes how to manage elevations using ISPF

If your TSO installation uses IBM's System Productivity Facility (SPF or ISPF), you can use full-screen panels to perform
the following activities:

• Display elevations that are active on a system.
• Display current product option settings and NIM SM service desk configurations.
• Elevate or de-elevate security access permissions.

NOTE

• To display active elevations, you need USE access to TSSCMD.ADMIN.MODIFY in the CASECAUT
resource class. To list classes, you need USE access to entity TSSCMD.TAMZ.LIST in the CASECAUT
resource class. An authorized administrator grants CASECAUT permissions through a TSS PERMIT
command—for example, TSS PERMIT(recipient) CASECAUT(TSSCMD.TAMZ.LIST) ACCESS(USE).

• To elevate permissions, you must be permitted to the appropriate resource in the CATAM resource class.
An administrator grants CATAM permissions through a TSS PERMIT command—for example, TSS
PER(recipient) CATAM(TAM.ELEVATE.class_name.elevation_target_id).

•
Panels allow hierarchical navigation through menus and reduce the need to remember syntax for issuing commands.

Install and Enable the Panels

Use this procedure to install the TSSTZCMD command panel. After installation, you can access the panels through TSO.

Follow these steps:

1. Refresh your Linklist Lookaside (LLA) started task (to ensure you have the latest modules):
F LLA,REFRESH

2. Recycle Top Secret with REINIT:
S TSS,,,REINIT

3. Copy the following members from your CAKOPNL0 library to your existing TSO LOGON PROC “ISPPLIB” library:
TSSDLVAT, TSSLIST, TSSLISTA, TSSLVAT, TSSTHP01, TSSTHP02, TSSTHP03, TSSTHP04, TSSTHP05,
TSSTHP06, and TSSTZCOM

4. Copy the following members from your CAKOCLS0 library to your existing z/OS CLIST library: TSSACT#, TSSCLDEL,
TSSCLEL, TSSCLLIA, TSSDLVT#, and TSSLVAT#, TSSOLST#, and TSSTZCMD

5. Invoke the panels:
a. Log on to TSO.
b. Access the ISPF/PDF TSO Primary Option Menu.
c. Select option 6, and then enter TSSTZCMD in the ISPF command shell.
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List Details for Active Elevations

Use this procedure to display information about users who have elevated access permissions. For each active elevation,
the panel shows:

• The user who is elevated
• The class to which the user is assigned
• A description of the purpose of the class (for example, "class for PARMLIB access")

Follow these steps:

1. Access the ISPF/PDF Primary Option Menu.
2. In the OPTION field, enter the option corresponding to Trusted Access Manager for Z.
3. Enter 1 in the OPTION field of the option selection panel.
4. Enter 1 in the OPTION field of the List TAM Info panel.

A panel lists the details for active elevations.

List Privileged Access Options in the SDT

Use this procedure to list defined privileged access options. The product populates the panel results by accessing the
TAMZOPTS(OPTIONS) record in the Static Data Table (SDT).

NOTE
For more information about privileged access options in the SDT, see Manage Privileged Access Option is in the
SDT.

Follow these steps:

1. Access the ISPF/PDF Primary Option Menu.
2. In the OPTION field, enter the option corresponding to Trusted Access Manager for Z.
3. Enter 1 in the OPTION field of the option selection panel.
4. Enter 2 in the OPTION field on the List TAM Info panel.

The product shows the options that are currently set.

Elevate a User

As an authorized administrator or user, you can raise access permissions when needed (for example, to perform
specific job functions at unexpected times or handle emergencies). Use this procedure to complete the fields, review all
information, and submit the request.

Follow these steps:

1. Access the ISPF/PDF Primary Option Menu.
2. In the OPTION field, enter the option corresponding to Trusted Access Manager for Z. The option selection panel

appears.
3. Enter 2 in the OPTION field of the option selection panel. A panel shows available classes and provides fields to

define the elevation.
4. Activate the elevation:

a. Complete the following fields:
REASON

Describes the reason for the elevation. You must specify REASON or TICKET.
Limit: 64-characters

TICKET
Specifies a service ticket description. You must specify REASON or TICKET.
Limit: 64-characters
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USER
Identifies the user to receive the elevation. The list of classes is populated based on the name in the USER field.
Changing the user name refreshes the list of applicable classes.
Default: Current user

b. Type S next to each class to which you want to elevate the user, and then press Enter.

The user receives elevated permissions; elevated authority is now active. Top Secret logs each successful elevation to
SMF, which means you can produce an audit trail of elevated activity.

Remove Elevated Permissions from a User

You can deactivate elevated permissions for yourself, or an authorized administrator can perform this activity for other
users immediately. Use this procedure to remove elevated permissions.

Follow these steps:

1. Access the ISPF/PDF Primary Option Menu.
2. In the OPTION field, enter the option corresponding to Trusted Access Manager for Z.
3. Enter 3 in the OPTION field of the option selection panel.

A panel shows a list of elevations that you can terminate.
4. Remove elevated permissions:

a. (Optional) Complete the following fields:
REASON

Specifies the reason description for the de-elevation.
TICKET

Specifies the service desk ticket value.
b. Type S next to each user for which you want to remove elevated permissions, and press Enter.

For each selection that you made, elevated authority is now deactivated. The list of elevations no longer includes users
that you de-elevated.

List Available Privileged Access Classes
Authorized personnel can list details for available privileged access classes (including their associated profiles, which
contain elevated permissions). Listing this information lets you review current class definitions and determine where
changes are needed.

NOTE

To perform this listing, administrators/users need USE access to entity TSSCMD.TAMZ.LIST in the CASECAUT
resource class. An authorized administrator can provide this access by issuing the following PERMIT:

TSS PERMIT(recipient) CASECAUT(TSSCMD.TAMZ.LIST) ACCESS(USE)

To list all or specific classes, issue the following command:

TSS LIST(TAMZ) [TAMCLASS(class_name)]

Example: List the Details of Class PARMLIB

In this example, an administrator wants to review PARMLIB class details. The administrator wants to see the associated
profile and see the timebox for how long a user can possess elevated permissions. The administrator lists the class:

TSS LIST(TAMZ) TAMCLASS(PARMLIB)

The resulting output is as follows. The output shows the associated profile (TAMZPROF) and indicates a TIMEBOX value
of two minutes.
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TAMZ RECORDS 

---------------------- 

TAMCLASS = PARMLIB 

 TIMEBOX = 0002 

 TAMDESC = TAMZ CLASS FOR PARMLIB ACCESS

 PROFILE = TAMZPROF 

TICKET REQUIRED

 ADMIN BY= BY(MASTER1 ) SMFID(XE15) ON(10/31/2017) AT(07:45:44)

      

Manage Privileged Access Options in the SDT
You can access the TAMZOPTS(OPTIONS) record in the Static Data Table (SDT) to perform the following activities:

NOTE

For complete information about the SDT, see the Top Secret documentation.

Control Which Access Activity to Log for Elevated Users

To control which access activity to log for elevated users, adjust the LOGLEVEL option in the SDT. Issue the following
command:

TSS REPL(SDT) TAMZOPT(OPTIONS) LOGLEVEL(ELEVATE|ALL)

LOGLEVEL(ELEVATE|ALL)
Specifies how to log access activity while a user is logged on with elevated access permissions:
ELEVATE

(Default) Logs only access that is allowed due to an elevation. All other access is logged (if needed)
typically.

ALL
Logs all access while a user has elevated access permissions, regardless of whether the user needed
elevation to gain the access.

WARNING
Specifying ALL can lead to excessive SMF loggings.

Manage Service Desk Integration Options for Validating Tickets During Elevations

You can require users to supply a valid service desk ticket number as part of any command to gain privileged access.
For this requirement, Trusted Access Manager for Z must communicate with a service desk tool. When integrated, the
elevation process occurs as follows:

1. A user requiring elevation opens a request in the service desk tool to obtain a ticket number.
2. When granted the ticket, the user supplies the ticket number in the ELEVATE command.
3. Trusted Access Manager for Z validates the supplied ticket number and permits the elevation.

To allow integration with a service desk tool, you manage the TAMZOPTS(OPTIONS) record in the SDT.

Add Privileged Access Service Desk Options in the SDT

To add privileged access service desk options in the SDT, issue the following command:
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TSS ADD(SDT) TAMZOPT(OPTIONS) NIMUSER(user) NIMPSWD(nim_user_password)

NIMHOST(machine_name:port) SDNAME(service_desk_name) SDTYPE(CASD) TICKUPD(NO|PUBLIC|PRIVATE)

      

NIMUSER
Specifies the user ID of the NIM SM (CS NIM SM) administrator.
Limit: Eight-characters

NIMPSWD
Specifies the password of the NIM SM administrator.
Limit: 100-characters

NIMHOST
Specifies the host name and port of NIM SM microservice.
Limit: 255-characters
Machine_name can be its name or IP address.
Examples:
yourhost:8080
yourhosts.your.domain:8080
192.168.0.0.8080

SDNAME
Specifies the logical name of the service desk that was defined in NIM SM administrative interface.
Limit: 64-characters
The format of this field is alphanumeric characters only (no spaces or special characters).
Example: ServiceNow

SDTYPE
Specifies the service desk type for which the SDNAME is configured. SDTYPE is a four-byte character field with
only the following values:

• BMCR (for BMC Remedy)
• CASD (for Service Desk Manager)
• HPSD (for HP Service Manager)
• SASD (for ServiceAide)
• SFSD (for SalesForce Service Cloud)
• SNSD (for ServiceNow)

TICKUPD
Specifies how to log privileged access activity to the service desk ticket that is associated with the elevation:
NO

(Default) Does not update the ticket with any privileged access activity.
PUBLIC

Updates the ticket by logging the activity to the public section of the ticket.
PRIVATE

Updates the ticket by logging the activity to the private section of the ticket.

Replace Privileged Access Service Desk Options in the SDT

If necessary, you can replace privileged access service desk options. For example, you might need to change an
administrator’s password (NIMPSWD). To replace options, issue the following command:

TSS REPL(SDT) TAMZOPT(OPTIONS) NIMUSER(user) NIMPSWD(nim_user_password)

NIMHOST(machine_name:port) SDNAME(service_desk_name) SDTYPE(CASD) TICKUPD(NO|PUBLIC|PRIVATE)
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List Privileged Access Options in the SDT

To list privileged access options, issue the following command:

TSS LIST(SDT) TAMZOPT(OPTIONS)

The following example shows sample output for the LIST function:

SDT TAMZOPT= OPTIONS 

ADMIN BY= BY(STRTE01 ) SMFID(XE14) ON(11/16/17) AT(16:11:10) 

SERVDESK = SERV0001 

SDNAME = HELPDESK123456789CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC50123456789QWE64 

SDTYPE = SNSD

USER = NIMU

NIM HOST = HTTP:HOSTURL 

LOG LEVEL = ALL

TICKUPD(NO)

TSS0300I LIST FUNCTION SUCCESSFUL

      

Manage Log Streaming (to Allow Elevations Across IPLs)

Log streaming allows you to maintain elevations across system IPLs for Top Secret. After an IPL occurs, elevations
automatically resume, preventing disruption or the need to re-elevate users.

WARNING
Log streaming requires the Common Logger (CALOGGER) service. CALOGGER is available with Common
Components and Services Version 15.0. For complete information about configuring CALOGGER, see the
Common Components and Services documentation.
The CALOGGER service requires the system to be running in a MONOPLEX or MULTISYSTEM configuration.
The service does not support an XCFLOCAL configuration.

You can activate log streaming or update existing log streaming settings in the SDT. To review log streaming status and
review the defined log name, you can list the SDT.

List Log Streaming Status

To determine whether log streaming is active, you can list privileged access options in the SDT.

Follow these steps:

1. List the privileged access options in the SDT:
TSS LIST(SDT) TAMZOPT(OPTIONS)

2. Review the LOGGING and LOG STREAM items in the LIST output to see whether log streaming is active.

Example: Sample Log Stream Output for a LIST Function

This example shows sample LIST output that indicates active log streaming and the defined log file:

LOGGING    = ACTIVE 

LOG STREAM = TAMZLOG1

Activate Log Streaming

This procedure describes how to activate log streaming, to allow for elevations across IPLs.

NOTE
This procedure assumes that your site has set up logging and that CALOGGER is configured.
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Follow these steps:

1. Ensure that the following CALGMAIN and CASRVASI PPT entries are in the SCHEDxx member (located in your
site's SYS1.PARMLIB data set):
a. Add the CALGMAIN and CASRVASI PPT entries to SCHEDxx:

PPT PGMNAME(CALGMAIN)        /* CALOGGER ADDRESS SPACE */  

          KEY(4)                   /* PROTECTION KEY         */  

PPT PGMNAME(CASRVASI)        /* CA-SERV ADDRESS SPACE CONTROL PROGRAM*/

          KEY(4)                   /* EXECUTION KEY                        */

          NOSWAP                   /* NON-SWAPPABLE                        */

          PRIV                     /* PRIVILEGED                           */

          SYST                     /* SYSTEM TASK                          */

          LPREF                    /* LONG-TERM PGFIX IN NON-RECONFIG STG  */

          NOPREF                   /* SHORT-TERM PGFIX IN RECONFIG STG     */

b. Activate the entries:
SET SCHED=xx

2. Add the CALOGGER started task to the Top Secret Started Task Command (STC) record:
TSS ADDTO(STC) PROCNAME(CALOGGER) ACID(acid_name)

– acid_name
Identifies an existing ACID to which to assign the started task procedure.

3. Define the log stream for CALOGGER:
a. Edit the JCL as instructed for one of the following members (located in yourHLQ.SAMPJCL).

The type of log stream that you choose depends on your site preference. You may modify the log stream name and
description to conform to site standards.

TSSTAMLD Member
Defines a DASD-only log stream to use with a single system. This type of log stream does not require the
coupling facility to be active on the system; however, DASD-only log streams are not shareable among multiple
systems in a sysplex. Each system in the sysplex uses its own DASD log stream.

TSSTAMLC Member
Defines a log stream to share among multiple systems in a sysplex. With this log stream type, you can maintain
the coupling facility in a shared environment rather than having multiple DASD log streams.

b. Submit the job to execute it.
The job defines the log stream.

4.   Give the CALOGGER started task permission for read/write access to the log stream:
a. Give any ACID ownership of the log stream:

TSS ADDTO(acid) LOGSTRM(logstream_name)

• logstream_name
Specifies a log stream name that must match the value specified for DEFINE LOGSTREAM NAME in
the TSSTAMLC or TSSTAMLD job.

b. Permit UPDATE access to the log stream:
TSS PER(calogger_stc_acid) LOGSTRM(logstream_name) ACCESS(UPDATE)

• calogger_stc_acid
Specifies the ACID who is assigned the CALOGGER started task.

• logstream_name
Specifies a log stream name that must match the value specified for DEFINE LOGSTREAM NAME in
the TSSTAMLC or TSSTAMLD job.

5. Modify the SDT record by adding log stream settings.
NOTE
If you already have log streaming set up, you can modify your settings through the TSS REP(SDT)
command.
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TSS ADD(SDT) TAMZOPT(OPTIONS) TAMLOG LOGNAME(name)

TAMLOG
Writes elevation and de-elevation commands to the Common Logger Service log stream.

LOGNAME(name)
Specifies the name for the log name that you want to define to the CALOGGER service.
Range: 1 to 16 alphanumeric characters, which can include @, $, #, and _ characters.  Spaces are not allowed.

6. Add a log stream to CALOGGER as a log device:
F CALOGGER,ADD LOGDEVICE,LOGNAME=TAMZ_LOGSTRM,DESCRIPTION=description,LSNAME=TAMZ.LOGSTRM,PROD=TAMZ

NOTE

• The LOGNAME value must match the LOGNAME you specified in your SDT entry in the SDT.
• The LSNAME value must match the value specified for DEFINE LOGSTREAM NAME in the TSSTAMLC

or TSSTAMLD job that defines the log stream.
• You can define the log stream permanently by placing the ADD LOGDEVICE command in the CAILGR00

PARMLIB member for the Common Components and Services product. In your entry, the LOGNAME
specification must match the value you specify for LOGNAME in your SDT entry. For complete
information about CAILGR00, see the Common Components and Services documentation.

7. Confirm that CALOGGER is running:
F CAMASTER,START COMPONENT=CALOGGER

You have activated log streaming. With logging active, you can maintain elevations across IPLs.

Deactivate Log Streaming

This procedure describes how to deactivate log streaming.

NOTE
With log streaming disabled, you cannot maintain elevations across IPLs.

To deactivate log streaming, modify the SDT record to remove log streaming:

TSS ADD|REP(SDT) TAMZOPT(OPTIONS) NOTAMLOG

NOTAMLOG
Deactivates log streaming.

Example: Activate Log Streaming

These steps show an example of how to activate log streaming:

1. You add CALGMAIN and CASRVASI PPT entries to your SCHEDxx member.
2. You execute the TSSTAMLD job to define the log stream data set.
3. You add log stream settings to the SDT:

TSS ADD(SDT) TAMZOPT(OPTIONS) TAMLOG LOGNAME(TAMZ.LOGSTRM)

4. You add the following entry in the CAILGR00 PARMLIB member for the Common Components and Services product:
ADD LOGDEV LOGNAME=TAMZ_LOGSTRM,     /* TAMz Log stream records  */             

           LSNAME=TAMZ.LOGSTRM,      /* z/OS Log stream name     */             

           PRODUCT(TAMZ),                                                       

           DESCRIPTION('TAMz Elevation records')

This entry defines the log streams permanently.
5. You start CALOGGER.

You have activated log streaming. You can now maintain elevations across IPLs.
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Enable Elevation FALLBACK Through Top Secret
Trusted Access Manager for Z FALLBACK processing lets privileged users perform elevations when required ticket
validation services are not available. An elevation provides temporary access permission for critical business needs. A
privileged user creates an elevation request through a ticket validation service. This article describes the optional process
to configure, define, enable, and validate FALLBACK for your organization.

As part of normal operations, your organization takes the service desk offline each week to perform maintenance.  While
your service desk is offline, an issue arises that requires a privileged user to elevate access permissions to solve a critical
business need. Service desk tickets are checked for validity through the Service Desk Ticket Validation services. Because
the service desk is offline, the elevation fails. With FALLBACK configured, the elevation would succeed.

Configure FALLBACK

Perform the following steps to configure the FALLBACK feature.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify the SJVM-Fallback.jar exists in your SJV_HOME deployment USS directory. If the SJVM-Fallback.jar does not
exist, verify with your systems programmer that the maintenance is deployed properly.

2. Update the SJVENV file, indicated by the STDENV DD statement in the SJVSTC procedure to specify the location of
the SJVM-Fallback.jar in the CLASSPATH variable. The SJVENV file must have a CLASSPATH variable pointing to
the location of the SJVM-FALLBACK.jar file. This file performs the FALLBACK check.
CLASSPATH=$CLASSPATH:"$(SJV_HOME)"/SJVM-Fallback.jar

– For existing installations, merge the new SJVENV into your old copy. Or, replace your existing SJVENV with the
new one and reconfigure to the appropriate values from your old copy.

– For a new installation, ensure that you have the SJVM-Fallback.jar in your CLASSPATH statements.
3. Confirm that program control for HFS programs is on for the "{SJV_HOME}/libJNISjv00.so" module. This module

performs calls in an authorized state and therefore must be trustworthy through program control.
cd ${SJV_HOME}

ls -lE libJNISjv00.so

-rw-r-----  -ps-  1 SJVSTC  SJVGRP     81920 Feb 26  2019 libJNISjv00.so

– The -p- indicates that program control is on. Continue to Step 5.
– If program control is not on, see Step 4.

4. Add program control to the libJNISjv00.so module.
extattr +p libJNISjv00.so

If program control is not set when a FALLBACK is attempted, the ELEVATE fails. SJVSTC issues the following
messages:
PBX014I ENVIRONMENT MUST BE CONTROLLED FOR SERVER (BPX.SERVER) PROCESSING.

BPXP015I HFS PROGRAM /u/SJVSTC/libJNISjv00.so IS NOT MARKED PROGRAM CONTROLLED.

5. Verify if default protection for MVS programs is on:
TSS LIST(RDT) RESCLASS(PROGRAM)

          

ACCESSORID = *RDT*     NAME       = RESOURCE DEFINITIONS

   RESOURCE CLASS = PROGRAM                                  

   RESOURCE CODE = X'0D7'   POSIT =     13                  

       ATTRIBUTE = NOMASK,MAXOWN(08),MAXPERMIT(008),PRIVPGM

TSS0300I  LIST     FUNCTION SUCCESSFUL

– In this example, program control in Top Secret is off by default. Continue to Step 6.
– If the attribute list contains DEFPROT, then program protection is on by default. Continue to Step 7.

6. Verify if any PROGRAM ownerships exist for program masks that cover "SJVxxxxx" programs:
TSS WHOOWNS PROGRAM(*)
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SYSDEPT  OWNS PROGRAM  $GO    

CHUSR03  OWNS PROGRAM  ABC    

OMVSDEPT OWNS PROGRAM  BPX    

DENDEPT  OWNS PROGRAM  DENNIS

– In this example, no existing ownership covers the "SJVxxxxx" programs. Continue to Step 7.
– If the output contains a program mask that covers SJV (for example, a program of prefix "SJ"), you can choose to

create a more specific ownership rule. Continue to Step 7. Or, go directly to Step 8 to begin permitting the started
task to the programs.

7. Define the "SJVxxxxx" program resource ownership:
TSS ADDTO(dept) PROGRAM(SJV)

where dept is a Department ACID, which can be the same as the Department associated with SJVSTC's STC ACID.
– This command adds ownership to the "SJVxxxxx" prefixed programs, protecting them from unauthorized use.
– If DEFPROT is on for the PROGRAM class in the RDT (see Step 5 for more details), the programs are protected

from unauthorized use by default. You must provide an ownership in order to write the permit in Step 8. Unless one
already exists that covers the "SJVxxxxx" prefix.

8. Permit SJVSTC to the "SJVxxxxx" programs. The SJV modules are considered trustworthy when access is allowed.
TSS PERMIT(SJVSTC) PROGRAM(SJV)

Where SJVSTC is the STC ACID for the SJVSTC Started Task (SJVSTC by default).
The rules are defined in the Top Secret database.

NOTE
Failure to complete one or more steps between steps 5 through 8 results in one of the following error
messages:
CSV026I MODULE mod NOT ACCESSED, PROGRAM ACCESS DATA SET RESTRICTION

or

CSV025I PROGRAM CONTROLLED MODULE mod NOT ACCESSED, USER UNAUTHORIZED

Define FALLBACK Resources and Permissions

Perform the following steps to define the FALLBACK resources and permissions. Repeat this step for every TAM CLASS,
user, and SYSID you want FALLBACK enabled.

Follow these steps:

1. Define the CATAM resource rules for FALLBACK. The CATAM resource rule lets you define who can use the elevation
classes in FALLBACK mode. For initial implementation, set up only one TAM CLASS, user, and SYSID combination for
FALLBACK. After you validate the single entity, set up more rules.
TSS ADDTO(dept) CATAM(FALLBACK.) 

TSS PERMIT(acid) CATAM(FALLBACK.className.sysID) ACCESS(READ)

NOTE

• The TSS ADD command provides ownership for the FALLBACK resource, protecting it from unauthorized
use.

• The ACID specifies on the permit command can be an individual user ACID or a profile ACID to provide
access to a group of users.

• You can use masking to provide broader access. For example, to provide a user FALLBACK access to a
class on every SYSID:
TSS PERMIT(acid) CATAM(FALLBACK.className.*) ACCESS(READ)

FALLBACK rules are now in place for the className on the sysID specified for all users who match the ACID or
profile ACID in the permit.
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(Optional) Enable FALLBACK in the Custom Validation Exit

You can enable a custom exit to perform service desk ticket validation on requests for elevated access permissions. With
your own exit, you can validate tickets through your custom criteria.

• If your site is not using the custom validation exit (TAM_Custom_Validate.jar), skip this section. Go to Enable
FALLBACK.

• If your site is using custom validation exits, see Defining Custom Exit for information on exit code requirements and
implementation.

The custom validation exit is ready.

Enable FALLBACK

After you define a custom exit (if necessary) and the Top Secret resources and permissions for FALLBACK, start or
restart SJVSTC to enable FALLBACK for use. When FALLBACK is enabled, if your installation is configured to add
comments to tickets, Trusted Access Manager for Z cannot write comments in the specified service desk ticket. Normal
SMF logging still occurs as specified by the LOGLEVEL parameter in your TAM options record. Qualifying states for
entering FALLBACK include:

• TAMSTC not being started
• Requested service desk is offline
• TCP/IP connections to the service desk are failing due to firewall, port mismatch, and incorrect connection details.

WARNING
Failure to restart or refresh SJVSTC results in FALLBACK not performing as expected.

Follow these steps:

1. Stop SJVSTC:
P SJVSTC

The following message displays:
SJV0103I SJV Shutdown is complete

2. Start SJVSTC:
S SJVSTC

The following message displays:
SJV0101I JVM Initialization Complete

SJVSTC initialization is completed.

Validate FALLBACK

Perform the following steps to validate FALLBACK is configured and enabled properly.

Follow these steps:

1. Define a single TAM CLASS with a ticket requirement for a single user. TAM CLASS records define elevations for
users of Trusted Access Manager for Z. A Top Secret user can be elevated to an alternate Top Secret profile, which
can have various permissions or bypasses. For example, NORESCHK. Top Secret permissions or bypasses in the
associated profile for the elevation class are used for data set and resource access determination when a user's
existing permissions do not have access.
TSS ADD(TAMZ) TAMCLASS(FALLBACK1) PROFILE(tssProfile) TIMEBOX(05) TAMDESC('Validating FALLBACK')

 TICKREQ(YES)

2. Enable a user to use this CLASS in FALLBACK on the SYSID:
TSS PERMIT(acid) CATAM(FALLBACK.FALLBACK1.sysID) ACCESS(READ)

3. Verify the ACID specified has FALLBACK capability:
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TSS WHOHAS CATAM(FALLBACK)

   CATAM = FALLBACK. OWNER(SYSDEPT )

   XAUTH = FALLBACK.FALLBACK1.SYSABC ACID(TAMUSR1)

   ACCESS = READ

TSS0300I WHOHAS FUNCTION SUCCESSFUL

In this example, the TAMUSR1 ACID has FALLBACK capability to FALLBACK1 class on the sysid specified, even
when ticket validation cannot be performed.

4. Start or restart SJVSTC to activate the new definitions from the previous step:
S SJVSTC

The following message displays:
SJV0101I JVM Initialization Complete

5. Shut down TAMSTC to break the connection to your Service Desk:
P TAMSTC

The following message displays and TAMSTC is shut down.
JZOS - MVS STOP command received

        IEF404I TAMSTC - ENDED

6. Ask the user to attempt to ELEVATE to the TAM CLASS with a ticket number:
TSS ELEVATE(userID) TAMCLASS(FALLBACK1) REASON('Testing FALLBACK') TICKET(ticketNumber)

The user elevates to the TAM CLASS and is issued a message indicating a successful elevate has occurred.
– If a successful ELEVATE message does not appear, see Troubleshooting.
– If a successful ELEVATE message appears, FALLBACK configuration is validated.
Once validated, restart TAMSTC and continue to roll out FALLBACK support for CLASSes, users, and SYSIDs as
desired by repeating the process.

Troubleshooting

If FALLBACK processing does not work as expected, review the following steps:

1. Ensure that “SJVM-Fallback.jar” is in your SJV_HOME directory and has the same owning user and group as the
directory. If not, issue the following command:
cd ${SJV_HOME}

chown SJVSTC SJVM-Fallback.jar

2. Ensure that your SJVENV file, indicated by your STDENV DD statement in your SJVSTC procedure, has the “SJVM-
Fallback.jar” in your CLASSPATH and appears in the SJVSTC job log output for the CLASSPATH value. If not, see
Step 2 in Configure FALLBACK.

3. Ensure that you have program control enabled for the "libJNISjv00.so" member as indicated in Steps 3 and 4 of
Configure FALLBACK. If not enabled, the following messages display in SJVSTC on an ELEVATE attempt:
BPXP014I ENVIRONMENT MUST BE CONTROLLED FOR SERVER (BPX.SERVER) PROCESSING.

BPXP015I HFS PROGRAM /u/SJVSTC/libJNISjv00.so IS NOT MARKED PROGRAM CONTROLLED.

4. Ensure that you have program control enabled for SJVSTC’s STEPLIB DD's, as indicated in Steps 5 through 8 of
Configure FALLBACK. If not enabled, one of the following messages displays:
CSV026I MODULE mod NOT ACCESSED, PROGRAM ACCESS DATA SET RESTRICTION

          or

          CSV025I PROGRAM CONTROLLED MODULE mod NOT ACCESSED, USER UNAUTHORIZED

5. Ensure that you have defined the FALLBACK resources and permits properly, and refresh Top Secret as needed. See
Define FALLBACK Resources and Permissions.

6. Ensure that you have restarted or refreshed SJVSTC if it was running before permitting new FALLBACK resources for
the CATAM resource class. See Enable FALLBACK.
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7. If you are using the Custom Validation Exit, ensure that you have coded return code RC=40 for the appropriate
“Service Unavailable” results. See Enable FALLBACK in the Custom Validation Exit.

8. Ensure that you have the “sjvv1.jar” file that has FALLBACK support.
– Ensure that you have log level = TRACE set for your SJVSTC’s logback.xml.
– After performing a failing ELEVATE that should go into FALLBACK, check the SJVSTC Java logs inside the

“SJV_HOME/logs” directory for your installation for the following message string: “Successfully enabled Fallback
validation”. This message appears after the first call to “SJVM-Fallback.jar” to perform the FALLBACK check. If
you do not see FALLBACK messages, you are likely running a copy of “sjvv1.jar” that does not have FALLBACK
support.

9. If you continue to experience issues, collect the following documentation and contact Broadcom Support:
– Complete SJVSTC Job log
– Complete SJVSTC Java logs (with log level turned up to TRACE in the logback.xml for SJVSTC).
– ESM listing of privileged users; Support focuses on CATAM resource permits.
– ESM listing of SJVSTC started task.
– USS directory listing of SJV_HOME directory.

Audit Elevated Activity through Top Secret
Reports are available for the following activities and more:

As an auditor, I need to audit all access requests and activity performed by identities in their privileged state. The following
reports are available:

TSSUTIL
Report on Elevated Activity

TSSUTIL
Report on elevation command executions

TSSTRACK
Monitor privileged access security events in real time.

TSSCFILE and TSSCFBK Utilities
Elevation records for TSSCFILE and TSSCFBK utilities.

Common Journal File
Logs all the elevate and de-elevate commands and messages. Use the journal file to troubleshoot or audit
Trusted Access Manager for Z for Top Secret elevation commands.

Report on Elevated Activity (TSSUTIL)
You can use the TSSUTIL report to summarize activity for elevated users. You can produce details about user activity for
a given time frame (listing all activity or limiting the output to only elevated activity). Use this procedure to report on
elevated activity.

Follow these steps:

1. Review the LOGLEVEL option setting in the SDT:
TSS LIST(SDT) TAMZOPT(OPTIONS)

2. (Optional) Adjust the value by issuing the following command:
TSS REPL(SDT) TAMZOPT(OPTIONS) LOGLEVEL(ELEVATE|ALL)

WARNING

Specifying ALL can lead to excessive SMF loggings.
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LOGLEVEL(ELEVATE|ALL)
Specifies how to log access activity while a user is logged on with elevated access permissions:
ELEVATE

(Default) Logs only access that is allowed due to an elevation. All other access is logged (if needed)
typically.

ALL
Logs all access while a user has elevated access permissions, regardless of whether the user needed
elevation to gain the access.

3. Specify your reporting time frame, targeted ACIDs, and whether to limit output to only elevated activity (EVENT):
REPORT DATE(yyddd|yyddd,yyddd|-nn|-nn,-nn|TODAY) ACID(acid,acid*,*,...) TIME(hhmmss|hhmmss,hhmmss)

 [EVENT(AUDTZ)]

DATE(yyddd|yyddd,yyddd|-nn|-nn,-nn|TODAY)
Selects records based on a date or range of dates. The format of the date is controlled by the DATE control
option that is specified at Top Secret initialization. The default is month/day/year. This value can vary if using a
European, military, or other date format.
Specifying DATE and TIME concurrently displays only records that are within both the date range and time range.
Omitting DATE lists all changes that are made from the beginning date of the recovery file.

TIME(hhmmss[,hhmmss])
Selects records that are produced at a specific time or during a specific time period (up to but not including 24
hours).
You cannot produce a single report that spans days. For example, to select all records that are produced between
6:00 p.m. yesterday and 6:00 a.m. today, you must produce multiple reports.
TIME usage rules are as follows:

• Specifying only one time selects the records that are produced from that time through the end of the 24-hour
period.

• Specifying two times selects all records that are produced between those times.
• Omitting TIME lists all changes that are made in a 24-hour period (000000 through 235959).
• Specifying the same value for both hhmmss entries selects records that are produced at a specific time.
• Specifying DATE and TIME concurrently displays only records that are within both the date range and time

range.
Example: Specify TIME(181500,181500) to select records that are produced at 6:15 p.m.

ACID
Selects records produced by jobs or sessions running under a specific ACID. You can specify a maximum of eight
ACIDs.
acid

Specifies a specific ACID name. If you specify more than one ACID, separate the entries with commas.
acid*

Specifies an ACID prefix that selects all ACIDs that begin with the prefix and selects undefined ACIDs
(including *MISSING*, *UNDEF*, and *BYPASS*). ACID(*) may be used only by a central security control
ACID (SCA).

EVENT(AUDTZ)
Selects only events that are related to privileged access (for example, elevated security access permissions
through the ELEVATE command). Displayed events are shown as follows:

• When LOGLEVEL(ELEVATE) is set in TAMZOPT(OPTIONS) in the SDT, AUDTZ shows user accesses that
were allowed due to elevated permissions.

• When LOGLEVEL(ALL) is set in TAMZOPT(OPTIONS) in the SDT, AUDTZ shows user accesses allowed due
to permissions in the user's ACID record and accesses that were allowed due to elevated permissions.
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After you issue the command, the report output shows the requested activity, including any elevated accesses for the
specified time period.

Example: Report All Activities for a User and Pinpoint Elevated Activity

In this example, you are unsure when elevated activity occurred for a user; therefore, you report on all activities today for
USER1:

REPORT DATE(TODAY) ACCESSOR(USER1)

In the output, you can see that elevated activity occurred involving the access of SYS1.PARMLIB.

Examples: Report All Elevated Access Activities for a User

This example issues the following command to report all privileged access activities today for a user:

REPORT DATE(TODAY) ACCESSOR(USER1) EVENT(AUDTZ)

The resulting report output shows details about Nadia's access. For example, "FAIL" indicates that Nadia is operating in
FAIL mode and ISPTASK identifies the program in control at the time of the event. The "OK+Z" entry indicates that access
was allowed because of a PERMIT granted through the ELEVATE command.

11/17/17 13:55:21 XE15 NADIA NADIA TSO FAIL  ISPTASK READ ALL OK+Z OPJ T000028 A15LO903

Next, you issue a command that includes the LONG selection criteria option to produce expanded data about the
privileged access activities:

REPORT DATE(TODAY) ACCESSOR(NADIA) EVENT(AUDTZ) LONG

The resulting report output shows expanded details about Nadia's access. The output shows details about privileged
access activity (for example, the reason for elevation and profile under which elevation occurred). Again, the "OK+Z" entry
indicates that access was allowed because of a PERMIT granted through the ELEVATE command.

11/17/17 13:55:21 XE15 NADIA NADIA TSO FAIL ISPTASK READ ALL OK+Z OPJ T000028 A15LO903

TAMCLASS = PARMLIB PROFILE = TAMZPROF REASON = PARMLIB ACCESS FOR Z/OS 2.3 UPGRADE

TICKET = 10261962 RESOURCE TYPE & NAME : DATASET SYS1.PARMLIB MVXE15

Report on Elevation Command Executions
ELEVATE and DEELEVATE commands can be logged to the System Management Facility (SMF) data set, the audit/
tracking file, or both. Logging lets you perform the following activities easily:

• Track and report on elevation-related command activity.
• Analyze elevation events.

Authority and Scope Requirements for TSSUTIL

To use TSSUTIL, an ACID must possess REPORT authority. This administrative authority can be given by anyone who
has REPORT authority by entering the following command:

TSS ADMIN(acid) ACID(REPORT)

                RESOURCES(REPORT)

A user without administrative authority may use TSSUTIL if given USE access to entity TSSUTILITY.TSSUTIL in the
CASECAUT resource class. This access may be granted by an administrator using the following command:

TSS PERMIT(user) CASECAUT(TSSUTILITY.TSSUTIL) ACCESS(USE)
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NOTE

For complete information about the CASECAUT resource class, see the Top Secret documentation.

You can only extract incidents that are generated for ACIDs within the scope of your authority. The scopes are as follows:

SCA
Every event

LSCA
Every event within the LSCAs scope

ZCA
Entire zone or specific divisions, departments, or ACIDs within the zone

VCA
Entire division or specific departments or ACIDs within the division

DCA
Entire department or specific ACIDs within the department

USER
Himself/herself

Activate Logging and Report on Elevation Command Executions

To activate logging, use the CMDA and CMDS parameters of the LOG control option. After logging is established, you can
generate TSSUTIL reports, based on data that is stored in SMF, the audit/tracking file, or both. The choice of whether to
log to SMF or the audit/tracking file (or both) is based on your site's preference.

WARNING

• The LOG option affects all facilities; however, a global LOG command can be overridden by a LOG operand
that you enter as a suboption for a specific facility. For complete information about the LOG control option,
see the Top Secret documentation.

• A LOG option that is issued after the startup of Top Secret resets not only the global LOG options, but also
the LOG setting of every facility.

Follow these steps:

1. Issue one or both of the following commands to begin logging:
TSS MODIFY(LOG(CMDA))

TSS MODIFY(LOG(CMDS))

CMDA
Writes TSS commands to the audit/tracking file.

CMDS
Writes TSS commands to the SMF file.

2. After you gather logging data for some time, issue the following statement in TSSUTIL to report on data that is stored
in the SMF and/or audit/tracking file:
REPORT CLASS(O)

You receive reporting data based on your inquiry.

Example: Report on Commands Logged During Previous 14 Days at Specific Times

In this example, you have set up logging through the CMDA and CMDS parameters of the LOG control option. Two weeks
later, you want to report on ELEVATE commands logged during a specific time period. To do so, specify the following
REPORT statement:

REPORT CLASS(O) DATE(-14,-00) TIME(080000,160000) -
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DEPARTMENT(DEPT1,DEPT2,DEPT3) LONG END

The statement requests reporting on all commands logged during the last 14 days, between 8 a.m. and 4 p.m., issued by
all users in departments DEPT1, DEPT2, and DEPT3. From the log data, you can review ELEVATE commands data.

In response to your REPORT statement, TSSUTIL produces the following output, showing ELEVATE/DEELEVATE logged
activity within your specified timeframe:

DATE     TIME     SYSI ACCESSOR JOBNAME  FFM VC PROGRAM  R-ACCESS A-ACCESS SRC/DRC SEC RESOURCE (TYPE & NAME)

       JOBID   TERMINAL

-------- -------- ---- -------- -------- --- -- -------- -------- -------- ------- ---

 ---------------------------- ------- --------

01/14/19 14:03:30 XE15 NADIA    TSS16    S      TSSAUTHZ                     OK        O TSS ELEVATE(NADIA)

 TAMCLAS S000047

01/14/19 14:03:34 XE15 NADIA    TSS16    S      TSSAUTHZ                     OK        O TSS DEELEVATE(NADIA)

 TAMCL S000047

Monitor Privileged Access Security Events in Real Time
TSSTRACK lets administrators and auditors monitor security-related events in real time for one or more systems.
Information is obtained from the Top Secret Audit/Tracking File, providing you with a complete, current display of violations
and other audited events.

TSSTRACK is designed for continuous monitoring of security-related events. To extract information about events, execute
the batch TSSUTIL program.

Monitor Elevated Access Security Events

To monitor elevated access security events, invoke TSSTRACK with the following EVENT specification.

NOTE
You can also specify other selection criteria options (for example, an INTERVAL option that controls how often to
check for new events). For complete information about TSSTRACK selection criteria options, see the Top Secret
documentation.

EVENT(ALL|AUDTZ)

EVENT
Specifies security-related events for which to display information. EVENT can be used with the FACILITY and
SYSID selection criteria to monitor specific types of events.
ALL

Displays information for all types of security-related events.
AUDTZ

Displays only events that are related to gaining privileged access (for example, elevated security access
permissions through the ELEVATE command).

After you enter your specification, the security-related information displays continuously.

Adjust the Displayed Security Event Details

After you enter your options, the security-related information displays continuously. Use this procedure to adjust the
displayed security event information.

Follow these steps:

1. Perform one of the following actions to allow for entry of new selection criteria options:
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– (3270 terminals) Press the PA1 key.
– (non-3270 terminals) Press the BREAK key. (Remote 3270 terminals in SNA environments might need to use the

ATTN key.)
This action interrupts the tracking information display and reissues the input prompt.

2. Enter the new options, then press Enter to return to the tracking information display.

Elevation Records for TSSCFILE and TSSCFBK Utilities
This section includes elevation-related records for the following batch utilities:

TSSCFILE
Produces customized reports with information extracted from the Top Secret security file.

TSSCFBK
Produces customized reports with information extracted from the backup Top Secret security file.

NOTE

• This information is restricted to Trusted Access Manager for Z customers that have Broadcom Support
Online access. Log in with your Broadcom Support credentials to view the available information.

• For complete content about the TSSCFILE and TSSCFBK utilities, see the Top Secret documentation.

Formatted Record Types - TSSCFILE and TSSCFBK
This section describes all formatted records. When any formatted record appears on TSSCFILE or TSSCFBK output, it
contains only the desired information. The keyword that is used to identify the particular data line on a TSS information
retrieval command (“NAME =“, “TYPE =“, and so on) is not in the output. The output supplies the specific information in
the designated column positions for each field. For example, when record ID 0500 appears as output, it contains only the
actual date for when it was created. The keyword DATE CREATED is not output.

ID:   0000    "EXECUTION ENVIRONMENT"

33    36       4           EXECUTION SYSTEM SMFID 

37    44       8           EXECUTION DATE

45    52       8           EXECUTION TIME

53    96      44           SECURITY FILE DATASET NAME

ID:   0001                 DATA DELIMITER

33    112      80          TSS LIST COMMAND

ID:   0100    "NAME        ="

33    64       32          NAME

ID:   0200    "TYPE        ="

33    40       8           ACID TYPE

41    48       8           ACID SIZE

ID:   0300    "DEPT ACID   ="

33    40       8           DEPT ACID

41    72       32          DEPT NAME

ID:   0400    "DIV ACID    ="

33    40       8           DIV ACID

41    72       32          DIV NAME

ID:   0450    "ZONE ACID   ="

33    40       8           ZONE ACID

41    72       32          ZONE NAME

ID:   0500    "CREATED     ="

33    40       8           DATE CREATED

41    48       8           DATE LAST MODIFIED

49    53       5           TIME LAST MODIFIED
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54    58       5           TIME CREATED

ID:   0501    "EXPIRES     ="

33    40       8           DATE OF EXPIRE

ID:   0502    "SUSPENDED   ="

33    40       8           DATE SUSPENSION ENDS

ID:   0600    "PROFILES    ="

33    40       8           PROFILE ACID

41    48       8           PROFILE UNTIL DATE

ID:   0650    "GROUPS      ="

33    40       8           GROUP ACID

41    48       8           GROUP UNTIL DATE

ID:   0675    "FCT         ="

33    40       8           FCT/PREFIX (OWNED)

42    49       8           FCT/PREFIX (OWNED)

51    58       8           FCT/PREFIX (OWNED)

60    67       8           FCT/PREFIX (OWNED)

69    76       8           FCT/PREFIX (OWNED)

ID:   0700    "ATTRIBUTES="

33    40       8          "MULTIPW "

41    48       8          "NOADSP  "

49    56       8          "AUDIT   "

57    64       8          "NOPWCHG "

65    72       8          "OIDCARD "

73    80       8          "TRACE   "

81    88       8          "SUSPEND "

89    96       8          "MRO     "

97    104      8          "CONSOLE "

105   112      8          "GAP     "

113   120      8          "DUFXTR  "

121   128      8          "DUFUPD  "

129   136      8          "TSOMPW  "

137   144      8          "NOATS   "

145   152      8          "XSUSPEND"

153   160      8          "ASUSPEND"

161   168      8          "NOOMVSDF"

169   176      8          "PSUSPEND"

177   184      8          "VSUSPEND"

185   192      8          "LDS     "

193   200      8          "NOREFRES"

201   208      8          "RSTDACC "

209   216      8          "PSWDPHR "

225   232      8          "PHRASEON "

233   240      8          "PROTECTE "

NOTE
These fields are position-dependent. If a field is blank, it indicates that the ACID does not possess this attribute.

ID:   0800    "BYPASSING ="

33    40       8          "NODSNCHK"

41    48       8          "NOVOLCHK"

49    56       8          "NOLCFCHK"

57    64       8          "NOSUBCHK"

65    72       8          "NORESCHK"

73    80       8          "NOVMDCHK"
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81    88       8          "NOSUSPEN"

NOTE
These fields are position-dependent. If a field is blank, it indicates that the ACID does not possess this attribute.

ID:   0900    "LAST USED ="

33    40       8           DATE LAST USED: MM/DD/YY

41    45       5           TIME LAST USED: HH.MM

46    49       4           CPU

50    57       8           FAC

58    62       5           COUNT

ID:   1000    "MASTER FAC="

33    40       8           MASTER FACILITY

ID:   1100    "LOCK TIME ="

33    37       5           LOCK TIME (MINUTES) OR "NEVER"

38    45       8           LOCK TIME FACILITY

NOTE
If an ACID has a lock time (minutes), the value starts in column 33 with a length of 3.

ID:   1200    "LANGUAGE  ="

33    33       1           LANGUAGE PREFERENCE CODE

ID:   1300    "TIME ZONE ="

33    35       3           TIME ZONE+ or - NN

ID:   1400    "DSN/PREFIX="

33    58       26          DSN/PREFIX(OWNED)

61    86       26          DSN/PREFIX(OWNED)

97    160      64          DSN/PREFIX(Defined to the AUDIT record)

ID:   1500    "VOLUMES   ="   ("VOLUME    =" for AUDIT record)

33    38       6           VOLSER(OWNED)

39    40       2           ATTRIBUTES

41    46       6           VOLSER(OWNED)

47    48       2           ATTRIBUTES

ID:   1600    "VMMDISKS  ="

33    45       13          VMMDISK

46    58       13          VMMDISK

ID:   1700    "RESOURCE  ="

33    40       8           RESOURCE CLASS NAME

41    48       8           RESOURCE ENTITY

49    56       8           RESOURCE ENTITY

57    64       8           RESOURCE ENTITY

65    72       8           RESOURCE ENTITY

73    80       8           RESOURCE ENTITY

81    144      64          RESOURCE ENTITY (DEFINED TO THE AUDIT RECORD)

ID:   1800    "RESOURCE  ="

33    40       8           RESOURCE CLASS NAME

41    66       26          RESOURCE ENTITY

69    94       26          RESOURCE ENTITY

95    158      64          RESOURCE ENTITY (DEFINED TO THE AUDIT RECORD)

ID:   1900    "WHOOWNS   ="

33    40       8           RESOURCE CLASS

41    48       8           OWNING ACID

49    92       44          RESOURCE ENTITY

ID:   1950    "WHOHAS   ="
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33    40       8           RESOURCE CLASS

41    48       8           OWNING ACID

49    92       44          RESOURCE ENTITY

ID:   1975     WHOHAS FACILITY Information

33    40       8           literal "FACILITY"

44    51       8           ACID NAME HAVING REQUESTED FACILITY

52    59       8           "UNTIL" DATE, IF ANY

60    67       8           FACILITY NAME

ID:   2001    "XA ACID   ="

33    40       8           XAUTH RESOURCE CLASS NAME

41    48       8           XAUTH OWNER ACID

49    56       8           XAUTH UNTIL DATE

57    64       8           XAUTH ACID

NOTE
The term “entity” refers to the name of the resource within that resource class (that is, DSNAME abc.data).

ID:   2002    "XA DATASET="

33    40       8           XAUTH RESOURCE CLASS NAME

41    48       8           XAUTH OWNER ACID

49    56       8           XAUTH UNTIL DATE

57    102      46          XAUTH DATA SET

ID:   2003    "XA VOLUME ="

33    40       8           XAUTH RESOURCE CLASS NAME

41    48       8           XAUTH OWNER ACID

49    56       8           XAUTH UNTIL DATE

57    62       6           XAUTH VOLSER

63    64       2           ATTRIBUTES

ID:   2004    "XA MINIDISK="

33    40       8           XAUTH RESOURCE CLASS NAME

41    48       8           XAUTH OWNER ACID

49    56       8           XAUTH UNTIL DATE

57    69       13          XAUTH MINIDISK

ID:   2005    "XA xxxxxxx="

33    40       8           XAUTH RESOURCE CLASS NAME

41    48       8           XAUTH OWNER ACID

49    56       8           XAUTH UNTIL DATE

57    100      63          XAUTH RESOURCE

NOTE
The x's refer to resource names defined in the RDT.

ID:   2006    "XAUTH =" (Size for directory XAUTH) 

33    40       8           XA DIRECTORY

41    47       8           XA DIRECTORY owner ACID

48    55       8           XA DIRECTORY until date

57    202      144         XAUTH DIRECTORY data

ID:   2007    "WHOHAS XAUTH"

33    40       8           XAUTH RESOURCE CLASS NAME

41    48       8           XAUTH PERMITTED ACID

49    56       8           XAUTH UNTIL DATE

57    64       8           XAUTH RESOURCE OWNER

65    109      46          XAUTH DATA SET

ID:   2008    "WHOHAS ADMIN"
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33    40       8           XAUTH RESOURCE CLASS NAME

41    48       8           XAUTH OWNER ACID

49    56       8           XAUTH UNTIL DATE

57    102      46          XAUTH DATA SET

ID:   2009    "XA SFSCMD ="

33    40       8           XAUTH RESOURCE CLASS NAME

41    48       8           XAUTH OWNER ACID

49    56       8           XAUTH UNTIL DATE

57    100      63          XAUTH RESOURCE

ID:   2010    "VMNODE="

33    42       10          VM RESOURCE NODE NAME

44    53       10          VM RESOURCE NODE NAME

55    64       10          VM RESOURCE NODE NAME

66    75       10          VM RESOURCE NODE NAME

77    86       10          VM RESOURCE NODE NAME

ID:   2011    "ACCESS    ="   XAUTH ACCESS LEVELS

33    40       8          "NONE    "

41    48       8          "ALL     "

49    56       8          "READ    "

57    64       8          "WRITE   "

65    72       8          "UPDATE  "

73    80       8          "FETCH   "

81    88       8          "CREATE  "

89    96       8          "NOCREATE"

97    104      8          "SCRATCH "

105   112      8          "CONTROL "

113   120      8          "BLP     "

121   128      8          "FEOV    "

129   136      8          "PURGE   "

137   144      8          "DELETE  "

145   152      8          "BROWSE  "

153   160      8          "REPLACE "

161   168      8          "CONSOLE "

169   176      8          "DIAGNOSE"

177   184      8          "INQUIRE "

185   192      8          "SET     "

193   200      8          "EXECUTE "

201   208      8          "PERFORM "

209   216      8          "DISCARD "

217   224      8          "ALTER   "

225   232      8          "INDEX   "

233   240      8          "INSERT  "

241   248      8          "USE     "

249   256      8           user-defined access level

NOTE
These fields are position-dependent. If a field is blank, it indicates that the ACID does not have the authorized
access level. Record 2011 has also been stabilized and is no longer updated for more access levels. Use record
2021 instead.

Any record identifiers from 2011 to 2016 and 2021 can follow any record identifiers from 2001 to 2005.

ID:   2012    "DAYS      ="         XAUTH DAYS

33    35       3          "ALL"
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36    38       3          "MON"

39    41       3          "TUE"

42    44       3          "WED"

45    47       3          "THU"

48    50       3          "FRI"

51    53       3          "SAT"

54    56       3          "SUN"

57    64       8           XAUTH TIMES or TIMEREC

NOTE
These fields are position-dependent. If a field is blank, it indicates that the ACID is not authorized for the day.

ID:   2013    "LIBRARY   ="

33    78       46          XAUTH LIBRARY

ID:   2014    "PRIVPGM   ="

33    40       8           XAUTH PRIVPGM

41    41       1           "G" IF GENERIC

42    49       8           XAUTH PRIVPGM

50    50       1           "G" IF GENERIC

51    58       8           XAUTH PRIVPGM

59    59       1           "G" IF GENERIC

60    67       8           XAUTH PRIVPGM

68    68       1           "G" IF GENERIC

69    76       8           XAUTH PRIVPGM

77    77       1           "G" IF GENERIC

ID:   2015    "FAC       =" AUTH FAC

33    40       8            FACILITY NAME

41    48       8            FACILITY NAME

49    56       8            FACILITY NAME

57    64       8            FACILITY NAME

65    72       8            FACILITY NAME

73    80       8            FACILITY NAME

81    88       8            FACILITY NAME

89    96       8            FACILITY NAME

97    104      8            FACILITY NAME

105   112      8            FACILITY NAME

ID:   2016    "ACTION    ="

33    40       8           "FAIL    "

41    48       8           "DENY    "

49    56       8           "AUDIT   "

57    64       8           "NOTIFY  "

65    72       8           "PASSWORD"

73    80       8           "NODSN   "

81    88       8           "EXIT    "

89    96       8           "REVERIFY"

97    104      8           "VMPRIV  "

NOTE
These fields are position-dependent. If the field is blank, the ACID does not have this parameter of the ACTION
keyword.

ID:   2017    "VMUSER    ="

33    40       8           XAUTH VMUSER

41    41       1          "G" IF GENERIC
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42    49       8           XAUTH VMUSER

50    50       1          "G" IF GENERIC

51    58       8           XAUTH VMUSER

59    59       1          "G" IF GENERIC

60    67       8           XAUTH VMUSER

68    68       1          "G" IF GENERIC

69    76       8           XAUTH VMUSER

77    77       1          "G" IF GENERIC

ID:   2018    "FILE      ="

33    49       17          FILE RESTRICTION

ID:   2019    "POOL RESTRICTION  ="

33    40       8           POOL RESTRICTION

41    48       8           POOL RESTRICTION

49    56       8           POOL RESTRICTION

57    64       8           POOL RESTRICTION

65    72       8           POOL RESTRICTION

ID:   2021    "ACCESS    ="    XAUTH ACCESS LEVELS

33    40       8           Access Level

41    48       8           Access Level

49    56       8           Access Level

57    64       8           Access Level

65    72       8           Access Level

73    80       8           Access Level

81    88       8           Access Level

89    96       8           Access Level

97    104      8           Access Level

105   112      8           Access Level

113   120      8           Access Level

121   128      8           Access Level

129   136      8           Access Level

137   144      8           Access Level

145   152      8           Access Level

NOTE
These access levels are not position-dependent.

ID:   2022    "ADMIN  BY ="

33    40       8           ADMINISTERING ACID

41    44       4           DONE ON THIS SMFID

45    54       10          DATE ADMIN'D   MM/DD/YYYY

55    63       8           TIME ADMIN'D   HH:MM:SS

ID:   2023    "DAY/TIME  ="

33    40       8           NAME OF CALENDAR TO BE USED

41    48       8           NAME OF TIMEREC or TIMES TO BE USED

57    61       5           TIMES

ID:   2024    "RESTRICT  ="

33    40       8           NAME OF MAPREC TO BE USED

41    48       8           NAME OF SELECT(IN) TO BE USED

49    56       8           NAME OF SELECT(OUT) TO BE USED

ID:   2025    "RESTRICT  ="

33    40       8           NAME OF MASKREC TO BE USED

41    48       8           NAME OF SELECT(IN) TO BE USED

49    56       8           NAME OF SELECT(OUT) TO BE USED

ID:   2026    "SYSID     ="
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33    36       4           SYSID RESTRICTION

ID:   2027    "APPLDATA  ="

33    40       8           SYSTEMVIEW APPLDATA VALUE

ID:   2028    "SCRIPTIN  ="

33    40       8           SYSTEMVIEW SCRIPTIN VALUE

ID:   2029    "SCRIPTIP  ="

33    40       8           SYSTEMVIEW SCRIPTIP VALUE

ID:   2030    "ATTRIB    ="

33    39       7           MASK

ID:   2031     NJEACID = xxxxxxxx 

33    40       8         NJEACID

ID:   2032     "SYMXPORT =" 

33    43       11        "SECXPORT/NOSECXPORT"

45    54       11        "HANDSHAKE/NOHANDSHAKE" 

ID:   2033     "ASYMUSE  =" 

33    40       8         "BYANY/BYLIST/BYNONE"

ID:   2034     "SYMXKEYS  =" 

33    96       64         PKDS label

ID:   2035     "SYMXCERT  =" 

33    129      97         Certificate label

ID:   2036    "IDMAP"

33    40      8           IDMAP =

41    48      8           ACCESSOR = 

49    80      32          LABEL =

ID:   2037    "IDMAP DISTINGUISHED NAME:" 

33    278     246         IDMAP DISTINGUISHED NAME:

ID:   2038    "IDMAP REGISTRY NAME:" 

33    287     255         IDMAP REGISTRY NAME:

ID:   2039    "SYMCPACFWRAP"

33    35      3           YES/NO

ID:   2040    "SYMCPACFRET" 

33    35      3           YES|NO

ID:   2100    "FACILITY  ="

33    40      8           FACILITY

NOTE
Record identifiers 2100 through 2102 refer to the Limited Command Facility (LCF).

ID:   2101    "AUTH CMDS ="

               IF PRESENT, THIS RECORD ALWAYS FOLLOWS

               RECORD 2100.

33    40       8           AUTHORIZED COMMANDS

41    41       1           COMMAND FLAG

42    49       8           AUTHORIZED COMMANDS

50    50       1           COMMAND FLAG

51    58       8           AUTHORIZED COMMANDS

59    59       1           COMMAND FLAG

60    67       8           AUTHORIZED COMMANDS

68    68       1           COMMAND FLAG

NOTE
The one-character flag is V for password reverify or G for a generic prefix.

ID:   2102    "EXMP CMDS ="
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               IF PRESENT, THIS RECORD ALWAYS FOLLOWS

               RECORD 2100.

33    40       8           EXEMPT COMMANDS

41    41       1           COMMAND FLAG

42    49       8           EXEMPT COMMANDS

50    50       1           COMMAND FLAG

51    58       8           EXEMPT COMMANDS

59    59       1           COMMAND FLAG

60    67       8           EXEMPT COMMANDS

68    68       1           COMMAND FLAG

NOTE
The one-character flag is V for password reverify or G for a generic prefix.

ID:   2200    "SOURCES   ="

33    40       8           SOURCES

41    48       8           SOURCES

49    56       8           SOURCES

57    64       8           SOURCES

ID:   2300    "OPIDENT   ="

33    35       3           OPIDENT

36    38       3           OPPRTY

ID:   2301    "SITRAN    ="

33    40       8           SITRAN

41    48       8           SITRAN FACILITY

ID:   2400    "OPCLASS   ="

33    34       2           OPCLASS

35    36       2           OPCLASS

37    38       2           OPCLASS

39    40       2           OPCLASS

41    42       2           OPCLASS

43    44       2           OPCLASS

45    46       2           OPCLASS

47    48       2           OPCLASS

49    50       2           OPCLASS

51    52       2           OPCLASS

53    54       2           OPCLASS

55    56       2           OPCLASS

57    58       2           OPCLASS

59    60       2           OPCLASS

61    62       2           OPCLASS

63    64       2           OPCLASS

65    66       2           OPCLASS

67    68       2           OPCLASS

69    70       2           OPCLASS

71    72       2           OPCLASS

73    74       2           OPCLASS

75    76       2           OPCLASS

77    78       2           OPCLASS

79    80       2           OPCLASS

ID:   2500    "SCTYKEY   ="

33    35       3           SCTYKEY

36    38       3           SCTYKEY

39    41       3           SCTYKEY
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42    44       3           SCTYKEY

45    47       3           SCTYKEY

48    50       3           SCTYKEY

51    53       3           SCTYKEY

54    56       3           SCTYKEY

57    59       3           SCTYKEY

60    62       3           SCTYKEY

63    65       3           SCTYKEY

66    68       3           SCTYKEY

69    71       3           SCTYKEY

72    74       3           SCTYKEY

75    77       3           SCTYKEY

78    80       3           SCTYKEY

ID:   2600    "INSTDATA  ="

33    35       3           LENGTH OF INSTDATA

36    290      255         INSTDATA

ID:   2700    "USER      ="

33    40       8           USER DEFINED RESOURCE

41    41       1           TYPE

42    49       8           USER DEFINED RESOURCE

50    50       1           TYPE

51    58       8           USER DEFINED RESOURCE

59    59       1           TYPE

60    67       8           USER DEFINED RESOURCE

68    68       1           TYPE

ID:   2800    "ACIDS     ="

33    40       8           ACID WITHIN DEPT/DIV/ZONE

41    42       2           ACID TYPE

43    50       8           ACID WITHIN DEPT/DIV/ZONE

51    52       2           ACID TYPE

53    60       8           ACID WITHIN DEPT/DIV/ZONE

61    62       2           ACID TYPE

63    70       8           ACID WITHIN DEPT/DIV/ZONE

71    72       2           ACID TYPE

NOTE

The one- or two-character value for ACID TYPE can be any of the following values:

P
Profile

VC
VCA

V
VCA or DIV ACID

DC
DCA

D
DCA or DEPT ACID

ZC
ZCA
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Z
ZCA or ZONE ACID

LC
LSCA

SC
SCA

A blank indicates a user ACID.

ID:   2801    "ACID      ="

33    40       8           ACID

41    41       1           ACID TYPE

42    49       8           PROFILE UNTIL DATE

ID:   2901    "FACILITIES="

                           SAME FORMAT AS RECORD 2015

ID:   2902    "ACID      ="

33    40       8           "ACID    "       DUMMY RES CLASS NAME

41    48       8            ADMIN AUTHORITY

49    56       8            ADMIN AUTHORITY

57    64       8            ADMIN AUTHORITY

65    72       8            ADMIN AUTHORITY

73    80       8            ADMIN AUTHORITY

81    88       8            ADMIN AUTHORITY

89    96       8            ADMIN AUTHORITY

97    104      8            ADMIN AUTHORITY

105   112      8            ADMIN AUTHORITY

113   120      8            ADMIN AUTHORITY

ID:   2903    " LIST DATA ="

33    40       8            DUMMY RES CLASS NAME

41    48       8            ADMIN AUTHORITY

49    56       8            ADMIN AUTHORITY

57    64       8            ADMIN AUTHORITY

65    72       8            ADMIN AUTHORITY

73    80       8            ADMIN AUTHORITY

81    88       8            ADMIN AUTHORITY

89    96       8            ADMIN AUTHORITY

97    104      8            ADMIN AUTHORITY

105   112      8            ADMIN AUTHORITY

113   120      8            ADMIN AUTHORITY

ID:   2904    "MISC1     ="

33    40       8           "MISC1  " DUMMY RES CLASS NAME

41    48       8            ADMIN AUTHORITY

49    56       8            ADMIN AUTHORITY

57    64       8            ADMIN AUTHORITY

65    72       8            ADMIN AUTHORITY

73    80       8            ADMIN AUTHORITY

81    88       8            ADMIN AUTHORITY

89    96       8            ADMIN AUTHORITY

97    104      8            ADMIN AUTHORITY

105   112      8            ADMIN AUTHORITY

113   120      8            ADMIN AUTHORITY

ID:   2905    "MISC9     ="

33    40       8           "MISC9   "  DUMMY RES CLASS NAME
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41    48       8            ADMIN AUTHORITY

49    56       8            ADMIN AUTHORITY

57    64       8            ADMIN AUTHORITY

65    72       8            ADMIN AUTHORITY

73    80       8            ADMIN AUTHORITY

81    88       8            ADMIN AUTHORITY

89    96       8            ADMIN AUTHORITY

97    104      8            ADMIN AUTHORITY

105   112      8            ADMIN AUTHORITY

113   120      8            ADMIN AUTHORITY

ID:   2906    "RESOURCES ="

33    40       8           "RESOURCE"    DUMMY RES CLASS NAME

41    48       8            ADMIN AUTHORITY

49    56       8            ADMIN AUTHORITY

57    64       8            ADMIN AUTHORITY

65    72       8            ADMIN AUTHORITY

73    80       8            ADMIN AUTHORITY

81    88       8            ADMIN AUTHORITY

89    96       8            ADMIN AUTHORITY

97    104      8            ADMIN AUTHORITY

105   112      8            ADMIN AUTHORITY

113   120      8            ADMIN AUTHORITY

ID:   2907    "xxxxxxxx  ="

33    40       8            RESOURCE CLASS NAME FROM RDT

41    48       8            ADMIN AUTHORITY

49    56       8            ADMIN AUTHORITY

57    64       8            ADMIN AUTHORITY

65    72       8            ADMIN AUTHORITY

73    80       8            ADMIN AUTHORITY

81    88       8            ADMIN AUTHORITY

89    96       8            ADMIN AUTHORITY

97    104      8            ADMIN AUTHORITY

105   112      8            ADMIN AUTHORITY

113   120      8            ADMIN AUTHORITY

NOTE
xxxxxxxx is the eight-character resource name from the RDT.

ID:   2908    "MISC2     ="

               SAME FORMAT AS RECORDS 2904

               AND 2905.

ID:   2909    "SCOPE     ="

33    40       8            "SCOPE      "

41    48       8            "ZONE ACID  "

ID:   2910    "MISC8     ="

33    40       8           "MISC8   "  DUMMY RES CLASS NAME

41    48       8            ADMIN AUTHORITY

49    56       8            ADMIN AUTHORITY

57    64       8            ADMIN AUTHORITY

65    72       8            ADMIN AUTHORITY

73    80       8            ADMIN AUTHORITY

ID:   2911    "   ACCESS ="

                   IF PRESENT, THIS RECORD ALWAYS

                   FOLLOWS
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                   RECORDS 2901-2907.

                   SAME FORMAT AS RECORD 2011

ID:   2912    "MISC3 =" 

33    40       8       "MISC3   "   DUMMY RES CLASS NAME

41    48       8            ADMIN AUTHORITY 

49    56       8            ADMIN AUTHORITY 

57    64       8            ADMIN AUTHORITY 

65    72       8            ADMIN AUTHORITY 

73    80       8            ADMIN AUTHORITY

ID:   2913    "MISC4 ="

33    40       8       "MISC4  "     DUMMY RES CLASS NAME

41    48       8            ADMIN AUTHORITY

49    56       8            ADMIN AUTHORITY

57    64       8            ADMIN AUTHORITY

65    72       8            ADMIN AUTHORITY

73    80       8            ADMIN AUTHORITY

81    89       8            ADMIN AUTHORITY

90    97       8            ADMIN AUTHORITY

98    105      8            ADMIN AUTHORITY

ID:   2914    "MISC5 ="

33    40       8       "MISC5  "     DUMMY RES CLASS NAME

41    48       8            ADMIN AUTHORITY

49    56       8            ADMIN AUTHORITY

57    64       8            ADMIN AUTHORITY

65    72       8            ADMIN AUTHORITY

73    80       8            ADMIN AUTHORITY

81    89       8            ADMIN AUTHORITY

90    97       8            ADMIN AUTHORITY

98    105      8            ADMIN AUTHORITY

ID:   2916    "MISC7 ="

33    40       8       "MISC7 " DUMMY RES CLASS NAME

41    48       8            ADMIN AUTHORITY

49    56       8            ADMIN AUTHORITY

57    64       8            ADMIN AUTHORITY

65    72       8            ADMIN AUTHORITY

73    80       8            ADMIN AUTHORITY

81    89       8            ADMIN AUTHORITY

90    97       8            ADMIN AUTHORITY

98    105      8            ADMIN AUTHORITY

ID:   2921    "   ACCESS ="  XAUTH ACCESS LEVELS

                  SAME FORMAT AS RECORD 2021.

ID:   2930    "VMMACH     ="

33    40       8            VMMACH

44    51       8            VMMACH

55    62       8            VMMACH

66    73       8            VMMACH

77    84       8            VMMACH

ID:   2940    "VMRDR     ="

33    40       8            VMRDR

44    51       8            VMRDR

55    62       8            VMRDR

66    73       8            VMRDR

77    84       8            VMRDR
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ID:   2950    "CPCMD     ="

33    40       8            CPCMD

41    48       8            CPCMD

49    56       8            CPCMD

57    64       8            CPCMD

65    72       8            CPCMD

ID:   2960    "DIAGNOSE     ="

33    40       8            DIAGNOSE

41    48       8            DIAGNOSE

49    56       8            DIAGNOSE

57    64       8            DIAGNOSE

65    72       9            DIAGNOSE

ID:   2970    "DSPACE   ="

33    40       8            DSPACE

41    48       8            DSPACE

49    56       8            DSPACE

57    64       8            DSPACE

65    72       9            DSPACE

ID    2980    "IUCV     ="

33    40       8            IUCV

44    51       8            VMMACH

55    62       8            VMMACH

66    73       8            VMMACH

77    84       8            VMMACH

ID    2990    "SFSCMD   ="

33    40       8            SFSCMD

ID    3000    "PASSWORD ="

33    40       8            PASSWORD

41    48       8            EXPIRES DATE

49    51       3            INTERVAL

52    59       8            FACILITY IF ACID HAS MULTIPW

                            ATTRIBUTE

NOTE
The password is never displayed, regardless of the administrative authority. NOPW indicates that the user does
not have a password. NOPW is only displayed to the MSCA and properly authorized SCAs.

ID:   3001    "PHRASE     ="

33    40       8            EXPIRES DATE

41    43       3            INTERVAL

NOTE
The password phrase text is never displayed, regardless of the administrative authority or the value of PWVIEW.

ID:   3010    "DIRECTORY    ="

33    151      119          VM SFS DIRECTORY (OWNED)

ID:   3020    "XA IUCV="

33    40       8   XA IUCV

41    48       8   XA IUCV owner ACID

49    56       8   XA IUCV until date

57    102      46  XA IUCV data

ID:   3030    "XA DSPACE="

33    40       8   XA VM DATASPACE

41    48       8   XA VM DATASPACE owner ACID
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49    56       8   XA VM DATASPACE until date

57    102      46  XA VM DATASPACE data

ID:   3040    "XA DIAGNOSE="

33    40       8   XA VM DIAGNOSE

41    48       8   XA VM DIAGNOSE owner ACID

49    56       8   XA VM DIAGNOSE until date

57    102      46  XA VM DIAGNOSE data

ID:   3050    "XA CPCMD="

33    40       8   XA VM CP COMMAND

41    48       8   XA VM CP COMMAND owner ACID

49    56       8   XA VM CP COMMAND until date

57    102      46  XA VM CP COMMAND data

ID:   3060    "XA VMNODE="

33    40       8   XA VMNODE 

41    48       8   XA VMNODE owner ACID

49    56       8   XA VMNODE until date

57    102      46  XA VMNODE data

ID:   3070    "XA VMMACH="

33    40       8   XA VM MACHINE

41    48       8   XA VM MACHINE owner ACID

49    56       8   XA VM MACHINE until date

57    102      46  XA VM MACHINE data

ID:   3080    "XA VMRDR="

33    40       8   VM READER 

41    47       8   XA VM Reader owner ACID

48    55       8   XA VM Reader date

57    102      46  XA VM Reader data

ID:   3090    "XA MODE ="

33    40       8   XAUTH MODE data

41    47       8   XA MODE owner ACID

48    55       8   XA MODE until date

ID:   3100    "STC       ="

33    40       8            STC

41    48       8            ACID

49    54       6            "STCACT"

ID:   3200    "PHYSKEY   ="

33    35       3            EBCDIC LENGTH OF PHYSKEY

36    290      255          PHYSKEY

ID:   3250    "DEFDATA      ="

33    40       8            DEFNODES

41    48       8            DEFNODES

49    56       8            DEFNODES

57    64       8            DEFNODES

ID:   3260    "XA PROGRAM    ="

33    40       8            XAUTH RESOURCE CLASS NAME

41    48       8            XAUTH OWNER ACID

49    56       8            XAUTH UNTIL DATE

57    64       8            XAUTH PROGRAM

NOTE
The following records are generated from the TSS LIST(RDT) command.

ID:   3301    "RESOURCE CLASS="

33    40       8            RDT RESOURCE CLASS NAME
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41    44       4            POSIT NUMBER

ID:   3302    "ATTRIBUTE ="

33    46       14           RDT RESOURCE ATTRIBUTE

47    60       14           RDT RESOURCE ATTRIBUTE

61    74       14           RDT RESOURCE ATTRIBUTE

75    88       14           RDT RESOURCE ATTRIBUTE

89    102      14           RDT RESOURCE ATTRIBUTE

103   116      14           RDT RESOURCE ATTRIBUTE

117   130      14           RDT RESOURCE ATTRIBUTE

131   144      14           RDT RESOURCE ATTRIBUTE

145   158      14           RDT RESOURCE ATTRIBUTE

159   172      14           RDT RESOURCE ATTRIBUTE

173   186      14           RDT RESOURCE ATTRIBUTE

187   200      14           RDT RESOURCE ATTRIBUTE

ID:   3303    "ACCESS    ="

33    40       8            RDT RESOURCE ACCESS LEVEL

41    44       4            RDT RESOURCE ACCESS MASK

45    52       8            RDT RESOURCE ACCESS LEVEL

53    56       4            RDT RESOURCE ACCESS MASK

57    64       8            RDT RESOURCE ACCESS LEVEL

65    68       4            RDT RESOURCE ACCESS MASK

69    76       8            RDT RESOURCE ACCESS LEVEL

77    80       4            RDT RESOURCE ACCESS MASK

81    88       8            RDT RESOURCE ACCESS LEVEL

89    92       4            RDT RESOURCE ACCESS MASK

ID:   3304    "DEFACC ="

33    40       8            RDT RESOURCE DEFAULT ACCESS

ID:   3305     "MATCHLIM"   Defined on the AUDIT record

33    40       8            MATCHLIM

ID:   3400    "xxxxxxxx  =" EXTENDED ADMINISTRATION

                            AUTHORITIES

33    40       8            EXT ADMIN RES CLASS NAME

41    48       8            EXT ADMIN RES OWNER ACID

49    94       46           EXT ADMIN RES NAME

ID:   3500    "TSOLPROC  ="

33    40       8            TSOLPROC

ID:   3501    "TSOLACCT  ="

33    72       40           TSOLACCT

ID:   3502    "TSOJCLASS ="

33    33       1            TSOJCLASS

ID:   3503    "TSOMCLASS ="

33    33       1            TSOMCLASS

ID:   3504    "TSOLSIZE  ="

33    39       7            TSOLSIZE

ID:   3505    "TSOUDATA  ="

33    36       4            TSOUDATA

ID:   3506    "TSODEFPRFG="

33    35       3            TSODEFPRFG

ID:   3507    "TSOOPT    =" OPTIONS

33    44       12         "MAIL"    OR "NOMAIL"

45    56       12         "NOTICES" OR "NONOTICES"

57    68       12         "OIDCARD" OR "NOOIDCARD"

ID:   3508    "TSOCOMMAND="
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33    112      80           TSOCOMMAND

ID:   3509    "TSODEST   ="

33    40       8            TSODEST

ID:   3510    "TSOHCLASS ="

33    33       1            TSOHCLASS

ID:   3511    "TSOMSIZE  ="

33    39       7            TSOMSIZE

ID:   3512    "TSOSCLASS ="

33    33       1            TSOSCLASS

ID:   3513    "TSOUNIT   ="

33    40       8            TSOUNIT

ID:   3600    "SMSSTOR = XXXXXXXX  SMSMGMT = XXXXXXXX"

33    40       8            SMSSTOR

41    48       8            SMSMGMT

ID:   3601    "SMSDATA = XXXXXXXX  SMSAPPL = XXXXXXXX"

33    40       8            SMSDATA

41    48       8            SMSAPPL

ID:   3610     "DSKEY" 

33    96       64         Dataset encryption key label

ID:   3611     "CRITERIA" 

33    277      245        Criteria filter data

ID:   3700    "FACILITY  ="

33    40       8            FACILITY NAME

41    48       8             UNTIL DATE

ID:   3701    "DAYS      ="

33    35       3            "ALL"

36    38       3            "MON"

39    41       3            "TUE"

42    44       3            "WED"

45    47       3            "THU"

48    50       3            "FRI"

51    53       3            "SAT"

54    56       3            "SUN"

57    64       8            FACILITY TIME or TIMEREC 

ID:   3702    "ACTION    =" FACILITY ACTIONS

                            SAME FORMAT AS RECORD 2016

ID:   3703    "ADMINBY   ="

33    40       8            ADMINISTERING ACID

41    44       4            DONE ON THIS SMDIF

45    54       10           DATE ADMIN'D MM/DD/YYYY

55    63       8            TIME ADMIN'D HH:MM:SS

ID:   3704    "DAY/TIME  ="

33    40       8            NAME OF CALENDAR TO BE USED

41    48       8            NAME OF TIMEREC TO BE USED

57    61       5            TIMES

ID:   3705    "SYSID     ="

33    36       4        SYSID restriction

ID:   3800    "DLF       =" DLF RESOURCES

33    76       44           DATA SET NAME

77    82       6            RETAIN ATTRIBUTE

ID:   3810    "JOBNAMES  ="

33    41       9            JOBNAME #1

42    50       9            JOBNAME #2
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51    59       9            JOBNAME #3

60    68       9            JOBNAME #4

69    77       9            JOBNAME #5

ID:   4000    "ACCOUNT    = xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx... (1-255)"

33    35       3            EBCDIC length of ACCOUNT

36    290      255          WORKATTR ACCOUNT

ID:   4001    "NAME       = xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx... (1-60)"

33    35       3            EBCDIC length of NAME

36    95       60           WORKATTR NAME

ID:   4002    "BUILDING   = xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx... (1-60)"

33    35       3            EBCDIC length of BUILDING

36    95       60           WORKATTR BUILDING

ID:   4003    "DEPARTMENT = xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx... (1-60) "

33    35       3            EBCDIC length of DEPARTMENT

36    95       60           WORKATTR DEPARTMENT

ID:   4004    "ROOM NUMBER = xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx... (1-60) "

33    35       3            EBCDIC length of ROOM NUMBER

36    95       60           WORKATTR ROOM NUMBER

ID:   4005    "ADDRESS1    = xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx... (1-60) "

33    35       3            EBCDIC length of ADDRESS1

36    95       60           WORKATTR ADDRESS1

ID:   4006    "ADDRESS2 = xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx... (1-60) "

33    35       3            EBCDIC length of ADDRESS2

36    95       60           WORKATTR ADDRESS2

ID:   4007    "ADDRESS3 = xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx... (1-60) "

33    35       3            EBCDIC length of ADDRESS3

36    95       60           WORKATTR ADDRESS3

ID:   4008    "ADDRESS4 = xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx... (1-60) "

33    35       3            EBCDIC length of ADDRESS4

36    95       60           WORKATTR ADDRESS4

ID:   4009    "EMAIL    = xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx... (1-246)" 

33    35       3            EBCDIC length of EMAIL 

36    281      246          WORKATTR EMAIL

ID:   4010 "------ SEGMENT"

33    40       8            SEGMENT

NOTE
Record types 4011 and 4012 are created as a result of the TSS LIST(FDT) command.

ID:   4011     FDT DATA EITHER SYSTEM OR USER-DEFINED

33    40       8              FDTNAME FOR THIS FIELD DATA

41    51       11             FDT DISPLAY VALUE WHEN ACID IS LISTED

52    300      249            FIRST 249 BYTES OF FIELD DATA

ID:   4012     FDT DATA CONTINUATION

33    300      268  CONTINUATION OF 4011 (IF NEEDED)

NOTE
Record types 4020 through 4023 are created as a result of the TSS LIST(APPCLU) command.

ID:   4020    "LINK ID    ="

33    67       35           Link ID

ID:   4021    "TOT VIOS =  MAX VIOS   =      LINK STATUS=    "

33    37       5            Total Violations

38    42       5            Max Violations
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43    51       9            Link Status

ID:   4022    "CONVSEC  =   VIOLATIONS =       "

33    40       8            Convsec

41    45       5            Violations

ID:   4023    "SESS KEY =   "

              "EXPIRES =    INTERVAL="

33    48       16           Session Key

49    58       10           Expire Date

59    66       8            Interval

NOTE
Record types 4100 through 4105 are created as a result of the TSS WHOAMI command (available only for the
TSSCFILE utility).

ID:   4100    "ACIDNAME(  )      "

33    40       8            ACID

41    44       4            ACID TYPE

45    48       4            MODE

49    57       9            UNDEFINED

58    63       6            NOADSP

ID:   4101    "FACILITY(  )      "

33    40       8            FACILITY

41    48       8            TERMINAL

49    51       3            LOCKTIME

52    54       3            IMEZONE

ID:   4102    "SYSTEMID(   )    "

33    40       8            SYSTEMID

41    48       8            LOG:

49    54       6            ALL|NONE

55    60       6            ACCESS|ACC

61    66       6            INIT

67    72       6            SMF

73    78       6            SEC9

79    84       6            NMSG

ID:   4103    "INSTDATA(   )     "

33    288      256          INSTDATA

ID:   4104     "BYPASSING(     )   "

33    40       8            BYPASS ATTRIBUTE

41    48       8            BYPASS ATTRIBUTE

49    56       8            BYPASS ATTRIBUTE

57    64       8            BYPASS ATTRIBUTE

65    72       8            BYPASS ATTRIBUTE

ID:   4105    "STORAGE(   )      "

33    40       8            STORAGE

41    48       8            PROFILES

ID:   4110     FDT FDTNAME(         )

33    40       12            FDT FDTNAME

ID:   4112     FDT SEGMENT NAME(         )

33    42       10            FDT SEGMENT NAME

ID:   4113     FDT MAXLEN(          )

33    43       11           FDT SEGMENT NAME

ID:   4114     FDT DISPLAY VALUE(          )

33    43       11           FDT DISPLAY VALUE

ID:   4115     FDT RESOURCE ATTRIBUTES
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33    40       8            FDT RESOURCE ATTRIBUTE

41    48       8            FDT RESOURCE ATTRIBUTE

49    56       8            FDT RESOURCE ATTRIBUTE

57    64       8            FDT RESOURCE ATTRIBUTE

65    72       8            FDT RESOURCE ATTRIBUTE

73    80       8            FDT RESOURCE ATTRIBUTE

81    88       8            FDT RESOURCE ATTRIBUTE

ID:   4361     "LOGIN FLAGS="

33    40       8            ALOGIN

41    48       8            CAPTIVE

49    56       8            CLIDEF

57    64       8            DISCTLY

65    72       8            DISPWCHG

73    80       8            DISMAIL

81    88       8            DISIMAGE

89    96       8            DISNEWM

97    104      8            DISRECON

105   112      8            DISREPOR

113   120      8            DISWELCO

121   128      8            RESTRICT

ID:   4401    "UID       ="

33    42       10           UID

ID:   4402    "GID       ="

33    42       10           GID

ID:   4403    "HOME      ="

33    100      68           HOME

ID:   4404    "OMVSPGM   ="

33    100      68           OMVSPGM

ID:   4405    "DLFTGRP   ="

33    40       8            DLFTGRP

ID:   4406    "ASSIZE    ="

33    42       10

ID:   4407    "MMAPAREA  ="

33    42       10           MMAPAREA

ID:   4408    "OECPUTM   ="

33    42       10           OECPUTM

ID    4409    "OEFILEP   ="

33    42       10           OEFILEP

ID:   4410    "PROCUSER  ="

33    42       10           PROCUSER

ID:   4411    "THREADS   ="

33    42       10           THREADS

ID:   4501    "MCSALTG   ="

33    40       8            MCSALTG

ID:   4502    "MCSAUTH   ="

33    55       23           MCSAUTH

ID:   4503    "MCSAUTO   ="

33    35       3            MCSAUTO

ID:   4504    "MCSCMDS   ="

33    40       8            MCSCMDS

ID:   4505    "MCSDOM    ="

33    38       6            MCSDOM

ID:   4506    "MCSKEY    ="
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33    40       8            MCSKEY

ID:   4507    "MCSLEVL   ="

33    46       14           MCSLEVL

ID:   4508    "MCSLOGC   ="

33    38       6            MCSLOGC

ID:   4509    "MCSMFRM   ="

33    41       9            MCSMFRM

ID:   4510    "MCSMGID   ="

33    35       3            MCSMGID

ID:   4511    "MCSMON    =" 

33    42       10           JOBNAMES

43    52       10           JOBNAMES-T

53    62       10           SESS

63    72       10           SESS-T

73    82       10           STATUS

ID:   4512    "MCSROUT   ="

33    100      68           MCSROUT

ID:   4513    "MCSSTOR   ="

33    42       10           MCSSTOR

ID:   4514    "MCSUD     ="

33    35       3            MCSUD

ID:   4515    "MCSHC      ="

33    35       3            MCSHC

ID:   4516    "MCSINTIDS  ="

33    35       3            MCSINTIDS

ID:   4517    "MCSUNKNIDS ="

33    35       3            MCSUNK

ID:   4520    "DIGICERT  =" DIGITAL CERTIFICATE NAME

33    40       8            RECORD ID

41    48       8            ACID NAME

ID:   4521    "LABEL     =" CERTIFICATE LABEL

33    64       32           LABEL NAME

ID:   4522    "STATUS    =" CERTIFICATE STATUS

33    40       8            TRUST, OR NOTRUST, OR HITRUST

41    47       7            RETAINED        

ID:   4523    "START DATE=" CERTIFICATE START DATE

33    40       8            xx/xx/xx

ID:   4524    "UNTIL DATE=" CERTIFICATE UNTIL DATE

33    40       8            xx/xx/xx

ID:   4525    "ACID(aaaaaaaa) KEYRING(kkkkkkkk) ="CERTIFICATE KEYRING

33    40       8            ACID NAME

41    48       8            KEYRING RECORD ID

ID:   4526    "SERIAL # =" DIGITAL CERTIFICATE SERIAL NUMBER

33    278      246          CERTIFICATE SERIAL NUMBER

ID:   4527    "ISSUER DISTINQUISHED NAME:" IDNFILTER VALUE

33    300      268          CERTIFICATE ISSUER NAME

ID:   4528    "SUBJECT DISTINGUISHED NAME:"  SDNFILTER VALUE

33    300      268          CERTIFICATE SUBJECT NAME

ID:   4529    "NBDATE"

33    56       24           NBDATE/NBTIME  FIELD

ID:   4530    "NADATE"

33    56       24           NADATE/NATIME  FIELD

ID:   4531    "PRIVATE KEY SIZE=nnnn" or "PUBLIC KEY SIZE=nnnn"
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33    36       4            SIZE OF PRIVATE OR PUBLIC KEY

36    38       3            PVT OR PUB FOR KEY TYPE

ID:   4532    "PRIVATE KEY TYPE=tttttttttttt"

33    40       12           ICSF, RSA, PCICC, DSA, NISTECC, BPECC

41    72       32           ECC curve name   

ID:   4533    "DOMAIN NAME"

33    35       3   EBCDIC LENGTH  (7 for Domain=) )

36    290      255 DOMAIN NAME

ID:   4534    "CERTIFICATE EMAIL ADDRESS"

33    35       3   EBCDIC LENGTH     (6 forEMAIL=)

36    290      255 EMAIL ADDRESS

ID:   4535    "DIGITAL CERTIFICATE URI"

33    35       3   EBCDIC LENGTH    (4 for URI=)

36    290      255 URI

ID:   4536    "DIGITAL CERTIFICATE IP ADDRESS"  (3 for IP=)

33    47       45  IP ADDRESS

ID:   4537    "DIGITAL CERTIFICATE KEYUSAGE"

33    35       3            EBCDIC LENGTH

36    85       50           URI

ID:   4538    "CERTIFICATE WAS SIGNED BY"

33    40       8            ACID

41    48       8            DIGICERT

ID:   4539    "CERTIFICATE REGISTERED"

33    84       52           REGISTER INFORMATION

ID:   453A    "PKDS INFO"

33    96       64           PKDS INFO

ID:   453B    "SIGNAL G"

33    65       32           SIGNATURE ALGORITHM

ID:   4540    "KEYRING=kkkkkkkk ACCESSORID=aaaaaaaa"

33    40       8            RECORD ID

41    48       8            ACID NAME

ID:   4541    "KEYRING LABEL="

33    35       3            SIZE OF USER INFO IN EBCDIC

36    272      237          LABEL NAME

ID:   4542    "ACID(a) DIGICERT(d) DEFAULT(f) USAGE(u)"

33    40       8            ACID NAME

41    48       8            CERTIFICATE RECORD ID

49    51       3            DEFAULT

52    59       8            USAGE

60    91       32           CERTIFICATE LABEL NAME

ID:   4543    "Token Name"

33    64       32           TOKEN NAME

ID:   4544    "Certificate Label:"

33    40       8            Sequence number

41    72       32           Token label

73    104      32           Certificate label

105   112      8            USAGE

113   115      3            DEFAULT    

116   118      3            Public key

119   121      3            Private key

122   129      8            TSS userid

ID:   4545    "FLAG(S) =" CERTIFICATE FLAGS

33    40       8            GENREQ
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ID:   4550    "CERTIFICATE NAME FILTER:"

33    40       8            RECORD ID

41    48       8            ACID NAME

ID:   4551    "LABEL:"

33    64       32           LABEL

ID:   4552    "USER DEFINED VARIABLES:"

36    290      255          CRITDATA USER DEFINED VARIABLES

ID:   4553    "SUBJECT NAME FILTER"

33    300      268          SUBJECT NAME

ID:   4554    "ISSUER NAME FILTER:"

33    300      268          ISSUER NAME

ID:   4555    "CRITERIA:"

33    35       3            SIZE OF USER INFO IN EBCDIC

36    270      234          CRITERIA DATA

ID:   4560    "CRITMAP=cccccccc ACCESSORID=aaaaaaaa"

33    40       8            RECORD ID

41    48       8            ACID NAME

ID:   4561    "SYSTEM ID:"

33    40       8            SYSTEM ID

41    48       8            APPLID

ID:   4562    "USER DEFINED VARIABLES:,"

33    35       3            SIZE OF USER INFO IN EBCDIC

36    290      255          USER VARIABLES

ID:   4570    "LNXENTS FACILITY=XXXXXXXXXX UID = XXXXXXXXXX GROUP = XXXXXXXX

33    40       8            FACILITY

41    50       10           UID

51    60       10           GID

61    68       8            GROUP NAME

ID:   4571    "HOME  =XXXX..."

33    300      267   HOME

ID:   4572    "SHELL =XXXX..."

33    300      267   SHELL

ID:   4580    "SECLEVEL:"

33    35       3            RECORD ID - SECLEVEL #

36    281      246          SECLEVEL NAME

ID:   4581    "CATEGORY:"

33    64       32           RECORD ID - CATEGORY NAME

ID:   4582    "SECLABEL:"

33    40       8            RECORD ID - SECLABEL NAME

41    43       3            SECLEVEL #

ID:   4583    "  "          

33    40       8            CATEGORY NAME

ID:   4584      "  "

33    40       8            SYSTEM ID

ID:   4585    "RESOURCE:"

33    40       8            RESOURCE CLASS

ID:   4586    "  "

33    287      256          ENTITY NAME

ID:   4587     "  "

33    40       8            SECLABEL NAME

41    44       4            MLS MODE

ID:   4588    "ADMIN BY="

33    40       8            ADMINISTERING ACID
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41    44       4            SMFID

45    54       10           DATE ADMINSTERED

55    62       8            TIME ADMINISTERED

ID:   4589 TSS ADD(MLS) MLAUDIT(XXXXXXXX,XXXXXXXXXX)

33    40       8            AUDITING TYPE (UP TO 8)

41    48       8

49    56       8

57    64       8

65    72       8

73    80       8

81    88       8

89    96       8

ID:   4601    "APPLICATION = XXXXXXXX"

33    40       8             APPLICATION

41    56       16            SESSION KEY

57    61       5             SIGNON 

ID:   4602    "NDT LDAPNODE = XXXXXXXX"

              "ADMIN BY=BY(XXXXXXXX) SMFID(XXXX) ON(XXXXXXXX) AT(XXXXXXXX)

33    40       8             NDT LDAPNODE

41    48       8             BY(acidname)

49    52       4             SMFID(xxxx)

53    60       8             ON(mm/dd/yy)

61    68       8             AT(hh:mm:ss)

ID:   4603    "OPTIONS = ACTIVE(XXX) SYNCADD(XXX) SYNCUPD(XXX)  

SYNCDEL(XXX) BROADCAST(XXX) PSWDASIS(XXX) JOURNAL(XXX) RECOVERY(XXX) DEBUG(XXX) EXTENDED(XXX)

 DELCHILD(XXX)BITDFLT(XXXXXXXX) DATEFMT(MMDDYYYY)"

33    35       3             ACTIVE(YES)(YES|NO)

36    38       3             SYNCADD(YES|NO)

39    41       3             SYNCUPD(YES|NO)

42    44       3             SYNCDEL(YES|NO)

45    47       3             BROADCAST(YES|NO)

48    50       3             PSWDASIS(YES|NO)

51    53       3             JOURNAL(YES|NO)

54    56       3             RECOVERY(YES|NO)

57    59       3             DEBUG(YES|NO)

60    62       3             EXTENDED(YES|NO)

63    65       3             DELCHILD(YES|NO)

66    75       10            BITDFLT(XXXXXXXXXX)

76    83       8             DATEFMT(MMDDYYYY)

84    86       3             PSWDLOWER(YES|NO)

87    96       20            CODEPAGE(XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX)

ID:   4604    "ADMIN_DN = XXXX..."

33    287      255           ADMIN_DN

ID:   4605    "ADMIN_PW = XXXXXXXX"

33    40       8             PASSWORD

ID:   4606    "OBJ_CLASS = XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX"

33    56       24            OBJ_CLASS

ID:   4607    "USERDNS = XXXXXXXXXX..."

33    287      255           DN SUFFIX

ID:   4608    "URL= XXXXXXXXXX..."

33    287      255           URL

ID:   4609    "XREF = TSS_FLD = XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX"

33    64       32            TSS_FLD
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ID:   4610    "XREF = (cont)

33    287      255           LDAP_ATTR

ID:   4611    "XREF = (cont)

33    42       10            FIELD_TYPE

43    52       10            FORMAT

59    64       6             ENCLOSE CHARACTER

ID:   4612    "LINUX NODE = XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX"

33    287      255           LINUX NODE

ID:   4615    "LDAPDEST = XXXXXXXX XXXXXXXX XXXXXXXX XXXXXXXX"

33    40       8             LDAPDEST 1

41    48       8             LDAPDEST 2

49    56       8             LDAPDEST 3

57    64       8             LDAPDEST 4 

65    72       8             LDAPDEST 5

73    80       8             LDAPDEST 6

ID:   4616    "CPFSYSID(XXXXXXXX) ADMINBY(XXXXXXXX) SMFID(XXXX) 

ON(XXXXXXXX) AT(XXXXXXXX) CPFTARGET(XXXXX) CPFWAIT(XXX) CPFRCVUND(XXX) 

RECVCMDS(XXX) DSN(XXXX...) CPFLISTMULT(XXX) CPFAUTOUID(xxx) CPFAUTOGID(xxx)"

33    40       8             SYSID

41    48       8             ADMINBY

49    52       4             SMFID

53    60       8             ON(<DATE>)

61    68       8             AT(<TIME>)

69    73       5             CPFTARGET

74    76       3             CPFWAIT

77    79       3             CPFRCVUND

80    82       3             RECVCMD

83    126      44            DSN

127   129      3             CPFLISTMULT

130   132      3             CPFAUTOUID

133   135      3             CPFAUTOGID

ID    4617     CPFNODE(XXXXXXXX) ACTIVE(XXX) RECEIVE(XXXX) SEND(XXXX) 

GATEWAY(XXX) BROADCAST(XXX) JOURNAL(XXX) DSN(XXXXX...)"

33    40       8             SYSID 

41    43       3             ACTIVE

44    47       4             RECEIVE

48    51       4             SEND

52    54       3             GATEWAY

55    57       3             BROADCAST

58    60       3             JOURNAL

61    104      44            DSN

10    108      4             NODETYPE

ID    4618     LDSYSID(       ) ADMINBY(        ) SMFID(    ) ...ᾉ

33    40       8             SYSID    

41    48       8             ADMINBY  

49    52       4             SMFID    

53    60       8             ON       

61    68       8             AT       

69    71       3             TIMEOUT

72    74       3             RETRY 

75    77       3             DEBUG 

78    80       3             JOURNAL 

81    124      44            JOURNALDSN 
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12    132      8             KEYRING 

ID    4619     LABELCERT(xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx...)

33    65       33            LABELCERT

ID    4620     RAUTSYS(        )  ADMINBY(        ) SMFID(    ) 

33    40       8             SYSID   

41    48       8             ADMINBY 

49    52       4             SMFID   

53    60       8             ON      

61   68        8             AT      

69    71       3             TIMEOUT 

72    74       3             RETRY 

75    82       8             KEYRING

ID    4621     RAUTNODE(        ) ACTIVE(YES)

33    40       8             SYSID   

41    43       3             ADMINBY 

44    46       3             SMFID   

47    49       3             ON

ID    4622     DEBUGDEST(xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx...)

33    287      255           DEBUGDEST

ID    4623     RAUT(ON|OFF)

33    35       3             ON|OFF

ID    4624    "SYSID     = XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX"

33    36       4             SYSID1

38    42       5             SYSID2

43    47       5             SYSID3

48    52       5             SYSID4 

53    57       5             SYSID5

58    62       5             SYSID6

63    67       5             SYSID7

68    72       5             SYSID8

73    77       5             SYSID9

78    82       5             SYSID10

83    87       5             SYSID11

88    92       5             SYSID12

93    97       5             SYSID13

ID    4625     APPLNAME(xxxxxxxx)

33    40       8             LDAP APPL NAME

NOTE
The following record types are created as a result of a TSS LIST(DATACLAS) command.

ID    4700    "DCLASS=     DESCRIPT= RCLASS="

33    64      32             DCLASS 

65    96      32             DESCRIPTION

97    104     8              RCLASS

ID    4701    "RESNAME="

33    287     255            RESNAME

ID    4702    "OWNER1="

33    40      8         OWNER1

ID    4703    "OWNER2="

33    40      8         OWNER2

ID    4704    "ONAME1="

33    287     255         ONAME1

ID    4705    "ONAME2="
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33    287     255         ONAME2

ID:   4706    "ADMIN BY =" 

33    40      8         ADMINISTERING ACID 

41    44      4              DONE ON THIS SMFID 

45    54      10             DATE ADMIN'D MM/DD/YYYY 

55    63      8         TIME ADMIN'D HH:MM:SS

ID:   4710     "PROGRAM =     LOADLIB =         VOLUME="

33    40       8             PROGRAM

41    84       44            LOADLIB

85    90       6             VOLUME

ID    4711    "SIGREQ="

33    35       3             YES/NO

ID    4712    "FAILLOAD="

33    42       10            ANYBAD/BADSIGONLY/NEVER

ID    4713    "SIGAUDIT="

33    36       4             ALL/FAIL/NONE

ID    4714    "ADMIN BY =" 

33    40       8             ADMINISTERING ACID 

41    44       4             DONE ON THIS SMFID 

45    54       10            DATE ADMIN'D MM/DD/YYYY 

55    62       8             TIME ADMIN'D HH:MM:SS

NOTE
The following record types are created as a result of a TSS LIST(SDT) command. Output records that are
produced vary depending on the type of keyword listed.

ID:   5000     TSS LIST(SDT) TIMEREC(xxxxxx)

33    40       8             TIMEREC NAME

41    48       8             UNUSED

49    56       8             ADMIN BY ACID NAME

57    60       4             SMF ID WHERE ADMIN WAS DONE

61    70       10            DATE OF LAST CHANGE MM/DD/YYYY

71    78       8             TIME OF LAST CHANGE HH:MM:SS

79    110      32            USER RECORD DESCRIPTION

ID:   5001     TSS LIST(SDT) TIMEREC(XXXXXX)

33    34       2             STARTING HOUR FOR THIS RECORD

35    36       2             ENDING HOUR FOR THIS RECORD

37    56       20            15 MINUTE TIME INTERVAL VALUES

ID:   5005     TSS LIST(SDT) CALENDAR(XXXXXX)

33    40       8             CALENDAR RECORD NAME

41    48       8             UNUSED

49    52       4             YEAR THIS RECORD APPLIES TO

53    60       8             ADMIN BY ACID NAME

61    64       4             SMF ID WHERE ADMIN WAS DONE

65    74       10            DATE OF LAST CHANGE MM/DD/YYYY

75    82       8             TIME OF LAST CHANGE HH:MM:SS

83    114      32            USER RECORD DESCRIPTION

ID:   5006     TSS LIST(SDT) CALENDAR(XXXXXX)

33    35       3             MONTH THIS RECORD APPLIES TO

36    66       31            VALUES FOR DAYS OF THE MONTH

ID:   5010     TSS LIST(SDT) MAPREC(XXXXXX)

33    40       8             MAPREC RECORD NAME

41    48       8             UNUSED
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49    56       8             ADMIN BY ACID NAME

57    60       4             SMF ID WHERE ADMIN WAS DONE

61    70       10            DATE OF LAST CHANGE MM/DD/YYYY

71    78       8             TIME OF LAST CHANGE HH:MM:SS

79    110      32            USER RECORD DESCRIPTION

ID:   5011     TSS LIST(SDT) MAPREC(XXXXXX)

33    34       2             FIELD NUMBER

35    35       1             BLANK

36    59       24            FIELD NAME

60    60       1             BLANK

61    63       3             ROW NUMBER

64    64       1             BLANK

65    67       3             COLUMN NUMBER

68    68       1             BLANK

69    71       3             LENGTH VALUE

72    72       1

73    78       6             CHAR|BIN|PACKED|ZONED|HEX

ID:   5015     TSS LIST(SDT) MASKREC(XXXXXX)

33    40       8             MASKREC RECORD NAME

41    48       8             UNUSED

49    56       8             ADMIN BY ACID NAME

57    60       4             SMF ID WHERE ADMIN WAS DONE

61    70       10            DATE OF LAST CHANGE MM/DD/YYYY

71    78       8             TIME OF LAST CHANGE HH:MM:SS

79    110      32            USER RECORD DESCRIPTION

ID:   5016     TSS LIST(SDT) MASKREC(XXXXXX)

33    34       2             MASK NUMBER

35    35       1             BLANK

36    59       24            MASK NAME

60    60       1             BLANK

61    63       3             OFFSET NUMBER

64    64       1             BLANK

65    67       3             LENGTH VALUE

68    68       1             BLANK

69    74       6             CHAR|BIN|PACKED|ZONED|HEX

75    75       1             BLANK

76    119      44            MASK VALUE

ID:   5020     TSS LIST(SDT) SELECT(XXXXXX)

33    40       8             SELECT RECORD NAME

41    48       8             UNUSED

49    56       8             ADMIN BY ACID NAME

57    60       4             SMF ID WHERE ADMIN WAS DONE

61    70       10            DATE OF LAST CHANGE MM/DD/YYYY

71    78       8             TIME OF LAST CHANGE HH:MM:SS

79    110      32            USER RECORD DESCRIPTION

ID:   5021     TSS LIST(SDT) SELECT(XXXXXX)

33    299      268           SELDATA field

ID:   5025     TSS LIST(SDT) RECORD(XXXXXX)

33    40       8             RLP RECORD NAME

41    48       8             UNUSED

49    56       8             ADMIN BY ACID NAME

57    60       4             SMF ID WHERE ADMIN WAS DONE

61    70       10            DATE OF LAST CHANGE MM/DD/YYYY
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71    78       8             TIME OF LAST CHANGE HH:MM:SS

79    110      32            USER RECORD DESCRIPTION

ID:   5026

33    34       2             FIELD NUMBER

35    35       1             BLANK

36    59       24            FIELD NAME

60    60       1             BLANK

61    65       5             OFFSET VALUE

66    66       1             BLANK

67    68       2             FIELD LENGTH

69    69       1             BLANK

70    75       6             CHAR|BIN|PACKED|ZONED|HEX

ID:   5030     TSS LIST(SDT) DIGICERT(ALL)

33    40       8             CERTIFICATE NAME

41    48       8             ASSOCIATED ACID

ID:   5035     TSS LIST(SDT) KEYRING(ALL)

33    40       8             KEYRING RECORD ID

41    48       8             ASSOCIATED ACID

ID:   5040     TSS LIST(SDT) CERTMAP(ALL)

33    40       8             CERTIFICATE RECORD ID

41    48       8              ASSOCIATED ACID

ID:   5045     TSS LIST(SDT) CRITMAP(ALL)

33    40       8             CRITERIA MAP RECORD ID

41    48       8             ASSOCIATED ACID

ID:   5050     TSS LIST(SDT) EIMPROF(XXXXXX)

33    40       8             SELECT RECORD NAME

41    48       8             UNUSED

49    56       8             ADMIN BY ACID NAME

57    60       4             SMF ID WHERE ADMIN WAS DONE

61    70       10            DATE OF LAST CHANGE MM/DD/YYYY

71    78       8             TIME OF LAST CHANGE HH:MM:SS

79    81       3             EIM OPTION

ID:   5051     DOMAIN NAME

33    300      268           EIM DOMAIN NAME

ID:   5052     LOCAL REGISTRY

33    288      255           EIM LOCAL REGISTRY

ID:   5053     LDAP SERVER

33    300      268           EIM LDAP SERVER

ID:   5054     BIND NAME

33    300      268           PROXY BIND NAME

ID:   5055     KERB REGISTRY

33    300      268           PROXY KERB REGISTRY

ID:   5056     X509 REGISTRY

33    300      268           PROXY X509 REGISTRY

ID:   5060     TSS LIST(SDT) KERBLINK(XXXXXXXX)

33    40       8             MAP NAME

41    48       8             UNUSED

49    56       8             ADMIN BY ACID NAME

57    60       4             SMF id

61    70       10            LAST CHANGED DATE 

71    78       8             LAST CHANGED TIME

ID:   5061                   LINKNAME

33    272      240           LINKNAME FULLY QUALIFIED 240 CHARS
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ID:   5062                   KERBUSER

33    40       8             KERBUSER LOCAL ACID NAME

ID:   5070     TSS LIST(SDT) REALM(XXXXXXXX)

33    40       8             MAP NAME

41    48       8             UNUSED

49    56       8             ADMIN BY ACID NAME

57    60       4             SMF id

61    70      10             LAST CHANGED DATE

71    78       8             LAST CHANGED TIME

79    88      10             MIN TICKET LIFE         

89    98      10             MAX TICKET LIFE      

99    108     10             DEF TICKET LIFE     

ID:   5071    REALMNAME

33    272      240           REALMNAME FULLY QUALIFIED 240 CHARS

ID:   5072     KEY ENCRYPTION OPTIONS    

33    38       6             DES/NODES

39    45       7             DES3/NODES3

46    52       7             DESD/NODESD

53    61       9             AES128/NOAES128

62    70       9             AES256/NOAES256

ID:   5080     TSS LIST(SDT) TAMZOPT(OPTIONS)

33    40       8             OPTIONS

41    48       8             UNUSED

49    56       8             ADMIN BY ACID NAME

57    60       4             SMF ID WHERE ADMIN WAS DONE

61    70       10            DATE OF LAST CHANGE MM/DD/YYYY

71    78       8             TIME OF LAST CHANGE HH:MM:SS

ID:   5081     TSS LIST(SDT) TAMZOPT(OPTIONS)

33    40       8             TAMz options record type

ID:   5082     TSS LIST(SDT) TAMZOPT(OPTIONS)

33    40       8             NIM user name

ID:   5083     TSS LIST(SDT) TAMZOPT(OPTIONS)

33    287      255           NIM host name

ID:   5084     TSS LIST(SDT) TAMZOPT(OPTIONS)

33    40       8             TAMz logging level

ID:   5085     TSS LIST(SDT) TAMZOPT(OPTIONS)

33    40       8             TAMz logging status

ID:   5086     TSS LIST(SDT) TAMZOPT(OPTIONS)

33    48       16            TAMz log stream name

ID:   5200     "FACTOR(xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx)" 

33    44       12            Factor name

ID:   5203     "PWFALLBACK(xxx)" 

33    35       3             Password fallback

ID:   5204     "MFACTIVE="

33    41       8             Factor active setting

ID:   5206     "TAGS xxxxxxxx:yyyyyyyyyyyyyyy 

33    52       20            Tag name

53    300      248           Tag data

ID:   5207     "xxxxxxxx" 

33    300      268           Tag data continuation

ID:   5208     "MFAPUSH="

33    39       6             MFA push value
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NOTE
Records with ID number 5209 through 5212 are created as a result of the TSS LIST(SDT) MFPOLICY()
command (available only for the TSSCFILE utility).

ID:   5209     MFPOLICY 

33    52                     MFPOLICY name

ID:   5210     TIMEOUT(xxxxx)                

33    37                     TIMEOUT(xxxxx)    

ID:   5211     REUSE(YES|NO)

33    35                     REUSE YES|NO 

ID:   5212     PFACTORS      

33    52                     Factor name

ID: 6001 COMPARE FIELD

33  42    10 MAIN FIELD NAME

43  50    8 SECONDARY FIELD

51  58    8 FIRST ACID

59  66    8 SECOND ACID

67  183   117 ACID 1 FIELD INFORMATION   

184  300   117 ACID 2 FIELD INFORMATION

ID: 6003 RESOURCE OWNERSHIP

33  40    8 OWNING ACID NAME

41  48    8 RESOURCE CLASS

49  80    32 RESOURCE NAME

ID: 6004 PERMIT INFORMATION LINE 1

33  40    8  ACID NAME

41  48    8  RESOURCE CLASS

49  299   250 RESOURCE NAME

ID: 6005 PERMIT INFORMATION LINE 2

33  40    8  ACID NAME

41  48    8  EXPIRE DATE

49  56    8  ACTIVE DATE

57  57    1  MODE

58  63    4  SYSID

ID: 6006 PFERMIT INFORMATION LINE 3 (ACCESS)

33  40    8  ACID NAME

41  48    8  RESOURCE ACCESS LEVEL

49  56    8  RESOURCE ACCESS LEVEL

57  64    8  RESOURCE ACCESS LEVEL

65  72    8  RESOURCE ACCESS LEVEL

73  80    8  RESOURCE ACCESS LEVEL

81  88    8  RESOURCE ACCESS LEVEL

89  96    8  RESOURCE ACCESS LEVEL

ID: 6007 PERMIT INFORMATION LINE 4 (ACTIONS)

33  40    8  ACID NAME

41  48    8  RESOURCE ACTION LEVEL

49  56    8  RESOURCE ACTION LEVEL 

57  64    8  RESOURCE ACTION LEVEL

65  72    8  RESOURCE ACTION LEVEL 

73  80    8  RESOURCE ACTION LEVEL

81  88    8  RESOURCE ACTION LEVEL

89  96    8  RESOURCE ACTION LEVEL

ID: 6008 PERMIT INFORMATION LINE 5 (DAY/TIME)
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33  40    8  ACID NAME

41  64    24 DAYS

65  70    6  TIME

ID: 6009 PERMIT INFORMATION LINE 6 (APPLDATA)

33  40    8   ACID NAME

41  300   260 APPLDATA

ID: 6010 PERMIT INFORMATION LINE 7 (LIBRARY)

33  40    8  ACID NAME

41  84   44  LIBRARY

ID: 6011 PERMIT INFORMATION LINE 8 (FACILITY)

33  40    8  ACID NAME

41  48    8  FACILITY

49  56    8  FACILITY

57  64    8  FACILITY

65  72    8  FACILITY

73  80    8  FACILITY

81  88    8  FACILITY

89  96    8  FACILITY

97  104   8  FACILITY

ID: 6012 PERMIT INFORMATION LINE 9 (PRIVPGM)

33  40    8  ACID NAME

41  48    8  XAUTH PRIVPGM 

49  49    1  "G" IF GENERIC

50  57    8  XAUTH PRIVPGM 

58  58    1  "G" IF GENERIC

59  66    8  XAUTH PRIVPGM 

67  67    1  "G" IF GENERIC  

68  75    8  XAUTH PRIVPGM 

76  76    1  "G" IF GENERIC

77  84    8  XAUTH PRIVPGM 

85  85    1  "G" IF GENERIC

ID: 6013 PERMIT INFORMATION LINE 10  (SCRIPTN)

33  40    8  ACID NAME

41  46    8  SYSTEMVIEW SCRIPTIN VALUE

ID: 6014 PERMIT INFORMATION LINE 11  (SCRIPTP)  

33  40    8  ACID NAME

41  46    8  SYSTEMVIEW SCRIPTIP VALUE

ID: 6015 PERMIT INFORMATION LINE 12  (POOL RESTRICTION)

33  40    8  ACID NAME

41  48    8  POOL RESTRICTION

49  56    8  POOL RESTRICTION

57  64    8  POOL RESTRICTION

65  72    8  POOL RESTRICTION

73  80    8  POOL RESTRICTION

81  88    8  POOL RESTRICTION 

ID: 6016 PERMIT INFORMATION LINE 13 (FILE RESTRICTION)

33  40    8  ACID NAME

41  58   17  FILE RESTRICTION

ID: 6017 PERMIT INFORMATION LINE 14 ("RESTRICT =")

33  40    8  ACID NAME

41  48    8  NAME OF MAPREC TO BE USED

49  56    8  NAME OF SELECT(IN) TO BE USED

57  64    8  NAME OF SELECT(OUT) TO BE USED
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ID: 6018 PERMIT INFORMATION LINE 15 ("RESTRICT =")

33  40    8  ACID NAME

41  48    8  NAME OF MASKREC TO BE USED

49  56    8  NAME OF SELECT(IN) TO BE USED

57  64    8  NAME OF SELECT(OUT) TO BE USED

ID: 6019 PERMIT INFORMATION LINE 16 (VMUSER) 

33  40    8  ACID NAME

41  48    8  XAUTH VMUSER

49  49    1  "G" IF GENERIC

50  57    8  XAUTH VMUSER

58  58    1  "G" IF GENERIC

59  66    8  XAUTH VMUSER

67  67    1  "G" IF GENERIC

68  75    8  XAUTH VMUSER

76  76    1  "G" IF GENERIC

77  84    8  XAUTH VMUSER

85  85    1  "G" IF GENERIC

ID: 6020 FOR MISC. FIELDS THAT ONLY HAVE ONE USER ON THE LINE

33  40    8  ACID NAME

41  50    10 MAIN FIELD NAME  

51  60    10 SECONDARY FIELD NAME                     

61  300   240 FIELD VALUE 

ID: 6021 FOR LNXENTS LINE 1

33  40    8  ACID NAME

41  48    8  FACILITY

49  58    10 UID

59  68    10 GID

69  76    8  GROUP NAME

ID: 6022 FOR LNXENTS LINE 2  (HOME)

33  40    8  ACID NAME

41 300  240  HOME

ID: 6023 FOR LNXENTS LINE 3  (SHELL)

33  40    8  ACID NAME

41 300  240  SHELL

ID: 6024 FOR EXTENDED RESOURCE AUTHORIZATION LINE1

33  40    8  ACID NAME

41  48    8  RESOURCE CLASS

49  96    48 RESOURCE

ID: 6025 FOR EXTENDED RESOURCE AUTHORIZATION LINE2 (ACTIONS)

33  40    8  ACID NAME

41  48    8  ACTION

49  56    8  ACTION

57  64    8  ACTION

65  72    8  ACTION

73  80    8  ACTION

81  88    8  ACTION

89  97    8  ACTION

97  104   8  ACTION

105 112   8  ACTION

ID: 6026 FOR LIMITED COMMAND FACILITY  (LCF)

33  40    8  ACID 1   

41  48    8  ACID 2 Acid 2              

49  56    8  ACID 1 FACILITY     
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57  65    9  ACID 1 COMMAND 

66  66    1  ACID 1 INCL/EXCL

67  74    8  ACID 2 FACILITY     

75  83    9  ACID 2 COMMAND      

84  84    1  ACID 2 INCL/EXCL

ID: 6027 FOR FACILITY LINE1

33  40    8  ACID NAME

41  48    8  FACILITY NAME

49  56    8  UNTIL DATE

57  64    8  SIGNMULTI

ID: 6028 FOR FACILITY LINE 2  (DAY/TIME)

33  40    8  ACID NAME

41  48    24 DAYS

49  55    7  TIME

ID: 6029 FOR FACILITY LINE 3   (ACTION) 

33  40    8  ACID NAME

41  48    8  ACTION

49  56    8  ACTION

57  64    8  ACTION

65  72    8  ACTION

73  80    8  ACTION

81  88    8  ACTION

89  97    8  ACTION

97  104   8  ACTION

105 112   8  ACTION

ID: 6029 FOR FACILITY LINE 4  (SYSID)

33  40    8  ACID NAME

41  48    8  SYSID

ID: 9614 "GENNDT(XXX)"

33  35    3  YES|NO

ID: 9618 "FACSTOR(xxxxxxxx)" 

33  35    3  YES|NO

ID: 9619 "GENSMSG(xxx)" 

33  35    3  YES|NO

ID: 9630 "MIRROR(xxxxxxxx)" 

33  40    8  ON|OFF|DISABLED

ID: 9631 "MFA(RSA(xxx))"

33  35    3  ON|OFF

ID: 9636 PHRASEONLY(xxx) 

33  35    3  ON|OFF

ID: 9693 "PWADMIN(xxx)"

33  35    3  YES|NO

ID: 9900 "TAMZCLASS ="

33  40    8  DATE SUSPENSION ENDS

ID: 9901 "TIMEBOX ="

33  37    5  TAMz Timebox

ID: 9902 "TAMDESC ="

33  64    32 TAMz Class Description 

ID: 9903 "PROFILE ="

33  40    8  Profile associated with this TAMz Class

ID: 9911 "TAMDESK ="

33  48    16 Service desk record ID

ID: 9912 "SDNAME ="
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33  96    64 Service desk name

ID: 9913 "SDTYPE ="

33  36    4  Service desk type

ID: 9914 "TICKUPD ="

33  40    8  Ticket Update

ID: 9915 "TAMz Group =" 

33  40    8  TAMz Group Name  

ID: 9916 "ACIDS ="

33  40    8  ACID within the TAMz group

41  48    8  ACID within the TAMz group

49  56    8  ACID within the TAMz group     

57  64    8  ACID within the TAMz group

65  72    8  ACID within the TAMz group

TSS LIST(SDT) TAMZOPT(OPTIONS)

The following record types are created as a result of a TSS LIST(SDT) TAMZOPT(OPTIONS) command. Output records
produced vary depending on the type of keyword listed.

 ID Number  Record Type  Description 
5080 TSS LIST(SDT) TAMZOPT(OPTIONS) TAMZOPT map name, unused, admin by

ACID, SMF ID, last changed date, last
changed time

5081 TSS LIST(SDT) TAMZOPT(OPTIONS) TAMZOPT map name
5082 TSS LIST(SDT) TAMZOPT(OPTIONS) NIM user name
5083 TSS LIST(SDT) TAMZOPT(OPTIONS) NIM host name
5084 TSS LIST(SDT) TAMZOPT(OPTIONS) Log level
5085 TSS LIST(SDT) TAMZOPT(OPTIONS) Logging status
5086 TSS LIST(SDT) TAMZOPT(OPTIONS) Log stream name
9912 TSS LIST(SDT) TAMZOPT(OPTIONS) Service desk name
9913 TSS LIST(SDT) TAMZOPT(OPTIONS) Service desk type
9914 TSS LIST(SDT) TAMZOPT(OPTIONS) Ticket update

Output from MODIFY TAMZ(STATUS)
ID:  9905  User:  XXXXXXXX Start: HH:MM:SS MM/DD/YYYY End: HH:MM:SS MM/DD/YYYY

33   40   8  User Elevated

41   48   8  Start Time

49   58   10 Start Date 

59   66   8  End Time

67   76   10 End Date 

ID: 9906   Class:    XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

33   48   16     Elevated Class

ID: 9907   Desc:     XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

33   96   64     Elevate Class Description 

ID: 9908   Reason: XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

33    96  64     Elevation Reason

ID: 9909   Service Desk Ticket#: XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
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33    96  64     Service Desk Ticket

ID: 9910   Profile:   XXXXXXXX

33    40  8      Profile Given to Provide Elevation

Record Types Summary
The following summary lists the record ID number and description for each record type.

ID Number Record Type Description
0000 "EXECUTION ENVIRONMENT" Provides environmental information

regarding when and where TSSCFILE was
run:
• EXECUTION SYSTEM SMFID
• EXECUTION DATE
• EXECUTION TIME
• SECURITY FILE DATASET NAME

0001 DATA DELIMITER: TSS LIST COMMAND
0100 “NAME =“ NAME
0200 “TYPE =“ ACID TYPE
0300 “DEPT ACID =“ DEPARTMENT ACID,DEPARTMENT

NAME
0400 “DIV ACID =“ DIVACID,DIVNAME
0450 “ZONE ACID =“ ZONEACID,ZONENAME
0500 “CREATED =“ DATE: CREATED, LAST MODIFIED
0501 “EXPIRES =“ EXPIRE
0502 “SUSPENDED =“ SUSPENDED
0600 “PROFILES =“ PROFILE ACIDS
0650 “GROUPS =“ GROUP NAME
0675 “FCTnnnn=“ FCT NAME (OWNED)
0700 “ATTRIBUTES =“ ATTRIBUTES
0800 “BYPASSING =“ SECURITY BYPASS ATTRIBUTES
0900 “LAST USED =“ DATE/TIME LAST USED,CPU, FACILITY,

COUNT
1000 “MASTER FAC =“ MASTER FACILITY
1100 “LOCK TIME =“ LOCK TIME (MINUTES)
1200 “LANGUAGE =“ LANGUAGE PREFERENCE CODE
1300 “TIME ZONE =“ TIME ZONE
1400 “DSN/PREFIX =“ DSNAME/PREFIX (OWNED)
1500 “VOLUMES =“ VOLSER (OWNED), ATTRIBUTES
1600 “VMMDISKS =“ MINIDISKS (OWNED)
1700 “RESOURCE =“ RESOURCE CLASS NAME, ENTITY
1800 “RESOURCE = “ RESOURCE CLASS NAME, RESOURCE

ENTITY, RESOURCE ENTITY
1900 “WHOOWNS =“ RESOURCES OWNED
1950 “WHOHAS =“ RESOURCE ACCESS
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1975 WHOHAS FACILITY INFORMATION LITERAL “FACILITY”, ACID NAME
HAVING REQUESTED FACILITY, “UNTIL”
DATE. IF ANY, FACILITY NAME

2001 “XA ACID =“ XAUTH OWNER NAME,
2002 “XA DATASET =“ XAUTH OWNER NAME,UNTIL DATE,

DSNAME
2003 “XA VOLUME =“ XAUTH OWNER NAME,UNTIL DATE,

VOLUME
2004 “XA MINIDISK=“ XAUTH OWNER NAME,UNTIL DATE,

MINIDISK
2005 “XA xxxxxx =“ XAUTH OWNER NAME,UNTIL DATE,

RESOURCE
2006 “XAUTH = “ XAUTH DIRECTORY (Size for directory

XAUTH)
2007 “WHOHAS XAUTH” XAUTH RESOURCE CLASS NAME,

XAUTH PERMITTED ACID, XAUTH UNTIL
DATE, XAUTH RESOURCE OWNER,
XAUTH DATA SET

2008 “WHOHAS ADMIN” XAUTH RESOURCE CLASS NAME,
XAUTH OWNER ACID, XAUTH UNTIL
DATE, XAUTH DATA SET

2010 “ VMNODE=“ VM NODE (OWNED)
2011 “ ACCESS =“ XAUTH ACCESS LEVELS
2012 “ DAYS =“ XAUTH DAYS, TIMES
2013 “ LIBRARY =“ XAUTH LIBRARY
2014 “ PRIVPGM =“ XAUTH PRIVPGM
2015 “ FAC =“ XAUTH FACILITIES
2016 “ ACTION =“ XAUTH ACTION
2017 “ VMUSER =“ XAUTH PRIVPGM
2018 “FILE =“ FILE RESTRICTION
2019 “POOL RESTRICTION =“ POOL RESTRICTION
2021 “ACCESS =“ XAUTH ACCESS LEVELS
2022 “ADMIN BY =“ ADMINISTERING ACID

DONE ON THIS SMFID
DATE ADMIN'D MM/DD/YYYY
TIME ADMIN'D HH:MM:SS

2023 “DAY/TIME =“ CALENDAR NAME
TIMEREC NAME

2024 “RESTRICT =“ MAPREC
SELECT(IN)
SELECT(OUT)

2025 “RESTRICT =“ MASKREC
SELECT(IN)
SELECT(OUT)

2026 “SYSID =“ SYSID RESTRCTION
2027 “APPLDATA =“ SYSTEMVIEW APPLDATA VALUE
2028 “SCRIPTIN =“ SYSTEMVIEW SCRIPTIN VALUE
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2029 “SCRIPTIP =“ SYSTEMVIEW SCRIPTIP VALUE
2030 “ATTRIB =“ MASK
2031 "NJEACID =" xxxxxxxx
2032 “SYMXPORT=” BYANY|BYNONE|BYLIST
2033 “ASYMUSE=” HANDSHAKE|SECXPORT
2034 "SYMXKEYS=" LABEL1,LABEL2,…LABEL12
2035 “SYMXCERT=” LABEL1,LABEL2,…LABEL12
2036 "IDMAP" IDMAP(NAME)
2037 "IDMAP DISTINGUISHED NAME:" DISTRIBUTED-IDENTIFY-USERNAME
2038 "IDMAP REGISTRY NAME:" DISTRIBUTEDIDENTIFY-REGISTRYNAM

E
2100 “FACILITY =“ FACILITY
2101 “ AUTH CMDS =“ AUTHORIZED COMMANDS, FLAG
2102 “ EXMP CMDS =“ EXEMPTED COMMANDS, FLAG
2200 “SOURCES =“ SOURCES
2300 “OPIDENT =“ OPIDENT, OPPRTY, SITRAN
2301 “SITRAN =“ SITRAN, FACILITY
2400 “OPCLASS =“ OPCLASS
2500 “SCTYKEY =“ SCTYKEY
2600 “INSTDATA =“ INSTDATA
2700 “USER =“ USER, USER TYPE
2800 “ACIDS =“ ACID, ACID TYPE
2801 “ACID =“ ACID, ACID TYPE, PROFILE,UNTIL DATE
2901 “FACILITIES =“ ADMIN AUTHORITY
2902 “ACID =“ ADMIN AUTHORITY
2903 “LIST DATA =“ ADMIN AUTHORITY
2904 “MISC1 =“ ADMIN AUTHORITY
2905 “MISC9 =“ ADMIN AUTHORITY
2906 “RESOURCES =“ ADMIN AUTHORITY
2907 “xxxxxxxx =“ ADMIN AUTHORITY
2908 “MISC2 =“ ADMIN AUTHORITY
2909 “SCOPE =“ ACID'S SCOPE
2910 “ MISC8=“ ADMIN AUTHORITY
2911 “ ACCESS =“ ADMIN AUTHORITY
2912 “ MISC3=“ ADMIN AUTHORITY
2913 "MISC4=" ADMIN AUTHORITY
2914 "MISC5=" ADMIN AUTHORITY
2921 “ACCESS =“ XAUTH ACCESS LEVELS
2930 “VMMACH=“ VM MACHINE (OWNED)
2940 “VMRDR=“ VM READER (OWNED)
2950 “CPCMD=“ CP COMMAND (OWNED)
2960 “DIAGNOSE=“ VM DIAGNOSE (OWNED)
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2970 “DSPACE=“ VM DATASPACE (OWNED)
2980 “IUCV=“ VM IUCV (OWNED)
2990 “SFSCMD=“ VM SFS COMMAND (OWNED)
3000 “PASSWORD =“ PASSWORD
3001 "PHRASE =" PASSWORD PHRASE
3010 “DIRECTORY=“ VM SFS DIRECTORY (OWNED)
3020 “XA IUCV=“ VM IUCV XAUTH
3030 “XA DSPACE=“ VM DATASPACE XAUTH
3040 “XA DIAGNOSE=“ VM DIAGNOSE XAUTH
3050 “XA CPCMD=“ VM CP COMMAND XAUTH
3060 “XA VMNODE=“ VM NODE XAUTH
3070 “XA VMMACH=“ VM MACHINE XAUTH
3080 “XA VMRDR=“ VM READER XAUTH
3090 “XA VMMODE=“ VM MODE XAUTH
3100 “STC =“ STC
3200 “PHYSKEY =“ PHYSKEY
3250 “CPFNODES =“ CPFNODE NAMES
3260 “XA PROGRAM=“ PROGRAM XAUTH
3301 “RESOURCE CLASS =“ RESOURCE ATTRIBUTES
3302 “ ATTRIBUTE =“ RESOURCE ATTRIBUTES
3303 “ ACCESS =“ ACCESS LEVELS
3304 “ DEFACC =“ DEFAULT ACCESS LEVELS
3400 “xxxxxxxx =“ EXTENDED ADMINISTRATIVE

AUTHORITY
3500 “TSOLPROC =“ TSOLPROC
3501 “TSOLACCT =“ TSOLACCT
3502 “TSOJCLASS =“ TSOJCLASS, TSOHCLASS
3503 “TSOMCLASS =“ TSOMCLASS, TSOSCLASS
3504 “TSOLSIZE =“ TSOLSIZE, TSOMSIZE
3505 “TSOUDATA =“ TSOUDATA, TSOUNIT
3506 “TSODEFPRFG =“ TSODEFPRFG, TSODEST
3507 “TSOOPTION =“ OPTIONS
3508 “TSOCOMMAND =“ TSOCOMMAND
3509 “TSODEST =“ TSODEST
3510 “TSOHCLASS =“ TSOHCLASS
3511 “TSOMSIZE =“ TSOMSIZE
3512 “TSOSCLASS =“ TSOSCLASS
3513 “TSOUNIT =“ TSOUNIT
3700 “FACILITY =“ FACILITY, ALL
3701 “DAY =“ FACILITY, DAY, TIME
3702 “ACTION =“ FACILITY, ACTION
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3703 “ADMIN BY =“ ADMINISTERING ACID
DONE ON THIS SMFID
DATE ADMIN'D MM/DD/YYYY
TIME ADMIN'D HH:MM:SS

3704 “DAY/TIME =“ CALENDAR NAME
TIMEREC NAME

3705 “SYSID =“ SYSID RESTRICTION
3800 “DLF =“ DLF RECORD RESOURCES
3810 “DLF JOBS =“ DLF JOBNAMES
4010 “SEGMENT” UID SEGMENT NAME
4011 FDT DATA EITHER SYSTEM OR USER-

DEFINED
FDTNAME
FDT DISPLAY VALUE

4012 FDT CONTINUATION CONTINUATION OF RECORD 4011 (IF
NEEDED)

4020 “LINK ID =“ LINK ID
4021 “TOT VIOS = MAX VIOS = LINK STATUS=

“
TOTAL VIOLATIONS, MAX VIOLATIONS,
LINK STATUS

4022 “CONVSEC = VIOLATIONS = “ CONVSEC, VIOLATIONS
4023 “SESS KEY = “ “EXPIRES = INTERVAL=“ SESSION KEY, EXPIRE DATE, INTERVAL

Records with the ID number 4100 through 4105 are created as a result of the TSS WHOAMI command (available only for
the TSSCFILE utility).

ID Number Record Type Description
4100 “ACIDNAME =“ ACIDNAME

TYPE
MODE
NOADSP

4101 “FACILITY =“ FACILITY NAME
TERMINAL
LOCKTIME
TIMEZONE

4102 “SYSTEMID =“ SYSTEMID
LOG

4103 “INSTDATA =“ INSTDATA
4104 “BYPASSING =“ SECURITY BYPASS ATTRIBUTES
4105 “STORAGE =“ STORAGE

PROFILES
4110 “RESOURCE CLASS=“ FDT RESOURCE CLASS
4112 “SEGMENT =“ FDT RESOURCE SEGMENT
4113 “MAXLEN =“ FDT RESOURCE MAXLEN
4114 “DISPLAY =“ FDT RESOURCE DISPLAY
4115 “ATTRIBUTES =“ FDT RESOURCE ATTRIBUTES
4401 “UID =“ OMVS UID
4402 “GID =“ OMVS GID
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4403 “HOME =“ OMVS INITIAL PATHNAME
4404 “OMVSPGM =“ OMVS STARTUP PROGRAM
4405 “DFLTGRP =“ OMVS DEFAULT GROUP
4406 “ASSIZE =” OMVS ADDRESS SPACE SIZE
4407 “MMAPAREA =” OMVS MAX DATASPACE PAGES FOR

HFS MAPPINGS
4408 “OECPUTM =” OMVS MAX CPU TIME FOR A DUBBED

PROCESS
4409 “OEFILEP =” OMVS MAX FILES PER PROCESS
4410 “PROCUSER =” OMVS MAX NUMBER OF PROCESSES
4411 “THREADS =” OMVS MAX NUMBER OF PTHREAD

CREATED THREADS
4501 “MCSALTG =“ MCS ALTERNATE GROUP
4502 “MCSAUTH =“ MCS COMMAND AUTHORITY
4503 “MCSAUTO =“ MCS AUTO CMD ASSIGNMENT
4504 “MCSCMDS =“ MCS COMMAND DISTRIBUTION
4505 “MCSDOM =“ MCS DELETE OPERATOR MSGS
4506 “MCSKEY =“ MCS KEY
4507 “MCSLEVL =“ MCS MSG LEVEL
4508 “MCSLOGC =“ MCS LOG CMDS
4509 “MCSMFRM =“ MCS MSG FORMAT
4510 “MCSMGID =“ MCS MIGRATION ID
4511 “MCSMON =“ MCS MONITOR
4512 “MCSROUT =“ MCS ROUTE CODES
4513 “MCSSTOR =“ MCS STORAGE
4514 “MCSUD =“ MCS UNDELIVERED MSGS
4515 "MCSHC =" MCS HARDCOPY CONSOLE
4516 "MCSINTIDS =" MCS CONSOLE ID OF ZERO
4517 "MCSUNKNIDS =" MCS UNKNOWN CONSOLE ID
4520 “NAME =“ DIGITAL CERTIFICATE NAME
4521 “LABEL =“ DIGITAL CERTIFICATE LABEL
4522 “STATUS =“ DIGITAL CERTIFICATE STATUS
4523 “START DATE =“ DIGITAL CERTIFICATE START DATE
4524 “UNTIL DATE =“ DIGITAL CERTIFICATE UNTIL DATE
4525 “ACID(aaaaaaaa) KEYRING(kkkkkkkk) =

“CERTIFICATE KEYRING
ACID NAME, KEYRING RECORD ID

4526 “SERIAL # =“ DIGITAL CERTIFICATE
SERIAL NUMBER

CERTIFICATE SERIAL NUMBER

4527 ISSUER DISTINQUISHED NAME:”
IDNFILTER VALUE

SIZE OF USER INFO IN EBCDIC,
CERTIFICATE ISSUER NAME

4528 “SUBJECT DISTINQUISHED NAME:”
SDNFILTER VALUE

SIZE OF USER INFO IN EBCDIC,
CERTIFICATE SUBJECT NAME

4529 “NBDATE” DATE FIELD
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4530 “NADATE” DATE FIELD
4531 “PRIVATE KEY SIZE=nnnn” or "PUBLIC

KEY SIZE=nnnn"
SIZE OF PRIVATE OR PUBLIC KEY

4532 “PRIVATE KEY TYPE=tttttttttttt” or “PUBLIC
KEY TYPE=tttttttttttt”

RSA, RSA ICSF,RSA PCICC,DSA,
Brainpool ECC, NISTECC, Diffie-Hellman
ECC Curve Name

4533 “DIGITAL CERTIFICATE DOMAIN NAME” EBCDIC LENGTH
DOMAIN NAME

4534 “STATUS” TRUST, NOTRUST, OR HITRUST
4535 “DIGITAL CERTIFICATE URI” EBCDIC LENGTH

URI
4536 “DIGITAL CERTIFICATE IP ADDRESS” IP ADDRESS
4537 “DIGITAL CERTIFICATE KEYUSAGE” EBCDIC LENGTH

URI
4538 "CERTIFICATE WAS SIGNED BY" ACID NAME, DIGICERT
453A "LABLPKDS" PKDS LABEL FOR CERTIFICATE
453B "ALGORITHM" SIGNATURE ALGORITHM USED

TO CREATE THE SIGNATURE FOR
CERTIFICATES

4540 “KEYRING ACCESSORID” RECORD ID, ACID NAME
4541 “KEYRING LABEL” SIZE OF USER INFO IN EBCDIC, LABEL

NAME
4542 ACID(a) DIGICERT(d) DEFAULT(f)

USAGE(u)
ACID NAME, CERTIFICATE RECORD ID,
DEFAULT, USAGE, CERTIFICATE LABEL
NAME

4545 “FLAG(S) =” CERTIFICATE FLAGS
4551 “LABEL:” LABEL
4553 “SUBJECT NAME FILTER” SIZE OF USER INFO IN EBCDIC,

SUBJECT NAME
4554 “ISSUER NAME FILTER:” SIZE OF USER INFO IN EBCDIC, ISSUER

NAME
4555 “CRITERIA:” SIZE OF USER INFO IN EBCDIC,

CRITERIA DATA
4560 “CRITMAP=cccccccc

ACCESSORID=aaaaaaaa
RECORD ID, ACID NAME

4561 “SYSTEM ID:” SYSTEM ID
4562 “APPLICATION:” APPLID
4563 “USER DEFINE VARIABLES:.” SIZE OF USER INFO IN EBCDIC, USER

VARIABLES
4601 “APPLICATION = xxxxxxxx” APPLICATION
4602 “NDT LDAPNODE = xxxxxxxx “ADMIN

BY=BY(xxxxxxxx) SMFID(xxxx)
ON(xxxxxxxx) AT(xxxxxxxx)

NDT LDAPNODE, BY(acidname),
SMFID(xxxx), ON(mm/dd/yy),
AT(hh:mm:ss)
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4603 “OPTIONS = ACTIVE(xxx) SYNCADD(xxx)
SYNCUPD(xxx) SYNCDEL(xxx)
BROADCAST(xxx) PSWDASIS(xxx)
JOURNAL(xxx)
RECOVERY(xxx)
DEBUG(xxx)
EXTENDED(xxx)
DELCHILD(xxx)
BITDFLT(xxxxxxxx)
DATEFMT(MMDDYYYY)”

ACTIVE(YES)(YES|NO),
SYNCADD(YES|NO), SYNCUPD(YES|
NO), SYNCDEL(YES|NO),
BORADCAST(YES|NO), PSWDASIS(YES|
NO), JOURNAL(YES|NO),
RECOVERY(YES|NO), DEBUG(YES|
NO), EXTENDED(YES|NO),
DELCHILD(YES|NO),BITDFLT(xxxxxxxx),
DATEFMT(MMDDYYYY)

4604 “ADMIN_DN = xxxx…” ADMIN_DN
4605 “ADMIN_PW = “xxxxxxxx” PASSWORD
4606 “OBJ_CLASS =

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx”
OBJ_CLASS

4607 “USERDNS = xxxxxxxxxx…” DN SUFFIX
4608 “URL= xxxxxxxxx…” URL
4609 “XREF = TSS_FLD =

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx”
TSS_FLD

4610 “XREF = (cont) LDAP_ATTR
4611 “XREF = (cont) FIELD_TYPE, FORMAT, LENGTH,

ENCLOSE CHARACTER
4612 “LINUX NODE =

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx”
LINUX NODE

4613 “IP ADDR = x.x.x.x…. FACILITY = xxxx…
(IN) ACTIVE”

IP ADDR, FACILITY, INACTIVE/ACTIVE

4614 “LINUXNODE = xxxxxxxx” LINUXNODE
4615 “LDAPDEST = xxxxxxxx” LDAPDEST
4616 “CPFSYSID(xxxxxxxx)

ADMINBY(xxxxxxxx) SMFID(xxxx)
ON(xxxxxxxx) AT(xxxxxxxx)
CPFTARGET(xxxxx) CPFWAIT(xxx)
CPFRCVUND(xxx)
RECVCMDS(xxx) DSN(xxxx…)
CPFLISTMULT(xxx)
CPFAUTOUID(xxx)
CPFAUTOGID(xxx)”

SYSID, ADMINBY, SMFID, ON(<DATE>)
AT(<TIME>) CPFTARGET, CPFWAIT,
CPFRCVUND, RECVCMD, DSN,
CPFLISTMULT, CPFAUTOUID,
CPFAUTOGID

4617 “CPFNODE(xxxxxxxx) ACTIVE(xxx)
RECEIVE(xxxx) SEND(xxxx)
GATEWAY(xxx) BROADCAST(xxx)
JOURNAL(xxx) DSN(xxxxx…)”

SYSID, ACTIVE, RECEIVE, SEND,
GATEWAY, BROADCAST, JOURNAL, DSN

4618 "LDSYSID(xxxxxxxx) ADMINBY(xxxxxxxx)
SMFID(xxxx) ON(xxxxxxxx) AT(xxxxxxxx)
TIMEOUT(xxx)
RETRY(xxx)
DEBUG(xxx)
JOURNAL(xxx) JOURNALDSN(xxxxx...)
KETRING(xxxxxxxx)"

SYSID,ADMINBY,SMFID,
ON(<DATE>),AT(<TIME>)
TIMEOUT,RETRY,DEBUG,JOURNAL
JOURNALDSN,KEYRING

4619 "LABELCERT(xxxx......)" LABELCERT
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4620 "RAUTSYS(xxxxxxxx)
ADMINBY(xxxxxxxx)
SMFID(xxxx)
ON(xxxxxxxx)
AT(xxxxxxxx)
TIMEOUT(xxx)
RETRY(xxx)
KEYRING(xxxxxxxx)"

SYSID,ADMINBY,SMFID,
ON(<DATE>),AT(<TIME>)
TIMEOUT,RETRY,KEYRING

4621 "RAUTNODE(xxxxxxxx)
ACTIVE(xxx)
DEBUG(xxx)
SYNCUPD(xxx)"

SYSID,ACTIVE,DEBUG,SYNCUPD

4622 "DEBUGDEST(xxxx....)" DEBUGDEST
4623 "RAUT(xxx)" RAUT(<ON|OFF>)
4624 "SYSID =" LDAPNODE SYSID
4625 APPLNAME(xxxxxxxx) LDAP APPL NAME
4710 “PROGRAM = LOADLIB = VOLUME=” PROGRAM(NAME)

LOADLIB(NAME)
VOLUME(NAME)

4711 “SIGREQ=” YES|NO
4712 “FAILLOAD=” ANYBAD|BADSIGONLY|NEVER
4713 “SIGAUDIT=” ALL|FAIL|NONE
4714 “ADMIN BY =“ ADMINISTERING ACID

DONE ON THIS SMFID
DATE ADMIN'D MM/DD/YYYY
TIME ADMIN'D HH:MM:SS

5200 “FACTOR=” Factor name
5203 “PWFALLBACK=” Password fallback
5204 “MFACTIVE=" Factor active setting
5206 “TAGS=" Tag name, tag data
5207 “xxxxxxxx" Tag data continuation
5208 “MFAPUSH=" Use push notification

Records with ID number 5209 through 5212 are created as a result of the TSS LIST(SDT) MFPOLICY() command
(available only for the TSSCFILE utility).

ID Number Record Type Description
5209 “MFPOLICY=" MFA Policy name
5210 “TIMEOUT=" MFA Policy timeout value
5211 “REUSE=" MFA Policy reuse of token
5212 “PFACTORS=" MFA Factors associated with Policy
9614 “GENNDT(xxx)” YES|NO
9618 “FACSTOR(xxx)” YES|NO
9619 “GENSMSG(xxx)” YES|NO
9621 "MAXKEYSIZE(nnnn)" Maximum Digital Private Key Size
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9622 Active nnn | Inactive Active AES encryption level (128 or 256) or
indication that AES encryption is inactive (if
DES encryption is enabled)

9623 "SDNSIZE(nnnn)" Sets the maximum size for the SDN
(Subject’s Distinguished Name) and
SN.IDN (Serial Number.Issuer’s
Distinguished Name) fields in a digital
certificate that is added to the security file.
Note: This setting should be 255 until
all systems sharing the security file are
running Top Secret release 15 and higher.

9624 "UNIQUSER(xxx)" ON|OFF
9625 "MODLUSER(xxxxxxxx)" ACID
9629 "INACTIVE" The expanded ACID index update counter

is not in use. Do not change this value.
9631 “CARSA|IBMRSA|CAPAM(NO|YES|

FACILITY,FALLBACK|NOFALLBACK)”
Active authentication factor(s) and
indication of whether a factor is active,
inactive, or controlled by facility-specific
permits.

9635 "INSTDATA(xxx…)" Global installation data
9636 "PHRASEONLY(xxx)" ON|OFF
9693 “PWADMIN(xxx)” YES|NO
9900 "TAMZCLASS =" Name of class assigned to elevated user.
9901 “TIMEBOX =“ Duration of elevated permissions for user
9902 “TAMDESC =“ Description of assigned class for elevated

user
9903 “PROFILE =“ Profile name given to elevate the user
9911 “TAMDESK =” Service desk record ID
9912 “SDNAME =” Service desk name
9913 “SDTYPE =” Service desk type
9914 “TICKUPD =” Ticket update
9915 ”TAMz Group =” Group that members that can be elevated

through one ELEVATE command
9916 ”ACIDS =” ACID names of members of the TAMZ

group

Journal File for Top Secret
The common journal file logs all elevate and de-elevate commands and messages. Use the journal file to troubleshoot or
audit Trusted Access Manager for Z for Top Secret elevation commands.

The following output is an example of a journal file:

10/27 14:25:33 TSS ELEVATE(USER02) TAMCLASS(HERO) REASON('REMOTE') TICKET(10)

10/27 14:25:33 TSS0537I USER02  CAN NOW USE ELEVATED PERMISSIONS               

10/27 14:26:01 TSS ELEVATE(USER01) TAMCLASS(AUDIT) REASON('TESTING') TICKET(10)      

10/27 14:26:01 TSS0537I USER01  CAN NOW USE ELEVATED PERMISSIONS               

10/27 14:32:30 TSS ELEVATE(USER02) TAMCLASS(HERO) TICKET(10)               

10/27 14:32:30 TSS0537I USER02  CAN NOW USE ELEVATED PERMISSIONS               

10/27 14:33:17 TSS DEELEVATE(USER02) TAMCLASS(HERO) TICKET(10)             
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10/27 14:33:17 TSS0538I USER USER02  ELEVATED PERMISSIONS NO LONGER IN EFFECT  

10/27 14:36:33 TSS DEELEVATE(USER02) TAMCLASS(HERO) TICKET(10)             

10/27 14:36:33 TSS0533E ELEVATED PERMISSIONS NOT FOUND FOR USER   

The following details the journal entries in the example:

• TSS ELEVATE(USER02) TAMCLASS(HERO) REASON('REMOTE') TICKET(10)
Represents a command to elevate user USER02 to TAMCLASS HERO. The elevate command includes a reason of
REMOTE and ticket #10 for validation.

• TSS0537I USER02 CAN NOW USE ELEVATED PERMISSIONS
Indicates that the elevate command for USER02 was successful. The user can begin to use the elevated permissions.

• TSS ELEVATE(USER01) TAMCLASS(AUDIT) REASON('TESTING') TICKET(10)
Represents a command to elevate USER01 to TAMCLASS AUDIT. The elevate command includes a reason of
TESTING and ticket #10 for validation.

• TSS0537I USER01 CAN NOW USE ELEVATED PERMISSIONS
Indicates that the elevate command for USER01 was successful. The user can begin to use the elevated permissions.

• TSS ELEVATE(USER02) TAMCLASS(HERO) TICKET(10)
Represents a command to elevate USER02 to class TAMCLASS(HERO). The elevate command includes ticket #10
for validation.

• TSS0537I USER02 CAN NOW USE ELEVATED PERMISSIONS
Indicates that the elevate command for USER02 was successful. The user can begin to use the elevated permissions.

• TSS DEELEVATE(USER02) TAMCLASS(HERO) TICKET(10)
Represents a de-elevate command to remove the elevate from USER02 to TAMCLASS HERO.

• TSS0538I USER USER02 ELEVATED PERMISSIONS NO LONGER IN EFFECT
Indicates that the elevate permissions are no longer in effect for USER02 to TAMCLASS HERO.

• TSS DEELEVATE(USER02) TAMCLASS(HERO) TICKET(10)
Represents a de-elevate command to remove the elevate from USER02 to TAMCLASS HERO.

• TSS0533E ELEVATED PERMISSIONS NOT FOUND FOR USER
Indicates that the elevate permissions are that no longer in effect for USER02.
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Using with IBM RACF
Trusted Access Manager for Z lets you manage privileged IDs on the mainframe and effectively audit the use of privileged
access. With permissions in place, authorized personnel can elevate access permissions to resolve emergencies or solve
critical business needs immediately.

Follow this process to manage and perform privileged access activity:

• Manage Privileged Access.
– Build Parent Groups
– Define Class Record
– Define an Options Record
– Define a Service Desk Record
– Set Up and Activate Privileged Access through IBM RACF

• Manage Elevated Access through IBM RACF
– Trusted Access Manager for Z for IBM RACF PERMITs
– Elevate and De-elevate Security Access Permissions
– View Records and Active Elevations
– Enable Elevation FALLBACK through IBM RACF
– Use IBM RACF Panels to Manage Elevations and List Settings

• Audit Elevated Activity through IBM RACF

Set Up and Activate Privileged Access through IBM RACF
This article shows how to set up and activate privileged access through IBM RACF.

Dylan is a security officer at Hedmoral Technologies. Dylan maintains a privileged userid called PRIVMAN. PRIVMAN
has access to sensitive data sets PRIVATE.STUFF and SECRET.STUFF because PRIVMAN is connected to IBM
RACF groups PRIVROLE and SECROLE. As part of the job, employees Markus and Pauline login as PRIVMAN to
access the sensitive data sets. Dylan is concerned that Markus and Pauline share the PRIVMAN userid and does not
want to give them the same access as PRIVMAN permanently. Dylan wants to track when Markus and Pauline access
the sensitive data sets. Dylan decides to use Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF to set up and activate privileged
access.

List the Data Set Permits

To see what RACF groups are need in the TAM elevation class, Dylan lists the permits for the PRIVATE.STUFF and
SECRET.STUFF data sets:

LISTDSD DATASET(‘PRIVATE.STUFF’) ALL 

   ID     ACCESS   ACCESS COUNT          

--------  -------  ------------          

PRIVROLE  UPDATE      00000              

LISTDSD DATASET(‘SECRET.STUFF’) ALL

   ID     ACCESS   ACCESS COUNT          

--------  -------  ------------          

SECROLE   UPDATE      00000

In the LISTDSD output, Dylan sees groups PRIVROLE and SECROLE so he adds the classes to the TAMRSTC:
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ADDGROUP(TAMPRIVR) OWNER(TAMRCLSS) SUPGROUP(TAMRCLSS)

CSDATA(TAMRCLAS(PRIVROLE) TAMRDESC(‘for RACF Group PRIVROLE 60 mins’)

TAMREGRP(PRIVROLE) TAMRTBOX(60) TAMRTCKT(NOREQTICKT))

ADDGROUP (TAMSECR) OWNER (TAMRCLSS) SUPGROUP(TAMRCLSS) 

CSDATA (TAMRCLAS(SECROLE) TAMRDESC('for RACF Group SECROLE 60 mins')  

TAMREGRP(SECROLE) TAMRTBOX(60) TAMRTCKT(NOREQTICKT))

Dylan restarts TAMRSTC to make his changes active.

TAMR REFRESH(ALL)

Dylan creates the TAM permits required to allow Markus and Pauline to ELEVATE and DEELEVATE to the two elevation
classes.

PERMIT TAM.ELEVATE.PRIVROLE.MARKUS CLASS(CATAM) ACCESS(READ) ID(MARKUS)

PERMIT TAM.ELEVATE.SECROLE.MARKUS CLASS(CATAM) ACCESS(READ) ID(MARKUS)

PERMIT TAM.ELEVATE.PRIVROLE.PAULINE CLASS(CATAM) ACCESS(READ) ID(PAULINE)

PERMIT TAM.ELEVATE.SCEROLE.PAULINE CLASS(CATAM) ACCESS(READ) ID(PAULINE)

PERMIT TAM.REMOVE.PRIVROLE.MARKUS CLASS(CATAM) ACCESS(READ) ID(MARKUS)

PERMIT TAM.REMOVE.SECROLE.MARKUS CLASS(CATAM) ACCESS(READ) ID(MARKUS)

PERMIT TAM.REMOVE.PRIVROLE.PAULINE CLASS(CATAM) ACCESS(READ) ID(PAULINE)

PERMIT TAM.REMOVE.SCEROLE.PAULINE CLASS(CATAM) ACCESS(READ) ID(PAULINE)

SETROPTS RACLIST(CATAM) REFRESH

Markus and Pauline can now use the elevation classes when they require access to the PRIVATE.STUFF and
SECRET.STUFF data sets.

For example, Pauline updates the SECRET.STUFF data set by issuing the ELEVATE command:
TAMR ELEVATE(PAULINE) CLASS(SECROLE) REASON('MUST add more secrets')

Pauline logs off and logs on again to make the elevation active. She can now access the SECRET.STUFF data set.
Pauline removes the elevation after the updates are completed.
TAMR DEELEVATE(PAULINE) CLASS(SECROLE) REASON(done)

Pauline logs off and logs in again to activate the removal.

Dylan runs the job in the yourhlq.CFH0JCL member TAMRSMF to see detailed data about Pauline's privileged access
activities today.

Manage Privileged Access through IBM RACF
As a security administrator, you want to restrict who has access to a privileged state and time box the duration of the
elevated state. This section provides the steps on how to manage and perform privileged access activity.

The following steps are required to manage and perform privileged access activity:

Build the Parent Group
Adds the CSDATA fields required to define the service desk, class, and options records.

Define a Class Record
Defines elevations for users of Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF. You can elevate yourself or someone
else to one or more classes using the ELEVATE command.

Define an Options record
Defines global options for users of Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF.
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Define a Service Desk
(Optional) Assigns a specific service desk to a specific Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF class. You can
also assign how or if a service desk ticket is updated when an elevation occurs. Define this record only if you want
to override global service desk configuration or add additional service desks.

Build Parent Groups
Before adding the individual records, you must build the parent groups in the IBM RACF database. The parent group adds
the CSDATA fields required to define the service desk, class, and options records.

1. Run the TAMRSPGR job to build the parent groups. The TAMRSPGR can be found in
(HIGHLEVELQUAL).CFH0JCL0. The user submitting the TAMRSPGR job must have authority to submit jobs and
issue IBM RACF commands. Running this job creates three parent groups for Trusted Access Manager for Z for
RACF. This job also adds CSDATA record definitions for each of the three records.

TAMRCLSS
Specifies the parent group for the class definitions.

TAMRSDSK
Specifies the parent group for service desk definitions.

TAMROPTS
Specifies the parent group for TAMR options records.

2. To create the individual group records, see the following:
– Define Class Records for Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF
– Define an Options Record for Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF
– Define Service Desk Records for Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF

Define Class Records for IBM RACF
Class records define elevations for users of Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF.

You can elevate yourself or another user to a single class or multiple classes using the ELEVATE command. The product
first checks access against the user's existing permissions without using elevations. If access is denied, then the product
checks for access against the elevation.

Trusted Access Manager for Z supports the following privilege attributes for IBM RACF:

• AUDITOR (TAMRAAUD)
• OPERATIONS (TAMRAOPR)
• ROAUDIT (TAMRAROA)
• SPECIAL (TAMRASPC)

The group-SPECIAL (TAMRGSPC) privilege is supported when specified along with group name in TAMREGRP/
TAMRGPxx.

This topic shows how to define single and multiple group class records. Before creating a single or multiple group class
records, review the following field descriptions:

GROUPNAME
Indicates the group name that this class is saved in the TAMRCLSS Superior Group. This name must be a unique
group.
Limits: 1-characters to 8-characters

DATA
Indicates the installation-defined data to be stored in the group profile and must be enclosed in single quotation
marks.
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Limits: 1- to 255-characters
OWNER

Predefined group TAMRCLSS assigned as the owner of the new group. The group should not change.
Limits: Must be TAMRCLSS

SUPGROUP
Predefined group TAMRCLSS. The group should not change.
Limits: Must be TAMRCLSS

CSDATA
Customizes the CLASS Record fields.
TAMRCLAS

Specifies the elevation class name. Each class name must be unique.
Limits: 1- to 16-characters

TAMRDESC
Specifies the description of the elevation class. If the description is surrounded by single quotes, it can
include spaces.
Limits: 1- to 64-characters

TAMRCRED(YES|NO)
Specifies if the user is required to provide authentication credentials when issuing the elevation
command. YES indicates that the user must provide credentials.
Default: NO

TAMREGRP
Specifies the RACF group that is associated with the CLASS.
Limits: 1- to 8-characters

TAMRGPx or TAMRGPxx
Specifies the groups that are associated with the class. Replace x with 0-9 or A-Z.
Limits: 1- to 8-characters

TAMRGSPC(YES|NO)
Provides the IBM RACF group-SPECIAL privilege to users elevated to this class. YES indicates that
the privilege is provided to users elevated to this class. The group-SPECIAL applies to RACF groups
specified in TAMREGRP and TAMRGPx/xx.

TAMRTBOX(mmmm)
Specifies a four-character integer indicating the amount of time, in minutes, that a user can use the
elevated permissions. The time box starts when the user issues the ELEVATE command for the CLASS.
A user can be elevated to multiple classes, and each class may have a different time box value. This
setup means that some elevations might last longer than others, depending on its TIMEBOX value and
when the user issued the ELEVATE command. Elevations do not time out for batch jobs. The elevations
are valid for the life of the batch job.
Limits: 0005 to 5760 (5 minutes to four days)
Default: 0060

TAMRDESK
Specifies a Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF Service Desk (SDESK) SDRCRDNM(sdeskname).
Use TAMRDESK to tie a CLASS record to a service desk (SDESK) record. For more information, see
Define Service Desk Records. If SDESK is not specified, the service desk information in the Options
record is used. SDESK is only relevant when integrating with NIM SM (NIM SM).

TAMRTCKT(REQTICKT|/NOREQTICKT)
Specifies that the user must specify a valid service desk ticket when using the ELEVATE command
for this CLASS. Service desk tickets are checked for validity by communicating with NIM SM through
Security JVM interface. If you have not set up Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF to talk to NIM SM,
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then do not specify REQTICKT. If REQTICKT is specified and Security JVM is down or cannot contact
NIM SM, then the ELEVATE command fails.
Default: NOREQTICKT

TAMRASPC(YES|NO)
Provides the IBM RACF SPECIAL privilege to users elevated to this class. TAMRASPC(YES) indicates
that the privilege is provided to users elevated to this class.
Default: NO

TAMRAAUD(YES|NO)
Provides the IBM RACF AUDITOR privilege to users elevated to this class. TAMRAAUD(YES) indicates
that the privilege is provided to users elevated to this class.
Default: NO

TAMRAOPR(YES|NO)
Provides the IBM RACF OPERATIONS privilege to users elevated to this class. TAMRAOPR(YES)
indicates that the privilege is provided to users elevated to this class.
Default: NO

TAMRAROA(YES|NO)
Provides the IBM RACF ROAUDIT privilege to users elevated to this class. TAMRAROA(YES) indicates
that the privilege is provided to users elevated to this class.
Default: NO

Define a Single Group Class Record

You can define a single group class record that lets you connect to a single IBM RACF group in an elevation.

1. Submit the TAMRSPGR JCL, located in the CFH0JCL0 library. Submitting the TAMRSPGR job creates the
TAMRCLSS SUPGROUP required to define the class records.

2. To define a single class record, edit and run the sample security job member TAMRCLS2 in yourhlq.CFH0JCL0 or by
performing this task manually using the following procedure:
ADDGROUP (GroupName) DATA('') OWNER(TAMRCLSS)

SUPGROUP(TAMRCLSS)   

CSDATA(TAMRCLAS(xxxxxxxxxxxxxx)

       TAMRDESC(xxxxxxxxxx)

       TAMREGRP(xxxxxxxxx)

       TAMRTBOX(mmmm) 

       TAMRDESK(TESTDESK)

       TAMRTCKT(REQTICKT/NOREQTICKT)

       TAMRASPC(YES)

       TAMRAAUD(YES)

       TAMRAOPR(YES)

       TAMRAROA(YES))

       TAMRGSPC(YES))

          

In this example, the single class GroupName has been defined.
3. Refresh the CLASS record to ensure that the record is defined:

a. Define the RACF PERMIT to allow the REFRESH command to be issued:
RDEFINE CATAM TAM.REFRESH UACC(NONE)

SETROPTS RACLIST(CATAM) REFRESH

b. Add a CLASS that lets the user perform a refresh after the RACF PERMIT is defined. For example, add a CLASS
to the table for the USER to be able to issue TAMR REFRESH(CLASS):
PERMIT TAM.REFRESH CLASS(CATAM) ID(user) ACCESS(READ)

c. Issue the REFRESH command to refresh the class record:
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TAMR REFRESH(CLASS)

With the class record defined, users can now be elevated.

Define a Single Group Class Record with Authentication Credentials

You can define a single group class record to require the user to provide credentials before being elevated to this class.

1. Submit the TAMRSPGR JCL, located in the CFH0JCL0 library. Submitting the TAMRSPGR job creates the
TAMRCLSS SUPGROUP required to define the class records.

2. To define a single class record with TAMRCRED set to YES, edit and run the sample security job member TAMRCLS2
in yourhlq.CFH0JCL0 or by performing this task manually using the following procedure:
ADDGROUP (GroupName) DATA('') OWNER(TAMRCLSS)

SUPGROUP(TAMRCLSS)   

CSDATA(TAMRCLAS(xxxxxxxxxxxxxx)

       TAMRDESC(xxxxxxxxxx)

       TAMREGRP(xxxxxxxxx)

       TAMRTBOX(mmmm) 

       TAMRDESK(TESTDESK)

       TAMRTCKT(REQTICKT/NOREQTICKT)

       TAMRASPC(YES)

       TAMRAAUD(YES)

       TAMRAOPR(YES)

       TAMRAROA(YES)

       TAMRCRED(YES))

       TAMRGSPC(YES)

          

In this example, the single class GroupName has been defined.
3. Refresh the CLASS records to ensure that the record is defined:

a. Define the RACF PERMIT to allow the REFRESH command to be issued:
RDEFINE CATAM TAM.REFRESH UACC(NONE)

b. Refresh the TAMR class:
SETROPTS RACLIST(CATAM) REFRESH

c. Add a CLASS that lets the user perform a refresh after the RACF PERMIT is defined. For example, add a CLASS
to the table for the USER to be able to issue TAMR REFRESH(CLASS):
PERMIT TAM.REFRESH CLASS(CATAM) ID(user) ACCESS(READ)

d. Issue the REFRESH command to refresh the class record:
TAMR REFRESH(CLASS)

With the class record defined, users can now be elevated.

Define a Multiple Group Class Record

You can define a multiple group class record that lets you connect to multiple RACF Groups in a single elevation.

1. Define the CFIELDs needed for the multiple groups, if not already existing. TAMRSPGR defines TAMRGP00 through
TAMRGP10.
To define a multiple group class to an elevation class, the CFIELD must be defined. The CFIELD defines the
characteristics of the field to the IBM RACF database.
The name of the CFIELD must be TAMRGPxx or TAMRGPx. Where x is any alphanumeric character. The CFIELD
must also be owned by TAMRCLSS. If maintenance is required later, a best practice is to add the xx to the LISTHEAD
section to identify which custom field goes with which group.
RDEFINE CFIELD GROUP.CSDATA.TAMRGPA1 UACC(NONE) OWNER(TAMRCLSS)
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CFDEF(TYPE(CHAR)

      FIRST(ALPHANUM)

      OTHER(ALPHANUM)

      MAXLENGTH(0008)

      LISTHEAD('CLASS GROUP TAMRGPA1 VALUE =')

      HELP('TAMR ELEVATE ALPHANUMERIC GROUP VALUE, 1 - 8 CHARACTERS'))

CFIELD TAMRGPA1 is defined and owned by TAMRCLSS and the LISTHEAD identifies CLASS GROUP VALUE A1.
2. To define a multiple group class, edit and run the sample security job member TAMRCLS2 in yourhlq.CFH0JCL0 or by

performing this task manually using the following procedure:
ADDGROUP (TAMTEST)

 DATA('TAMR ELEVATION RACF CLASS ASSIGNMENT DEFINITION')

 OWNER(TAMRCLSS)

 SUPGROUP(TAMRCLSS)

 CSDATA(TAMRCLAS(TAMTEST)

        TAMRDESC('TAMRTEST EXAMPLE CLASS')

        TAMREGRP(RACFGRP)

        TAMRTBOX(0005)

        TAMRDESK(TESTDESK)

        TAMRTCKT(REQTICKT)

        TAMRAAUD(YES)

        TAMRGP00(RACFGRP0)

        TAMRGP01(RACFGRP1)

        TAMRGPA1(RACFGPA1)

The TAMTEST class is now defined to include multiple RACF groups: RACFGRP, RACFGRP0, RACFGRP1, and
RACFGPA1.

3. If a class is already defined but a group must be added, issue the ALTGROUP command to add the group.
ALTGROUP TAMTEST CSDATA(TAMGRPA1(RACFGPA1))

4. Verify that the multiple classes were defined to IBM RACF:
LISTGRP TAMTEST CSDATA

     INFORMATION FOR GROUP TAMTEST

     SUPERIOR GROUP=TAMRCLSS      OWNER=TAMRCLSS      CREATED=20.209

     INSTALLATION DATA=TAMR ELEVATION RACF CLASS ASSIGNMENT DEFINITION NO MODEL DATA SET

     TERMUACC

     NO SUBGROUPS

     NO USERS

CSDATA INFORMATION

------------------

ELEVATION CLASS TABLE CLASS VALUE = TAMTEST

CLASS DECRIPTION VALUE   = TAMRTEST EXAMPLE CLASS

CLASS GROUP VALUE EGRP   = RACFGRP

CLASS TIMEBOX VALUE      = 0000000005

CLASS SERVICE DESK VALUE = TESTDESK

CLASS TICKET REQUIRED VALUE = REQTICKT

TAMR AUDITOR PRIVILEGE = YES

CLASS GROUP TAMRGP00 VALUE = RACFGP00

CLASS GROUP TAMRGP01 VALUE = RACFGP01

CLASS GROUP TAMRGPA1 VALUE = RACFGPA1

5. Refresh the CLASS record to ensure that the record is defined:
a. Define the RACF PERMIT to allow the REFRESH command to be issued:

RDEFINE CATAM TAM.REFRESH UACC(NONE)
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SETROPTS RACLIST(CATAM) REFRESH

b. Add a CLASS that lets the user perform a refresh after the RACF PERMIT is defined. For example, add a CLASS
to the table for the USER to be able to issue TAMR REFRESH(CLASS):
PERMIT TAM.REFRESH CLASS(CATAM) ID(user) ACCESS(READ)

c. Issue the REFRESH command to refresh the class record:
TAMR REFRESH(CLASS)

Users can now connect to multiple RACF Groups in a single elevation.

Remove a Group from a Class

If a group is no longer needed for a TAMz CLASS, it can be removed using the ALTGROUP command.

1. Display the TAMTEST class to review the groups:
CSDATA INFORMATION

------------------                                                 

ELEVATION CLASS TABLE CLASS VALUE = TAMTEST

CLASS DECRIPTION VALUE   = TAMRTEST EXAMPLE CLASS

CLASS GROUP VALUE EGRP   = RACFGRP

CLASS TIMEBOX VALUE      = 0000000005

CLASS SERVICE DESK VALUE = TESTDESK

CLASS TICKET REQUIRED VALUE = REQTICKT

TAMR AUDITOR PRIVILEGE = YES

CLASS GROUP TAMRGP00 VALUE = RACFGP00

CLASS GROUP TAMRGP01 VALUE = RACFGP01

CLASS GROUP TAMRGPA1 VALUE = RACFGPA1

2. Remove the RACFGP1A group from the class:
ALTGROUP TAMTEST CSDATA(NOTAMRGPA1))

3. Verify that the RACFGPA1 group was removed:
LISTGRP TAMTEST CSDATA

CSDATA INFORMATION

------------------                                                 

ELEVATION CLASS TABLE CLASS VALUE = TAMTEST

CLASS DECRIPTION VALUE   = TAMRTEST EXAMPLE CLASS

CLASS GROUP VALUE EGRP   = RACFGRP

CLASS TIMEBOX VALUE      = 0000000005

CLASS SERVICE DESK VALUE = TESTDESK

CLASS TICKET REQUIRED VALUE = REQTICKT

TAMR AUDITOR PRIVILEGE = YES

CLASS GROUP TAMRGP00 VALUE = RACFGP00

CLASS GROUP TAMRGP01 VALUE = RACFGP01

4. Refresh the CLASS record to ensure that the group is removed:
a. Define the RACF PERMIT to allow the REFRESH command to be issued:

RDEFINE CATAM TAM.REFRESH UACC(NONE)SETROPTS ACLIST(CATAM) REFRESH

b. Add a CLASS that lets the user perform a refresh after the RACF PERMIT is defined. For example, add a CLASS
to the table for the USER to be able to issue TAMR REFRESH(CLASS):
PERMIT TAM.REFRESH CLASS(CATAM) ID(user) ACCESS(READ)

c. Issue the REFRESH command to refresh the class record:
TAMR REFRESH(CLASS)

The RACF group TAMRGPA1 has been removed from the TAMTEST class.
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List a Multiple Group Class

To view multiple group class records:

TAMR LIST TAM

Class: TAMRTST           Ticket Required: NO       Time: 5

       Desc: TAMRTEST EXAMPLE CLASS

       Service Desk Record Name: TESTDESK

       Groups: SYS1 RACFGP00 RACFGP01 RACFGP02 RACFGP0A RACFGP0B RACFGP0C

               RACFGP0 RACFGP10 RACFGP11 RACFGP12 RACFGP1A RACFGP1B RACFGP1C

               RACFGP1 RACFGP20 RACFGP21 RACFGP22 RACFGP2A RACFGP2B RACFGP2C

               RACFGP2 RACFGPA0 RACFGPA1 RACFGPA2 RACFGPAA RACFGPAB RACFGPAC

               RACFGPA RACFGPB0 RACFGPB1 RACFGPB2 RACFGPBA RACFGPBB RACFGPBC

               RACFGPB RACFGPC0 RACFGPC1 RACFGPC2 RACFGPCA RACFGPCB RACFGPCC

               RACFGPC

Define an Options Record for IBM RACF
Describes how to define an option desk record.

The OPTIONS record defines global options for users of Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF. Most of the options are
for use when integrated with NIM SM (NIM SM).

1. To define a single OPTIONS record, edit and run the sample security job member TAMROPT2 in yourhlq.CFH0JCL0
or by performing this task manually using the following procedure:

NOTE
Only one OPTIONS record should be included in the Parent Options subgroup list.

ADDGROUP (TAMROPT1)  DATA('xxxxxx')  OWNER(TAMROPTS) SUPGROUP(TAMROPTS)

CSDATA(NIMUSER(xxxxxxxxx) 

       NIMPSWD(xxxxxxxxxxx) 

       NIMHOST(xxxxxxxxxxxx) 

       SDNAMEO(xxxxxxxxx)          

       SDTYPEO(xxxx)

       SDUPDTO(NO|PUBLIC|PRIVATE)

       LOGLVLO(ELEVATE|ALL)

       SJVNAME(xxxxxxxx)

       TAGNATV(YES|NO)

       TAMNAME(xxxxxxxx))

In this example, the options record TAMROPT1 has been defined.
DATA Indicates installation-defined data to be stored in the group profile and must be enclosed in single

quotation marks.
Limits: 1-character to 255-characters

OWNER Predefined group TAMROPTS assigned as the owner of the new group.
Limits: Must be TAMROPTS

SUPGROUP Predefined group TAMROPTS group.
Limits: Must be TAMROPTS

CSDATA Customizes the Options Record fields.

NIMUSER Specifies the userid of the NIM SM administrator. This field is only required if using
NIM SM to validate a service ticket that was specified on an ELEVATE command.
Limits: Up to 8-characters

NIMPSWD Specifies the password of the NIM SM administrator. This field is only required
if using NIM SM to validate a service ticket that was specified on an ELEVATE
command.
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Limits: Up to 100-characters
NIMHOST Specifies the host name and port of NIM SM microservice. This field is only

required if using the service desk integration feature to validate the ticket
number that was specified on an ELEVATE command. The format of this field is
(machine_name):(port) where machine_name can be its name or IP address.
Limits: Up to 255-characters
Examples: yourhost:8080
yourhosts.your.domain:8080
192.168.0.0:8080

SDNAMEO Specifies the logical name of the service desk that was defined in NIM SM
Administrative Interface. This field is only required if using the service desk
integration feature to validate the ticket number that was specified on an ELEVATE
command. SDNAME can be up to 64-characters long. The format of this field
is alphanumeric characters only, no spaces or special characters and is case-
sensitive. The SDNAME must match exactly the name in NIM SM.
Limits: Up to 64-characters
Example: YourSDInstance

SDTYPEO Specifies the service desk type that the SDNAME is configured for. This field is
only required if using the service desk integration feature to validate the ticket
number that was specified on an ELEVATE command. SDTYPE is a 4-byte
character field with only the following values.

SDTYPE Service Desk Product
CASD Service Desk Manager
HPSD HP Service Manager
SNSD ServiceNow
BMCR BMC Remedy
SASD ServiceAide
SFSD Salesforce Service Cloud

SDUPDTO(NO|P
RIVATE|PUBLIC)

Specifies how Service Desk tickets are updated when an elevation occurs. This
field is only required if using the service desk integration feature to validate the
ticket number that was specified on an ELEVATE command.

NO Specifies the Service Desk ticket is not updated. NO is the
default.

PRIVATE Specifies the Service Desk ticket is updated with a private
comment.

PUBLIC Specifies the Service Desk Ticket is updated with a public
comment.

LOGLVLO(ELEVATE|
ALL)

Specifies how accesses are logged while a user is logged in with active elevated
access permissions.

ELEVATE Specifies that access allowed due to an elevation is logged.
All other access is logged (if needed) typically. ELEVATE is the
default.

ALL Specifies that all access is logged while a user has elevated
access permissions, regardless of whether an elevation was
used to gain the access.

NOTE
Specifying ALL can lead to excessive SMF loggings.
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SJVNAME ID of the started task that owns the SJVM. Used to start the SJVM when TAMR
proc is run. If you do not want the TAMR proc to start the SJVM, do not define this
field to the subgroup.

TAGNATV
(YES|NO)

Specifies that all native accesses are logged with the TAMID of the user's
elevation attached. This option is considered only with LOGLVLO(ALL) defined.
Default: NO

TAMNAME ID of the started task that owns TAM. Used to start TAM when the TAMR proc is
run. If you do not want the TAMR proc to start the SJVM, do not define this field to
the subgroup.

2. Ensure that the options record is defined by issuing the REFRESH command:
a. (Optional) Define the RACF PERMIT to allow the REFRESH command to be issued. Skip this step if it was

performed when you defined the class record.
RDEFINE CATAM TAM.REFRESH UACC(NONE)

SETROPTS RACLIST(CATAM) REFRESH

b. Add a CLASS that lets the user perform a refresh after the RACF PERMIT is defined. For example, add a CLASS
to the table for the USER to be able to issue TAMR REFRESH(CLASS):
PERMIT TAM.REFRESH CLASS(CATAM) ID(user) ACCESS(READ)

c. Issue the REFRESH command to refresh the class record:
TAMR REFRESH(OPTIONS)

Global options are now defined.

Define a Service Desk Manager Record for IBM RACF
Describes how to define a service desk record.

A Service Desk (SDESK) record can be used to assign a specific service desk to a specific Trusted Access Manager for Z
for RACF class. You can also assign how or if a service desk ticket is updated when an elevation occurs. SDESK Groups
are only relevant when integrating with NIM SM to verify service desk tickets. SDESK groups are only needed when you
want to tie a Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF CLASS to a service desk or service desk update options that are not
already defined in the OPTIONS Group.

1. To define a single Service Desk record, edit and run the sample security job member TAMRDSK2 in
yourhlq.CFH0JCL0 or by performing this task manually using the following procedure:
ADDGROUP (SDRecName) DATA(' ') OWNER(TAMRSDSK) SUPGROUP(TAMRSDSK)

CSDATA(SDRCRDNM(sdRecordName)

       SDNAME(sdname)

       SDTYPE(sdtype)

       SDUPDATE(NO|PRIVATE|PUBLIC)  )

In this example, the service desk record SDRecName has been defined.
Field Descriptions

SDRecName
Specifies the name that the service desk record will be saved as in the TAMRSDSK pre-defined table.
Limits: 1 to 8-characters.

DATA('')
Indicates installation-defined data to be stored in the group profile and must be enclosed in single quotation
marks.
Limits: 0 to 255-characters

OWNER (TAMRSDSK)
Sets the owner of the record as the predefined group TAMRSDSK. This should not change.
Limits: Must be TAMRSDSK
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SUPGROUP(TAMRSDSK)
Sets the supergroup of the record as the predefined group TAMRSDSK. This should not change.
Limits: Must be TAMRSDSK

CSDATA
Customize the Service Desk Options fields:
SDRCRDNM(sdeskname)

Specifies a label for the Service Desk for Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF. Each SDRCRDNM
name must be unique.
Limits: 1 to 16-characters

SDNAME(sdname)
Specifies the logical name of the service desk that was defined in NIM SM Administrative Interface.
SDNAME can be up to 64-characters long. The format of this field is alphanumeric characters only, no
spaces or special characters. The SDNAME must match exactly the name in NIM SM.

SDTYPE(sdtype)
Specifies the 4-character service desk type for which the SDNAME is configured. The following SDTYPEs
are valid.

SDTYPE Service Desk Product

CASD Service Desk Manager

HPSD HP Service Manager

SNSD ServiceNow

BMCR BMC Remedy

SASD ServiceAide

SFSD Salesforce Service Cloud

SDUPDATE(NO|PRIVATE|PUBLIC)
Specifies how Sevice Desk tickets are updated when an elevation occurs.
NO

Specifies the Service Desk ticket is not updated. No is the default.
PRIVATE

Specifies the Service Desk ticket is updated with a private comment.
PUBLIC

Specifies the Service Desk ticket is updated with a public commen
2. Ensure the service desk record is defined by issuing the REFRESH command:

a. (Optional) Define the RACF PERMIT to allow the REFRESH command to be issued. Skip this step if it was
performed when you defined the class record.
RDEFINE CATAM TAM.REFRESH UACC(NONE)

SETROPTS RACLIST(CATAM) REFRESH

b. Add a CLASS that lets the user perform a refresh after the RACF PERMIT is defined. For example, add a CLASS
to the table for the USER to be able to issue TAMR REFRESH(CLASS):
PERMIT TAM.REFRESH CLASS(CATAM) ID(user) ACCESS(READ)

c. Issue the REFRESH command to refresh the service desk record:
TAMR REFRESH(SDESK)
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Manage Elevated Access through IBM RACF
As a security administrator, you can allow users to issue an elevate command to gain elevated access permissions for
themselves or for other users. Allowing qualified personnel quick access to elevated permissions lets them solve critical
problems immediately. Highlights of the elevation feature include:

• You can limit the amount of time an elevated user possess the elevated permission.
• An IBM RACF user can be elevated to a RACF Group.
• A user can be elevated multiple times.
• Users may elevate themselves or another user.
• All access attempts are first checked against the user's existing permissions. If the user's existing permissions do not

grant access, the product checks for access against any elevated Group permissions currently assigned to the user.

Follow these steps:

• Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF PERMITs
• Elevate and De-elevate Security Access Permissions
• View Records and Active Elevations
• (Optional) Enable Elevation FALLBACK through IBM RACF
• Use IBM RACF Panels to Manage Elevations and List Settings.
• Audit Elevated Activity through IBM RACF

Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF PERMITs
After defining your OPTIONS, CLASS, and SDESK records, permit users to the elevation points and commands that are
required to elevate into the CLASSes you defined. This topic describes defining the CATAM resource class that Trusted
Access Manager for Z uses and the various resource entities in the CATAM resource class. IBM RACF resources in the
CATAM resource class defines who can use the elevation CLASSes and who can display information about elevated
users.

NOTE
JCL member TAMRSAMP in yourhlq.CFH0JCL0 contains the IBM RACF commands to define the CATAM class
to IBM RACF. The job also contains samples to add PERMITs for the resources described in this topic.

Follow these steps:

Define the CATAM resource class to the IBM RACF Class Resource Table (CDT).

1. Activate and RACLIST the CDT, if not already:
SETROPTS CLASSACT(CDT) RACLIST(CDT)

2. Define the CATAM resource class to the CDT:
RDEFINE CDT CATAM UACC(NONE) -                                  

 CDTINFO(DEFAULTUACC(NONE) FIRST(ALPHA) MAXLENGTH(246) -        

 OTHER(ALPHA,NUMERIC,SPECIAL) POSIT(500) RACLIST(ALLOWED) -     

 GENERIC(ALLOWED))

3. Refresh the CDT to apply the change:
SETROPTS RACLIST(CDT) REFRESH

4. Activate and RACLIST the CATAM class:
SETROPTS CLASSACT(CATAM) GENERIC(CATAM)

Once the CATAM resource class is defined, write the permits for the required CATAM resources.

To avoid unauthorized use of CATAM resources, define the resource with UACC(NONE):

RDEFINE CATAM resourceName UACC(NONE)
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Where resourceName is the one of the following resources.

TAM.DISPLAY.ALLUSERS
Gives permission to issue the TAMR LIST ACTIVE command, which shows the active elevations for all users.

TAM.ELEVATE.class.user
Gives permission to elevate a user to the specified class.

• class
Specifies the class name as defined on the TAM CLASS record.

• user
Specifies the ID of the user who receives elevated permissions.

For example, if you want user USER01 to ELEVATE commands for class BZ1 so user USER02 can become
elevated, issue the following PERMIT:
PERMIT TAM.ELEVATE.BZ1.USER02 CLASS(CATAM) ID(USER01) ACCESS(READ)

TAM.OBTAIN.userid
Is checked during a signon request from a non-authorized caller.
userid

Represents the ID of the user who is signing on.

NOTE
Signons are performed from authorized callers, so this rule line might never be used.

TAM.REMOVE.class.user
Gives permission to remove an elevation that was given to a user for the specified class.

• class
Specifies the class name as defined on the TAM CLASS record.

• user
Specifies the ID of the user who received the elevated permissions.

For example, if you want USER01 to issue ELEVATE REMOVE commands for class BZ1 so user USER02 can be
de-elevated, issue the following PERMIT:
PERMIT TAM.REMOVE.BZ1.USER02 CLASS(CATAM) ID(USER01) ACCESS(READ)

TAM.LISTTAM
Gives permission to list TAM OPTIONS and SERVICE DESK records. Example: You want USER01 to be able
to issue TAMR LIST TAM commands and see the TAM OPTIONS and SERVICE DESK record information in the
output. To do so, issue the following permit:
PERMIT TAM.LISTTAM CLASS(CATAM) ID(USER01) ACCESS(READ)

TAM.REFRESH
Gives permission to issue TAMR REFRESH command to refresh RACF DB changes for TAMz records into the
internal TAMz database. For example, changes were made to a class record and must be hardened for use:
TAMR REFRESH(CLASS)

Elevate and De-Elevate Permissions for IBM RACF
Describes how to elevate and de-elevate access for IBM RACF.

As a security administrator, you can allow users to gain elevated access permissions for themselves or for other
users. The amount of time for the elevated user to possess the elevated permissions is specified in the CLASS record
TIMEBOX field (see Define a Class Record). Allowing qualified personnel quick access to elevated permissions lets them
work with resources in emergencies or solve critical problems immediately.
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NOTE

For Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF, the elevation does not become active until the elevated user logs
off and on again.

Elevate Security Access Permissions

You can use the TAMR ELEVATE command to gain temporary access to certain resources and data sets. Use this
procedure to elevate security access permissions.

1. Elevate yourself or another user to one or more classes:
TAMR ELEVATE(user_id) CLASS(class_name) REASON(reason_string) [TICKET(ticket_number)]

 [CRED(users_credentials]

user_id
Specifies the login ID of the user who becomes elevated.

class_name
Specifies the 1 through 16-character predefined TAM control record. For valid class names, see the TAM CLASS
records. Use the TAMR LIST TAM command to see what elevation classes you are allowed to use. CLASS is a
required field.

reason_string
Specifies the 1 through 64-character reason description for the elevation. REASON is a required field.

NOTE

For every one apostrophe desired in the REASON value, two consecutive apostrophes must be
specified. For example, The REASON value, Frank's Elevate, should be specified as, Frank's Elevate. If
a single apostrophe is specified in the REASON value, the value is considered invalid.

ticket_number
Specifies the 1 through 64-character service desk ticket value. TICKET is required when the TAM CLASS record
specifies REQTICKT. You can use the TAMR LIST TAM command to see if TICKET is required. TICKET is an
optional field.
For some classes, ticket validation is required.

NOTE
Trusted Access Manager for Z sends a type 71 RACF Event Notifications (ENF) signal for CONNECT to
local listeners when an ELEVATE command has affected a user. An ENF 71 signal provides notification
about the change to the user's security record.

users_credentials(CREDS)
Specifies the 1 through 100-character credentials for the user executing the elevation command. CREDS is
required when the TAM CLASS record specifies TAMRCRED(YES). You can use the TAMR LIST TAM command
to see if TAMRCRED is required. CREDS is an optional field and only needed if specified in the class record.
To hide entered credentials, do not include the parentheses or user_credentials in the command. Instead, add
CREDS to the end of the command and complete the user information when prompted.

2. Log off and log on again. The user does not gain their entitlements until logging off and on again while the elevation is
still active.

The user gained elevated entitlements.

Note the following:
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• Trusted Access Manager for Z sends a type 71 RACF Event Notifications (ENF) signal for CONNECT to local listeners
when an ELEVATE command has affected a user. An ENF 71 signal provides notification about the change to the
user's security record.

• Trusted Access Manager for Z sends an event message for CONNECT to OPS/MVS API when an ELEVATE
command has affected a user. The message text provides notification about the elevated user and class. (OPS/MVS
API Event: TAMZ001I)

Example: TAMR ELEVATE Command

This example issues a command to elevate user TAMZR02 to class DEMO044.

TAMR ELEVATE(TAMZR02) CLASS(DEMO044) REASON(URGENT)

The product confirms the elevation by issuing the following messages:

TMR0400I TAMz for RACF command successful 

TMR0420I TAMR - Successfully elevated USER=TAMZR02 to class="DEMO044" 

TMR0442I with TAMID=0802202119474368

TMR0401I User can now logon with elevated permissions.

De-Elevate Security Access Permissions

You can use the TAMR DEELEVATE command to revoke the temporary access that is granted to certain resources and
data sets.

If you no longer need elevation, you (or an authorized administrator) can deactivate your elevated permissions.

1. De-elevate yourself or another user to revoke temporary access that is granted to resources and data sets:
TAMR DEELEVATE(user_id) CLASS(class_name) REASON(reason_string) [TICKET(ticket_number)]

user_id
Specifies the login ID of the user who becomes de-elevated.

class_name
Specifies the 1 through 16-character predefined TAM control record. For valid class names, see the TAM CLASS
records. Use the TAMR LIST TAM command to see what elevation classes you are allowed to use.

reason_string
Specifies the 1 through 64-character reason description for the de-elevation.

ticket_number
(Optional) Specifies the 1 through 64-character service desk ticket value. TICKET is required when the CLASS
record specifies REQTICKT. You can use the TAMR LIST TAM command to determine whether TICKET is
required.

NOTE
Trusted Access Manager for Z sends a type 71 RACF Event Notifications (ENF) signal for REMOVE to local
listeners when a DEELEVATE command has affected a user. An ENF 71 signal provides notification about
the change to the user's security record.

2. Log off and log on again for the de-elevation to take effect.

Elevated security access permissions are removed.

Note the following:
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• Trusted Access Manager for Z sends a type 71 RACF Event Notifications (ENF) signal for CONNECT to local listeners
when an ELEVATE command has affected a user. An ENF 71 signal provides notification about the change to the
user's security record.

• Trusted Access Manager for Z sends an event message for CONNECT to OPS/MVS API when an ELEVATE
command has affected a user. The message text provides notification about the elevated user and class. (OPS/MVS
API Event: TAMZ001I)

Example: TAMR DEELEVATE Command

This example issues a command to de-elevate user TAMZR02 from class DEMO044. The product confirms the de-
elevation by issuing the following messages:

TAMR DEELEVATE(TAMZR02) CLASS(DEMO044) REASON(OUT) 

The product confirms the de-elevation by issuing the following messages:

TMR0400I TAMz for RACF command successful

TMR0424I TAMR - Successfully removed elevation class="DEMO044" from USER=TAMZR02

TMR0442I with TAMID=0802202119474368

TMR0401I User can now logon with elevated permissions.

View Records and Active Elevations
Trusted Access Manager for Z lets you display all elevation class records that you are allowed to use when elevating
yourself or another user. You can also display all active options, Service Desk information, all active elevations.

Display Allowed Classes When Elevating Yourself

Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF lets you display details on all elevation class records that you are allowed to use
when elevating yourself.

TAMR LIST TAM

TMR0400I TAMz for RACF command successful              

 -- TAM is Active --                                    

                                                        

 -- TAM Options --                                      

                                                        

 CA NIM userid:   NIMADMIN       Logging Option: ELEVATE

 CA NIM HOST:     SYSBC41.LVN.HEDMORAL.NET:1234         

 Service Desk:    CASERVICEDESKMANAGER                  

 Service Desk Type: CASD                                

 Service Desk Update on Elevate: NO                     

                                                        

 -- TAM Service Desk Records --                         

                                                        

 Record Name:  SNDESK1                Type: SNSD        

 Service Desk: SERVICENOW                               

 Service Desk Update on Elevate: PRIVATE

      

 -- TAM Classes --

      

 Class: SYSPROG    Ticket Required: YES    Time:  5760

   Desc:  Adds SYSPROG permissions

   Credentials Required: YES

   Service Desk Record Name: SNDESK1
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   Group: SYSPGRP

    

Class: TAMRTST             Ticket Required: NO     Time: 5                   

   Desc:  TAMRTEST EXAMPLE CLASS          

   Credentials Required: NO

   Service Desk Record Name: TESTDESK                                     

   Groups: SYS1     RACFGP00 RACFGP01 RACFGP02 RACFGP0A RACFGP0B RACFGP0C

                    RACFGP0  RACFGP10 RACFGP11 RACFGP12 RACFGP1A RACFGP1B RACFGP1C

                    RACFGP1  RACFGP20 RACFGP21 RACFGP22 RACFGP2A RACFGP2B RACFGP2C

                    RACFGP2  RACFGPA0 RACFGPA1 RACFGPA2 RACFGPAA RACFGPAB RACFGPAC

                    RACFGPA  RACFGPB0 RACFGPB1 RACFGPB2 RACFGPBA RACFGPBB RACFGPBC

                    RACFGPB  RACFGPC0 RACFGPC1 RACFGPC2 RACFGPCA RACFGPCB RACFGPCC

                    RACFGPC

This example shows that you can use the classes SYSPROG and TAMRTST when elevating yourself. The SYSPROG
class provides heightened systems programmer security permissions. Whereas TAMRTST adds all the indicated RACF
groups to your user during the elevation.

Display Allowed Classes When Elevating Another User

Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF lets you display details on the various TAM Records, including all elevation class
records that you are allowed to use when elevating another user.

TAMR LIST TAM USER(user01)

user01
Identifies the user that you want to elevate.

TMR0400I TAMz for RACF command successful 

   

 -- TAM is Active --                                    

                                                      

 -- TAM Options --  

      

 CA NIM userid:   NIMADMIN       Logging Option: ELEVATE

 CA NIM HOST:     SYSBC41.LVN.HEDMORAL.NET:1234         

 Service Desk:    CASERVICEDESKMANAGER                  

 Service Desk Type: CASD                                

 Service Desk Update on Elevate: NO                     

                                                        

 -- TAM Service Desk Records --                                                                          

 Record Name:  SNDESK1                

 Type: SNSD        

 Service Desk: SERVICENOW                               

 Service Desk Update on Elevate: PRIVATE

      

 -- TAM Classes --

 Class: SECADMIN      Ticket Required: YES    Time:  0060

   Desc:  Adds SECADMIN permissions

   Credentials Required: YES

   Service Desk Record Name: 

   Privileges: SPECIAL 

   Group:
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This example shows that you can use the class SECADMIN when elevating another user. This class provides heightened
security administration permissions.

Display All Active Elevations

Trusted Access Manager for Z for IBM RACF lets you display the active elevation details.

To view a single group:

TAMR LIST ACTIVE

TMR0400I TAMz for RACF command successful

-- Active TAMz Elevations --

User: TAMUSR1 Start: 10:13:03 08/22/2021 End: 10:23:03 08/22/2021

   Class:  SYSPROG

   Desc:   Adds SYSPROG permissions

   Reason: Update SYS1.PARMLIB for weekend IPL

   Service Desk Ticket#: INC987654321

   TAMID:  08222021131303

   Elevated by user: TAMUSR1

   Privileges: SPECIAL

               AUDITOR

               OPERATIONS 

               ROAUDIT

   Group:  SYSPGRP

To view multiple groups:

TAMR LIST ACTIVE

TMR0400I TAMz for RACF command successful

-- Active TAMz Elevations --

User: TAMUSR1 Start: 10:18:03 08/22/2021 End: 10:23:03 08/22/2021

   Class:  ADMING1

   Desc:   Adds Admin permissions

   Reason: Administrative updates for weekend IPL

   Service Desk Ticket#: INC987656321

   TAMID:  08222021101803

   Elevated by user: TAMUSR1

   Groups: SYS1    RACFGP00 RACFGP01 RACFGP02 RACFGP0A RACFGP0B RACFGP0C

           RACFGP0 RACFGP10 RACFGP11 RACFGP12 RACFGP1A RACFGP1B RACFGP1C

           RACFGP1 RACFGP20 RACFGP21 RACFGP22 RACFGP2A RACFGP2B RACFGP2C

           RACFGP2 RACFGPA0 RACFGPA1 RACFGPA2 RACFGPAA RACFGPAB RACFGPAC

           RACFGPA RACFGPB0 RACFGPB1 RACFGPB2 RACFGPBA RACFGPBB RACFGPBC

           RACFGPB RACFGPC0 RACFGPC1 RACFGPC2 RACFGPCA RACFGPCB RACFGPCC

           RACFGPC

These examples show the following:
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• The IBM RACF user which is elevated.
• The start and end time for the elevation.
• The TAM CLASS associated with the elevation.
• The TAM CLASS description.
• The reason provided on the ELEVATE command.
• The service desk ticket number used on the ELEVATE command.
• The RACF GROUP associated with the TAM CLASS, if any.
• The RACF USER who issues the ELEVATE command.
• The RACF USER ATTRIBUTES associated with the TAM CLASS, if any.

Enable Elevation FALLBACK Through IBM RACF
Trusted Access Manager for Z FALLBACK processing lets privileged users perform elevations when required ticket
validation services are not available. An elevation provides temporary access permission for critical business needs.
A privileged user creates an elevation request through a ticket validation service. This article describes the process to
configure, define, enable, and validate FALLBACK for your organization.

As part of normal operations, your organization takes the service desk offline each week to perform maintenance.  While
your service desk is offline, an issue arises that requires a privileged user to elevate access permissions to solve a critical
business need. Service desk tickets are checked for validity through the Service Desk Ticket Validation services. Because
the service desk is offline, the elevation fails. With FALLBACK configured, the elevation would succeed.

Configure FALLBACK

Perform the following steps to configure the FALLBACK feature.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify the SJVM-Fallback.jar exists in your SJV_HOME deployment USS directory. If the SJVM-Fallback.jar does not
exist, verify with your systems programmer that the maintenance is deployed properly.

2. Update the SJVENV file, indicated by the STDENV DD statement in the SJVSTC procedure to specify the location of
the SJVM-Fallback.jar in the CLASSPATH variable. The SJVENV file must have a CLASSPATH variable pointing to
the location of the SJVM-FALLBACK.jar file. This file performs the FALLBACK check.
CLASSPATH=$CLASSPATH:"$(SJV_HOME)"/SJVM-Fallback.jar

– For existing installations, merge the new SJVENV into your old copy. Or, replace your existing SJVENV with the
new one and reconfigure to the appropriate values from your old copy.

– For a new installation, ensure that you have the SJVM-Fallback.jar in your CLASSPATH statements.
3. Confirm that program control for HFS programs is on for the "{SJV_HOME}/libJNISjv00.so" module. This module

performs calls in an authorized state and therefore must be trustworthy through program control.
cd ${SJV_HOME}

ls -lE libJNISjv00.so

-rw-r-----  -ps-  1 SJVSTC  SJVGRP     81920 Feb 26  2019 libJNISjv00.so

– The -p- indicates that program control is on. Continue to Step 5.
– If program control is not on, see step 4.

4. Add program control to the libJNISjv00.so module.
extattr +p libJNISjv00.so

If program control is not set when a FALLBACK is attempted, the ELEVATE fails. SJVSTC issues the following
messages:
BPX014I ENVIRONMENT MUST BE CONTROLLED FOR SERVER (BPX.SERVER) PROCESSING.

BPXP015I HFS PROGRAM /u/SJVSTC/libJNISjv00.so IS NOT MARKED PROGRAM CONTROLLED.

5. Verify that program control for MVS programs is on:
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SETROPTS LIST                                                                  

   ATTRIBUTES = INITSTATS NOWHEN(PROGRAM) TERMINAL(READ)                  

   STATISTICS = DATASET DASDVOL GDASDVOL GTERMINL TAPEVOL TERMINAL              

   ACTIVE CLASSES = DATASET USER GROUP $BETA $BOOLE $CCCGRP @CCCMEM @JOBCARD

– In this example, program control in IBM RACF is off and no further action is necessary. Continue to Define
FALLBACK Resource and Permissions.

– If the list command results contain "WHEN(PROGRAM....)" in the ATTRIBUTES list, program check is on. Continue
to Step 6.

6. Add program rules to allow SJVSTC access to the programs in the STEPLIB DD (CSJVLINK). The SJV modules are
considered trustworthy when access is allowed.
ralt program * addmem('yourhlq.CSJVLINK') uacc(read)

The members in the CSJVLINK are now defined to IBM RACF program control rules.
7. Activate the program rule:

setropts when(program) refresh

The program control rule is now active. SJVSTC has access to the SJV***** programs in the CSJVLINK DD in the
STEPLIB for SJVSTC proc.

NOTE
Failure to complete one or more steps between steps 5 through 7 results in one of the following error
messages:
CSV026I MODULE mod NOT ACCESSED, PROGRAM ACCESS DATA SET RESTRICTION

or

CSV025I PROGRAM CONTROLLED MODULE mod NOT ACCESSED, USER UNAUTHORIZED

Define FALLBACK Resources and Permissions

Perform the following steps to define the FALLBACK resources and permissions. Repeat this step for every TAM CLASS,
user, and SYSID you want FALLBACK enabled.

Follow these steps:

1. Define the CATAM resource rules for FALLBACK. The CATAM resource rule lets you define who can use the elevation
classes in FALLBACK mode. For initial implementation, set up only one TAM CLASS, user, and SYSID combination for
FALLBACK. After you validate the single entity, set up more rules.
RDEFINE CATAM FALLBACK.className.sysID UACC(NONE) 

PERMIT FALLBACK.className.sysID CLASS(CATAM) ID(userID) ACCESS(READ)

NOTE

• The RDEFINE command defines the FALLBACK resource protecting it from unauthorized use.
• The USER ID specified on the permit command can be an individual user or RACF group to provide

access to a group of users.
• You can use masking to provide broader access. For example, to provide a user FALLBACK access to a

class on every SYSID:
PERMIT FALLBACK.className.* CLASS(CATAM) ID(userID) ACCESS(READ)

FALLBACK rules are now in place for the className on the sysID specified for all users who match the RACF user or
RACF group in the permit.

(Optional) Enable FALLBACK in the Custom Validation Exit

You can enable a custom exit to perform service desk ticket validation on requests for elevated access permissions. With
your own exit, you can validate tickets through your custom criteria.
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• If your site is not using the custom validation exit (TAM_Custom_Validate.jar), skip this section. Go to Enable
FALLBACK.

• If your site is using custom validation exits, see Defining Custom Exit for information on exit code requirements and
implementation.

The custom validation exit is ready.

Enable FALLBACK

After you define a custom exit (if necessary) and the IBM RACF resources and permissions for FALLBACK, start or
restart SJVSTC to enable FALLBACK for use. When FALLBACK is enabled, if your installation is configured to add
comments to tickets, Trusted Access Manager for Z cannot write comments in the specified service desk ticket. Normal
SMF logging still occurs as specified by the LOGLEVEL parameter in your TAM options record. Qualifying states for
entering FALLBACK include:

• TAMSTC not being started
• Requested service desk is offline
• TCP/IP connections to the service desk are failing due to firewall, port mismatch, and incorrect connection details.

WARNING
Failure to restart or refresh SJVSTC results in FALLBACK not performing as expected.

Follow these steps:

1. Stop SJVSTC:
P SJVSTC

The following message displays:
SJV0103I SJV Shutdown is complete

2. Start SJVSTC:
S SJVSTC

The following message displays:
SJV0101I JVM Initialization Complete

SJVSTC initialization is completed.

Validate FALLBACK

Perform the following steps to validate FALLBACK is configured and enabled properly.

Follow these steps:

1. Define a single TAM CLASS with a ticket requirement for a single user. TAM CLASS records define elevations for
users of Trusted Access Manager for Z. An IBM RACF user can be elevated to an alternate IBM RACF group which
can have various permissions. The IBM RACF permissions in the associated group for the elevation class are used for
data set and resource access determination when a user's existing permissions do not have access.
ADDGROUP (SDFALLBACK) DATA('TAMR ELEVATION RACF CLASS ASSIGNMENT DEFINITION') OWNER(TAMRCLSS)

 SUPGROUP(TAMRCLSS) CSDATA(TAMRCLAS(FALLBACK1) TAMRDESC('Validating FALLBACK') TAMREGRP(racfGroup)

 TAMRTBOX(05) TAMRTCKT(REQTICKT))

TAMR REFRESH(CLASS)

The REFRESH command activates the class definition from the IBM RACF database into the internal Trusted Access
Manager for Z database.

2. Enable a user to use this CLASS in FALLBACK on the SYSID:
PERMIT FALLBACK.FALLBACK1.sysID CLASS(CATAM) ID(userID) ACCESS(READ)

3. Verify the userID specified has FALLBACK capability:
RLIST CATAM FALLBACK.FALLBACK1.SYSABC AUTHUSER
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CLASS NAME

----- ----

CATAM FALLBACK.FALLBACK1.SYSABC

LEVEL OWNER UNIVERSAL ACCESS YOUR ACCESS WARNING

----- -------- ---------------- ----------- -------

00 TVRACF1 NONE READ NO

...

USER ACCESS ACCESS COUNT

---- ------ ------ -----

TVRACF1 READ 000000

TAMUSR1 READ 000000

...

In this example, the TAMUSR1 has FALLBACK capability to FALLBACK1 class on the sysid specified, even when
ticket validation cannot be performed.

4. Start or restart SJVSTC to activate the new definitions from the previous step:
S SJVSTC

The following message displays:
SJV0101I JVM Initialization Complete

5. Shut down TAMSTC to break the connection to your Service Desk:
P TAMSTC

The following message displays and TAMSTC is shut down.
JZOS - MVS STOP command received

       IEF404I TAMSTC - ENDED

6. Ask the user to attempt to ELEVATE to the TAM CLASS with a ticket number:
TAMR ELEVATE(userID) CLASS(FALLBACK1) REASON('Testing FALLBACK') TICKET(ticketNumber)

The user elevates to the TAM CLASS and is issued a message indicating a successful elevate has occurred.
– If a successful ELEVATE message does not appear, see Troubleshooting.
– If a successful ELEVATE message appears, FALLBACK configuration is validated.
Once validated, restart TAMSTC and continue to roll out FALLBACK support for CLASSes, users, and SYSIDs as
desired by repeating the process.

Troubleshooting

If FALLBACK processing does not work as expected, review the following steps:

1. Ensure that “SJVM-Fallback.jar” is in your SJV_HOME directory and has the same owning user and group as the
directory. If not, issue the following command:
cd ${SJV_HOME}

chown SJVSTC SJVM-Fallback.jar

2. Ensure that your SJVENV file, indicated by your STDENV DD statement in your SJVSTC procedure, has the “SJVM-
Fallback.jar” in your CLASSPATH and appears in the SJVSTC job log output for the CLASSPATH value. If not, see
step 2 in Configure FALLBACK.

3. Ensure that you have program control enabled for the "libJNISjv00.so" member as indicated in steps 3 and 4 of
Configure FALLBACK. If not enabled, the following messages display in SJVSTC on an ELEVATE attempt:
BPXP014I ENVIRONMENT MUST BE CONTROLLED FOR SERVER (BPX.SERVER) PROCESSING.

BPXP015I HFS PROGRAM /u/SJVSTC/libJNISjv00.so IS NOT MARKED PROGRAM CONTROLLED.

4. Ensure that you have program control enabled for SJVSTC’s STEPLIB DD's, as indicated in Steps 5 through 7 of
Configure FALLBACK. If not enabled, one of the following messages displays:
CSV026I MODULE mod NOT ACCESSED, PROGRAM ACCESS DATA SET RESTRICTION

 or
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CSV025I PROGRAM CONTROLLED MODULE mod NOT ACCESSED, USER UNAUTHORIZED

5. Ensure that you have defined the FALLBACK resources and permits properly, and refresh IBM RACF as needed. See
Define FALLBACK Resources and Permissions.

6. Ensure that you have restarted or refreshed SJVSTC if it was running before permitting new FALLBACK resources for
the CATAM resource class. See Enable FALLBACK.

7. If you are using the Custom Validation Exit, ensure that you have coded return code RC=40 for the appropriate
“Service Unavailable” results. See Enable FALLBACK in the Custom Validation Exit.

8. Ensure that you have the “sjvv1.jar” file that has FALLBACK support.
– Ensure that you have log level = TRACE set for your SJVSTC’s logback.xml.
– After performing a failing ELEVATE that should go into FALLBACK, check the SJVSTC Java logs inside the

“SJV_HOME/logs” directory for your installation for the following message string: “Successfully enabled Fallback
validation”. This message appears after the first call to “SJVM-Fallback.jar” to perform the FALLBACK check. If
you do not see FALLBACK messages, you are likely running a copy of “sjvv1.jar” that does not have FALLBACK
support.

9. If you continue to experience issues, collect the following documentation and contact Broadcom Support:
– Complete SJVSTC Job log
– Complete SJVSTC Java logs (with log level turned up to TRACE in the "logback.xml" for SJVSTC).
– ESM listing of privileged users; Support focuses on CATAM resource permits.
– ESM listing of SJVSTC started task.
– USS directory listing of SJV_HOME directory.

Use IBM RACF Panels to Manage Elevations and List Settings
ISPF panels let you to perform TSO ACF commands using a menu driven interface.

If your TSO installation uses IBM's System Productivity Facility (SPF or ISPF), you can use full-screen panels to perform
the following activities:

• Display elevations that are currently active on a system.
• Display current product option settings and NIM service desk configurations.
• Elevate or de-elevate security access permissions.

Panels allow hierarchical navigation through menus and reduce the need to remember syntax for issuing commands.

Install and Enable the Panels

Use this procedure to install the TAMRCMD command panel. After installation, you can access the panels through TSO.

Follow these steps:

1. Refresh your Linklist Lookaside (LLA) started task (to ensure you have the latest modules):
F LLA,REFRESH

2. Copy the following members from your CFH0PNL0 library to your existing TSO LOGON PROC “ISPPLIB” library:
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– TAMDLVAT
– TAMLIST
– TAMLISTA
– TAMLVAT
– TAMTHP01
– TAMTHP02
– TAMTHP03
– TAMTHP04
– TAMTHP05
– TAMTHP06
– TAMRCOM

3. Copy the following members from your CFH0CLS0 library to your existing z/OS CLIST library:
– TAMACT#
– TAMCLDEL
– TAMCLEL
– TAMCLLIA
– TAMDLVT#
– TAMLVAT#
– TAMOLST#
– TAMRCMD

4. Invoke the panels:
a. Log on to TSO.
b. Access the ISPF/PDF TSO Primary Option Menu.
c. Select option 6, and then enter TAMRCMD in the ISPF command shell.

From there, you can optionally take the steps to add TAMRCMD to your main ISPF panels list, as documented by IBM.

Review Active Elevations

Use this procedure to list the active elevations. This review gives you full awareness of in-progress privileged access
activity.

Follow these steps:

1. Select option 1 LIST from the TAM for RACF ISPF Option Selection Menu:
The TAM for RACF LIST TAM INFO panel displays.

2. Select option 1 LIST ACTIVE to display all the active elevations:
The active elevations display:

------------------------    TAM for RACF ELEVATE PERMISSIONS ---- Row 1 to 3 of 3

COMMAND  ===>

---------------      ACTIVE TAMZ ELEVATIONS  -------------------------

USER     CLASS              DESCRIPTION(Truncated to 58 characters)

-------  ----------------   ------------------------------------------------------

DEMO     MORTALS            Enables the Powers of Man

MASTER   DEM0CLASSVERYBIG   PARMLIB Access

MASTER   DEMO005            TAMRFX02 test class 1

MASTER   DEMO004            Long term test class C

*******************************  Bottom of data   ********************************
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View TAM Options

Use this procedure to list the TAM options. Listing these options shows the product status, global options,
classes that exist, and service desk records that exist. To view global options and service desk records, you need
resource TAM.LISTTAM in the CATAM class. The display of TAM classes is controlled by the TAM.ELEVATE.class.user
resource in the CATAM class; Command issuers will see only the classes for which they have permission.

Follow these steps:

1. Select option 1 LIST from the TAM for RACF ISPF Option Selection Menu.
The TAM for RACF LIST TAM INFO panel displays.

2. Select option 2 LIST OPTIONS to display TAM options.
The TAM options shows that the product is active, displays global options in effect, the service desk overrides that
exist, and existing TAM classes to which the command issuer has access:

TMR0400I TAMz for RACF command successful

-- TAM is Active --

-- TAM Options --

CA NIM userid: NIMADMIN Logging Option: ELEVATE

CA NIM HOST: system1.companyb.com:8080

Service Desk: CAServiceDeskManager

Service Desk Type: CASD

Service Desk Update on Elevate: NO

-- TAM Service Desk Records --

Record Name: SNDESK1 Type: SNSD

Service Desk: ServiceNow

Service Desk Update on Elevate: PRIVATE

Record Name: SNDESK2 Type: SNSD

Service Desk: ServiceNow

Service Desk Update on Elevate: PUBLIC

-- TAM Classes --

Class: SYSPROG             Ticket Required: YES    Time: 60

   Desc:  Adds SYSPROG permissions

   Service Desk Record Name: SNDESK1

   Group: SYSPGRP

          

Elevate a User

Use this procedure to elevate a user.

Follow these steps:

1. Select option 2 ELEVATE from the TAM for RACF ISPF Option Selection Menu.
The TAM for RACF ELEVATE PERMISSIONS panel displays.

2. Specify the login ID of the user to elevate, and then press Enter to refresh the panel.
3. Complete the following fields, and press Enter:
REASON

Specifies the reason description for the elevation. REASON is a required field.
LIMIT: 64-characters
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TICKET
Specifies the service desk ticket value.
LIMIT: 64-characters

4. Type S next to each class for which you want to elevate the user, and then press Enter.

The user receives elevated permissions; elevated authority is now active.

De-Elevate a User

Use this procedure to remove an elevation.

Follow these steps:

1. Select option 3 DEELEVATE from the TAM for RACF ISPF Option Selection Menu.
The TAM for RACF DEELEVATE PERMISSIONS panel displays.

2. Complete the following fields, and then press Enter:
REASON

Specifies the reason description for the de-elevation.
LIMIT: 64-characters

TICKET
Specifies the service desk ticket value.
LIMIT:  64-characters

3. Type S next to each user that you want to de-elevate, and then press Enter.

For each selection you made, elevated authority is now deactivated. The list of elevations no longer includes users that
you de-elevated.

Audit Elevated and De-elevated Activity through IBM RACF
While elevated, Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF writes SMF type 80 records for the access given to data sets,
resources, and IBM RACF commands provided by the elevation. Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF ELEVATE and
DEELEVATE commands are also logged in the SMF 80 records. Administrators can define the level of logging that occurs
using the LOGLEVEL parameter in the Options record. The LOGLEVEL parameter specifies how to log access activity
while a user is logged on with elevated access permissions. LOGLEVEL can be set to log only accesses that are caused
by an elevation or everything a user does during elevation. Accesses caused by an elevation have the elevation details
written into the log string portion of the SMF80 records. Auditors can use the supplied TAMRSMF sample job to create
reports detailing these accesses.

NOTE
When elevated, Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF first checks for authorizations that are directly
connected to the user to see if they provided access. The product works its way through the active elevations
for the user, from newest to oldest, to determine which elevation and associated IBM RACF group or privilege
provided access. If multiple elevations contain the same group or privilege, the first elevation class found
providing the access is marked as providing access to the resource.

Audit Report JCL

The TAMRSMF JCL, located in yourhlq.CFH0JCL, lets you see which data sets, resources, and IBM RACF commands
were accessed while users were elevated. TAMRSMF sends an SMF data set to a temporary file and uses the IBM
ICETOOL utility to create three reports from the SMF data. The report output includes data sets, resources, IBM RACF
commands, and elevate and de-elevate commands.
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Data Set and Resource Access Reports

As an auditor, you want to report on data set and resource accesses that occur while elevated. You also want to report
when the LOGLEVEL option is set to ALL, which specifies that all access is logged while a user has elevated access
permissions. This report includes the following data:

Date
Indicates date of the elevation access.

Time
Indicates time of the elevation access.

Event
Indicates the audit event.

Result
Indicates the result of the access attempt.

Acc Req
Indicates that the access was requested.

Acc All
Indicates that the access was allowed.

UserID
Indicates the user who was given access.

Group
Indicates the IBM RACF group name.

System
Indicates System Identification.

Terminal
Indicates foreground user terminal ID.

Jobname
Indicates the job that is associated with the security event.

Resource Name
Indicates IBM RACF resource name.

Class
Indicates IBM RACF resource class.

SECLABEL
Indicates security labels assigned tousers in an MLS.

Logstr
Identifies the section of the report containing elevation details, including:
Header: “TAMZ FOR RACF AUDIT EVENT”

Indicates that the log string entry was written by Trusted Access Manager for Z.
TAMID

Indicates a unique identification number that is assigned at elevation. The number is carried through each
event that is associated with the elevation. The TAMID is deleted when the elevation is timed out or at de-
elevation. When re-elevation occurs to the same class, the current TAMID is expired and a new one is
generated.

CLASS
Indicates the elevation CLASS that provided access.
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GROUP/PRIV
Indicates the IBM RACF GROUP or USER ATTRIBUTE associated with the elevation CLASS that
provided access.

REASON
Indicates the reason that is provided on the ELEVATE command for elevation that provided access.

TICKET
Indicates the service desk ticket number that is provided on the ELEVATE command.

Original Logstr
Indicates the existence of a LOGSTR or LOGSTRX from an AUTH or FASTAUTH call.

The SMFICNTL DD card in the TAMRSMF sample job can be set to filter access events by a specific user, a set of users,
or other filter criteria. For example, you can filter on all resource accesses done by a specific user when access was given
due to an elevation. Sample SMFICNTL cards are provided in the TAMRSMF sample job.

For information on modifying the report, see the IBM ICETOOL Utility documentation.

The following output was run using the ACCESS_SAMPLE1 SMFICNTL DD card in the TAMRSMF sample job. The
sample job generates all resource accesses done by a user when access was given due to an elevation. The job also
generates if the LOGLEVEL option is set to ALL and a resource access occurred while the user was elevated.

 Date        Time       Event     Result    Acc Req  Acc All  User ID   Group   System   Terminal   Jobname  

                        Resource Name            Class                SECLABEL                 Logstr        

   Original Logstr

 2022-08-30   14:29:12   ACCESS   SUCCESS     READ      READ   TCRACF2   SYS1    XE8C    TC335TST  

 TSTRACF.RESOURCE.TEST            TSTRACF          TAMZ FOR RACF AUDIT EVENT   TAMID=0830202214290536 CLASS:

 MORTALS       REASON: TEST   TICKET:  GROUP : MORTLGRP  

 2022-08-30   14:29:18   ACCESS  SUCCESS      READ      READ   TCRACF2  SYS1      XE8C    TC336TST  

 TSTRACF.RESOURCE.TEST           TSTRACF          TAMZ FOR RACF AUDIT EVENT   TAMID=0830202214290536 CLASS:

 MORTALS         REASON: TEST    TICKET:  GROUP : MORTLGR  P  TABFX02X: THE NEXT FASTAU TH HAS NO LOGSTR TEXT

In this example, both accesses occurred under the same elevation session (TAMID 0805202103550891).

IBM RACF Command Accesses

As an auditor, you want to report on IBM RACF command accesses that occurred while elevated. You also want to report
when the LOGLEVEL option is set to ALL, which specifies that all access is logged while a user has elevated access
permissions. This report includes the following data:

Date
Indicates date of the elevation access.

Time
Indicates time of the elevation access.

Event
Indicates the audit event.

Results
Indicates the result of the access attempt.

UserID
Indicates the user given access.

Group
Indicates the IBM RACF group name.

System
Indicates the System Identification.
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Terminal
Indicates the foreground user terminal ID.

Jobname
Indicates the job that is associated with the security event.

Logstr
Identifies the section of the report containing elevation details, including:
Header: “TAMZ FOR RACF AUDIT EVENT”

Indicates the log string entry that was written by Trusted Access Manager for Z.
TAMID

Indicates a unique identification number that is assigned at elevation. The number is carried through each
event that is associated with the elevation. The TAMID is deleted when the elevation is timed out or at de-
elevation. When re-elevation occurs to the same class, the current TAMID is expired and a new one is
generated.

CLASS
Indicates the elevation CLASS that provided access.

REASON
Indicates the reason that is provided on the ELEVATE command for elevation that provided access.

TICKET
Indicates the service desk ticket number that is provided on the ELEVATE command, if provided.

CMD
Indicates the IBM RACF Command that was issued; for example: SETROPTS.

PRIV
Indicates the RACF GROUP or USER ATTRIBUTE associated with the elevation CLASS that provided
access.

The SMFICNTL DD card in the TAMRSMF sample job can be set to filter access events by a specific user, a set of users,
or other filter criteria. For example, you can filter on all IBM RACF command accesses done by a specific user when
access was given due to an elevation. Sample SMFICNTL cards are provided in the TAMRSMF sample job. If you want to
create a custom filter criteria, see the IBM ICETOOL documentation..

WARNING
Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF uses SMF80 subtype 27 (general) for logging IBM RACF command
accesses provided by an elevation class. Do not change the "GENERAL" filter criteria. Doing so can provide
unreliable results.

Example

In this example, the TAMRSMF sample job is run using RACFCMDS_SAMPLE1 SMFICNTL DD card. The sample job
generates all IBM RACF commands done by a user when access was given due to an elevation. The job also generates if
the LOGLEVEL option is set to ALL and the command was issued while the user was elevated.

1- 1 -        TAMZ: Elevation RACF Command Loggings        20/07/05        07:20:39 pm

                                                                                

Date         Time       Event      Result     User ID    Group      System   Terminal   Jobname    Logstr

----------   --------   --------   --------   --------   --------   ------   --------   --------  

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

2020-07-05   14:20:06   GENERAL    SUCCESS    TAMZUSER   SYS1       LPARA    A41LO90E   TAMZUSER   TAMZ FOR

 RACF AUDIT EVENT   TAMID=0805202105382994 CLASS: TAMRPOPR         REASON: Provide OPERATIONS     TICKET      

                                                   CMD: SETROPTS PRIV: OPERATIONS

2020-07-05   16:20:06   GENERAL    SUCCESS    TAMZUSER   SYS1       LPARA    A41LO90E   TAMZUSER   TAMZ FOR

 RACF AUDIT EVENT   TAMID=0805202105534315 CLASS: TAMRPSPC         REASON: Provide SPECIAL   
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In this example, TAMZ LOGLEVEL option was set to elevate. The report only shows accesses due to elevations. Note, the
report shows two different session IDs (TAMID 0805202105382994 and TAMID 0805202105534315) and the IBM RACF
commands that were issued.

Elevate or De-Elevate Command

As an auditor, you want to report on elevate and de-elevate commands to see when the elevation sessions start and
stop. This report includes the following data:

Date
Indicates the date that the command was issued.

Time
Indicates the time that the command was issued.

Event
Indicates the audit event.

UserID
Indicates the user issuing the command.

Group
Indicates the IBM RACF group name.

System
Indicates the system identification.

Terminal
Indicates the foreground user terminal identification.

Jobname
Indicates the job that is associated with the security event.

Logstr
Identifies the section of the report containing event details including:
Header: "TAMZ FOR RACF COMMAND"

Indicates that the SMF record was written by Trusted Access Manager for Z.
TAMID

Indicates a unique identification number that is assigned at elevation. The number is carried through each
event that is associated with the elevation. The TAMID is deleted when the elevation is timed out or at de-
elevation. When re-elevation occurs to the same class, the current TAMID is expired and a new one is
generated.

TAMR ELEVATE/DEELEVATE Command
Contains the command that was issued for the elevation or de-elevation event.

RC
Indicates the return code in response to the Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF command issued.

RSN
Indicates the reason code in response to the Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF command issued.

The SMFICNTL DD card in the TAMRSMF sample job can be set to filter TAMR commands by a specific user, a set
of users, or other filter criteria. You can filter on criteria such as all TAMR command accesses done by a specific user.
Sample SMFICNTL cards are provided in the TAMRSMF sample job.

If you want to make custom filter criteria, see the IBM ICETOOL documentation.
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WARNING
Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF uses SMF80 subtype 27 (general) for logging IBM RACF command
accesses provided by an elevation class. Do not change the "GENERAL" filter criteria. Doing so can provide
unreliable results.

Journal File for IBM RACF
The common journal file logs all the elevate and de-elevate commands and messages. Use the journal file to troubleshoot
or audit Trusted Access Manager for Z for IBM RACF elevation commands.

1. Allocate a journal data set by updating the data set name and the desired journal size in the SJVJRNL member of the
hlq.CSJVJCLO data set. One cylinder can hold approximately 900 journal records. Each command and response is
two records, one for the command and one for the response.

2. Activate journaling by updating the SJVM stated task:
JOURNAL DD DISP=SHR,DSN=my.tamz.journal

Example

The following output is an example of a journal file:

SJVM JOURNAL FILE00009050000000

08/28 14:21:58 TAMR ELEVATE(DEMO) CLASS(HERO) REASON(TEST) TICKET(123)

08/28 14:21:58 TMR0412E TAMR - Ticket validation failed, see SJVM logs for more details

08/28 14:22:00 TAMR ELEVATE(IBMUSER) CLASS(HERO) REASON(TEST) TICKET(123)

08/28 14:22:00 TMR0412E TAMR - Ticket validation failed, see SJVM logs for more details

08/28 14:22:01 TAMR DEELEVATE(DEMO) CLASS(HERO) REASON(TEST) TICKET(123)

08/28 14:22:01 TMR0406E TAMR Elevated permission to remove not found for user

08/28 14:22:05 TAMR ELEVATE(QATEST) CLASS(DEMO005) REASON('TESTING') TICKET(123)

08/28 14:22:05 TMR0420I TAMR - Successfully elevated USER=QATEST to CLASS=DEMO005

08/28 14:22:05 TMR044EI TAMR - Successfully elevated TAMID 0828202114220503

08/28 14:22:10 TAMR DEELEVATE(QATEST) CLASS(DEMO005)

08/28 14:22:10 TMR0424I TAMR - Successfully removed elevation CLASS=DEMO005 from USER=QATEST

08/28 14:22:10 TMR0442I TAMR - Successfully removed TAMID: 0828202114221003 

08/28 14:22:10 TMR0442I with TAMID=0828202114221003

The following details the journal entries in the example:

• TAMR ELEVATE(DEMO) CLASS(HERO) REASON(TEST) TICKET(123)
Represents a command to elevate user DEMO to class HERO. The elevate command includes a reason of TEST and
ticket #123 for validation.

• TMR0412E TAMR - Ticket validation failed, see SJVM logs for more details.
Indicates that the elevation failed.

• TAMR ELEVATE(IBMUSER) CLASS(HERO) REASON(TEST) TICKET(123)
Represents a command to elevate user IBMUSER to class HERO. The elevate command includes a reason of TEST
and ticket #123 for validation.

• TMR0412E TAMR - Ticket validation failed, see SJVM logs for more details
Indicates that the above elevation failed.

• TAMR DEELEVATE(DEMO) CLASS(HERO) REASON(TEST) TICKET(123)
Represents a de-elevate command to remove the elevate from user DEMO to class HERO.

• TMR0406E TAMR Elevated permission to remove not found for user
Indicates the de-elevate failed because user DEMO was not elevated.

• TAMR ELEVATE(QATEST) CLASS(DEMO005) REASON('TESTING') TICKET(123)
Represents a command to elevate user QATEST to class DEMO005. The elevate command includes a reason of
TESTING and ticket #123 for validation.

• TMR0420I TAMR - Successfully elevated USER=QATEST to CLASS=DEMO005
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Indicates that the elevate command for user QATEST to class DEMO005 was successful. The user can begin to use
the elevated permissions.

• TAMR044EI TAMR - Successfully elevated TAMID: 0722202110130303
Indicates that the elevate command for TAMID TMR0442I 0722202110130303 was successful.

• TAMR DEELEVATE(QATEST) CLASS(DEMO005)
Represents a command to de-elevate the elevation of user QATEST to class DEMO005.

• TMR0424I TAMR - Successfully removed elevation CLASS=DEMO005 from USER=QATEST
Indicates that user QATEST elevation was successfully removed from class DEMO005.

• TMR0442I TAMR - Successfully removed elevation from TAMID 0722202110130303.
Indicates that TAMID 0722202110130303 elevation was successfully removed from class DEMO005.

TAMRPTTZ - Audit Utility
As an auditor, you want to see all activity that occurs by a user or ticket number from elevation to de-elevation or elevation
time-out. A unique session ID (TAMID) is assigned at elevation time and carried through each elevation and de-elevation
event. The TAMRPTTZ audit utility reads the TAMR SMF records used to build the reports from the TAMRSMF job,
including the TAMR commands, IBM RACF commands, and resource access reports. All activity that occurs by a user
or TAMID from elevation to de-elevation or elevation time-out is added to the CSV file. By default, the report is sorted by
TAMID then timestamp.

To build the CSV file, the TAMRPTTZ job runs the TAMRSMF reports and aggregates into a single CSV file. Optionally,
you can include an extra job step that generates a JSON format of the CSV report that is offloaded into JSON consumers.
For information on available filter criteria, see the documentation included in the TAMRPTTZ job. The SMF 80 subtype
general records are listed first, followed by the SMF 80 subtype access records. Both are sorted by TAMID followed by the
timestamp.

To generate a comprehensive “Start-Activity-Stop” report, import the CSV into your desired CSV-tool and sort by TAMID
followed by date and time.

Sample Output

UTF-8 escape sequences may be present in the CSV file and JSON output if TAMRCSV finds non-printable characters in
text strings that is wrapped in quotes. For example:

"TABFX02X:\u0000THIS, MAY, OR MAY NOT, \u0000BREAK TAMRCSV,,,"

The following sample output is the CSV file that is generated by TAMRPTTZ:

Type,Date,Time,Event,Result,UserId,Group,System,Terminal,Jobname,Resource_Name,Resource_Class,SECLABEL,TAMID,Command_Issued,Elevated_User,Tam_Class,Tam_Reason,T

 am_Ticket,RC,RSN,Access_By_Group_Priv,New_TAMID,Original_LOGSTR                

T,2022-08-30,14:29:07,GENERAL,,TCRACF1,SYS1,XE8C,,TC330TST,,,,0830202214290536,E

 LEVATE,TCRACF2,MORTALS,"TEST",,00,00,,,                                         

T,2022-08-30,14:29:23,GENERAL,,TCRACF1,SYS1,XE8C,,TC340TST,,,,0830202214290536,D

 EELEVATE,TCRACF2,MORTALS,"TEST",,00,00,,,       

A,2022-08-30,14:33:01,ACCESS,SUCCESS,TMRACF2,SYS1,XE8C,,TM336TSZ,TAM.LISTTAM,TESTFX02,,0830202214320266,,,MORTALS,"TEST",,,,MORTLGRP,,"TABFX02X:

 THE NEXT FASTAU TH HAS NO LOGSTR TEXT."

The following sample output is the JSON file that is generated by TAMRPTTZ:

[

  {

   "Type": "T",

   "Date": "2022-08-30",

   "Time": "14:29:07",

   "Event": "GENERAL",

   "UserId": "TCRAC01",
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   "Group": "SYS1",

   "System": "XE8C",

   "Jobname": "TC330TST",

   "TAMID": "0830202214290536",

   "Command_Issued": "ELEVATE",

   "Elevated_User": "TCRACF2",

   "Tam_Class": "MORTALS",

   "Tam_Reason": "TEST",

   "RC": "00",

   "RSN": "00"

  },

  {

   "Type": "T",

   "Date": "2022-08-30",

   "Time": "14:29:23",

   "Event": "GENERAL",

   "UserId": "TCRACF1",

   "Group": "SYS1",

   "System": "XE8C",

   "Jobname": "TC340TST",

   "TAMID": "0830202214290536",

   "Command_Issued": "DEELEVATE",

   "Elevated_User": "TCRACF2",

   "Tam_Class": "MORTALS",

   "Tam_Reason": "TEST",

   "RC": "00",

   "RSN": "00"

  },

  {

   "Type": "A",

   "Date": "2022-08-30",

   "Time": "14:33:01",

   "Event": "ACCESS",

   "Result": "SUCCESS",

   "UserId": "TMRACF2",

   "Group": "SYS1",

   "System": "XE8C",

   "Jobname": "TM336TSZ",

   "Resource_Name": "TAM.LISTTAM",

   "Resource_Class": "TESTFX02",

   "TAMID": "0830202214320266",

   "Tam_Class": "MORTALS",

   "Tam_Reason": "TEST",

   "Access_By_Group_Priv": "MORTLGRP"

   "Original_LOGSTR": "TABFX02X: THE NEXT FASTAUTH HAS NO LOGSTR TEXT.",

  }

]
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Command Reference
This topic discusses concurrent steps for setting up Trusted Access Manager for Z across multiple ESMs.

As a security administrator for multiple ESMs, you want to configure Trusted Access Manager for Z concurrently, restrict
who has access to a elevated state, and time box the duration of the elevated state. This section provides the steps on
how to add permissions for authorized personnel to elevate access permissions to resolve emergencies or solve critical
business needs immediately.

Define the CATAM Resource Class to the ESM

Define the CATAM resource class to the ESM. The CATAM resource class is used by all TAMZ permission checking.

ESM Define the CATAM Resource Class

ACF2 N/A

Top Secret N/A

IBM RACF RDEFINE CDT CATAM UACC(NONE)                                     

  CDTINFO(DEFAULTUACC(NONE) FIRST(ALPHA) MAXLENGTH(246)           

  OTHER(ALPHA,NUMERIC,SPECIAL) POSIT(500) RACLIST(ALLOWED)        

  GENERIC(ALLOWED))                                               

SETROPTS RACLIST(CDT) REFRESH

SETROPTS CLASSACT(CATAM) RACLIST(CATAM) GENERIC(CATAM)

Provide CATAM Resource Class Ownerships or Parent Entities

Provide the necessary ownerships or parent entities for the CATAM resources to the ESM.

ESM Provide CATAM Resource Class Ownerships or Parent Entities

ACF2 N/A

Top Secret TSS ADD(tamz_dept) CATAM(TAM)

IBM RACF Update and run the TAMRSPGR JCL, located in the CFH0JCL0 library.
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Define a TAM CLASS Record

Define TAM CLASS records to describe the elevation details a user gains when elevated to this entity.

ESM Define a TAM CLASS Record

ACF2 SET CONTROL(TAM)

INSERT CLASS.classname DESC(description)

  TIMEBOX(nnnn)

  ALTUID(altuid1,altuid2...altuidn)

  ROLENAME(role1,role2...rolen)

  ATTRIBUT(attribut1,attribut2...attributn)

  [REQCREDS|NOREQCREDS]

  [REQTICKT|NOREQTICKT]

  [SDESK(sdrecname)]

F ACF2,REFRESH(CLASS),TYPE(TAM)

Top Secret TSS ADD(TAMZ) TAMCLASS(classname) PROFILE(profile) 

  TIMEBOX(nnnn) 

  TAMDESC(description) 

  [TICKREQ(NO|YES)] 

  [TAMDESK(service_desk_record_id)]

IBM RACF ADDGROUP (class_groupname) DATA('xxxxxx') OWNER(TAMRCLSS)

SUPGROUP(TAMRCLSS)   

CSDATA(TAMRCLAS(classname)

       TAMRDESC(description)

       TAMREGRP(groupname)

       TAMRTBOX(nnnn) 

       [TAMRCRED(YES|NO)]

       [TAMRDESK(service_desk_record_id)]

       [TAMRTCKT(REQTICKT|NOREQTICKT)]

       [TAMRASPC(YES|NO)]

       [TAMRAAUD(YES|NO)]

       [TAMRAOPR(YES|NO)]

       [TAMRAROA(YES|NO)])

RDEFINE CATAM TAM.REFRESH UACC(NONE)

PERMIT TAM.REFRESH CLASS(CATAM) ID(user) ACCESS(READ)

SETROPTS RACLIST(CATAM) REFRESH

TAMR REFRESH(CLASS)

ESM List the TAM CLASS Record

ACF2 SET CONTROL(TAM)

LIST CLASS.classname

Top Secret TSS LIST(TAMZ) TAMCLASS(classname)

IBM RACF LISTGRP class_groupname NORACF CSDATA
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Define an Options Record

Define an options record to configure the global options for users of Trusted Access Manager for Z.

ESM Define an Options Record

ACF2 SET CONTROL(TAM)

INSERT OPTIONS LOGLEVEL(ELEVATE|ALL|ALLTAMID)

  [LOGSTRM|NOLOGSTRM]

  [LOGNAME(ccs_logstream_name)]

  [NIMUSER(nimadmin)]

  [NIMPSWD(nimadmin_pswd)]

  [NIMHOST(machine_name:port)]

  [SDNAME(service_desk_name)]

  [SDTYPE(service_desk_type)]

  [SDUPDATE(NO|PUBLIC|PRIVATE)]

F ACF2,REFRESH(OPTIONS),TYPE(TAM)

Top Secret TSS ADD(SDT) TAMZOPT(OPTIONS) 

  LOGLEVEL(ELEVATE|ALL)

  [NIMUSER(nimadmin)] 

  [NIMPSWD(nimadmin_pswd)] 

  [NIMHOST(machine_name:port)] 

  [SDNAME(service_desk_name)] 

  [SDTYPE(service_desk_type)] 

  [TICKUPD(NO|PUBLIC|PRIVATE)] 

  [TAMLOG|NOTAMLOG] 

  [LOGNAME(ccs_logstream_name)] 

  

IBM RACF ADDGROUP (options_groupname) DATA('xxxxxx') OWNER(TAMROPTS) 

  SUPGROUP(TAMROPTS) 

  CSDATA(LOGLVLO(ELEVATE|ALL) 

       [NIMUSER(nimadmin)] 

       [NIMPSWD(nimadmin_pswd)]

       [NIMHOST(machine_name:port)]

       [SDNAMEO(service_desk_name)]       

       [SDTYPEO(service_desk_type)]

       [SDUPDTO(NO|PUBLIC|PRIVATE)]       

       [TAGNATV(YES|NO)]

       [SJVNAME(sjvstc_procname)]

       [TAMNAME(tamstc_procname)])

RDEFINE CATAM TAM.REFRESH UACC(NONE)

SETROPTS RACLIST(CATAM) REFRESH

PERMIT TAM.REFRESH CLASS(CATAM) ID(user) ACCESS(READ)

TAMR REFRESH(OPTIONS)

ESM List the Options Record

ACF2 SET CONTROL(TAM)

LIST OPTIONS

Top Secret TSS LIST(SDT) TAMZOPT(OPTIONS)
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ESM List the Options Record

IBM RACF LISTGRP options_groupname NORACF CSDATA

(Optional) Define a Service Desk Override (SDESK) Record

Define an optional Service Desk Override (SDESK) record to override specific Service Desk configuration values from the
global TAMZ OPTIONS record, when these SDESK records are associated with TAM CLASSes. If you do not desire to
override any of the global settings, this step can be skipped.

ESM Define a Service Desk Record Override Record

ACF2 SET CONTROL(TAM)

INSERT SDESK.sdRecordName SDNAME(service_desk_name) SDTYPE(type)

  SDUPDATE(NO|PRIVATE|PUBLIC)

F ACF2,REFRESH(SDESK),TYPE(TAM)

Top Secret TSS ADD(TAMZSD) TAMDESK(sdRecordName) SDNAME(service_desk_name) 

  SDTYPE(type) TICKUPD(NO|PUBLIC|PRIVATE)

IBM RACF ADDGROUP (sdrec_groupname) DATA('xxxxxx') OWNER(TAMRSDSK) 

  SUPGROUP(TAMRSDSK) 

  CSDATA(SDRCRDNM(sdRecordName) 

       SDNAME(service_desk_name) 

       SDTYPE(type) 

       SDUPDATE(NO|PRIVATE|PUBLIC) )

DEFINE CATAM TAM.REFRESH UACC(NONE)

PERMIT TAM.REFRESH CLASS(CATAM) ID(user) ACCESS(READ)

SETROPTS RACLIST(CATAM) REFRESH

TAMR REFRESH(SDESK)

ESM List the Service Desk Record Override Record

ACF2 SET CONTROL(TAM)

LIST SDESK.sdRecordName

Top Secret TSS LIST(TAMZSD) TAMDESK(sdRecordName)

IBM RACF LISTGRP sdrec_groupname NORACF CSDATA
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Define Who Can Elevate Users

Define and permit the CATAM resource entities which allow users to elevate other users into the TAM CLASSes
previously defined. The default resource rule type code is TAM.

ESM Define Who Can Elevate Users

ACF2 SET RESOURCE(TAM)

RECKEY TAM ADD(ELEVATE.classname.elevation_target_id

  ROLE(elevate_command_issuer_role1)|UID(elevate_command_issuer)

  ALLOW)

F ACF2,REBUILD(TAM)

Top Secret TSS PERMIT(elevate_command_issuer) 

  CATAM(TAM.ELEVATE.classname.elevation_target_id)

IBM RACF RDEFINE CATAM TAM.ELEVATE.classname.elevation_target_id UACC(NONE)

PERMIT TAM.ELEVATE.classname.elevation_target_id CLASS(CATAM) 

  ID(elevate_command_issuer) ACCESS(READ)

SETROPTS RACLIST(CATAM) REFRESH

ESM List  Who Can Elevate Users

ACF2 SET RESOURCE(TAM)

LIST TAM

Top Secret TSS LIST(elevate_command_issuer) DATA(ALL)

IBM RACF RLIST CATAM TAM.ELEVATE.classname.elevation_target_id AUTHUSER

Define Who Can Remove Elevation

Define who can remove an elevation from a user.

ESM Define Who Can Remove Elevation

ACF2 SET RESOURCE(TAM)

RECKEY TAM ADD(REMOVE.classname.elevation_target_id 

  ROLE(elevate_command_issuer_role1)|UID(elevate_command_issuer)

  ALLOW)

F ACF2,REBUILD(TAM)

Top Secret TSS REVOKE(elevate_command_issuer) 

  CATAM(TAM.ELEVATE.classname.elevation_target_id)
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ESM Define Who Can Remove Elevation

IBM RACF RDEFINE CATAM TAM.REMOVE.classname.elevation_target_id UACC(NONE)

PERMIT TAM.REMOVE.classname.elevation_target_id CLASS(CATAM) 

  ID(elevate_command_issuer) ACCESS(READ)

SETROPTS RACLIST(CATAM) REFRESH

ESM List Who Can Remove Elevation

ACF2 SET RESOURCE(TAM)

LIST TAM

Top Secret N/A

IBM RACF RLIST CATAM TAM.REMOVE.classname.user AUTHUSER

Define and Permit Users to Display Active Elevations

Define and permit the CATAM resource entities which allow users to display active elevations.

ESM Define Users to Display Active Elevations

ACF2 SET RESOURCE(TAM)

RECKEY TAM ADD(DISPLAY.ALLUSERS 

  ROLE(elevate_command_issuer_role1)|UID(elevate_command_issuer) 

  ALLOW)

F ACF2,REBUILD(TAM)

Top Secret TSS PERMIT(elevate_command_issuer) 

  CASECAUT(TSSCMD.ADMIN.MODIFY) ACCESS(USE)

IBM RACF RDEFINE CATAM TAM.DISPLAY.ALLUSERS UACC(NONE)

PERMIT TAM.DISPLAY.ALLUSERS CLASS(CATAM) 

  ID(elevate_command_issuer) ACCESS(READ)

SETROPTS RACLIST(CATAM) REFRESH

Define and Permit Users to View All TAM Records

Define and permit the CATAM resource entities which allow users to display all classes.

ESM Define and Permit Users to View All TAM Records

ACF2 CHANGE logonid ACCOUNT|SECURITY|AUDIT

Top Secret TSS PERMIT(elevate_command_issuer) 

  CASECAUT(TSSCMD.TAMZ.LIST) ACCESS(USE)

IBM RACF RDEFINE CATAM TAM.LISTTAM UACC(NONE)

PERMIT TAM.LISTTAM CLASS(CATAM) 

  ID(elevate_command_issuer) ACCESS(READ)

SETROPTS RACLIST(CATAM) REFRESH
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Define and Permit Non-Authorized Sign-ons to Obtain Elevation Details

Define and permit the CATAM resource entities which allow non-authorized sign-ons access to obtain elevation details.
Signons are generally done from authorized callers so this rule line might never be used.

.SM Define and Permit Non-Authorized Sign-ons to Obtain Elevation Details

ACF2 SET RESOURCE(TAM)

RECKEY TAM ADD(OBTAIN.classname.elevation_target_id

  ROLE(role1)|UID(elevate_command_issuer)

  ALLOW)

F ACF2,REBUILD(TAM)

Top Secret N/A

IBM RACF RDEFINE CATAM TAM.OBTAIN.elevation_target_id UACC(NONE)

PERMIT TAM.OBTAIN.elevation_target_id CLASS(CATAM) 

  ID(elevate_command_issuer) ACCESS(READ)

SETROPTS RACLIST(CATAM) REFRESH

Elevate Security Permissions

Issuing the command to elevate a user.

ESM Elevate Security Permissions Group

ACF2 ELEVATE CLASS(classname) 

  REASON(reason_for_elevation) 

  USER(user) 

  [TICKET(ticket_number)]

  [CRED(users_credentials)]

Top Secret TSS ELEVATE(user) 

  TAMCLASS(classname) 

  REASON(reason_for_elevation) 

  [TICKET(ticket_number)] JOBNAME(job|*)

IBM RACF TAMR ELEVATE(user) 

  CLASS(classname) 

  REASON(reason_for_elevation) 

  [TICKET(ticket_number)] [CRED(users_credentials)]
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De-elevate Security Permissions

Issuing the command to remove an elevation from a user.

ESM De-elevate Security Permissions

ACF2 ELEVATE CLASS(classname) 

  REASON(reason_for_de-elevation) 

  USER(user) 

  [TICKET(ticket_number)] REMOVE

Top Secret TSS DEELEVATE(user|group) 

  TAMCLASS(classname) 

  [REASON(reason_for_de-elevation)] 

  [TICKET(ticket_number)]

IBM RACF TAMR DEELEVATE(user) 

  CLASS(classname) 

  [REASON(reason_for_de-elevation)] 

  [TICKET(ticket_number)]

View Active Elevations

Show all active elevations for all logonids.

ESM View Active Elevations

ACF2 SHOW ELEVATE

Top Secret TSS MODIFY TAMZ(STATUS)

IBM RACF TAMR LIST ACTIVE

View Active Elevations You Can Remove

Show all active elevations which the user is allowed to remove.

ESM View Active Elevations You Can Remove

ACF2 SHOW ELEVATE REMOVE

Top Secret N/A

IBM RACF TAMR LIST ACTIVE REMOVE

View All TAM CLASSes You Are Allowed to Use

View all defined class records.

ESM View All TAM CLASSes You Are Allowed to Use

ACF2 SHOW TAM

Top Secret TSS LIST(TAMZ) TAMCLASS(*)

IBM RACF TAMR LIST TAM
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View All TAM CLASSes You Are Allowed to Give to a Specific User

View all defined classes that are eligible to elevate another user.

ESM View All TAM CLASSes You Are Allowed to Give to a Specific User

ACF2 SHOW TAM USER(user)

Top Secret N/A

IBM RACF TAMR LIST TAM USER(user)
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Messages
Messages are generated to describe normal processing, warning situations, and error conditions that may occur.

ACF60060
Not authorized to issue ACF ELEVATE command

Reason:

You do not have the authority to issue the ACF2 ELEVATE command.

Action:

Issue the SHOW TAM subcommand to see the classes that you are authorized to use to perform elevations. If necessary,
request authority to the class that you need.

ACF60061
ACF error with ELEVATE command

Reason:

An internal error occurred when ACF2 attempted to process the ELEVATE command.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

ACF60062
User: $$ elevated to TAMID: $$, CLASS: $$

Reason:

The ELEVATE subcommand was successful. The specified user has successfully elevated their permissions.

$$
Indicates the user and class being elevated.

Action:

Log off and then log on to function with the elevated permissions.

ACF60063
User: $$ elevation removed from TAMID: $$ CLASS: $$

Reason:

The ELEVATE with REMOVE subcommand was successful. The user has successfully removed their elevated
permissions.

$$
Indicates the user and class elevation removed.

Action:

Log off and then log on to function with elevated permissions removed.
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ACF60064
Elevated permissions not found for user

Reason:

The user tried to REMOVE an elevated permission they do not currently have. The elevated permissions may have been
removed.

Action:

This message is for information only.

ACF60065
Class not found for the ELEVATE command

Reason:

The CLASS specified on the ELEVATE subcommand does not match any CLASS in the TAM Control records.

Action:

Issue the SHOW TAM subcommand to see the available classes.

SHOW TAM

ACF60066
User: $$ elevated to TAMID: $$, CLASS: $$ - ticket not validated

Reason:

You have successfully elevated your permissions despite the ELEVATE command being unable to contact the help desk.

Action:

Log off and then log on to function with your elevated permissions.

ACF60067
ELEVATE unsuccessful - TICKET parameter required

Reason:

The ELEVATE command failed because the TICKET parameter was not used.

Action:

The Control TAM CLASS elevation record specifies REQTICKT meaning that a service desk ticket value is required when
elevating. The TICKET parameter must be supplied on the ELEVATE subcommand.

ACF60068
ELEVATE unsuccessful - TICKET not valid

Reason:

The ELEVATE command failed because the TICKET parameter did not specify a valid service desk ticket value.

Action:

A valid service desk ticket must be supplied to ELEVATE permissions.
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ACF60069
ELEVATE unsuccessful - Trusted Access Manager for Z improperly installed

Reason:

The Elevate command failed because Trusted Access Manager for Z is not installed or the TAMINT00 module is not
included in the LINKLIST.

Action:

Trusted Access Manager for Z needs to be installed for the ELEVATE command to function. Ensure Trusted Access
Manager for Z is installed correctly and the TAMINT00 module is in the LINKLIST.

ACF60071
ELEVATE unsuccessful - Unable to identify a valid product license for Trusted Access Manager for Z

Reason:

The Elevate command failed because it could not locate a valid product code during LMP key checking.

Action:

Add the LMP key for Trusted Access Manager for Z, then try the ELEVATE command again.

ACF60072
USER specified on ELEVATE command not found

Reason:

The ELEVATE command failed because the logon ID specified with the USER option was not found.

Action:

When elevating permissions or removing elevation permissions for another user, a valid logon ID must be supplied with
the USER option.

ACF60073
ELEVATE Unsuccessful - Security JVM is not Active

Reason:

The Security JVM started task is not up and running.

Action:

Start the Security JVM started task.

ACF60074
ELEVATE Unsuccessful - Ticket Validation could not be Performed

Reason:

This message is issued for several reasons:

1. The TAMz started task is not up and running.
2. The TAMz OPTIONS record contains invalid data.
3. The TAMz SDESK record contains invalid data.
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4. The ticket that is given on the ELEVATE command contains non-standard characters.
5. An internal error occurred.

Action:

1. Start the TAMz started task.
2. Select the TAMz OPTIONS record to verify that NIMHOST, NIMUSER, NIMPSWD, SDNAME, and SDTYPE are

correct. Look for messages starting with TAM in the security JVM Java log.
3. Select the SDESK record (if any) tied to the elevation CLASS record to verify it specifies the correct SDNAME and

SDTYPE. Look for messages starting with TAM in the Security JVM Java log.
4. Provide a valid alphanumeric value for TICKET on the ELEVATE command. Look for messages starting with TAM in

the Security JVM Java log.
5. Collect the Security JVM Java log and contact Broadcom Support.

ACF60075
Please provide credentials to ELEVATE

Reason:

The CLASS record has REQCREDS but no credentials were provided on the command.

Action:

Provide credentials and re-elevate.

ACF60076
Please provide valid credentials for ELEVATE

Reason:

Credentials were provided on the ELEVATE command but were invalid.

Action:

Check credentials and re-elevate.

ACF79339
Refresh Allowed Due to TAMZ Elevation

Reason:

Message appears in the ACFRPTNV report when a REFRESH command is allowed due to an elevation in Trusted
Access Manager for Z for ACF2.

Action:

This message is for informational purposes only. No action required.

ACF79484

CLASS: Name of the CLASS record on the elevate command that allowed the REFRESH modify command

Reason:
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Message appears in the ACFRPTNV report when a REFRESH modify command is allowed due to an elevation in Trusted
Access Manager for Z for ACF2.

Action:

This message is for informational purposes only. No action required.

ACF79485

REASON: The REASON field on the elevate command that allowed the REFRESH modify command

Reason:

Message appears in the ACFRPTNV report when a REFRESH modify command is allowed due to an elevation in Trusted
Access Manager for Z for ACF2.

Action:

This message is for informational purposes only. No action required.

ACF79486

TICKET: The TICKET field on the elevate command that allowed the REFRESH modify command

Reason:

Message appears in the ACFRPTNV report when a REFRESH modify command is allowed due to an elevation in Trusted
Access Manager for Z for ACF2.

Action:

This message is for informational purposes. No action required.

ACF7A630
TAM Class Table Build Failed

Reason:

An error occurred and the TAMz Class table could not be built.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

ACF7A631
TAM Class Table Built

Reason:

The TAMz Class table was successfully built.

Action:

No action is needed.

ACF7A632
TAM Options Table Build Failed
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Reason:

An error occurred and the TAMz Options table could not be built.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

ACF7A633
TAM Options Table Built

Reason:

The TAMz Options table was successfully built.

Action:

No action is needed.

ACF7A634
TAM Service Desk Table Build Failed

Reason:

An error occurred and the TAMz Service Desk table could not be built.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

ACF7A635
TAM Service Desk Table Built

Reason:

The TAMz Service Desk table was successfully built.

Action:

No action is needed.

ACF7A636
TAM Class Table Build: No CLASS records found

Reason:

The Trusted Access Manager for Z table was not built because no CONTROL(TAM) CLASS records exist.

Action:

No action is needed.

ACF7A637
TAM Options Table Build: No OPTIONS record found

Reason:

The Trusted Access Manager for Z Options table was not built because no CONTROL(TAM) OPTIONS record exists.
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Action:

No action is needed.

ACF7A638
TAM Service Desk Table Build: No SDESK records found

Reason:

The Trusted Access Manager for Z Service Desk table was not built because no CONTROL(TAM) SDESK records exist.

Action:

No action is needed.

CAS2511E
Open failed for file

Reason:

The CSVIN or JSONOUT File DD name was missing or OPEN had a problem with the data set attributes.

Action:

Check to see if the CSVIN and JSONOUT File DD names are present and the data set attributes are correct. Correct the
data and continue processing.

Module:

SAFAAJSN

CAS2516E
CAS2516E

CSV has incorrect or missing header

Reason:

The CSV file must contain a header file that describes each column in order to generate a meaningful JSON file.

Action:

Make sure the first row of the CSV file contains column header information.

Module: SAFAAJSN

CAS2517I
CAS2516E

Processed nn JSON objects

Reason:

Informational message to indicate how many JSON objects were written.

Action:

Validate the number of JSON objects that match the number of CSV rows that are processed by the module creating the
CSV output.
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Module:

SAFAAJSN

SJV0100I
SJV Initialization in progress

Reason:

Security JVM initialization is in progress. The product requires Security JVM for service desk ticket validation.

Action:

No action required.

SJV0101I
JVM Initialization Complete

Reason:

Security JVM initialization has completed.

Action:

No action required.

SJV0102I
SJV Shutdown in progress

Reason:

Security JVM shutdown is in progress.

Action:

No action required.

SJV0103I
SJV Shutdown is complete

Reason:

Security JVM shutdown is complete.

Action:

No action required.

SJV0104I
SJV REINIT will be performed

Reason:

REINIT was specified on the START command.

Action:

No action required.
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SJV0105E
CP64 function Failed - BlockID: blkid, RC: rc, Reason: reason

Reason:

64-bit Cell Pool services failed.

• function
The Cell Pool function that failed.

• blkid
The control block that Cell Pool services was being used for

• rc
The Cell Pool services Return Code

• reason
The Cell Pool services Reason Code.

Action:

Collect data from the diagnostic dump, and contact Broadcom Support.

SJV0500W
WARNING: SJV Dispatching priority is less than 253.

Reason:

The z/OS Workload Manager dispatching priority setting determines how many machine cycles to give to a job. More
machine cycles enable the job to run faster. We do not recommend running with a value that is lower than 253.

Action:

Change the dispatching priority to at least 253.

SJV0501E
Function Error - reason

Reason:

An error occurred when attempting to initialize the environment for the Security JVM routines. A diagnostic dump is
generated with this error message.

reason contains one of the following reasons for the error:

CPOOL
Indicates that a call to SJVINTCP to allocate the SJVWQE (Work Queue Element) failed.

XRES
Indicates a failure to reserve a linkage index.

ETCRE
Indicates that the Entry Table Create Macro, the interface to the ETCRE Service, failed.

ETCON
Indicates that the Entry Table Connect Macro, the interface to the ETCON Service, failed.

SUBSYS
Indicates that the call to program SJVRTSSI to perform the Advanced Authentication Mainframe subsystem
initialization passed back an invalid return code.

Action:
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Collect the data from the diagnostic dump. Contact Broadcom Support.

SJV0502E
Duplicate SJV job - ending

Reason:

A start of the Security JVM subtask was attempted, but the subtask has already been started and is ready for work.

Action:

No action required.

SJV0503E
Bad RC from SJVITINT

Reason:

A bad return code was received from SJVITINT when allocating the Internal Trace Table.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

SJV0504E
IARV64 ERROR - Request: req, BlockID: blkid, RC: rc, Reason: reason

Reason:

The IARV64 macro provides services to manage the 64-bit virtual storage. An error occurred when attempting to allocate
and initialize the Internal Trace Table. A diagnostic dump is generated with this error message.

• req
The IARV64 request type

• blkid
The control block that IARV64 was being used for

• rc
The IARV64 Return Code

• reason
The IARV64 Reason Code

Action:

Collect data from the diagnostic dump. Contact Broadcom Support.

SJV0505E
GTRACE Buffer Unavailable - Entry not passed to GTF

Reason:

An error occurred when attempting to locate the CPOOL ID that is used to pass data to the Internal Trace Facility.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.
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SJV0506E
SJVJNI00 - SJV local CVT not found

Reason:

The Security JVM local Control Vector Table could not be located.

Action:

Collect data from the dump. Contact Broadcom Support.

SJV0507E
The PSW is not in the problem state

Reason:

The PSW is not in the problem state. A diagnostic dump is generated with this error message.

Action:

Collect data from the diagnostic dump. Contact Broadcom Support.

SJV0508E
Error detected with the JNI parameter list

Reason:

An unexpected error occurred while allocating storage for the JNI parameter. A diagnostic dump is generated with this
error message.

Action:

Collect data from the diagnostic dump. Contact Broadcom Support.

SJV0509E
POST problem

Reason:

A post problem occurred while attempting to communicate with the caller. This issue happens when the caller’s address
space is no longer available. This message is informational only.

Action:

No action required.

SJV0510E
The SJV local CVT was not found

Reason:

The Local Control Vector Table could not be found. A diagnostic dump is generated with this error message.

Action:

Collect data from the diagnostic dump. Contact Broadcom Support.
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SJV0511E
The SJV global CVT was not found

Reason:

The Security JVM global Control Vector Table could not be found. A diagnostic dump is generated with this error
message.

Action:

Collect data from the diagnostic dump. Contact Broadcom Support.

SJV0512E
Invalid JNI response

Reason:

A problem occurred while attempting to pass the Sign-on Work Element to the Java driver. A diagnostic dump is
generated with this error message.

Action:

Collect data from the diagnostic dump. Contact Broadcom Support.

SJV0513E
ERROR OBTAINING SJV SSCT STORAGE

Reason:

A failure occurred during an attempt to obtain Security JVM subsystem control table storage. A diagnostic dump is
generated with this error message.

Action:

Collect data from the diagnostic dump. Contact Broadcom Support.

SJV0514E
UNABLE TO BUILD THE SJV SSVT

Reason:

An unexpected error occurred while building the Security JVM Subsystem Vector Table (SSVT). A diagnostic dump is
generated with this error message.

Action:

Collect data from the diagnostic dump. Contact Broadcom Support.

SJV0515E
UNKNOWN FUNCTION function PASSED TO ROUTER

Reason:

The router received an unknown function code. A diagnostic dump is generated with this error message.

• function
Indicates the name of the unknown function
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Action:

Collect data from the diagnostic dump. Contact Broadcom Support.

SJV0516E
COMMON SERVICES NOT FOUND

Reason:

The router failed when attempting to use a required Common Components and Services function. A diagnostic dump is
generated with this error message.

Action:

Collect data from the diagnostic dump, then contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

SJV0517E
SJV must be run as a Started Task - ending

Reason:

An attempt was made to run Security JVM as something other than a started task (such as a batch job).

Action:

Run Security JVM as a started task.

SJV0518E
SJV00ESM could not be loaded

Reason:

An attempt to load the Security JVM external security manager (ESM) bridge module SJV00ESM failed.

Action:

Ensure that SJV00ESM is in the load library for the Security JVM started task. Contact Broadcom Support.

SJV0519E
LOAD failed for SJVPARMS read routine

Reason:

A failure occurred during an attempt to load the SJV Startup Parms Processor (SJVINPRM) to read the SJVPARMS file.
Processing continues with the default settings.

Action:

Avoid this error by ensuring SJVINPRM is in the load library for the Security JVM started task. Contact Broadcom Support.

SJV0520E
TCPIP is not active – ending

Reason:

Security JVM was started before TCP/IP was up.

Action:
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Make sure TCP/IP is up and ready before starting Security JVM.

SJV0521I
JVMNAME IS: jvmname

Reason:

This message is displayed by the SJV Startup Parms Processor to show the JVM root module name.

Action:

No action required.

SJV0522E
SJVINPRM RECOVERY NOT ENABLED

Reason:

SJVINPRM was unable to successfully enable Common Components and Services recovery processing. Processing
continues.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

SJV0523E
SJVPARMS DATASET COULD NOT BE OPENED

Reason:

An attempt to open the SJVPARMS data set failed. Processing continues with the default settings.

Action:

Ensure the SJVPARMS data set is allocated to the Security JVM started task. Contact Broadcom Support.

SJV0524E
SJVPARMS - Record GET error

Reason:

An attempt to read the SJVPARMS data set failed. Processing continues with the default settings.

Action:

Ensure the SJVPARMS data set is allocated to the Security JVM started task. Contact Broadcom Support.

SJV0525E
SJVPARMS file error, file has been closed

Reason:

An attempt to read the SJVPARMS data set failed. Processing may continue with the default settings (if flagged as
acceptable to ignore).

Action:

Ensure the SJVPARMS data set is allocated to the Security JVM started task. Contact Broadcom Support.
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SJV0526E
SJVPARMS file error, File has been ignored

Reason:

An attempt to access the SJVPARMS data set failed. Processing continues with the default settings.

Action:

Ensure the SJVPARMS data set is allocated to the Security JVM started task. Contact Broadcom Support.

SJV0527E
SJVFUNPL IS BAD

Reason:

The Security JVM function-specific parameter list is not valid.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

SJV0529E
TCPIP is not available. SJV is shutting down.

Reason:

TCP/IP is not available. The Security JVM cannot continue, so it is shutting down.

Action:

Restart TCP/IP. After TCP/IP is up, restart the Security JVM started task.

SJV0530E
SJV JVM is not available. SJV is shutting down.

Reason:

Security JVM cannot continue because it has detected that its Java Virtual Machine (JVM) is no longer available.

Action:

Restart the Security JVM started task.

SJV0531E
SJV WQE cell free failed

Reason:

The Security JVM could not free a work element.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

SJV0532E
COULD NOT GET SJVWQE CELL
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Reason:

A Security JVM request was attempted but could not get storage for a work queue element. The request failed.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

SJV0533E
COULD NOT POST SJV ADDRESS SPACE

Reason:

When a Security JVM request was attempted, the Security JVM ESM Bridge could not POST the Security JVM address
space to request signon validation. The signon request failed.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

SJV0534E
Could not create token PC routine

Reason:

Name/Token services failed for the PC routine.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

SJV0540E
VTAM command failure

Reason:

Security JVM could not issue the VTAM SENDCMD or RECVCMD command.

Action:

Verify that the SJVAPPL VTAM application is active. You might need to restart Security JVM to get the VTAM ACB
opened.

SJV0541E
VTAM command rejected

Reason:

The VTAM SENDCMD command that Security JVM issued ended in error. A diagnostic dump has been taken.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

SJV0570E
Unknown MODIFY command was issued

Reason:
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The F sjvstc command that was issued was not recognized.

Action:

Use a valid F sjvstc command.

SJV0599E
SJV STARTED TASK ABNORMALLY ENDED

Reason:

The Security JVM started task abnormally ended. This message appears as a No-Roll message on the z/OS console
(meaning it stays on the console even as new messages come in).

Action:

Restart Security JVM. If the problem persists, collect dump information and contact Broadcom Support.

TAM0001E
 Ticket validation unsuccessful, Ticket number: " + %TicketID% 

 Reason: 

The rest request was successfully issued, but no ticket was found in the corresponding service desk.

•   %TicketID% 
Indicates the ticket id used on the call. 

 Action: 

Verify the service desk ticket, and validate the ticket. Contact Broadcom Support

TAM0002E
 NIM server could not be reached 

 Reason: 

The NIM server is down.

 Action: 

Contact your System Administrator to get the NIM server back up. Contact Broadcom Support.

TAM0003E
 Host parsing error occurred 

 Reason: 

The Host Name must be alphanumeric and have the format: <machine_name>:<port>

 Action: 

Verify the Host Name syntax is correct. 

TAM0004E
 serviceDesk Fields are null 

 Reason: 
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One or more of the Service Desk fields are blank.

 Action: 

Verify all the Service Desk fields are configured in the ESM. Contact Broadcom Support.

TAM0005E
 serviceDeskUser validation failed 

 Reason: 

Character validation of the nimuser field failed.

 Action: 

Verify your nimuser ID and try to connect to the service desk. 

TAM0006E
 serviceDeskPassword validation failed 

 Reason: 

The NIM password must be alphanumeric.

 Action: 

Verify your password and try to connect to the service desk.

TAM0007E
 serviceDeskHostname validation failed 

 Reason: 

Validation of Hostname field failed.

 Action: 

Verify the Hostname is alphanumeric and can include a colon.

TAM0008E
 serviceDeskName validation failed 

 Reason: 

Validation of Servicedesk name field failed.

 Action: 

Verify the Servicedesk name is alphanumeric.

TAM0009E
 serviceDeskTicket validation failed 

 Reason: 

Validation of Ticket Number field failed.

 Action: 
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Verify the Ticket Number field is alphanumeric. 

TAM0010E
 serviceDeskTicketType validation failed 

 Reason: 

Validation of Ticket Type field failed.

 Action: 

Verify the Ticket Type is alphanumeric.

TAM0011E
Error in service desk request. Invalid ticket type provided.

Reason:

Valid Ticket Types are:

• BMCR (for BMC Remedy)
• CASD (for Service Desk Manager)
• HPSD (for HP Service Manager)
• SASD (for ServiceAide)
• SFSD (for Salesforce Service Cloud)
• SNSD (for ServiceNow)

Action:

Verify the Ticket Type is valid.

TAM0012E
 Could not successfully call Service Desk server. Rest request failed. 

 Reason: 

The ESM could not connect to the TAM server.

 Action: 

Verify the Host Name Value for TAM is configured correctly. Contact Broadcom Support.

TAM0013E
 Could not successfully call Service Desk server. Machine name parsing exception. 

 Reason: 

There was a problem parsing the hostname parameter.

 Action: 

Verify the ESM configuration of the hostname value is correct.

TAM0014E
 Other error occurred 
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 Reason: 

Some other error occurred. See additional error text.

 Action: 

Contact Broadcom Support.

TAM00100
TAM Microservice has started in xxx seconds

Reason:

Indicates successful startup of the STC.

Action:

None. Startup is successful.

TAM0200E
CALOGGER Func=function Successful rc=0 rsn=0

Reason:

The specified Common Logger Service function completed successfully. 

Action:

No action required. 

TAM0201E
CALOGGER is unavailable. Common Logger Service needs to be started

Reason:

The Common Logger Service needs to be started. 

Action:

1. Ensure that a CALGMAIN PPT entry exists in the SCHEDxx parmlib member:
a. Add the following entry to SCHEDxx:

PPT PGMNAME(CALGMAIN)               /* CALOGGER ADDRESS SPACE */ 

    KEY(4)                          /* PROTECTION KEY */

b. Issue the following command to activate it:
SET SCHED=xx

2. Perform one of the following actions:
– Issue the following command to start CALOGGER:

CAMASTER,START COMPONENT=CALOGGER

– Add the following entry to the CAIMST20 parmilb member (to start CALOGGER automatically after an IPL):
COMPONENT(CALOGGER),                   /* CALOGGER ADDRESS SPACE */ 

START=YES                              /* START AUTOMATICALLY AT IPL */

TAM0202E
The specified LOGDEVICE could not be found
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Reason:

CALOGGER could not find the LOGNAME specified on the ACF2 TAM Options record or Top Secret SDT record. Either
no LOGDEVICEs are defined to CALOGGER, or the specified LOGNAME value does not match any LOGDEVICEs that
are defined to CALOGGER.

Action:

Perform one of the following actions:

• Issue the following command, specifying the LOGNAME value that was added to the security product TAM options:
F CALOGGER,ADD LOGDEVICE,LOGNAME=TAMZ_LOGSTRM,DESCRIPTION=TAMZ_LogStream,lsname=TAMZ.LOGSTRM,PROD=TAMZ

• Add an entry to the CAILGR00 parmlib member with the correct LOGNAME specified (to have the Common Logger
Service configured automatically after an IPL).

TAM0203E
CALOGGER Func=function failed – rc=rc rsn=rsn

Reason:

An error occurred for a Common Logger Service function:

function
Specifies the CALOGGER function being executed.

rc
Specifies the return code from the call.

rsn
Specifies the reason code from the call.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

TAM0204I
number Elevations added to the system

Reason:

At startup time, the specified number of elevations were found in the log stream and added back into the system.

Action:

No action required.

TAM0205I
number Elevations removed from the system 

Reason:

At startup time, the specified number of de-elevate requests were found in the log stream, applied to the current table, and
then removed. 

Action:

No action required.
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TAM0206I
number Elevations skipped due to timeout 

Reason:

At startup time, the log stream contained the specified number elevations that have already expired. These elevations
were skipped and not added to the system.

Action:

No action required.

TAM0207I
number Total active elevations at startup 

Reason:

At startup time, all elevations and de-elevations have been processed. After this activity, the specified number of
elevations are now active. 

Action:

No action required. 

TAM0210I
TAM will send elevations to the CALOGGER log stream

Reason:

Common Logger Service initialization is complete; elevations and de-elevations is written to the Common Logger Service
log stream.

Action:

No action required.

TAM0211I
Tam is no longer writing to the CALOGGER log stream

Reason:

A request was made to end communications with the Common Logger Service. Elevations and de-elevations are no
longer passed to the Common Logger Service.

Action:

No action required. 

TAMZ001i
USER=ELEVATEDID ELEVATED TO TAMZ CLASS=SOMECLASS

Reason:

The user elevated ID elevated from Trusted Access Manager for Z for ACF2.
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Action:

Refresh your security environments to pick up the user's altered state.

TAMZ002i
USER=DEELEVID DEELEVATED FROM TAMZ CLASS=SOMECLASS

Reason:

The user de-elevated ID de-elevated from Trusted Access Manager for Z.

Action:

Refresh your security environments to pick up the user's altered state.

TMR0160E
Unable to set recovery, ending

Reason:
Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF initialization routine could not set up an abend recovery environment.

Action:
Contact Broadcom Support.

TMR0162I
STC start command issued

Reason:
STC is the name of the SJV started task or the name of the STAMSTC started task, as defined in the SYSIN input
parameters. Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF automatically started the specified stc.

Action:
No action is required.

TMR0163E
STC start failed, RC = retcode

Reason:
STC is the name of the SJV started task or the name of the TAMSTC started task, as defined in the SYSIN input
parameters. Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF attempted to start the specified STC but failed with the given return
code.

Action:
Verify the SYSIN input parameters specify the correct started task procedure name for the STC.

TMR0164E
An LMP key is required to run PROD(CA) - TAMZ for RACF

Reason:
The Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF LMP key was not active on the system.

Action:
Verify the Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF LMP key is active and then start the Trusted Access Manager for Z for
RACF STC again.
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TMR0165E
Unable to plant TAMRCHK08 hook, ending

Reason:
Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF could not plant the CK08 hook.

Action:
Contact Broadcom Support.

TMR0200I
TAMZ for RACF get storage for class table failed

Reason:
The get storage for class table failed.

Action:
No action is required.

TMR0205I
TAMZ for RACF get storage for options table failed

Reason:
The get storage for options table failed.

Action:
No action is required.

TMR0210I
TAMZ for RACF get storage for sdesk table failed

Reason:
The get storage for sdesk table failed.

Action:
No action is required.

TMR0215I
TAMz for RACF Invalid SDTYPE on Options record

Reason:
An invalid SDTYPE on the options record.

Action:
No action is required.

TMR0220I
TAMZ for RACF Invalid SDTYPE on SDESK record

Reason:
Invalid SDTYPE on SDESK record.

Action:
No action is required.
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TMR0232I
TAMz for RACF class= Class requires a group name

Reason:

TAMR elevation class Class cannot be defined without a RACF group in TAMREGRP/TAMRGPxx when
TAMRGSPC(YES) is requested, Group special privilege needs a group to be applied on.

NOTE
The complete message text is TAMz for RACF class=CLASS requires a group name when specifying a group
privilege. Due to an 80 character restriction on the message text, the first part of the message text is displayed
with TAMR0232I. The remainder message text is displayed with TAMR0233I.

Class
Indicates the name of the class.

Action:

The class was not added, flagged as invalid.  This message will continue to be issued for this class on INIT or REFRESH
of TAMz for RACF until the definition is removed or corrected.

TMR0233I
When specifying a group privilege

Reason:

TAMR elevation class cannot be defined without a RACF group in TAMREGRP/TAMRGPxx when TAMRGSPC(YES) is
requested, Group special privilege needs a group to be applied on.

NOTE
The complete message text is TAMz for RACF class=CLASS requires a group name when specifying a group
privilege. Due to an 80 character restriction on the message text, the first part of the message text is displayed
with TAMR0232I. The remainder message text is displayed with TAMR0233I.

Action:

The class was not added, flagged as invalid.  This message continues to be issued for this class on INIT or REFRESH of
TAMz for RACF until the definition is removed or corrected.

TMR0300E
TAMZ for RACF PC Routine Service failure

Reason:
Non-z/Architecture Hardware detected, the Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF PC routine cannot be called.

Action:
If you are running with z/Architecture Hardware, contact Broadcom Support.

TMR0301E
TAMR - CAMASTER not yet active, initializing

Reason:
The Common Components and Services Master address space was not found. The Trusted Access Manager for Z for
RACF PC routine cannot be called.

Action:
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Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF requires Common Components and Services.

TMR0302E
TAMR - CAMASTER not active or not installed

Reason:
The Common Components and Services Master address space was not found. The Trusted Access Manager for Z for
RACF PC routine cannot be called.

Action:
Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF requires Common Components and Services.

TMR0400I
TAMZ for RACF command successful

Reason:
Command was successfully executed.

Action:
No action is required.

TMR0401I
Userid can now logon with elevated permissions

Reason:
The elevated permissions for userid are active.

Action:
No action is required.

TMR0402E
TAMZ for RACF command failure

Reason:
The Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF command failed because the Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF PC
routine, TAMRPC00 abended.

Action:
Collect the dump from the abend and contact Broadcom Support.

TMR0403E
TAMR Elevate unsuccessful - Ticket not valid

Reason:
Unsuccessful elevation due to an invalid ticket.

Action:
Enter a valid ticket to the Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF elevation command.

TMR0404E
TAMR Elevate unsuccessful - TAMZ improperly installed

Reason:
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Trusted Access Manager for Z was not properly installed.

Action:
Verify the TAMINT00 module is in the linklist. Verify the Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF LMP key is properly set.

TMR0405E
TAMR - Unable to identify a valid product license for CA TAMZ

Reason:
Invalid product license for Trusted Access Manager for Z.

Action:
Obtain a valid product license for Trusted Access Manager for Z.

TMR0406E
TAMR Elevated permission to remove not found for user

Reason:
The permission to remove an elevation was not found.

Action:
If permission should be allowed, add a permit in class CATAM for TAM.REMOVE.class.userid

   class
   Indicates the Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF name

   userid
   Indicates the userid you want to remove the elevation.

TMR0407E
TAMR CLASS supplied on the ELEVATE command not found

Reason:
The Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF class on the elevate command was not found.

Action:
Verify the Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF class is valid.

TMR0408E
TAMR Elevate unsuccessful - Ticket parameter required

Reason:
The elevation command was unsuccessful due to a missing ticket parameter.

Action:
Add the ticket parameter to the Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF elevate command.

TMR0409E
TAMR USER specified on ELEVATE command not found

Reason:
The user specified in the elevate command could not be found.

Action:
Verify the user specified in the elevate command exits.
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TMR0410E
TAMR HELP failed to allocate output buffer. Please try again in a few moments

Reason:
An output buffer could not be allocated.

Action:
Contact Broadcom Support.

TMR0411E
TAMR Elevate unsuccessful - Security JVM not active.

Reason:
The security JVM is not active. The Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF elevate command specified a ticket and the
class states REQTCKT (ticket is required). The JVM must be active to validate a ticket on a service desk.

Action:
Start the security JVM started task and the TAMSTC started task.

TMR0412E
TAMR - Ticket validation could not be performed, see SJVM logs for more details

Reason:
The ticket validation failed.

Action:
Identify the cause of the error in the security JVM started task log file.

TMR0413E
TAMR HELP - Error: Specify up to one command function for details

Reason:
An invalid Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF help function was specified.

Action:
Specify a valid Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF help functions. Valid functions are:

   TAMR HELP (ALL)

   TAMR HELP(ELEVATE)

   TAMR HELP(DEELEVATE)

   TAMR HELP(LIST)

TMR0414I
TAMR HELP to display all help info

Reason:
The TAMR HELP command displays all help information.

Action:
No action is required.
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TMR0415I
TAMR HELP (ELEVATE) for specifics on using the ELEVATE command

Reason:
The TAMR HELP (ELEVATE) command displays specifics on using the ELEVATE command.

Action:
No action is required.

TMR0416E
Invalid TAMR Request – Specify HELP, LIST, REFRESH, ELEVATE, or DEELEVATE

Reason:
The Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF command is missing a function (HELP, LIST, REFRESH, ELEVATE, or
DEELEVATE).

Action:
Add a function to the Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF command.

TMR0417E
No TAMR CVT Found – ensure the TAMR address space has been started

Reason:
The Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF CVT has not been found.

Action:
Verify the Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF address space is started.

TMR0418E
No CCS CVT Found – ensure the CCS address space has been started

Reason:
The Common Components and Services CVT was not found.

Action:
Verify the Common Components and Services address space is started.

TMR0419E
Multiple TAMR commands – Specify only one TAMR command with its parms

Reason:
Multiple Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF commands entered at one time.

Action:
Enter one Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF command with parameters at a time.

TMR0420I
TAMR - Successfully elevated User=userid to Class=class

Reason:
A user is successfully elevated.

Action:
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No action is required.

TMR0421E
TAMR - ELEVATE - ERROR: CLASS value missing

Reason:
The elevate command is missing the class value.

Action:
Include the class value to the elevate command.

TMR0422E
TAMR - ELEVATE - Error: REASON value missing

Reason:
The elevate command is missing the reason value.

Action:
Include the reason value to the elevate command.

TMR0423E
TAMR - Elevation failure: RC=retcode RSN=reason

Reason:
The elevation command failed in the Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF PC call.

  retcode
   Indicates the return code.

   reason
   Indicates the reason code.

Action:
Refer to the previous message for further explanation on the return code/reason code meaning.

TMR0424I
TAMR - Successfully removed elevation CLASS=class from USER=userid

Reason:
The successful execution of the remove elevation command.

  class
   Indicates the class value.

  userid
   Indicates the user ID.

Action:
No action is required.

TMR0425E
TAMR - DEELEVATE - Error: CLASS value missing

Reason:
The de-elevate command is missing the class value.
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Action:
Include the class value to the de-elevate command.

TMR0426E
TAMR - DEELEVATE - Error: REASON value missing

Reason:
The de-elevate command is missing the reason value.

Action:
Include the reason value to the de-elevate command.

TMR0427E
TAMR - De-elevation failure: RC=retcode RSN=reason

Reason:
The de-elevation command failed.

  retcode
   Indicates the return code.

  reason
   Indicates the reason code.

Action:
Refer to the previous message for further explanation on the return code/reason code.

TMR0428E
TAMR - LIST - Error: TAM or ACTIVE keyword missing

Reason:
The LIST command is missing the TAM or ACTIVE keyword.

Action:
Add the TAM or ACTIVE keyword to the LIST command.

TMR0429E
TAMR - LIST - ERROR: Both TAM and ACTIVE specified

Reason:
The List command has both TAM and ACTIVE specified.

Action:
Enter the LIST command with only TAM or ACTIVE specified.

TMR0430I
Please specify either TAM or ACTIVE, not both

Reason:
Both the TAM and ACTIVE parameters were specified.

Action:
Only specify the TAM or ACTIVE parameter but not both.
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TMR0431E
TAMR - LIST - ERROR: no ACEE available for callerID

Reason:
The command could not locate the command issuer's ACEE control block.

Action:
Contact Broadcom Support.

TMR0432E
TAMZ for RACF is inactive

Reason:
Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF is inactive.

Action:
Activate Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF.

TMR0433E
TAMR - List Command failure: RC=retcode RSN=reason

Reason:
The List command failed in the Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF PC call.

retcode
   Indicates the return code.

  reason
   Indicates the reason code.

Action:
Refer to the previous message for further explanation on the return code/reason code meaning.

TMR0434E
User not authorized for TAMR command

Reason:
The user are not authorized to execute the TAMR command.

Action:
Give the user the correct permission for the Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF command function. For example, if
the user issued TAMR LIST ACTIVE, the user needs READ access to TAMR.DISPLAY.ALLUSERS in class CATAM.

TMR0435E
TAMR LIST failed to allocate output buffer.

Reason:
The LIST command could not get storage for its output buffer.

Action:
Contact Broadcom Support.
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TMR0436I
User userid must logon again to fully remove the elevated permission

Reason:
The de-elevate command was performed for userid.

userid
 Indicates the user ID.

Action:
Log on again to remove the elevated permission.

TMR0440E
TAMR - ELEVATE - Error: Credentials Required

Reason:

The elevate command is missing the CREDS value.

Action:

Add the credentials value to the CREDS parameter of the Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF elevate command.

TMR0441E
TAMR - ELEVATE - Error: Invalid Credentials

Reasons:

Unsuccessful elevation due to invalid credentials.

Action:

Add valid credential values to the Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF elevate command.

TMR0446W
TAM.ACEE.REFRESH in CATAM class does not exist

Reason

The TAM.ACEE.REFRESH resource profile did not not exist at startup for the Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF
started task.

Action

Add the TAM.ACEE.REFRESH resource using the following commands:

RDEFINE CATAM TAM.ACEE.REFRESH UACC(READ)

SETROPTS RACLIST(CATAM) REFRESH

TMR0100I
TAMz for RACF Initialization in progress 

Reason:
Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF is being initialized.

Action:
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No action is required.

TMR0101I
TAMZ for RACF Initialization Complete

Reason:
Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF has completed Initialization.

Action:
No action is required.

TMR0102I
TAMZ for RACF Shutdown in progress 

Reason:
Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF is in the process of a shutdown.

Action:
No action is required.

TMR0103I
TAMZ for RACF Shutdown complete 

Reason:
Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF shutdown is complete.

Action:
No action is required.

TMR0104I
TAMZ for RACF - function will be performed 

Reason:
A function is either REINIT or INACT.

    REINIT
    Causes a refresh of the Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF modules

    INACT
   Causes Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF to become inactive.

Action:
No action is required.

TMR0106I
TAMz for RACF Table Refresh in progress

Reason:

Trusted Access Manager for Z is refreshing the Class, Service Desk, Options Tables, or all of the tables.

Action:

No action is required.
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TMR0150E
RACF not detected or GRPLIST option off, ending 

Reason:
IBM RACF was not detected on the system or the IBM RACF list-of-groups authority checking (GRPLIST) option is not on.

Action:
Activate the IBM RACF list-of-groups checking (GRPLIST option) by issuing command:
SETROPTS GRPLST

Module:
TAMRINT0

TMR0105I
TAMZ for RACF is now inactive 

Reason:
Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF is inactive.

Action:
No action is required.

TMR0151E
CAAT ADD for TAMRCVT failed with RC = retcode, ending 

Reason:
Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF failed to anchor its global control block.

Action:
Contact Broadcom Support.

TMR0152E
Could not get storage for TAMRCVT, ending 

Reason:
Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF failed to obtain storage needed for its global control block.

Action: 

Contact Broadcom Support. 

TMR0153E
Load module Imod not found in the linklist, ending 

Reason:
The Imod load module was not found in the linklist.

Action:
Verify the Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF CALIB is in the system linklist.

TMR0154W
Load module could not be refreshed 
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Reason:
The Imod load module was not refreshed.

Action:
Contact Broadcom Support.
 

TMR0155E
Could not create the TAMZ RACF PC call, ending 

Reason:
The Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF PC routine could not be planted.

Action:
Contact Broadcom Support.

TMR0156E
SYSIN parameter processing failed, ending 

Reason:
The SYSIN parameter file processing failed.

Action:
Look for the previous Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF message for further information.

TMR0157E
TAMRDQ48 intercept could not be planted, ending 

Reason:
Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF could not plant the DQ48 intercept.

Action:
Contact Broadcom Support.

TMR0158W
TAMZ for RACF active but waiting on TCP/IP for ticket validation support 

Reason:
Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF was started before TCP/IP. Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF operates
without ticket validation support until TCP/IP comes up. After TCP/IP is up and the SJV started task and TAMSTC started
task are up, ticket validation becomes available.

Action:
Start TCP/IP if necessary. Start the SJV started task and the TAMSTC started task if necessary.

TMR0159W
TCP/IP is not up, unable to start the security JVM for ticket validation support 

Reason:
Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF waited 30 minutes for TCP/IP to come up. After 30 minutes, Trusted Access
Manager for Z for RACF stays active but does not attempt to start the SJV started task or the TAMSTC started task.

Action:
If ticket validation is required, manually start TCP/IP, start the SJV started task and the TAMSTC started task.
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TMR0161I
STC not started, already active

Reason:
STC is the name of the TAMRSTC, TAMSTC, or SJV started tasks, as defined in the SYSIN input parameters. Trusted
Access Manager for Z for RACF did not start the specified STC because it was already started.

Action:
No action is required.

TMR0167E
TAMz for RACF ABEND limit reached, started task ending

Reason:

The started task has experienced multiple ABENDS. Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF becomes inactive to
prevent further ABENDs.

Action:

Ensure Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF is installed correctly. Contact Broadcom Support and provide related
dumps for debugging purpose.

TMR0168E
TAMz for RACF inactive, started task ending

Reason:

Another component of Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF has caused the product to be inactive. The started task
ended.

Action:

Ensure Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF is installed correctly. Contact Broadcom Support with related dumps for
debugging purposes.

TMR0200E
TAMz for RACF get storage for class table failed 

Reason:
Internal error - The get storage request failed for the class incore table.

Action:
Contact Broadcom Support.

Module:
TAMRBSIN

TMR0205E
TAMz for RACF get storage for options table failed 

Reason:
Internal error - The get storage request failed for the options incore table.

Action:
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Contact Broadcom Support.

Module:
TAMRBSIN

TMR0210E
TAMz for RACF get storage for sdesk table failed 

Reason: 
Internal error - The get storage request failed for the service desk incore table.

Action:
Contact Broadcom Support.

Module:
TAMRBSIN

TMR0215E
TAMz for RACF Invalid SDTYPE on Options record 

Reason:
The SDTYPE on the Options record is invalid.

Action:
Correct the SDTYPE on the SYSIN input Options record and resubmit the TAMRSTC started task. Valid SDTYPES are:
CASD, HPSD, SNSD, BMCR, SASD, and SFSD.

Module:
TAMRBSIN

TMR0220E
TAMz for RACF Invalid SDTYPE on SDESK record 

Reason:
The SDTYPE on the Service Desk record is invalid.

Action:
Correct the SDTYPE on the SYSIN input Service Desk record and resubmit the TAMRSTC started task. Valid SDTYPES
are: CASD, HPSD, SNSD, BMCR, SASD, and SFSD.

Module:
TAMRBSIN

TMR0230I
TAMz for RACF Invalid Table/s entries /Table built

Reason:

In refreshing the Class, Service Desk, Options Tables, or all of the tables, there was at least one invalid record in the
RACF Database.  The record or records were not added to the tables.

Action:

Issue the TAMR LIST command and a RACF command LG TAMRSDSK, TAMRCLSS, or TAMROPTS and compare the
results to see which records were added.
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TMR0231I
TAMz for RACF no valid table entries

Reason:

In refreshing the Class, Service Desk, Options Tables, or all of the tables, there was no invalid record in the RACF
Database.

Action:

Issue the TAMR LIST TAM command to see which tables did not build.

TMR0241I
TAMz for RACF header build for table refresh failed

Reason:

In refreshing the Class, Service Desk, Options Tables, or all of the tables, there was no invalid record in the RACF
Database one or more tables.

Action:

Issue a TAMR LIST TAM command to see which tables did not build. Contact Broadcom Support if the tables did not build.

TMR0437I
TAMz for RACF Table Refresh successful 

Reason:

TAMz successfully refreshed the table data.

Action:

No action is required.

TMR0439I
TAMz for RACF Table Refresh failed

Reason:

Unable to execute REFRESH command. Check job log for more details.

Action:

No action is required.

TMR0444I
User (userid) elevation expired for CLASS: (classname), with TAMID: (tamid)

Reason:

The user's elevation has expired and is de-elevated from the indicated class.

Action:

This message displays in the journal. No action is required.
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TMR0445I
Ignoring TAGNATV(YES) setting, cannot be used with LOGLVLO(ELEVATE)

Reason:

When LOGLVLO(ELEVATE) is defined in the options record, Trusted Access Manager for Z for Z for RACF does not
recognize the TAGNATV option. LOGLVLO(ALL) must be defined for the TAGNATV option to be recognized.

Action:

To recognize the TAGNATV setting, change the options record field CSDATA LOGLVLO to ALL

TMR0446W
TAM.ACEE.REFRESH in CATAM class does not exist

Reason

The TAM.ACEE.REFRESH resource profile did not not exist at startup for the Trusted Access Manager for Z for RACF
started task.

Action

Add the TAM.ACEE.REFRESH resource using the following commands:

RDEFINE CATAM TAM.ACEE.REFRESH UACC(READ)

SETROPTS RACLIST(CATAM) REFRESH

TSS0333E
Not Authorized for TAMz ELEVATE

Reason:

The user submitting the TSS ELEVATE command is missing ACID(MAINTAIN) authority and UPDATE access to entity
TSSCMD.USER.ELEVATE in the CASECAUT resource class.

Action:

Have the administrator assign the ACID(MAINTAIN) authority and issue the following PERMIT to CASECAUT:

TSS PERMIT(user) CASECAUT(TSSCMD.USER.ELEVATE) ACCESS(UPDATE)

TSS0334E
Not Authorized for TAMz DEELEVATE

Reason:

The user submitting the TSS DEELEVATE command is missing ACID(MAINTAIN) authority and UPDATE access to entity
TSSCMD.USER.DEELEVATE in the CASECAUT resource class.

Action:

Have the administrator assign the ACID(MAINTAIN) authority and issue the following PERMIT to CASECAUT:

TSS PERMIT(user) CASECAUT(TSSCMD.USER.DEELEVATE) ACCESS(UPDATE)
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TSS0337E
Not Authorized for TAMz LIST

Reason:

The user submitting the TSS LIST command needs USE access to entity TSSCMD.TAMZ.LIST in the CASECAUT
resource class.

Action:

Have the administrator issue the following PERMIT to CASECAUT:

TSS PERMIT(user) CASECAUT(TSSCMD.TAMZ.LIST) ACCESS(USE)

TSS0338E
Not Authorized for TAMz ADMIN

Reason:

The user who submitted the TSS ADD, REPLACE, or REMOVE command must have the appropriate CASECAUT
permission, depending on the command being issued:

• UPDATE access to entity TSSCMD.TAMZ.ADDTO
• UPDATE access to entity TSSCMD.TAMZ.REMOVE
• UPDATE access to entity TSSCMD.TAMZ.REPLACE

Action:

Have the administrator issue the appropriate PERMIT to CASECAUT:

• TSS PERMIT(user) CASECAUT(TSSCMD.TAMZ.ADDTO) ACCESS(UPDATE)
• TSS PERMIT(user) CASECAUT(TSSCMD.TAMZ.REMOVE) ACCESS(UPDATE)
• TSS PERMIT(user) CASECAUT(TSSCMD.TAMZ.REPLACE) ACCESS(UPDATE)

TSS0530E
NOT AUTHORIZED TO ISSUE ELEVATE COMMAND

Reason:

To issue the ELEVATE command, the user needs a PERMIT to a resource in the CATAM resource class.

Action:

Contact your administrator to request the proper PERMIT.

TSS0531E
TSS ERROR WITH ELEVATE COMMAND

Reason:

An error occurred while processing the ELEVATE command.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.
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TSS0532E
ELEVATE UNSUCCESSFUL - TICKET NOT VALID

Reason:

An invalid ticket number was specified on the ELEVATE command.

Action:

Reissue the command with a valid ticket ID.

TSS0533E
ELEVATED PERMISSIONS NOT FOUND FOR USER

Reason:

To issue the ELEVATE/DEELEVATE command, the user must be permitted to the CATAM class resource.

Action:

Contact your administrator to request the proper PERMIT.

TSS0534E
CLASS NOT FOUND FOR THE ELEVATE COMMAND

Reason:

The TAMCLASS specified on the ELEVATE command was not found.

Action: 

Ensure that a valid class was defined and added to this elevated user. This class includes a profile containing the
attributes and permissions that an elevated user needs.

TSS0535E
ELEVATE UNSUCCESSFUL - TICKET PARAMETER REQUIRED

Reason:

An ELEVATE command must include a TICKET keyword. This keyword identifies the service desk ticket associated with a
user receiving elevated access permissions.

Action:

Reissue the ELEVATE command with a TICKET keyword included.

TSS0536E
ELEVATE FAILED - TAM NOT INSTALLED

Reason:

The ELEVATE command failed because Trusted Access Manager for Z is not installed.

Action:

Perform installation and configuration of Trusted Access Manager for Z, and retry the action.
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TSS0537I
user CAN NOW USE ELEVATED PERMISSIONS 

 Reason: 

The specified user received elevated permissions. If signed on, this user can now perform activities according to the
assigned permissions.

Action: 

No action required.

TSS0538I
USER user_name ELEVATED PERMISSIONS ARE NO LONGER IN EFFECT

Reason:

The product terminated the user's elevated permissions as requested.

Action: 

No action required.

TSS0539E
ELEVATE UNSUCCESSFUL - CA TRUSTED ACCESS MANAGER FOR Z IMPROPERLY INSTALLED 

Reason:

The ELEVATE command failed because Trusted Access Manager for Z is not installed or the TAMINT00 module is not
included in the LINKLIST.

Action:

Ensure that Trusted Access Manager for Z is installed correctly and the TAMINT00 module is in the LINKLIST.

TSS0540E
ELEVATE UNSUCCESSFUL - UNABLE TO IDENTIFY A VALID PRODUCT LICENSE FOR CA TRUSTED ACCESS
MANAGER FOR Z

Reason:

The ELEVATE command failed because a valid product code could not be located during LMP key checking.

Action:

Add the LMP key for Trusted Access Manager for Z, and try the ELEVATE command again.

TSS0541E
 ELEVATE unsuccessful - Service desk ticket server was unreachable 

 Reason: 

This message can occur for any of the following reasons:
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• The Trusted Access Manager for Z started task is not running.
• The Trusted Access Manager for Z OPTIONS record or SDESK record contains invalid data.
• The ticket specified on the ELEVATE command contained non-standard characters.
• An internal error occurred.

 Action: 

Perform the following actions to ensure successful elevation:

1. Ensure the Trusted Access Manager for Z started task is active; start it if necessary.
2. Check the OPTIONS record to ensure that NIMHOST, NIMUSER, NIMPSWD, SDNAME and SDTYPE are correct.

Look for messages starting with "TAM" in the Security JVM Java log.
3. Check the SDESK record (if any) that is tied to the elevation CLASS record; ensure that SDESK specifies the correct

SDNAME and SDTYPE. Look for messages starting with "TAM" in the Security JVM Java log.
4. Ensure that TICKET specifies a valid alphanumeric value on the ELEVATE command. Look for messages starting with

"TAM" in the Security JVM Java log.
5. If you performed the preceding steps and the problem persists, collect the Security JVM Java log data, and contact

Broadcom Support.

 Module: 

TSSAUTH2

TSS0542E
ELEVATE unsuccessful - Security JVM is not active

Reason:

The Security JVM started task is not up and running. The product requires Security JVM for service desk ticket validation.

Action:

Start the Security JVM started task, and perform your task again.

Module:

TSSAUTH2

TSS0544I
ACID acid_name NOT REFRESHED

Reason:

The specified ACID received elevated permissions, but the product could not refresh the user. The user might not be
signed on. 

Action:

Refresh the user by issuing a TSS REFRESH(acid) command, or have the user sign on. 

TSS0550E
TAMZ error_condition

Reason:

The specified command failed due to the reported error condition (indicated by error_condition).

Action: 
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Correct the error condition, and re-issue the command if necessary.

TSS0551E
TAMZ ACID acid_name  NOT FOUND

Reason:

The product could not find the specified ACID (acid_name) in the TAMZGRP group. The ACID might have been deleted
after the group was originally created. 

Action:

Correct the error condition (for example, remove the ACID from the group). After correcting the problem, re-issue the
command if necessary.

TSS0552E
TAMZ ACID acid_name NOT IN SCOPE

Reason:

The specified TAMZGRP ACID is not in the scope of the user that issued the ELEVATE command.

Action:

Correct the error condition, and re-issue the command if necessary.

TSS0553E
 TAMZGRP CONTAINS NO ACIDS 

 Reason:  

The specified TAMZGRP group contains no ACIDs.

 Action:  

Add ACIDs to the group. Re-issue the command if necessary.

TSS1377I
NO CURRENT ACTIVE ELEVATIONS

Reason:

No users currently have elevated permissions.

Action:

No action required.

TSS1370I to TSS1376I
 TSS1370I ---------- Current TAMz Elevations ----------
TSS1371I User: user Start:hh:mm:ss mm/dd/yyyy End:hh:mm:ss mm/dd/yyyy  
TSS1372I Class: class 
TSS1373I Desc: description 
TSS1374I Reason: reason 
TSS1375I Service Desk Ticket#: ticket_number 
TSS1376I Profile: profile  
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 Reason: 

These messages list details about a user who currently has elevated permissions.

•   user 
Identifies the user who is currently elevated.

•  Start:hh:mm:ss  mm/dd/yyyy   
Shows the day and the time at which the user began elevation.

•  End:hh:mm:ss mm/dd/yyyy 
Shows the day and the time at which the user's elevation will expire.

•   class 
Identifies the class that was given to the user. This class contains the specific attributes and permissions that the
elevated user needs.

•   description 
Describes the assigned class.

•   reason 
Indicates the reason that was given for elevating the user.

•   ticket_number 
Identifies the ticket number that requested elevated permissions.

•   profile 
Identifies the profile name that was given to the user to elevate permissions.

 Action: 

No action required.

TSS1378I
NO TAMz ELEVATE TABLE FOUND

Reason:

No users have received elevated permissions since the last product initial program load (IPL).

Action:

No action required.

TSS1379E
 UNABLE TO OBTAIN SAFIVT IN TAMZSTS 

 Reason: 

A serious error occurred, in which no SAFIVT table was found.

 Action: 

Perform an initial program load (IPL) on Top Secret. If the problem persists, contact Broadcom Support.

TSS1380E
 TAMz IS NOT INSTALLED 

 Reason: 

The attempted activity cannot be performed, because Trusted Access Manager for Z is not installed.

 Action: 
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Perform installation and configuration (as described in the Trusted Access Manager for Z documentation), and then retry
the activity.

TSS1381E
 TAMz INTERNAL ERROR 

 Reason: 

Trusted Access Manager for Z encountered an internal error while trying to process TAMZ(STATUS) command.

 Action: 

Retry the command. If the problem persists, contact Broadcom Support.
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Additional Resources
Includes educational resources, product references and support information.

This article provides resources to assist you in maximizing your product experience (including information about
education, webcasts, product support resources, and product maintenance).

Education and Training

The following educational resources are provided:

• Mainframe Training
• Mainframe Course Catalog
• Video: Accessing the Learning Management System
• Trusted Access Manager for Z Education Videos
• Accessing Broadcom Mainframe Product Education: Quick Reference

Product Support

Use the following resources to obtain more product support:

• To view product details, go to Broadcom Support, under Software select Mainframe Software, All Products, search
by product name, and select Product Details.

• To view product downloads, go to Broadcom Support, under Software select Mainframe Software, My Downloads,
select by product name, and select the product and release from this page to view the products list (login required).

Maintenance

Use the following resources to obtain more product support:

• Common Mainframe Maintenance Procedures
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Maintenance Solutions List
• Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS)
• Migrate SMP/E Environments into z/OSMF

NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration.

• Mainframe Essentials Software Risk Assessment video
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page

User Communities and Support

Consult your peers, reach out to subject matter experts, and read the latest technical insights and information in our global
communities:

• Trusted Access Manager for Z User Community
• Broadcom Mainframe Community

Social Media

Through the following Broadcom Mainframe Software channels, we share information that provides value to our
mainframe community, including events, blog posts, eBooks, analyst reports, and more:
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https://www.broadcom.com/support/education-training/specialized-training/mainframe-training
https://community.broadcom.com/viewdocument/mainframe-education-course-catalog?CommunityKey=f92efc9f-0875-4c00-ad19-f20b3185f059&tab=librarydocuments
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tszo7u-NeAo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=czU3URUUWTw&list=PLynEdQRJawmyO3Ah9ewMkVlH552a-ioVw
https://docs.broadcom.com/doc/accessing-broadcom-mainframe-training-quick-reference-guide
https://support.broadcom.com/
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/us/en/ca-mainframe-software/traditional-management/mainframe-common-maintenance-procedures/1-0.html
https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/WebInterface/phpdocs/0/MSPSaccount/COMPAT/AllProducts.HTML
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/us/en/ca-mainframe-software/traditional-management/mainframe-common-maintenance-procedures/1-0/getting-started/ca-recommended-service-for-z-os.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/us/en/ca-mainframe-software/traditional-management/mainframe-common-maintenance-procedures/1-0/getting-started/z-osmf-requirements/migrate-smp-e-environments-into-z-osmf.html
https://mainframe.broadcom.com/zosmf_migration
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GOP6jsD8tkA&list=PLynEdQRJawmw9AV-wq79gR9i_mNX8qSaP&index=1
https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/WebInterface/phpdocs/0/MSPSaccount/COMPAT/AllProdDates.HTML
https://community.broadcom.com/mainframesoftware/communities/communityhomeblogs?CommunityKey=5ac04dcf-ad22-444c-8f08-6f8fe7d60584
https://community.broadcom.com/mainframesoftware/home
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• LinkedIn
• Twitter
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Documentation Legal Notice
This Documentation, which includes embedded help systems and electronically distributed materials, (hereinafter referred
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with that software, provided that all Broadcom copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy.

The right to print or otherwise make available copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the
applicable license for such software remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it is your
responsibility to certify in writing to Broadcom that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been returned
to Broadcom or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, BROADCOM PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS
IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL
BROADCOM BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT,
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ADVISED IN ADVANCE OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement and
such license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is Broadcom Inc.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the
restrictions set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)
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